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vSUMMER MEETING OF THE COAL MINING INSTI-

TUTE OF AMERICA, JUNE 11, 1907.

The summer meeting of the Coal Mining Institute of Amer-

ica was called to order in the Supreme Court room at the Court

House, Pittsburgh, Pa., at lo -30 o'clock, Tuesday morning, June

nth, 1907, by President F. C. Keighley, who delivered the fol-

Q lowing address of welcome

:

» PRESIDENT KEIGHLEY'S ADDRESS.

Gentlemen

:

^ It is certainly gratifying to know that the affairs of the

Institute were never in a more prosperous condition than now

:

^^^^^e membership is greater than ever, and more interest is being

, manifested iwilh each succeeding meeting. It has been a matte«*

of sincere regret with me that I was unable to be present at ail

the sessions of the winter meeting
;
many of you will no doubt

recollect that I was called away on important business matters

early during the first day. I know that I missed a great deal

that was intere/sting and instructive. I knew from the class of

papers to be read and the authors of the same, that they could

not fail to be of interest and of great importance to the mining

i> interests generally.

^--J
I think I iiave heard more about our last meeting in the way

of favorable comments than of any other meeting the Institute

has ever held. It seems to me that the papers we are getting of

late are certainly of increasing interest and importance, and

many of tliem come from persons who are distinguished authori-

ties in their particular lines. I sincerely trust that this gratify-

ing state of affairs will continue with the Institute. I might add

153951
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that the financial condition of the Institute is good, perhaps the

best in its history.

As you know, the presidents address covers not only the

affairs of the Institute, but often makes more or less reference

to the conditions surrounding and aft'ecting the coal mining in-

terests generally. One of the principal things before the mem-
bers of the Institute is, and has been, the revision of the bitumin-

ous mining law of Pennsylvania. And this should be so, for it is

a measure of great importance. The bitumhious mining law was

largely a creature of this Institute, and its revision comes nearly

being wholly so. It is true that there has been more or less criti-

cism on the selection of the committee making this revision, but

criticisimi may be expected on anything and everything. On the

other hand, there has been much favorable comment on the work

done by this committee, appointed by the president of this Insti-

tute at your request. I think it is the consensus of opinion of

the bitum'itiouib coal mining men of the State who have at least

the health, safety, and betterment of the conditions of both mines

and miners, that this revised bituminous mining law iis in all

probability one of the best pieces of mining legislation ever

framed by any set of men. This should be gratifying to the

members of this Institute ; it is particularly so to me, for the

reason that certain people made the statement that I had showti

partiality in the appointment of this' committee. I disclaimed

then, and do yet, any intention of siiowing partiality, except to

secure able ar.d fair-minded nieti.

This law, as it now stands, together with the fact that tRe

bill was read three times in the House of Representatives and

passed unanimous'ly, is not only proof that the committee was

well .selected and competent for the duties assigned it, but is a

credit to each one serving upon that committee. It is the best

indorsement that could be given that its work was intelligently,

faithfully and sincerely performed. Just what the fate of this bill

will be in the Senate 1 am unable to say, but this I doi know, and

firmly believe, if it failis) to pass, it will n'ot be by reason of any

failure on die part of the committee to do its duty.
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This bill, measure, or revision, was made by a committee,

every member of which is a practical man, keenly alive to the

dangers, hardships and necessities of the coal mines in the

bituminouis regions of Pennsylvania. The members of this com-

mittee are men who, by reason of their own efforts and force of

character, have risen from the so-called humbler walks of life to

the positions of 'high trust and honor they have heild and now

hold. This bill, presented by Mr. Daniel Boden, who was once

a coal miner (all honor to him for it) and who gradually rose

from one position to another until he reached the management,

and today is a representative of the district of the county in

which he has spent the greater poition of his life, should meet

with the favor and isiipport of every member of the House of

Representatives and the State Senate who has at heart the in-

terests of the constituents that honored him by selecting him as

their representative. This bill may not pass at this time,

but it certainly will pass, as it is too good a law

to be ignored. I think we can safely trust this bill in the

hands of the members of the Senate, and, perhaps, it will be

better for us not to be impatient if there should be delay. There

is an Olid saying, ''Never put off for tomorrow what you can do

today," but sometimes it is better not to attempt to do today what
you know you will be better prepared to do tomorrow. It is a

fact that many a battle 'has been lost, and many a business failure

has been brought about, by reason of undertaking to do things

before proper preparatior^s had been made. I am inclined to think

that this applies to legislative matters also. There is one thing

sure : the Senate is going to be careful and understand thoroughly

the full import of the measure before it passes on it; and this

is what it should do.

The question of the duration of life of the coal fields of the

United States has created much interest of late, and more or less

concern. Mr. Marius Campbell, of the United States Geological

Survey, has given this matter able and thorough investigation,

and it seems now that the life of our coal fields is not nearly as

great as generally expected. Mr. Fogg and others have also been
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scanning the future of the colang coal fields of Fayette county,

and it seems that the life of these coal fields is of comparatively

sihort duration. Just how these various estimates have been ar-

rived at I do not know, but it is altogether likely that they are as

correct as any estimates of this character can be. However, the

thought occurred to me that possibly, in making these estimates,

the quantity of coial consumed on the ground, for instance, that

used m generating steam, fuel for domestic purposes, and used

in various ways in the vicinity of mining property, had not been

taken into consideraton. Perhaps if this had been considered it

would not have cut down the estimates greatly, yet I should not

be surprised if it would amount to five or ten per cent, of the

output of the mines.

Again : Hajsi the loss m mining been taken into considera-

tion? If not, this would materially reduce the period estimated

as being the life of the coal fields. There is much uncertainty

as to what per cent, of loss in mining is, and I fear it is going

to be much greater than suspected. We often hear the statement

made that 95 per cent, of the coal area now under operation is

being recovered. I think this statement is probably far re

moved from the truth. I will grant that at some operations 95
per cent, of the coal is, perhaps, being recovered, but there cer-

tainly are cases, even now, where 75 per cent, is not being gotten.

The various estimates referred to are certainly of great interest

and value, and should be reminders that the coal seams of this

State, and of all the coal bearing States, should be most care-

fully mined, and that no losses shoiild be allowed that can pos-

sibly be avoided m mining the coal and removing it from the

position it has occupied since its formation. I think some papers

on these lines would not be amiss and would suggest that some

one volunteer to take up this work for presentation at our winter

meeting.

Possibly the most seriousi question now confronting the mine

operator and manaiger is the scarcity of labor. However, this

term "'scarcity of labor" is really a miismomer. There is no

scarcity of labor, but great difficulty in getting labor done. There
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probably never were more laborers in the country at any time

during its history than there are today, yet, on evey hand, there

is work to do, and a great deal of it remains undone. Very few,

if any, mining operations are run to full capacity tO'.lay, }et ex-

amination of tht pay rolls wou'ld, in all probability, disclose that

more names are carried on pay rolls than are really necessary

for the operation of the mine to its fullest capacit>

.

Mine management iisi constantly hampered by the observ-

ance of numerous ho-lidays that do not appear in the calendar of

our land. Bad as this is, there is still something worse to con-

template, and that is the drinking evil. The men not only lose

a great deal of time in drinking, but are often in such a condition

from the effects of drink that it is an impossibihty for them to

do a day's work.

This liquor evil is one for which there seems to be no rem-

edy, at least under existing laws, and some people are of opinion

that no law can be framed to successfully cope with it. It would

seem that there should be some solution to a problem which is

causing so much alarm and such serious injury to mining and

manufacturing industries generally. For the past three years I

have made a practice of taking two or three weeks ofX from duty

and takmg a trip mto other sections. I naturally pay more or

less attention to local matter and conditions, and invariably find

that while the liquor evil is to a certain extent in existence, yet

I never see any such disgraceful state of affairs as that which is

to be seen on every hand daily in the mining and manufacturing

centers of Southwestern Pennsylvania.

This, of course, suggests more or less speculation as to why
such conditions should be present in one section and not in an-

other, when what might be termed the root of the evil flouriishes

in both. I have about come to the conclusion that perhaps it is

not so much a question of liquor as some other evils underlying

the surface. Just what these are I am not at this time prepare.!

to give expression to ; but 1 have no doubt that some day the real

cause will be discovered. However, this does not help us now :

we have the evil before us, and the question of the day is how
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to cope with it. There is such a thing as fighting fire with fire
[

such a thing as preventing destruction by destroying property, as

has been done at all great fires, and sometimes at the time

great floods or of epidemics, palatial residences, great dams, mag-

nificent bridges, have been blown up with dynamite in order to

prevent still greater destruction. Perhaps it would be best to

adopt similar tactics in fighting the liquor evil. Don't be alarmed,

and thnik of leaving the room because I am advocating this some-

what anarchistic doctrine ; I have no bombs concealed about my
person, and have no intention of throwing any beyond those fig-

uratively here used. It is true that I want to shock you, but it

will be mentally, not physically.

There are iseveral ways of putting this suggestion into efifect

It is a well-known fact that no man is in the liquor business from

love or affection for the business itself; it is the money he is

after, and that he is disposed to get, regardless of anything else.

Remove the enormous profit there iis in the liquor traffic from

distillery and brewery vlown to the lowest groggery, and there

would be no incentive for its being so freely dispensed. Tlie

State, county, or borough, as the case may be, could easily put

an end to this liquor evil if they would—let them remove the

profit, or rather the enormous profit, and the trouble wiU all be

over. Just as long as any good fellow, or imagined good fellow,

can toady around the politicians—I miglit even go SC' far as

to ;siay attorneys and judges—and get a license which will bring

all the way from one thousand to fifty thousand dollars a year,

there will continue to he liquor galore all over this land.

How can this evil be averted ? Easily enough , let the State,

county or borough pass laws or ordinances by which the profit

to the distiller, wholesaler and vendor is limited to 6 per cent, on

the capital invested ; all profits over and above that to go to the

State, county or borough, as the case m^ay be, to help right some
of tiic wiongs tile liquor men are eternally perpetrating. This i<i

no pipe dream ; it is already in practice. I did know exactly

where, but I cannot at this time call to mind the particular sec-

tion, but one city in California has taken such steps, and another
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somewhere in one of the Southern States. The movement in

the direction referred to as being taken up by a Southern city, 1

am told, is successful beyond all expectations. They have

actually abandoned the use of their jail, ais) they no longer have

any prisoners.

If the State, county, or borough is unwilling to take hold

of the matter in the way just outlined, then let the coal mine

operators and coke manufacturers take 'hold of it themselves.

They have just as much right, in fact, more right, to have licensee

and qDerate distilleries, breweries, hotels and saloonfi' as the gut-

tersnipe who gets it for no other reason than that he has done

some villainousily dirty piece of alleged political work ; that is, he

has rounded up a lot of worse guttersnipes, if it were possible,

than himiseif, and voted them.

1 know that any action by the mine operator or coke manu-

facturer m the way of asking for or obtainmg a license would be

met with howls from one end of the State to the other, and this,

of itself, is evidence that the whole thing is wrong. How could

it be right to grant one man a license who has absolutely nothing

at stake, not even a character attached to his person, and refuse to

grant one to another who has hundreds, perhaps thousandisi, of

men to whom he gives employment and who, from self-interest,

if for no other reason, is concerned in their we^lfare?

This is no new idea. It has been tried in a number of cases,

one in particular that I know^ of, personally, where it was im-

possible to operate the plant profitably or siafely as long as

licenses were granted to political favorites. A company operat-

ing a certain mine at great expense bought out all the saloons

in the vicinity and fitted one up of its own ; the result was that

it not only successfully operated the plant, but eliminated drunk-

enness almost entirely. I would not want to be connected with a

bar-room, and should prefer not to have such an institution at

any operation with which 1 am connected. I do not believe it

would be necessary for coal mine operators, coke manufacturers

and others to long operate or run a bar-room ; for once the publij

saw the other side of the question, thus so vividly exhibited by
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mine operators, etc., the liquor question would be regulated forth-

v/itli. I think that ail that remains to be done now is for the

mining and coke manufacturing interests to say something has

to be done in the way of removing the present evils resulting

from the way licenses are dispensed and handled, or they will go

into the liquor business themselves.

Another question that causes more or lesis uneasiness and

trouble to the mine operator and mine manager is the way in

which the present mining law is construed. You will all admit

that the present law is not just what the conditions met with in

the coal mines of the present time demand or require, and that

a revision (which has been referred to before) has been made,

and the same is now before the Senate. It will be granted that

the new law, if it be passed, as it no doubt will be, will remedy

many of the difficulties now encountered
;
but, in the meantiiric,

we are living, as it were, under the old law. Some people, per-

haps a great many people, seem to think that law is law and

means nothing but law, and persist in viewing and construing

the law as it reads ; that is, they take the letter of the law only,

forgetting that it also has a spirit, and that one is inseparable

from the other. The spirit oi the law, or the foundation, if you

*may \to term it, is safety—safety from beginning to end ; not to

one individual, but to the greatest' number of individuals ; not

under one condition, but under conditions existing at the time

the law was framed and that might arise thereafter. I was pres-

ent several times when this law, or at least the latest amendment

to the same, was made, and I know that the intention of all w^as

to secure the greatest is-afety with the least hardship to any in-

dividual or concern. It must be apparent to anyone, whether

versed in mimiTg or not, that a law that does not put harilship,

inconvenience, or cost on some one at some time would be an

utter impossibility. The best that can be done in any law is to

cover the ground generally v/ith the letter of such law, and let

the spirit of it dictate or inspire such additional j^rccautions as

those tliat coiiid not i)e foreseen.

Tlu "c arc, from lime to time, riian\ little tilings that occur
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about mines and mining that can not be covered by the letter of

any law, b,ut they could be covered and provided for if the in-

spector and the operator would use a little common sense, and

enter into the spirit of the law, and allow it to govern them in

tlieir decisions. I do not mean by this that the operator or the

mine manager should decide or interpret for himself what the

^irit of the law readily intended when the letter fails to cover the

ground ; neither should the inspector take upon himself its inter-

pretation ; but they together, if they would, could no doubt work

in harmony. If- not, they might call in additional inspectors and

other operators, and, in a friendly way, determine many of these

minor difficulties without either flying off the handle or jumping

into the courts. There is too nuich of a disposition on the part

of both parties to stand, as it were, on their dignity, and to let

individual opinions influence action as to what should be done

in those cases wiiich the letter of the law cannot cover. The pres-

•ent law, or, rather, the framers of it, never contemplated the en-

forcement of any section of the law that, under certain condi-

tions, would bring on still greater dangers. Neither was it for

one moment presumed that any inspector or any court would de-

mand, enforce cr pur into eft'ect some trivial point and, at tlie

same time, ignore some great danger brought about by unusual

conditions that the law could not have anticipated. The truth of

the matter is that, at times, there is anxiety to comply with or to

enforce the law \\ihen it aftordis opportunity for action in accord-

ance with the particular views or prejudices of the interpreter of

the law or interested parties, and ignore it when it conflicts there •

with.

A question that is daily getting more serious, and entailing

more cost in mining operations, is the difficulty in g-etting a sup-

ply of timber for mining requirements that wiW answer the pur-

pose. Timber is not only expensdve as compared with years gone

by, but is extremel}- difficult to get it of soundness and sufficient

strength, and often timber of poor quality can not be obtained in

sufficient quantity wilh promptness.

This condition is not likely to improve, as the forests of this
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land are rapidly becoming depleted. If timber costis. in mining-

are to be kept where, they ai e at present, it cannot be accom-

plished by the finding of new sources of supply, but will have to

be held there (if possible) by rigid economy in the use of timber;

by drawing the same w'henever possible, and using it two or three

times over; by substituting other materials, such afs steel, stone,

brick, concrete, etc., for ail the more permanent work
;
by secur-

ing miners and timbermen of greater experience, skill and judg-

ment. Any marked progress in the line of reducing or holding

such costs down will have to come from improved systems of

mining.

In years gone by many mines did not uisie timber to anything

like the extent of present practices, for the reason that coal lands

were cheap, and many mining men allowed themselves to be car-

ried away by the delusion that it was cheaper to lose coal than to

pay for timber and the setting of the same. With present prices

for coal lands, no one can afford to lose coal for want of timber

or suitable methods. In fact, it is extremely doubtful if it ever

paid at any time to let coal be lost, and it certainly was a crime

against the nation to waste it at all, and the nation is rapidly

awakening to that fact. As it is now, all the best and cheapest

coals to work or develop are gone. There are no coal fields of

any extent today that combine the quality and economy in devel-

opment and operation of those operated ten or twenty years ago

—coal fields that were literally slaughtered, in some casesi, utterly

destroyed, in the pursuit of the mirage at one time so popularly

dubbed "economiical mining"
,
economy so false in its premises

that, in another generation from now, it will be looked upon as a

form of insanity and in line with wanton impoverishment of soils

and destiuction of foreisits. Papers on these Hnes should be forth-

coming at our winter meeting
;
they are the need of the hour,

and the opportunity of the man who wants to benefit his co-

worker and fellow-man, not to mention the keeping up of the

prestige of this Institute.

I am going to call >Gur attention once more (and I think

this is about the twentieth time) to the fact that the United
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States does not possess a sing-le training mine. No one has yet

been progressive enoug'h to develop or operate such a mine. By

this I mean a coa'l mine specially developed and operated for the

training of young miners, to fit them for the positions now to be

found on every hand at coal mines by men who are skilled in

their callings. Such positions now pay salaries equal to those

•paid m other lines, and the excuse of former days that the sal-

aries paid did not offer sufficient inducement to brainy and skill-

ful men no longer can be ofi'ered. The salary today is hunting

the man, and will continue to do so for years to come.

There is not a vestige of a reason for the non-existence of

such an institution as a training coal mine, any more so than a

few yeansi ago there was for the absence of a correspondence

school of mines. The army has its V/est Point, the navy its An-

napolis and training ships. The railroads send out their model

air- brake and other cars in order that their men may be trained

in chose lines , even the United States Department of Agriculture

sends out a car exhibiting the works of model farmis to the farm-

ers of every lailroad community. The colleges of today have

their machine, electric, carpei.ter, and other shops, foundries and

laboratories. Manual training and model factories for facilitat-

ing it are today recognized as not only good things, but the

proper and necessary fountain-heads for the issuance of a stream

of 'skilled labor that is being clamored for the length and breadth

of t-his great land
;
yet no place exists today where a young man

who desires to make mining his life work can familiarize himself

with systems, methods and practices, as he would be able to do in

a model coal mine or training mine ; call it what you will so that

it may be given life. If the State of Pennsylvania is too poor to

set the example, let some other State do it. If some other State

should be first to take the action, it would be to the eternal sham.v^

of the greatest coal producing State in the world, and the wielder

of a twenty-million dollar pen holder that is now writing mes-

sages of »sicorn for the tax payers of the great State, and the

death warrants, as it were, of political thieves—and will continue

to do so for some time to come.
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The eistablishmeiri of a model coal mine for the training i^i

coal miners will save the great State of Pennsylvania so many
millions of tons of black diamonds in the next decade that it can

afford to forget the extravagance of flaunting before the world l

twenty miliioia dollar pen hdlder (the real value of which is not

one-fourth that sum) as soon as the said pen holder has gotten

through signing the death warrants of political jobbers. If this

model mine cannot be tolerated as a business proposition, let it

be one of charity—a place where the miner's orphaned boy can

find a schooling and a home. There are many scores of men in

this land that have each made money enough from coal lands and

coal mining alone to enable them to not ondy donate or lease the

coal land on a low royalty for such a purpose, but to provide such

a mine without 'sierious drain on their spending money or re-

sources. Some man will do it some day, and at the same time

do his nation so great a service that his name will rank high in

the annals of the illustrious of this land.

You are aill aware of the deplorable loss experienced by this

Institute within the last few weeks through an accident at the

Marguerite miines of the H. C. Frick Coke Company, Westmore-

land county, Pa., May 24, which resulted in the death of Mr. Wil-

liam Mollison. Mr. Mollison was a greatly esteemed member

of this Institute, and a man of such character and of such ability

in the profession of mining, that we all considered it not only

an honor to be favored with the papers 'he read before us, but

were glad at aill times to have his judgment and opinions gener-

ally. His ^services to the great Commonwealth of Pennsylv^ia,

a State that leads the world in the production of coal, demon-

strated that no mistake was made when to him as Mine Inspector

was entrusted a group of mines that required the services, judg-

ment and action of just such a man as William J. Mollison

proved to be. He performed his duties with such marked abil-

ity that the H. C. Frick Coke Company, the greatest coke pro-

ducing firm of today, offered him inducements so great rhat he

entered their service and became Mine Inspector for that con-

cern. It was while attending to the duties of this important
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office that he met with the injuries that so unfortunately broug*ht

a'bout our loss and irreparable loss and grief to his family. Yet,

no doubt, if he had been asked to chooise the place and time of

his death he would have said, ''While attending to the duties of

my office."

The death of Mr. Mollison is not only deplored by us, but

we are likely to ponder over his removal from our midst just at

the time of the very prime of his life. He was forty-eight years

of age, an age at which his hard-earned experience and ripened

judgment were most likeiy to yield the greatest harvest and

make bim most useful to his fellow men. It is not necessary for

me to ask that fitting resolutions be passed, as I know that all

that prevents your taking action forthwith is the interposition of

my address, which I will now bring to a close by remarking that

it IS important that a full attendance of our members should be

present at the December sessions, as the officials for the year

1908 are to be elected then.

VICE PRESIDENT AFFELDER—It is customary upon

the preisientation of papers to this Institute that a vote of thanks

be extended. I would like to hear a motion extending a vote of

thanks to our president for his annual address.

MR. I. G. ROBY— I would move a vote of thanks to the

president for the very able paper he has presented.

The motion being seconded, was duly carried.

BY THE PRESIDENT—I do not think it is customary to

discuss the president's address very much, and as there are some

business matters that ought to be presented at tiiis time I think

perhaps \vc had better take up those things now rather than at

any other time. The principal question before us now is : what

are we going to do relative to the printing of our minutes for

the next year r Our contract expires now, I believe, that is, with

the June meeting.

BY MR. C. W. SMITH—It expired with the December

meeting. It is now the beginning of a new year.
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BY THE PRESIDENT—Does it include the proceeding?

of this meeting?

BY MR. C. W. SMITH—It includes the proceedings of the

December meeting, but does not include the publication of the

minutes of the present meeting.

BY THE PRESIDENT—If anyone has any suggeisition to

make along this line we would be pleased to hear from them. Mr.

Smith has given me a memorandum here which might interest

you. Our contract for two years amounts to about $600 in round

numbers
; $300 a year or $300 a volume, and that includes a sub-

scription to ' Coa'l" for one year. Mr. Smith says the actual cost

to him amounted to about $1,440, so he has last $840 on the

transaction.

BY MR. C. W. SMITH—That is not exactly as it is. The

Institute has paid me in round numbers $600 for the two years.

Of course, the advertising privilege went with the contract. We
have received some advertising. On the first volume of proceedings

$300 in advertising. We have now for the procedings under way

contracts amounting to $200. That is $500 for the two years.

That means a total receipt of $t,too. As against that an ex-

penditure of $1,440. NoAV, that was simply given to |Mr. Keigh-

Jey as a memorandum to show the cost of the proceedings. There

is, however, a consideration in regard to ''Coal" being the official

paper of the Institute that is of value to us. And there was an

item of costs here, a matter of $606, when I was -siecretary of the

Institute that would not occur again, that was the matter of

sending out a great many circulars in the securing of new mem-
bers, and we did secure a large number of new members, but

there was a considerable expense connected with it. The short-

hand reporting of your proceedings averaged during two years

$130 a year, or $260. That is what the proceedings have cost me.

And I figure that the 1906 book—which by the way, is as large

for the one year for papers and discussions as the three pre-

vious years—your proceediiigs are growmg every year and
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the Institute is growing and the discusisdons are larger and there"

are more discussions and more papers and the expense is increas-

ing consequently in proportion to the Institute.

BY THE PRESIDENT—In view of the fact that, the at-

tendance is rather small this morning, I believe it would be well

enough to let this matter go over until tomorrow and in the

meantime you can all think about it, think what is best to be done.

Some arrangement will have to be made for the printing of the

transactions.

BY MR. C. W. SMITH—Tet me make a suggestion. The

contract as it stands now is that the Institute pays one dollar fo^

each of its memibeis in good standing. They consider those in

good standing who have paid within three years. Then, if they

are not more than three years in arrears on dues they are in gooJ

standing. Approximately there are three hundred who are in

good standing now. That makes $300 a year. That is what the

Institute is paying. Take as an off-set against that what I have

to pay for the proceedings, the shorthand notes and the repro-

duction of the same, that would cost $130 ailone. Now, with my
fa'ciliti6s for getting advertising, on the hrst volume I lost $250,

actually lost $250. But if you were to publish that book your-

selves and get the advertising yourselves you might get $550 for

it, but I doubt it. And whatever extra cost, over and above your

receipts for advertising, would be the cost of your book to your-

selves. Now, the difference between what I have spent and what

I have received I count a good investment because of the pres -

tige it givcis to the paper ''Coal,'' being the official paper of the

Institute.

BY MR. FOSTER—Just before the meeting Mr. Smith

gave me approximately his costs. I would like to add to what

he said that his costs for producing the books are abnormally

low. I am talking now from the basis of a publisher. I do not

know how he manages to get his composition done at the fig-

ures, the composiition and such work, at the figures he quotes.
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I know wc cannot in the city of Scranton, and with a plant that

IS acknowledged to be one of the finest in the world. We cannot

touch the low cos't for composition, paper and press work on

that book. Of course, he explains to me that he prints it himself

and there is no profit charged on that. But neither do we charg-e

a profit to ourselves, for printing for ourselves ; but at the same

time Mr. Smith's prices> there of costs are abnormally low, an-l

for the beriefit of the Institute I would like to state that if the

Institute were to publish that book itself I think the cost of com-

position and paper and press work v/ould run anywhere from

33 1-3 to 50 per cent, more than Ivlr. Smith's charges.

BY THE PRESIDENT—I will now call upon Mr. C. L.

Fay, of Green.sburg, to present to us his paper entitled, "A Study

in Mming Town Sociology."

MR. C. L. FAY—Mr. Chairman and Members of the In-

stitute : This is going to be a pretty stiff introduction, it seems

to me, to the Mining Institute, along lines that have not ordi-

narily been taken up in this Institute. Mr. Keighley's address,

toughing as much upon the Sociological problem as it did, and

then following that with this one, it would rather seem to make

the Institute perhaps top-heavy along a special line. But there

will be so many good things along technical lines as the Institute

proceeds that perhaps again you will get so interesetd in those

items that you will forget all of the very rich things that Mr.

Keighley and myself have tried our best to produce. We trust,

however, that it wiM not all be lost. When your president asRed

me to prepare this paper tlie thought was, I believe, of the prac-

tical study of the individual town, the Sociology of the individual

mining town. Now, as I thought over that
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A STUDY OF SOCIAL CONDITIONS.

By C. L. Fay.

To have a reasonable conception of the sociology of the

mining town, it is necessary that we study the social condi-

tions of the whole region, and that we consider four classes

in their relation one to the other, viz.: the native-born inhab-

itants, the English -speaking miners, the foreign -speaking-

miners, and the employers.

A generation ago thiis region was a great stretch of agri-

cultural and lumber interests. Where settled, the communities

were composed mainly of native-born citizens, sons of sturdy

pioneers, raised under the influence of American institutions,

fiMed with patrroitism and recognizing a high morald standard.

The development of the mining industry wrought many
changes. The country soon lost its former identity. The mines

changed local aspect and environment. Many oi the landholding

native citizens disposed of their property to the coal companies,

and removed with their families to the larger centers of popula-

tion. Those remaining had entirely new conditions under which

to live.

The demand for laborers in the mines caused men of other

lands to avail themselves of this opportunity to improve their

condition. The advent of the foreign-speaking men made a

peculiar intrusion upon the native Americans. A closer watch on

property became necessary. In many instances they were pre-

vented from doing as they had theretofore ; that is, going out and

in at all times of the day or nig'ht without fear of danger. The
school life of the American children was changed considerably

;

for they had to mingle witii the children of the newcomers. As a

consequence, it is scarcely to be expected that the native popula-

tion could look with any particular favor on the people who, to

them, iwere intruders on their American privileges and rights.

Sunday, a day cherished by this native-born people, became a
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day of revelry, riot and carousal. While it was not necessary

that they participate in these things, still, it was iinpossil)le for

them to escape the disagreeable, oftimes revolting and dangerous

results.

The English-speakirg men from Scotland, England, Ireland

and Wales formed the real basis of the social life of the early

mining towns. By thrift, study and perseverance, they became

the dominating factor in the upbuilding of the mining industry,

until today this class occupies the responsible places, from the

least office to the greatest. These people readily adapted them-

selves to American principles, became ioyal citizens, and the rul-

ing class in the mining communities.

The foreign-speaking man, like the English-speaking immi-

grant, came to meet a recognized demand ; and came, too, with-

out intention or desire to butclen a community or intrude upon

the rights of others. In order better to understand something

of him, we must recognize the conditions under which he lived in

other lands, and discover the training and controil that, through

generations, had made him what he was.

He was downtrodden and oppressed. He was the least of

several classes. He had no identit}-. This liad been lost in the

state of serfdom. His conceptions of liberty were such that here

they meant license. A part of his training had been to observe

many holidays. We must n:ieet him with his prejudices and

his ignorance.

As he enteiis these one-time agricultural towns, he ]s not

received with particular warmth nor welcomed by the earlier

residents. It is not long before he iearns he is a "Dago" or a

'Hunky." No high ideals are placed before him, nor are our

American institutions and principles of patriotism made intel-

ligible to him, but he meets the need in the mines. He makes a

wage which lie never before has known. His natural tendency is

to congregate in colonies, speaking his own tongue. There he

is exploited by aleirt schemers and money-getters, easily becoming

t'lu'ir prey. It is not long before iie is revelling in drunken brawls,

being incited by the licjuor interests to additional drinking tourna-
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ments on every possible excuse. Naturally, this course leads him

to the county jailisi, which become crowded beyond their capaci-

ties. The mibred class-prejudice of these people is easily foment-

ed. They readily come to look upon all employers as lords and

tyrants, and, because of their number, under leadership, they be-

come a mighty factor in the px>litical and industrial economy of

Pennsylvania. The second generation of this class—the chil-

dren born m thiisi country—show marked development ; and the

more ambitious are looking toward the responsible places now

held by the English-speaking class, and, in some instances, are

looking toward poisitions of aLithotity in civic aifairs. Thus we

find the third class under consideration in it^s newly-found wealth

and liberty.

The fourth clasiS', the employer, has an mpoitaiit part in this

analysis. In meeting the imperative demands from ships of com-

merce, ships of war, railroads, steel mills, innumerable smaller in-

dustries and the fireside, he has sought—and not without profit--

the riches of Mother Earth, and has furnished the means of

power and warmth to the needs of a remarkable generation.

To operate the mines it became necessary to find more men
willing to labor undei-groimd than iv\ias supplied by this country

and the English-speaking immigrants. The serf of otlier lands

found a hearty welcome and a place on the "payroll ;"' and in

some places the demand is not yet fully met. In the heat of the

consrtvucticn and development of the coal industry it was enough

for the employer that the miner could dig coal. The employer

was busy with the promotion of huge mining enterprises, en-

grossed in the experiences of money-making, and in the im-

provement of personal and family environment. He was in the

whirl of afl:airs from out of which he could see his great under-

taking only as a complex machine, the miner forming a legiti-

mate part, but a part that, seemingly, required little attention.

True, in some iiistances, and at certain moments, he might think

of hiisi employe and his family, in regard to their personal needs

and conditions, and give aid in individual cases here and there,

but these matters were usually outside the vision of the employer.
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That there was a real need that serious thought and care be given

by him to the mind and character of the employe was out of the

qutrstion. At many places where drunken brawls, resulting in

fights and murders, became unbearable, also limiting the opera-

tion of mines, the superintendetns and foremen introduced severe

measures, invoking, as far as possible, the arm of the law, and

atleUipted to prevent the "beer-wagon" business and other evils

in self-protection. These expedients were combative only, not

—as a rule—reraedial, and in many cases were but temporar)'.

In other instances", where the operation of mines was limited by

general or local strikes, the employers in some districts met with

representatives of the men, and a diplomatic battle would ensue,

until, finally, a bargain would be made and a working agree-

ment entered into for a year or more.

Asi certain causes led the miner to believe his employer a

tyrant, so certain experiences led the operator to look upon the

employe as unreasonable arid greedy, a spirit of conflict being the

result. Many policies found place in the minds of both employer

and employe. Among the more radical were, on the one side,

the spirit of ''crush," and, on the other, the spirit of "force."

These conditions, hoiwever, are gradually changing, as the

employers and the more intelligent among the employes come to

realize that back of all this there is a "cause" which must be

dealt with \visely, seriously, and with patience.

When we consider, then, the sociodog}- of the mining town,

we must have in mind these four classes, their relation one to the

other, their past history, and the history of the communities".

The type of town varies so greatly that, while similar condi-

tionis obtain, more or less, each place has its peculiar local social

problems.

There is the village without a church, a place for whole-

some entertainment or recreation, or any visible means to pro-

mote plans that will result in the moral education of the men'.

Eighty-five or ninet}' per cent, of the men are foreign-speaking.

There are poor sanitary conditions. Surely not much in this com-

munily to preserve, develop or repair the human machinery.
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Then there is the town with its church or churches, its Y. M.

C. A. building, or a club building and athletic grounds ; its vari-

ous societies for the good of men, its more modern houses, clean-

liness and hig^her mc-ral tone. The population may include all

four classes here considered. Then tiiere are towns ranging al!

along the wia}- between these two o.tremes. The greater num-

ber, however, are nearer the former standard than the latter.

It is safe to predict that the next five tO' ten years will witness

marked changes in the coal industry, and, with this further de-

velopment, the tendency will be toward more economical mining.

At the same tirne, the work iwill become more difficult as the

lower seams are reached. New methods will be introduced.

Greater skill will be required. More trained men will be needed

;

and, with this change and growth, the social needs of the mJning

communitias will be closely related, and should not be lost sight

of in the general advancement.

The remedy for present undesirable conditions at many
places is apparent—it is education, both moral and technical. It

is adequate mediums for social betterment. It i'si better sanitation.

It is iegislatio'n that will properly control the liquor trafix. It is

enforcement of that legislation. It is reasonable discipline that

may, for a time, need to be rigid to 'such a degree as to appear

severe.

The problem becomes an imperative demand that appeals to

every intelligent American citizen, has a just claim on the

thought, time and resources of the employer, and also calls for a

ready response and constructive interest on the part of the

employe.

In dealing with this problem, there should be the same honesty

of purpase, sagacity and conservatism as is manifest in the devei-

oprrent of the great industrial enterprises and institutions of our

country.

BY THE PRESIDENT—You have heard lAIr. Fa>-'s very

abl r.nd at the same time unique paper. It is something diiferent

f:. Oiii the papers we geeiirally have, but it was needed. People

are beginning to realize now that there is something more than
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knoiwing how to operate coal mines and know all the ins and outs

of the business. There has to be something else. The working-

man has got to be comfortably located and have comfortable sur-

roundings if you are going to get the best work out of him. And
things are getting into this kind of a state now, that the man
who has the most attractive mining town, has the best facilities

for peopile getting to and from there, is the man that produces the

cheapest coal. I do not care how much money he spends m fine

mac'hinery and all kinds of mining machines, coke drawing ma-

chines, etc., if he doesn't have a place where his men can be satis-

fied and have comfort it is going to be a failure. I think, per-

haps, with my address and Mr. Fay's paper you may think we
are getting beyond the latitude of the Institute but you have got

to open your eyes to the fact that it is not all mining coal and

managing men.

I saw a little inistance of that the other day. I was down in

West Virginia looking at a mining property and I said to the

mim, "You have a ratiier wide coke yard."' '"Yes," he says, "we

have, but it wiM be a good thing." 1 says, "How wide is this

coke yard?" "Well," he answered, "it is forty feet wide, and w?
can put lots of coke on that, we can 'stock lots of

coke on that." "Oh, yes," I says, "you are going to

make your men in ttiat yard wheel that coke ten feet further

than he ought to just because you stock coke oecasionall}-."

There is too much of that kind of thing going on. ^^ou do not

look at the extra work you are making for the men when you

want to get some little trivial point of advantage like tliat.- The

stocking of that coke yard might happen once a year ; but that

coke drawer has to wheel that coke ten feet further on account

of that yard, every wheelbarrow load of it. The object now
should be to allow tlie man to do his work iwith the expenditure

of the least labor, and the inan who does that is the man who is

going to get results in mining. And that will have to be done

more in the future, for the reason that often a plant which has

some apparently very insignificant thing like that, cannot get any

n:en. 1 know of three or four caseis, 1 do not care to mention
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them, but 1 know iwhere such a thing as six inches on a pit

wagon makes all the difference between running that mine full

and running it seventy—five per cent. The man has to lift every

pound of coal three inches higher in an awkward position, and

it is no wonder he goes av/ay. That is why these subjects have

been brought into this Institute. I think isiome of these outside

matters -want to be investigated, as well as the more purely tech-

nical subjects.

BY MR. FOSTER—On that subject I think the Institute

ought to take this view. I believe we might infer that, every-

thmg else being equal, employment iwill be given to an English-

speaking mhier rather than a foreign-speaking miner or work-

man. In our county of Lackawanna at the last term of Criminal

Court I happened to be unfortunate enough to be drawn as a

juror and I noticed that in almost every ca/se before the Court

the witnesses had to be heard through an interpreter. When I

asked Judge Edwards a day or two afterwards what proportion

of the Criminal Court business of Lackawanna County was due

to the foreign-speaking element of the popu'lation, he said from

75 to 8o per cent. That is a city of 125,000 to 130,000 people

and a thickly populated community. Now, the way those fellows

are brought here, there are town^ and villages in southern and

central Europe that are flooded with circulars in their language,

sent out by the steamship companies, inducing them to come here

with very glowing accounts of what they can do and the liberty

they will have. We had a case in our Court of a young Pole ar-

rested for setting fire to a tipple west of the city. He was a

fellow twenty years of age who had only ben in the country three

weeks and his excuse was that he had been told that he could do

as he pleased m America.

Mr. Fay'is statement regarding the State Constabulary is ab-

solutely correct. We had an enormous opposition to it in the

anthracite legions from the working classes and from the leaders

of the labor organizations and some of the papers. That has en-

tirely changed. They have found that their own families are

being protected from the crinnnal Italians, particulaly around tlie
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villages of Duryea and the town of Pitkins, and they have come

to the conclusion that the State Constabulary is a good thing.

Those foreigners haven't any regard or respect for civil law and

they do not know what civil law is. In their own country the

police are backed by the military and the police themselves are

uniformed in a military uniform, and therefore the very uniform

of the State Constabulary has a beneficial effect.

1 was bom and raised m the anthracite coal regions and in

the older portions of the Scliuylkill regions. Up in our Lacka-

wanna region was originally a large number of those people that

came up from the Schuylkill regions. I find among business and

professional men the sons of jnen I kneiw as miners and laborers

in tlie Schuylkill country. They were the emigrants from north-

ern and western Europe. The five years for the naturalization of

that class of men is long enough. They become good Americans

in five years and tlieir sons become good Americanis. But we are

turning out American citizens of those Italians and Slavs now in

five }ears when they hardly learn to speak the English language

in that time—and they hold the balance of power in many of the

mining communities. And it seems to me that if the State of

Pennsylvania would start a movement to change the naturaliza-

tion laws, requiring the foreign born citizen to remain ten years

in this country—give him all protection and everything else ex-

cept the right to vote—before he is naturalized, it (would have a

tendency to curb some of those troubles that all you mining men
are working against at your collieries and in the smaller mining

villages. And the fact that tliat would work a hardsliip to the

English-speaking emigrant would not count, for I beiieve that

the average English-speaking emigrant would be very glad to

stay the extra five years for the better government that he would

see in the country that he intends to make hi's home. And I

think if the men such as compose this Institute would take up

just such a social and political problem as that it ought to have a

good effect.
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BY MR. RO'BY—Before we proceed to the discussion of the

paper I would move a vote of thanks to Mr. Fay for the very in-

teresting paper.

The motion being duly seconded was carried.

BY THE PRESIDENT—We will now proceed with the

discussion of Mr. Fay's paper.

BY MR. AFFELDER—I think as far as the mining town

sociologically is concerned, if there has been anything good done

on it in the last few years in your own community and mine, a

great deal of that has been oft- set a couple of weeksi ago. If I were

a foreigner m the United States, and undenstood anything at all,

and came to America and saw politics carried on the way they

were m Fax^ette County, I think it would disgust me with mining

town sociology and a few other things. It is unquestionably the

fact that things were rather disgusting, and I have been con-

gratulating myself ever since that I was out of town on that par-

ticular day. I think I was the only one in that county who was

not blamed for I don't know liow much graft. I think (Siuch an

example is about the 'Worst that we could give to our men, espe-

cially ignorant men. I do not want to say any too much about

that particular case of last week, but I had not seen that particu-

lar kind of politics before.

BY MR. LOGAN—This subject of the sociology of the vari-

ous communities soems to me to be particularly unique and appro-

priate for this Institute. It is an unuisual question indeed and a

very important o.ie. We all know that the educational standard

of our cirizens inf^L^ences to a very large degree "even material

results. It is a question that ought to be considered very seri-

ously and il is t-p.f ally a problem requiring much more serious

consideration in mining communities than heretofore.

The local subject has its iriluence, its bearing upon results

in mining communities. I th" from a practical point of view

it would be impossible, at 1. a.-t impracticable, and probably un-

profitable, to mine coal witlicut a saloon. It is being done in
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some cases, but I believe at a disadvantage. 1 am sorry to make
that assertion, but it is a fact and it is a subject that ought to be

controMed in some way or other. I do not consider myseilf com-

petent to advise properly, but it does seem to me that our presi-

dent hit the nail on the head when he said take out the profit. I

think that vs largely the root of the evil and I think if that were

removed in some pracical way, Vv'e would get some very good re-

sults. We ought all to keep in mind, particularly in an organiza-

tion of this kind, that the betterment, the social bettermient, in

fact, the universal betterment of our communities depends on edu-

cational work such as is being done by Mr. Fay, who read that

very excellent and appropriate paper, such as is being done by

the work represented by IVIr. Foster here ; that such work is of

very important bearing upon our future betterment.

BY THE PRESIDENT—If I am not greatly mistaken, Mr.

Logan and myself were in a town of that deisicription a few

days ago, where the company actually operate a saloon, and I

iwill have to admit the town is the best conducted mining town I

have ever seen. I do not believe in the principle at ail, that is, I

do not believe in kepmg a saloon ; I would not want to keep a

saloon myself, but it has got to be regulated in some way, and if

the authorities will not do it, if they will not keep it in check, the

mining operator must do it for his self-protection. I have had

man come to me and say, "Are you short of men? ' "Yes," *T

can give you aM the men you want." And that man was a brewer.

Well, I knew exactly 'wh.at he meant. If you don't sell my beer,

you will not have any n:en if I can help it. There is that state

of afl"airs in the coke region today, in the coal mining districts,

that they wi'll actually take your men away from you. And they,

are putting that brawery stock out among your foremen, too.

They are giving then: stocks or givirg them the stock at a very

low price. Tiiat thing is being done and started up all the time

in every possible way that you can think of. The fields are ju5t

full of it. I have had the most glowing letters I ever had in

my life about the Kentucky whiskey, for instances. It has got

got to be couiitcracted in some way.
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BY MR. FAY—One of the largest coal coanpanies in the

state, the general manager told me not long ago that the greatest

obstacle he had in mining was a wholesale liquor house. He 5aid

he didn't knaw but it was going to come to the point where they

would have to try to absO'lutely ccrttrol the liquor sales just as

you state. In other towns we find it is the beer wagon business.

In other towns it is the speakeasy, and so on. It is dilferent over

the whole field. And this is a thing that enters intO' the economy

of the minnig operation. It is directly in line with the work of

this Institute, with the operation of the mining, and no less a part

of the real economy of mining is the proper repairing and caring

for the human machinery that is utilized around the mines. And
I want to telil you that it is a fact that I can take you over these

regions and show you the type of men at the head of the companies

by the condition of thoise mining communities, where the same

mining heads have been in control for ten years, or long enough

to form an environment. You can unerringly measiire the stand-

ard of the moral life of the heads of those companies by the con-

ditions of those comiTiunities where those head men have been

long enough in control to establish an environment in their work-

ings. The mines in this Western Pennsylvania that are produc-

ing the mosit coal the most economically today—and I (will chal-

lenge any man to a careful study of it and bring figures on it

—

they are the mines that are operated with a considerable of the

view point of the repair oi tlie human machinery, the protection

of the human machinery and the protection of that community.

The ropes and the cables have got to have their shield and all

that sort of thing, they have to be fixed up wnth the oil, etc., and

every part of fhe machinery in that plant has to have its care.

And liie humrni machinery must have its care, and that is,

I believe, becoming more manifest every day. But on tlie

other hand there are companies in this State that have simply

made a mix-up because of a little spasmodic impulse to civic

righteousness and public betternient on the part of some mem-
bers that have perhaps gone to work and injected a little bit of

this uplifting influence and these things that help conditions, but
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not enough to do a bit of good in the community or get hold of

things. If that problem is going to be handled by any operator,

any superintendent, it must be given just as conservative treat-

ment, it must be gone at just as conservatively and with the same

sagacity and with the same care as is manifested in the care and

development of the plant in all its other particulars.

BY MR. RO'BY—I agree with Mr. Fay in all he has said

and can cite a ispecial case of one of the linest mining towns, as

far as original lay-out is concerned, in the State of Pennsylvania.

Where the houses are all sixteen-foot houses with electric light

in every room, with runnirig Water in every room—but that is as

far as it went. The houses were built nice but there was some-

thing lacking beyond that point, because the men take no better

care of those iiousefs than if they were living in some of the old

shacks along the Monongaheia river. They were built when the

mining was first started. There is something lacking. I do not

know what, but it takes something besides a house to make a

man appreciate his surrounding and take care of it. It may be

due to the fact that there are a number of foreign miners at that

particular place and the only reason a foreigner appreciates a

large nouse is tliat it gives him an opportunity to have so many

more boarders. I have had that question up a number of times

and I have never found any reason why they wanted a larger

house except that they had a large family and wanted to make

room for some more boarders.

A short time ago in making a house inspection I was nuich

amused to find that a four roomed house had twelve boarders.

On going upstairs I found that they had eight of them slephig in

one room about 12 by 12, with two double beds and four cots.

That took care of eight of them. There were two double beds in

the adjoining room and that accommodated four more, making

twelve. There were about 100 pounds of dynamite under the

beds m the other two rooms, by the way. But I see very little in

attempting to eciucate people that want to live that way, because

if you give them a couple n-.orc rooms in their house they will

have eight or ten more boarders and that's all there is to it.
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BY MR. FOSTER—One of the causes for the local problem

in small mining towns is and has been due to the brewers. You

will find, and many of you have noticed, that some feilaw has

a saloon and you wondei' where he gets the money to- pay for the

license. The brewers pay the license and they control that saloon.

They will cither pay for it outright or loan that fellow the money

on the condition that he buys his beer from their brewery, or if

it is a wholesale liquor house then on the condition that he buys

his liquor from them. Just as the president stated, owing to the

enormous profit they can afford to do tliat. And you will find

that that is one of the causes of the multiplicity of those low

groggeries. And if there were some means by m'hich wholesale

liquor dealers, distillers and brewers, could be penalized when

they do such thingis as that. If it coidd be made illegal in any

way, you would find the nuniber of groggeries would materially

decrease and of course every decrease means that much better-

ment in your mining settlements.

BY THE PRESIDENT—It is 12 o'clock and time we

were going to dinner. I think we had better adjourn until i ijo.

BY MR. ROBY—Before we adjourn might we not vote on

these proposals for niembeiship?

BY MR. AFFELDER—We might have more names later

on. .

BY THE PRESIDENT—We will take that matter up this

evening.

On motion a recess was had until i 130 o'clock p. m.

Tuesday Afternoon Session.

The afternoon session was called to order by the president

at I 130 p. m.

BY THE PRESIDENT-Mr. Charles L. Hower, superin-

tendent of the Vintondale Colliery Company, will present a paper

on ''The Use of Concrete in Bee Hive Oven Construction."
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CONCRETE IN BEE-HIVE OVEN CONSTRUCTION.

By Charles L. Hower.

Ihie modern tendency of seeking economy by building" more

enduring and more permanent works has, probably, in no other

engineering field received so little attention as in the mining and

coking industry. This statement must be qualified by admitting

that, in the past few years, the surface plants of most mining con-

cerns indicate that mining men in general are awakening to the

necessity of building better structures
; and, with the exhaustion

of the timber and otlier cheap construction material's, the use of

steel and concrete is bound to become more general.

In coke-oven construction, little attention has been paid to

changing the construction from the form which was early

adopted in the coking regions. It is not difficult to see why this

is ihe case, for, outside of brick and other manufactured products

entering itito the construction, the material has uisually been

found easy of access and close at hand , but the law of progress

is such that one industry drav/s from another those things which

it finds most advantageous to its own conditions, and, as more

permanent construction has been forced in other manufacturing-

ventures, due to lack of cheaper materials, the fact has become

apparent to coke-oven builders that the most substantial struc-

tures are the more economical in the end.

It IS not the purpose of this paper to dwell on oven con'struc-

tion otlier than Bee-Ilive, as the By-Product and Retort ovens

have a place of their own in engineering history.

From time to time half-liearted attempts have been made to

introduce into the Bee-Hive oven a more permanent form o?

structure, but, apparently due to some misunderstanding, the use

of concrete has never become general.

The idea appears prevalent that concrete is not suitable for

oven work, owing to its inability to stand the heat of coking.

This idea seems based principally on a few isolated experiments
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of which no accurate record of actual conditions is obtainabl^^

;

the general condemnation of coristruction of this kind appears to

'be based ori hear-say fr'om untrained observers.

At Vintondale, Pa., recently, the Vinton Colliery Company

has conipileted a plant of thoroughly modern Bee-Hive ovens, in

which considerable concrete was used.

While the ovens were built with the idea of utilizing the by-

products, that poition of the i)lan't need not be commented on in

this paper, with the cxceptiori of stating that, as the installation

of a plant of this kind required an immense initiatoiry outlay, it

was desirable that the ovens themselves 'should be of as perma-

nent and lasting a charactei* as it was possible to make them.

The only site available for the construction of the plant was

a svvariip bordering a sluggish stream, aiid the boringB failed to

locate a substantial bearing-strata until fourteen feet in depth

from the natu ra I s u r face of the ground was reached.

It was earl} decided that it would be impractical to excavate

for foundations to this depth, as puniping water and the reten-

sion of the walls of the excavation would be a serious item of ex-

pense, so, m designing the nlant, it was decided lirst to grade the

site to the oven level, and then drive concrete piles to sufficient re-

sistance to take up the weight of the oven structure.

A layout (wias adopted which resulted in extremely econom-

ical coristruction. The ovens were designed as a double- nesting

bank in the general accepted meaning of that term, and piles

were so placed that each oven had six piles on the perimeter of it^'

foundation. It will be understood that, at points, some of these

piles took loads of the adjacent ovens, while the other piles took

the load of three ovens, being- spaced symmetrically regarding the

entire battery.

To further illustrate the placing of these piles, and their con-

s^truction, I have prepared a model which will make m}' mean-

ing more clear.

I'he piles were driven by what is known as the simplex

method. A cast-iron shoe was fitted to the base of an iron tube,

whose diameter was to be the diameter of the finished concrete
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pile. This tube and shoe were driven by a 3,500 poinid ham-
mer to a point where the resistance, determined by form.ula, was

sufficient to .withstand the estimated weig^ht and load of the struc-

ture. The tube was then partially filled with concrete and with-

drawn a short distance, avowing the concrete to fill the hole left

by the withdrawal 'O'f the tube. This concrete was tamped through

the hollow barrel of the tube, coinpressing the concrete and driv-

ing it tight against and into the walls of the cylindrical hole.

This operation was repeated for every foot the tube was with-

drawn until the hole was filled with concrete to the ievel of the

ground.

Besides offering a satisfactory and lasting pile, this method

has the further advantage of compacting the ground between

piles, increa«=ing its bearing- value.

Immediately after the driving of the piles, form-boards were

set for the face of the oven wall, the interior cores being made of

earth which were allowed to reniain as bottom filHng. Concrete

with twisted-rod reinforcing 'was then placed on top of the piles

to a height of about 30 inches, or eight inches from the bottom

of the oven lioor. The form of this portion of the concrete is

worthy of notice, as it was po'ssible, by having the earthen cores

shaped like the frustrums of cones, with the bases of larger dim-

ension than the oven, to^ have the cones intersect in such a manner

that groined arches v/ere formed from pile to pile, making a sup-

port which, from an engineering poiiit, left nothing to be desired.

One of tile things earnestly desiired by the erectors of this plant

was to increase the size of the oven above generally accepted stan-

dards, and, at the same time, do aiway with the vexatious repairs

necessitated by 'setthng crowns.

A thorough knowledge of coking propositions convinced them

that the general method of laying the larry track so that the ovens

must take up at least a portion of the weight of the passing larry,

was the cause of more distortion in the ovens than any other. It

was decided that in this case, an I-beam ishoilld be built from pier

to pier, of sufficient section to 'support the larry without trans-

mitting any of the weight to the ovens. For this purpose, con-
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Crete piers were erected on the concrete mat directly over the cen-

ter piles, and at the triangular-shaped area left by the three nest-

ing ovens.

It was the intention to use at this plant a speciaiiy designed

larry and raveler, weig^hing 35,000 pounds and carrying 48,000

pounds o'f coal, so it was necessary to use an extremely heavy sec-

tion of l-'beam, which, in turn, required substantial piers. The

sections of these piers were made so large that, at points, the

outside of the coke-oven brick was within 1^2 inches of the con-

crete work of the piers. Several coke men severly criticised this

method of con'struction, claimnig that the c'oncrete would disinte-

grate under the action of the heat, and the 'work would go to

pieces.

A careful study of the situation, however, developed that there

was no real grounds for apprehension from this point. Experi-

ments, which had then been recently made by various cement ex-

perts, had demonstrated that when concrete was not exposed to

the air it would withstand a very high degree of heat without

damage.

These piers started ori the concrete mat iwiith a section 30

niches square, gradually diminishing to a section of 24 inches

Biquare at the top, at which point cast-iron shoes were U-bolted to

the piers for I-beams to rest on. An expanded-metal cage, 10

inches square and the full height of the pier, was placed in the

concrete, the bottom of whic'h was embedded m the concrete mat.

In top of the concrete bed an eight-inch layer of stone work was

placed, laid in lime mortar in the front and loam mortar in the

ring-walls. This (was deemed advisable to provide for any expan-

S'ion which the oven might have when heated ; from this point uu

the construction clo'sely follows the generally recognized standard

lines of oven construction.

This plant has now been in operation six months, and an ex-

amination of the concrete made within the past week shows that

the strength is in no way diminishing-, and that the concrete is in

as good shape as the day the forms were removed.
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The concrete used consisted of twelve parts broken stone

and sand to one part of Portland cement, the idea being that a

low-grade mixture of concrete would suffer less from heat than

were more cement used
;
being careful, however, not to reduce the

proportion below a mixture whose strength would safely with-

stand the necessary loads.

In favor of this construction, the following advangates are

claimed : A piece of ground of undesirable nature was, at a miu-

imiun cost and within a short time, prepared for actual oven con-

struction. By driving piles in this ground, tlie question of sub-

stantial foundation was solved, ats it was easy to determine by

formula exactly what height each pile 'would bear. By turning

the groined arches and concrete mat over these piles, the volume

of masonry was reduced in that portion of the construction under

the even lioor fully 60 per cent under the amount of masonry re-

quired where masonry ring-walls are used. An absolutel}^ un-

yielding foundation was secured upon which to found the brick

work.

The entire weight of the charging mechanism was removed

from the ovens and oven nil, and ovens regauged within the past

wieek show that, after six months of constant service, no distortion

exists greater than % inc'h at any point, and this in an oven of 14-

foot diameter, which many coke experts claim is beyond the sizvi

at which it is 'safe to build an oven.

Whether the use of concrete in Bee-Hive oven conistruction

v/il'l ever be carried any further, the writer is unable to state ; but

the experience gained at Vintondale explodes old theories concern-

ing the disintegration of concrete in this particular type of con-

struction, and instead of the disadvantages claimed, it has been

clearly proved that, in coking structures, asi in any other structui'e

of importance, stability is one of the first considerations, and 'wihen

once obtained the item of upkeep and repair will be reduced to

a minimum and the life of the plant lengthened.

It i'3 the hope of the writer to some day see an oven plant in

which the entire front walls and oven filling will consist of a

lioniogeneoirs mass of concrete, and, if properly designed, there
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is absolutely no reason why it should not be an economical plant.

The only possible disadvantage, that of repairs to the oven itself,

would in all probability, be eliminated by never having any re-

pairs to make, and, with modern coal and coke-handling, machin-

ery, the size of ovens in a plant of this kind could be increased

with perfect safety to a point where this type of construction

would cost no more, based on plant capacity, than the generally

accepted standard oven plant of to-day.

In closing I might state that the ovens at Vintondale were built

for mechanical coke drawers and loadersi, and, as such, it was

not necessary to construct wharves, the grade of the railroads

establishing the yard -grade into^ which the concrete piles were

driven, and at which level the concrete mat was formed. That

this layout generally favored the iTiethod of construction adopted

is admitted
;
but, to the writer's mind, there is no location where

a coking plant is to be built that concrete in 'some parts can not be

used to advantage, ahvays remembering that, in constructions of

this character, it will not be possible to adopt general standards,

but that each situation must be studied- and treated from an in-

dividual engineering standpoint.

On motion a vote of thanks is tendered to Mr. Ilower for

his very interesting and excellent paper.

BY THE PRESIDENT—I believe most of you have met

Mr. Parker before, but if you have not you will not need an in-

troduction, he is so well known that it is hardly necessary for

me to introduce him. Mr. Parker will now present a paper on

"Investigations of Waste in the Mining and Preparation of Coal."
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WASTE IN THE MINING AND PREPARATION OF
COAL.

By Edward W. Parker.

Presented by permission of the Director of the United States

Geological Survey.

BY MR. EDWARD PARKER—Mr. President and Gentle-

men :

During the first two years of the operation of the Geological

Survey Coal Testing Plant, at St. Louis, Mo., the principal line

of investigation followed was, to some extent, directed by the

law which provided for "the testing of the coals and lignites of

the United States, to ascertain the most economical methods for

their utilization."

1 assume that the majority of this audience is familiar with

the principal features of the results accomplished at the close of

1905, as published in Bulletins 261 and 290, and Professional

Paper 48, of the Geological Survey. These reports are for free

distribution, and may be had for the asking as long as the supply

holds out. Reports on the results of the investigations carried

on during 1906 are in preparation, and will be published within

the next few months.

The study of the most economical methods for the utilization

of our coal resources has naturally suggested an investigation

whicli ;v\'0uid lead toward the m'ost economical methodls in min-

ing operations, and the prevention, as far as possible, of the waste

incidental to the mining of coal and its preparation for market,

or for utilization. As you are probably aw^are, there i's much more

coal wasted per ton of coal sold or used in the L'nited States

than in any other country on the face of the globe. The princi-

pal reason for this has been in the bountiful supply of mineral

fuel wdlh which Nature has provided us, and, because of this

great supply, we have been reckless and extravagant in the way

wc have mined our coal, as we have been almost criminally waste-
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ful in the destruction of our forests. It was estimated, about a

quarter of a century ago, that we recovered barely 40 per cent

of the coal stored in the hilis for our use. This was' certainly true

of the anthracite region of Pennsylvania. Coal 'was sO' plentiful

and cheap that it was not considered iworth while to incur the

slightest increased cost of mining, which would have been nec-

essary in order to mcur a greater percentage of recovery. We
all know that millions of tons of coal, worth many moTe million 3

of dollars, have ben irrevocably lost through wasteful mining

methods.

We have been improvmg in our behavior—driven to It

largely by the approaciiing exhaustion of some of our rich bonan-

zas in coal beds, due to the "hogging" method of mining ; but

there is still mucli more improvement to be accomplished. I have

been informed that in one of the important coal-producing dis-

tricts of Western Pennsylvania tl'cre is now left in the mine

from three to four feet of coal, for the reason that, if it were

mined out with the rest of the bed, the quality of the coke made
from it would be reduced to below that of ''standard" Connells-

ville. And yet, so I am informed, this unmined bench is a usable

fuel, and well adapted to isteam raising or other uses than coke

makmg ; but the operators are mining coal for cols:e making and

the coal unnnned is lost for all time.

It must be remembered that neither the Geological Survey nor

any other branch of the Federal Government is contemplating

any system of mine inspection of espionage. The Survey has

taken up the study oi waste in coal mining, not for the purpose

of securing preventive or other legislation, but for the purpose

of publishmg information that will help the operator and miner

to secure a larger percentage of the coal in the ground, and also

a s'mailer proportion of slack or screenings, when the market re-

quires screened coal and the fme coals are practically valueless.

The Survey began this investigation only about the first of

the present calendar year, so there are as yet no rcsuitb that
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be given to the public. I think it possible, however, that a few of

you at least, may be interested in the character of the investiga-

tion.

In the first place, the field v^ork is being done by a few young

men who have been especially trained and instructed. When
the usual Survey requests for statistics of production were mailed

about the first of January last, a circular letter defining the pro-

posed investigation wajs inclosed, and operators were asked to let

us know of any problems in the matter of mining-waste which

they had encountered, in order that we might have the benefit of

sugges-tions made thereby. Replies to these circulars showed that

a general desire exists to co-operate with us, and many valuable

suggestions for the outlining of the work were received.

The young men who have been sent to the field to collect

the detailed information desired have had experience with parties

in the examination of geological conditions, in taking of samples

for analyses, and m making sketches and taking- notes. The

woik was begun in Illinois, and has been extended into the south-

western field, into Western Kentucky and Colorado. It will be

taken up in Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Indiana, etc.,

during the present summer.

In entering a certain district, the fieldmen are furnished with

a list of mining operations, supposed to be typical of that district,

and names of men known to be interested in the subject. The

field men have with them schedulet& of incpiiries, but these are

not printed in a form to have filled out by the operator or sitper-

intcndcnt. They are made to serve as a guide in the asking of

questions, replies to which arc written in a note book and made

the basis for a report to the olifice.

The } ouiig man making the investigation at a particular col-

liery first notes the name of the mine and its location, according

to district, county, state and the railroad or other transportation

line on wlucli it is located. He notes' also the name by wliich the

bed IS common]) known, such as Pittsburg No. 8, Upper Free-

port, Lower Kittanning, etc. lie observes the character of the

oi)enin£>' as to whether or not miniup- is carried on by drift, slope,
we 1..
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or shaft, and ascertainls the average depth from the bottom of

the scam, below the surface. Entering the mine, he makes note^

covering the general 'system of mining practiced, whether by long-

Avall, retreating or advancing, or by room-and-pillar, double or

triple entry, etc. If panels are used, he notes the number of

rooms to a panel, also, where possible, secure's copies of mine-

maps brought, as far as practicable, to date. He visits two

widely separated parts of the mine, and measures two general

sections of the coal bed, makmg notes' as to the character of the

roo'f and floor, the partings and benches, and the bony and im-

pure coai. These men are instructed to obtain samples of all the

slate, bone, and other material thrown into the gob, taking separ-

ate samples of each portion of such discarded mtaerial which, in

their judgment, might possess some fuel value. If it happens

to be bone which he is samp] nig, die field-man is authorized to

take the samples either from the gob or from the dump, which-

ever, .accordmg to his own judginent, furnishes the best oppor-

tunity for sampling and for possible future utilization. Sample-?

of the roof and floor are also taken.

It might be of ispecial mterest to note here that the Geologi-

cal Survey Coal Testing Plant at St. Louis has recently made
some tests of bony coal from West Virginia. This bone is en-

tirely wasted, except for such small portions of it as might be

used by miners for their domestic needs. One of these samples

contained 28.08 per cent of ash ; the other, 43.74 per cent of ash.

The only tests made were in the gas producer, and these tests

showed that in the first case 1.48 pounds were used per electrical

horse-power per hour developed at the switchboard ; in the other

case, 1.95 pounds were used. These results are exceedingly in-

tresting, shovv^ing, as they do, an efhciency equal, practically, to

that of Illinois or Indiana coals used in the producer, and from

two to two and a half times the efficiency oi Illinois or Indiana

coals when used in the steam engine. They also show a much

less consumption of coal per unit of power than is obtained from

the very best steam coals under boilers. It is by the gathering
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and compiling of such information and the making- of these tests

that the Geolcgical Survey 'hopes to show the usefidness of this

investigation of coal-mining waste.

Another item field-men are told to study carefully is the re-

lation between the width o-f pillars and the width of rooms. One

of the prmcipal reasons for the loss of coal in mining operations

is driving roomii^ too wide and leaving pillars too narrow, with

the result that the pillars are crushed and lost before it is possible

to withdraw them. Experience so far has been that, while the

initial cost per ton may be a little greater, the percentage of total

recovery is much greater when wide pillars are left to support

the roof and are then robbed out allowing the roof to fall in be-

hind. We are gathering figures covering the percentage of loss

which is entailed by tnese different systems.

When pillars are robbed, the men are instructed to ascertain

wdiat percentage of the coal is left, after robbing, and, if not

robbed, what is the total amount of loss- represented by the coal

left as pillars. The men are also instructed to ascertain whether

the roof breaks through to the surface, and the thickness of the

rocks affected by the roof-fall. Where benches are left unworked

in the mine, as in the case previously referred to, the field-men

are instructed to secure careful measurements as to the amount

of coal left in these benches which is thus lost beyond recovery.

yXnother cause of waste is the actual method oi mining. If

the coal is undercut by hand, or by pick, or if the undercutting

is done m the tire-cliy, there are different percentages of coal

wasted. This is particularly the case where the slack coal is nor

merchantable. It is claimed, in some districts, that a large

amount of waste is caused by ''shooting" the coal from the solid,

the miners using large quantities of powder or other explosives,

the making of large amounts of small coal, sometimes endanger-

ing the property and lives of the men; but, from the miner's

standpoint, securing a much larger amount of coal to the unit of

labor expended on it. This is a subject of much controversy be-

tween operators and mir.ers, and if the efforts of the Survey can
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bring aboul a better state of affairs, they will not have been made

in vain.

There is still another cause of waste in coal mining which

pertains to some fields and not to others^. This arises from the

payment of the miners on the mine-run or s'creened-coal basis.

In Pennsylvania and West Virginia, Virginia and Eastern Ken-

tucky, and m some parts of Tennessee and Alabama, where the

slack coal produced in mining is u'sied for making coke, there is

no question but that miners should be paid by the run-of-mine

;

but where the market requires screened coal, and the slack is

either wasted or sold at prices below the cost of mining, payment

for mining on the basis of mine-run coal would undoubtedly tend

toward waste. Miners are human, and if they are paid as much

for slack as for prepared-size coal, the temptation to use an ex-

cess of powder, and thus blow down a larger supply of coal and,

at the same time, make an excessive amount of slack, is likely to

be indulged in.

Proximity of other coal beds, particularly above the one be-

ing worked, may be adversely affected by mining operations, and

is another factor carefully noted. There are some beds in Penn-

sylvania which, in the earlier days of mining in that state, were

cons'idered rather thin for profitable v/orking, and have been irre-

vocably lost because of the settling of the strata, due to the :\vork-

ings below them. Some day, in the not remote future, the use-

less isacrifice of these beds will be greatly deplored.

Included in this investigation is also a study of the method-,

of preparing coal for shipment ascertaining whether or not all

sizes are marketable at all seasons of the year, and, if not, the

proportion of the different sizeiS' sold and wasted. We have ako

taken up the study of mechanical means of preparing and clean-

ing coal by breakers, slate pickers, washers, etc., by collecting all

por'slble data regarding the improvement in the quality of tlie

mrdxtable product which has been effected by washing, and thus

rb ting waste. Large amounts of coal formerly wasted because

i f tiicir impure character are now being made marketable by

washing.
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In gathering these data, the field-men have a printed list of

questions numbering 32. These, as I have stated, are not fur-

nished to the superintendent or manager, however, to be filled

out, because vv^hen a schedule of this c'haracter is presented to a

mine official he looks at it, gasps, and either throws it aside for

future consideration or fires it without more ado into the waste

basket. The mquiries are, therefore, pasted inside the cover of

the field-man's note book, and, as he is going through the mine

with the foreman or superintendent, he is asking the questions at

convenient times, so that the official is actually domg the work
without knowing it.

The senn-weekly reports which I have been receiving from

the young men in the field show that the producers are greatly

interested in this subject, and are furnishing the information

asked for as heartily as could be desired. The men are instructed,

of course, not to conhne themse^ives to the 32 printed questions,

but, when conditions are found where the questions do not apply,

others are to be supplied that will suit the case, the idea being

that we are not making a census, but attempting to secure all the

information that will be valuable.- The men engaged in the field

work are intelligent youtig men, most of them college graduates,

who have the ability to ask questions when occasion requires, and

who know how to make sketches and notes. In this work, as in

that of all of the other economic branches of the Geological Sur-

vey, the object sought is the development of the mining industry,

and I can assure ^'ou that the officials of the Geological Survey,

particularly those engaged in the study of our coal resources7 are

in sympathy with the work of this Institute, and, by working in

harmony with us, we can accomplish much more effective results.

I am mstiucted by the Director to extend his greetings and

best wishes.

I wisb to state gentlemen that if any of you have any sug-

gestions to make along the lines of this investigation, or any

other that the Geological Survey is making, we are only too giad

to have them. We do not want to work in the dark when we

start on some investigation. We have to first find out what yon
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want to do and then solve the problems, but you gentlemen are

running across problems every day that you may wish us to

solve. If so, you will not hesitate to coinimunicate with us at any

time.

On motion a vote of thanks be tendered to Mr. Parker for

his very able paper.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Mr. Parker's paper is now open

for discussion and wc certainly ought to have a good discussion

of it.

BY AIR. FOHL—I agree with the president in thinking that

this paper is deserving of considerable comment. I do not feel

that I am ready to take up a full discussion of it, but I would like

to make one little suggcition and that I hope may bring on some

more comments. Speaking O'f the paying of the miner's wages,

whether he should be paid for run-of-nnne coal or whether he

should be paid for lump coal, 1 have a good deal of sympathy for

the miner's end of it ar-d it seems to me the solution for that

problem is in the shooting. In other words:, the miner should not

be asked to shoot his coal, but a company man should do that

and then it will rest with him whether the coal comes out fine or

coarse. That answers every objection the miner can bring against

the present way of paying wages. He wants pay for every pound

he mines v/hich is -perfectly natural and riglit ; but if you want

coarse coal that leaves^ it with the company man who does the

shooting to see that it comes out in the shape it is wanted. And
I think that would possibly be better than trying to force the

miner into a wage based upon merchantable coal.

BY MR. FOSTKR—I have nodiing to otfer except a thing

I suggested to Mr. Parker and I find the Survey is alread}' doing

it, and that 'was to endeavor in the various regions to arrange the

nomenclature of the seams so that they can be identified and the

seams of one district can be identifi.ed with the seams of another.

As far as the firing and blasting of the coal is concerned,

the whole trouble with slack and everything else lies in unskilled

miners. The really skilled miner is as much of a mechanic :is

the carpenter or the machinist, and if you can get enough of
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skilled miners they will blow the maximum amount of coal with

minimum aniourvt of powder and of course with the minimum
amount of slack.

BY MR. AFFELDER—I avias talking to Dr. Holmes this

mornnig on the question of coal waste, coke waste and coal waste

comibined. It seems to me the parties connected with the geolo •

gical department ought to consider the question of coke waste

and coal /wiaste comibined in the ash dumps of the coking plants.

Ten years ago the culm of tlie anthracite waste was smiply iwaste.

Now, I don't know wnat the culm piles look like, but I do not

suppose they look ais large as they did, considering the amount

that is shipped to market. The waste piles used to be almost

as large as the culm piles, the piles consisting of incombustible

ash and lots of good small coke and a lot of good small coal. It

occurred to me to ask whether the department was doing any-

thing m regard to that kind of iwaste and isuggesting ways of

utilizing very fine coke and very fine coal that is going into the

ash piles with the coke.

BY MR. PARSONS—As regards the firing of coal by an ex-

perienced corps of shot firers, that was tried in Illinois not so

very long ago. Ihere was discussion about it. The difficulty

there, which is very evident, was that all the miners themselves

charged the holes before going home in the evening and then

these experienced shot fivers on the round after the men had lef!;

went ^nd fired the sliot. The miners themselves in chargin^^ the

holes were not careful as they would have been if they had had

to fire the lioles then:selves. Tliey put too much poivvder in the

hole and the shot firer would come along and find that it was

irtsiufficiently taimped and there was a question and consequently

there was a good many accidents , and for that reas'on the state

authoiity attempted to abandon that. With regard to leaving

coivsiderable coal in, tliere arc a number of fields that I recently

went into, some of the mines in Georgia, where there is fourt c.i

feet of coal, that big a vein. They call that an eight fooi v(-in.

That coal is one of the best steam coals in the world. The other
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six feet above that is, as experience hais shown, excellent for

steam purposes, but not equal to the other, and all that six feet

of coal is left in the hole. And since that is an old field a great

deal of it is worked out and it never will be opened again. The

balance of that they can get out that six feet. The same thing is

in evidence in the Hocking field in Ohio' and in certain parts of

Illinois. If you speak about it to the mine ^superintendent they

say the cheapest way we can work this coal is to drive every-

thing narrow and never make any atlen^pt to rob the pillars. In

the Hocking field overlying the field is a quicksand and when

you attempt to rob everything will cave in.

BY MR. PARKER—In regard to what the gentleman had

to say regarding the breeze, that matter is being considered and

will be studied with the other investigations. Already a con-

siderable amount of coke breeze is being utilzed by manufacturers

of domestic fuel by briquetting, sometimes mixed with anthra-

cite and sometimes by itself. The Union Gas Improvement Com-
pany, of Philadelphia, for mstance, is manufacturing coke breeze

and anthracite into briquettes and not selling the briquettes, but

using them in the manufacture of water gs.s. And the S. S. Com-
pany at their by-product 'v\(orks near Detroit, have put in a briquet-

ting plant with the same idea of saving the coke breeze. And I

think that will probably be the solution of that particular ques-

tion.

BY THE PRESIDENT— Is there anyone else that would

like to discuss this matter. The time is passing now. I\Ir. Plan-

ford, you are from a state triat is pretty prodigal (vvitli its coal

resources.

BY MR. J. B. HANFORD—Mr. is put-

ting in a system oi boilers to utilize that matter known as the

Parsons system, manuafctured in New York. We expect to use

our coke breeze in that way. They guarantee to give us 25 per

cent more efficiency than with the best coal. If it does not do

that they will take it out and put back what was in before and it

wili not cost us anything. I think by December we will know
the results.
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BY MR. AFFELDER—I think we can go that one better.

We are burning coke breeze without any special system in the

regular Stirling boiler with nothing different but a higher smoke-

stack. But the coke breeze produced at a coke plant is so large

that a local plant cannot use it all itself and the question is, what

is going to become of the rest of it.

But I was n.'ore interested in what is going to become of all

the valuable material that is in the dumps already. There are

mountains of coke breeze and unburned coal in the dumps about

the plant and I merely suggested tliat the department do some-

thing towaids utilizing that. We cannot any of us use as much
coke breeze as 'Wt are turning out.

BY MR. FOSTER—1 would just say for Mr. Affelder's

benefit that probably ihe coke men could profit by the experience

of the anthracite operators. The particular part I refer to in

the anthracite regions is up in the north end where the veins,

being small and on iight pitches. But the operators in all the

regions started to burn these fine sizes of coal and even the culm

under the boilers. At first it required extra firing and left large

quantities of ash and they developed in the regions a system of

burning that waste material to make their own steam and the

manufacturers who required steam fuel got onto the fact that

that stuff could be used and could be bought at a cheaper price

than the better qualiiy of coal, and they are usnig it and it "is

really successful in the saving of the small sizes of anthracite and

of the culm, all due to the example put to manufacturers in other

lines by the operators themselves.

BY MR. HANFORD—Mr. Afifelder's remarks have sug-

gested to me that before we commenced to ishoot coal in West

Virginia we found we had 75 per cent more breeze. So that by

putting in a pulverizer in some of those works they can utilize

the breeze. That is one of the great things the pulverizer does

y>Y THE PRESIDENT—Relative to the amount of breeze

produced at a coke works as nearly as you can tell it runs about

3 per cent. At our plants we turn out about 100 tons ot
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that breeze a day so there is a pretty good loss there. However,

I think you are taking up a small thing and ignoring a very

much greater one, Mr. Parker's paper. Three per cent of coke

Avould be about 5 per cent of a loss in the coal but if you con-

sider Mr. Parker's paper closely yoii will find that there is far

greater loss by reason of coal being sacrificed that could ju^-.t

as well be mnied—take our O'wn case right in the Connellsville

coke regions, there is more coal lotst today in the Connellsville

coke regions than has been mined, notwithstanding the improved

methods. And some of them claim to be getting 95 per cent

of the coal out and at the same time they are destroying 100 per

cent. And when I say that, I mean this. Right over the Con-

nellsville coal I have seen often five feet of pretty fair roof

coal and it will average all through the reigon from 2j/^ to 3

feet. It is not as good as' the other coal but here we have the

Red Stone and the Sewickley and the Uniontown and the

Waynesburg so while iwe are mining from 8 to 9 feet we are

destroying about 10 feet. It is true the coal is inferior, but ac-

cording to the paper it is more valuable than coke for putting

in the furnace for the gas producer.

BY MR. RO'BY—We have a superintendent in our field

who claims to have solved this problem of saving all the breeze.

I do not know iwhat process he uses but he mixes something

with his breeze and recokes it. It fuses and makes an excellent

looking coke and he says the analysis is perhaps a little better

than the coke before it is mixed and recoked. I have seen

samples' of the coke and I thought maybe Mr. Affelder would

be familiar with his method. It is IvFr. Abrams of the Conti-

nental No. I. I do not know iwdiy it has never been adopted by

his company but I know what he claims. I do not know wdiat

the trouble is. I know also that some of the mines I inspect

they are leaving from feet to 2 feet that might be recovered

wtih perfect safety in the mining.

BY THE PRESIDENT—There is no reason for losing

that breeze ; if they put a system of conveyors along the ovens
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and support that right on the bin and put a revolving distribu-

tor into the coal bin.

We find by analysis of our breeze pile that that will average

about 60 per cent coal and the ash will not run over ten per

cent. The amount of ash added to the coal would be a small

fraction of or.e per cent and it will go right over with the coal

if it is properly d&itnbuted. We know that because we have

actually done it. I iiave seen a mixture of 10 per cent, coke

breeze and 90 per cent, of nunc coal and it made as good coke

as any.

BY MR. PARKER—Did you pulverize that?

BY THE PRESIDENT—I think in this case we took the

field coal. But in addition we got a car load of flue dust from

the furnaces here in Pittsburg and we found that it was possible

to carry twenty per cent of that flue dust right through into

the coke, so there is no doubt at all that the breeze can be put

right into the coke bin if it is done properly. The objection, of

course, is the ash in the breeze. It runs up to six in the coke

but when you come to put 3 per cent into 100 per cent you can

see that the increase of ash would be almos't noithing.

BY MR. LOGAN—The point occurred to me that in order

to efifect a saving in the mining of coal and also produce more

safely and general economy I think it depends largely on the

system of work. The system of work has a great deal to do

with it and if we iwere to continually harp upon that point 1

think it would ultimately bring about great gam. And that

is upon the retreating. For instance, if it is more general to

mine coal on the retreating systcm^— I know it is' unAmerican

—

it would be more exhaustive, would give greater economy of

timber, better ventilatoin and safety and economy in the mining.

It seems to me that while it is not a panacea for all the ills it

would effect a great degree of saving.

P>Y THE PRESIDENT— I believe the scarctiy of timber

is going to force a better system of mining. That is, timber is

getting so scarce and so high in price that ivvie will have to adopt
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a better system of mining and the lack of timber at reasonable

prices will bring about just what you are talking about.

BY MR. LOGAN—It will have to come.

BY THE PRESIDEiNT—It will have to come for several

reasons. I think it v/ill be necessary to close this discussion in

order to take up some of these other matters and we have Dr.

Hchnes here with us of the United States Coal Testing Plant

and I know you all want to hear from him.
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GOVERNMENT RESEARCH WORK.

By Joseph A. Holmes, U. S. Geological Survey.

When I was with yoLi last year I promised to come back

and tell you something more about the work v/e are doing-.

Mr. Parker's paper gave 3'ou an idea of one phase of the

work which iwe are trying to do. I think one of the most import-

ant things we are trying to do is iielping to find 'Ways of prevent-

ing waste ; not only in the mining, but in transporting and using

coai. That is one of the divisions of this work. Another is con-

nected with the use of explosives in mines, to prevent accidents

and, at the same time, to lessien coal waste. Mr. Hall, mho has

charge of the explosive part of our investigation, is here, and

will be glad to answer questions, and to get suggestions from

members of the Institute as to the best method of condutcing

that part of our investigation.

In connection with thiis work there are two or three phases

which are comparatively neivv. One of them is the use of con-

crete in mines and works connected with mining operations, such

as coke ovens, which was suggested in one of your papers to-

day. Without going into details about that part of the investi-

gation, r will mention that we have to be cautious in the use of

concrete underground, particularly where the waters contain

acid or sulphur. One of the best illustrations I have met with

why is shown in a tunnel put by the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company through the Allegheny mountains. It was cut through

a vein of coal, and it was found in a few months that the con-

crete lining of the timnel had abs'ohitely disintegrated, due,

doubtless, to sulphur in the coal forming sulphuric acid and dis-

integrating the eoncrctc. It is well to be cautious al)Out this in

building concrete piens which extend into the ground anywhere

in mining regions or in regions about rivers like the Allegheny,

where the water is likely to contain sulphur or acid. Particu-

larly is that the case in concrete where limestone i's mixed with
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the cement and sand to make the conci'ete ; because the concrete

itself and die fragments of the hmestone are affected by the acid,

making the entire mass disintegrate all the more rapidly. Thi?

is one illustration out O'f many ihat might be mentioned. While

concrete is one ol' the things we have got to use to an increasing

extent in the future, we have to be careful with it, or we will be

greatly drsappointed in the ultimate results iwe get from the use

of it.

In connection with coal-washing, we are trying to conduct

investigations with a view to removing more of the dirt and,

particularly, the sulpliur. That work, which has been discon-

tinued in St. Louis, has been transferred to Denver, Colorado,

with a view to testing improvement in the utilization of waste

cord, which is higher in ash and S'ulpimr, and where coking is

much more diflicult than in a region like this, where the coking

coal is of the best in the world.

In connection with briquetting, mentioned in connection

with coke breeze, we have been making briquettes mixed with

pitch and varying percentages of bituminous coal for use in loco-

motives. Coke breeze when used alone or with a small per-

centage of coal did not produce llame enough to give the proper

heat where rapid combustion for locomotive uise is essential, but

when we introduce as much as 50 or 60 per cent, of bituminous

coal with coke breeze we got fair results. It produced less

smoke and less cinder, much less ; but with less heat than would

have been gotten out of the coal if used alone. In connection

with this briquetting work, some tests were recently made by

the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, at Altoona. Railroads

further west foiind that briquettes when used by locomotives

give oft' far less smoke and cinder than when using run-of-mine

coal, so it is quite likely that part of the coke consumed in loco-

motives running through cities may be done away with by the

use of briquettes' in this country. Most of you are aware that

practically all passenger trains on European railroads use bri-

quettes more or less. The fast express trains use almost nothing

but briquettes, whereas a slow passenger train will use half bri-
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quettes and half coal. Slow trains and freight trains use run of

mine coal almost exclusively, except that they carry briquettes

so that when they get behind time or have an extra load they

use a few briquettes, because they g-et up more stearn in less

time. On the fast passenger trains which run into a city, where

the ordinance is rigid about making smoke, they throtw in a lot

O'f briquettes, and in this way pass through the city or stop and

shift about without making smoke or cinders sufficient to cause

objection.

We are making a lot of briquettes in connection with the

Jamestown Exposition for use on warships of the navy. It has

been proved in European countries that the use of briquettes

not only increases the efficiency of the fuel, but greatly diminish-

es the ismoke ; and getting rid of smoke on naval vessels is par

ticulaily advantageous when trying to slip up to or withdraw

;Dway from ai: enemy. In-as-much as our ships, as' well as those

of other countries, may have to do both at times, they are

anxious to get fuel that will make the least amount of smoke

possible.

In connection further with these, investigations, we are con

ducting an ordinary boiler test, where we are trying to burn fuel

under boilers' with less smoke and greater efficiency by testing

various appliances, and people are finding out—and they are

driven to it by smoke-abatement acts in different cities—that it

iis possible to get better efficiency and with less smoke. We arc

finding that equipments which are suitable for smoke abatement

witii Pittsburg coal ma}^ be quite different with equipments

which are satisfactory for Illinois, Indiana or Iowa coal. We
are testing coals obtained in different cities of the country with

different kinds of equipment, to see how smoke-abatement may
be brought forward v/ithout serious damage to the manufactur-

er or loisis of power. One of the best ways to do that is not to use

boilers, but to use the gas producer. The investigation of

gais producers, iwhcili I described last year in some detail, is

proving more satisfactory in using coal which has been left in

the ground heretofore, but which can be mined profttably and
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used m gas producer.,, even when it contains as high as fifty

cent of ash The investigation with both boilers and gas pro-

ducers is getting down to laboratory investigations, 'where wc

are trying to work out the chejiiistry and physics of the phenom-

ana .which take place in the process of combustion in both tho.^c

forms of burning coal.

We have arranged the gas producers and boilers so that not

only are temperatures being actually measured in the different

parts' of this process, but the gases can be taken out at diftcrent

stages of their development under the boilers, so that at every

point we are taking out these g'ases to analyze them to learn just

what process of combustion have taken place in the different

stages of burning the coal.

In connection with the storage of coal, we have taken up,

for the use of the navy as Vvell as the army and other depart-

ments' of the Government, a series of investigations that will also

be useful to the public. The navy has great trouble in storing

coal on account of spontaneous combustion, and it is found that

coal is siubject to a slow combustion w'hich docs not set the co?.\

on fire, but lessens its value. We are putting large quantities of

coal under water, testing it from time to time and burning it

in the boilers and analyzing it. Using in some cases fresh water

and at others salt water. We hope, as a result of these inves-

tigations, that we can find out how the navy, which is confronted

with spontaneous combustion in the different parts of the 'world,

can store coal so that it will riot only not undergo spontaneous

combustion, but also serious change that will lessen it's value.

This is also being inquired into by private companies to a con-

siderable extent. Tlie Western Electric Company is putting in

large concrete bins, where it proposes to store coal under fresh

water at Chicago for indefinite periods.

In connection with this,, other departments- of the Govern-

ment are becoming interested, because in hot climates the risk of

spontaneous combustion and the c'hanges which take place ar^^

greater than m cold climates. This has been sihown on the Is-

thmus of Panama. We are trying to find out how' we can stor?
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coal under tropical conditions without undergoing changeis, and

are taking up both fresh and salt water immersion. There are

a good many other phases of this work that I might go into

detail about, but I simply outline these general points about the

work we are trying to do, and desire to emphasize and repeat

that we will always^ be delighted to get suggestions as to hoivV

we can best conduct our investigations as to these particular or

any other problems which are useful to mine managers and coal

operators.

Mr. Parker'is paper gave you a very clear idea of Govern-

ment research work.

EY THE PRESIDENT—We are certainly under obliga-

tions to Dr. Elolmes for his valuable remarks on these topics and

I know that I will not have to suggest a vote of thanks. I think

you iwill do it without suggestion.

BY MR. ROBY— I would move a vote of thanks to Dr.

Elolmes for his very able and instructive talk.

The motion being duly seconded was carried unanimously.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Mr. Thomas, will ycu please take

the floor now? Mr. Thomas will now deliver his paper to us on

ilie use of mechanical conveyors in long wall mining. This

paper w is taken up this morning but 'vve have had isuch a poor

attendance that we thought it better to postpone it until this

afternoon, because this is an unusually important subject. ^
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MECHANICAL CONVEYORS AS APPLIED TO LONG
WALL MINING.

By J. 1. Thomas.

f;Y MR. J. I. THOMAS—Mr. Cliairman and Gentlemen:

Transporting coal from the working face to main haulage

roads by means of mechanical conveyors is a comiparatively re-

cent departure from ordinary mining methods. This system,

which was first introduced in Ehigland, was early recognized by

leadir.g operators as possessing superior advantages over the

usual manner of working, especially in thin coal seams. Owing
to the fact that long -wall mining in this country is not carried

on to a large extent, the conveyor system has received but httle

attention among operators, consequently there are but a few in-

stallations, the largest of which is probably in tJhe mines of the

Vintondale Colliery Company, at V^intondale, Penna.

Remarks in this paper will be confined to the practice

observed and results obtained by this company while mining

with this method.

The coal woi'ked in this territory is the "B," or Lower Kittan-

ning seam, 42 inches in thickness, which lays on a pitch of 8 per

cent, with an average of 200 feet of cover. The coal is of a

soft and friable nature, free from slate bands and bony coal, but

interspersed with sulphur pyrites, which, at times, cause con-

siderable annoyance m cutting and drilling. The bottom is a

mixture of coal and fire-clay, while the roof is composed of from

8 to 12 feet of black slate, overlaid with sandstone. The slips

in the slate are well marked, and lay at an angle of 25 degrees

with the line of the greatest dip.

The Block work, which is a modification of long-wall min-

ing, was first started in the No. 3 mine of this company 7 years

ago. At the outset cars were run around the working face and

loaded. This method brought only fair results, owing to the n*i-

cesi;'ity of using small cars, steep grades and difficulty in keep-

ing roadways open. Arrangements were then made for the
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placing of a conveyor along the face, allowing the cars to be

run iindeT the head-end to be loaded.

The first conveyor, which was made entirely of wood, was

a cumbersome affair, and much time was consumed in moving it

laterally along the face after the cut had been loaded out ; but.

after a year's trial, the results obtained were so gratifying that

metal conveyors were designed and ordered, and preparations

/were made to employ this system on a much larger scale.

The conveyor sys'tem is very flexible, and numerous meth-

ods of working are apphcable, as the condition of the territory

demands.

In VintOiidale, at present, there are two dififerent arrange-

ments, 1. e., the single-conveyor method, which has been men-

tioned, and the triple-conveyor s}stem, by which twO' face con-

ve}ors dump alternately into a third conveyor, which, in turn,

dumps into the mine cars. Both air and electricity are used as

the driving power.

In the No. 3 mine, where the single-conveyor svstem is be-

ing used, with compressed air as power, the main heading and

air course are driven up the pitc'h through the center of the

property. Cross headmgs are driven off the main at intervals of

400 feet and run to the outcrop. These headings are 20 feet

wide, with an B-foot roadway carried next to the pillar, which

is 40 feet thick. Barrier pillars of 75-foot thickncsis are main-

tained ou each side of the main enterics. Block headings are

driven perpendicularly off the cross enterics at 265 feet centers.

This allows a solid face of 250 feet. These block headings arc

driven 15 feet wide, but bottom is lifted only 7 feet wide near

the rib, and of such depth to allow a clearance of 6 feet from the

top of rail. The remaining /width acts) as a shelf for the support

of the drive and long- wall machine. As the block headings arc

driven for a di'^tance of 350 feet intO' the solid coal, it is found

necessary to carry along a good line of bratticing for the pur-

pose of ventilation.

The block nearest the outcrop is first attacked. On this

block it is necessary to maintain an air-way at the rea^-
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This is done by driving along witli the block a place 4 feet wide,

leaving a pillar 10 feet thick between it and the edge of the

block. The coal is extracted to within 25 feet of the upper

headnig, when the conveyor is removed to the next block, which

is worked out in the same manner; and so on until the coal in

the whole tier of blocks is recovered. In the meantime, the

pillar left by the block, and the chain pillars, are being mined

by hand. The time consumed in removing equipment from

one block to another is usually about 15 hours.

The type of conveyor consists of a trough or pan made of

sheet steel J/g-inch thick, 12 inches wide at the bottom, 18 inches

wide at the top and 6 inches high, set on strap-iron standards.

The conveyor, vvhich is 250 feet in length, is made up in sec-

tions of 6, 12, 15 and iS-foot lengths, connected together by

means of y2 -inch flat-headed bolts, countersunk. The front is

inclined for a distance of 45 feet, to allow clearance for mine

cars to pass under. The rear end is inclined for 15 feet to com-

pensate for tl'ie size of sprocket-wheel. A return-runway for the

chain is afforded below the pans by angle irons.

A cast-iron driving sprocket, 18 inches in diameter and 13-

inch face, is attached to the front end. On the shaft of this

sprocket, ivvhich is extended 12 inches beyond One of the bear-

ings, is keyed a 12-tooth, 16-inch diameter sprocket, which con-

nects with the driving mechanism. The rear-end section con-

sists of a frame work made up of two I-beams, six feet long- and

'Strongly braced, on which rest the take-up boxes for keeping

the chain in adjustment, and the rear sprocket-wheel over wJiich

the chain returns.

The conveyor-chain is made of either steel or malleable

cast-iron, held together by bolts, the ends of which may be

riveted or fitted with nuts. As it is impractical to secure a chain

that will not break, they are designed so that repair can be made

expeditiously.

The power is carried to the different machines by means' of

a 2-inch pipe, which is run from the main supply along the

lower heading to the top of the block heading. A connection
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is here made with the hoisting engine. The hne is carried on

preps down the block-heading to the conveyor, where it is con-

nected by means of a 2>4-inch wire-*wiound rubber hose to a

2-inch pipe that runs the entire length of the block and attached

to the conveyor. This pipe has outlets with 2-inch stopcocks at

intervals of 50 feet, to which the hose of the mining machines

and air drills may be attached. This arrangement necessitates

carrying only a shori; length Oif hose on these machines instead

of one reaching the whole length of the block.

From the end of the conveyor a i}i-mch pipe is run to the

air engine. In this pipe is a valve, which is connected to a rod

that reaches to the head end of the conveyor. It is from thi>

point that the conveyor is controlled when running. As the air

line needs to be shortened five feet nearly every day, several

sections of different lengths are kept near at hand, so that this

change can be quickly niade.

The cars are -handled to the conveyor by means of a doubl?

cyhnder with an 8xio-inch double friction-drum hoisting engine.

The drums work loo^e on the shaft independent of each oth'.^r,

and are equipped with a pOwierful differential brake that will hold

any load the engine will hoist ; 500 feet of ^^-inch rope is reeled

on eadi drum. A small hand drum, on 'which is reeled 150 feet

of 3^ -inch rope, is used to lower the cars around the curve.

The cars are dropped into tlie lower heading from the main

haulage, and pulled, either with mules or a small engine, to the

top of the block heading. Here the rope of the small driuii is

attached to the coupling between the first and second car, and

the cars pushed around the curve. One of the ropes of the

hoiist is now attached '^o the rear end of the trip, which is

usually ten cars, and the small rope is freed. The trip is then

• dropped to the conveyor to be loacied. Another trip is attached

to the other rope of the hoist m the same manner. This trip Is

held on the block entry until the first trip is loaded. This hav-

ing been accomplished, die loaded trip is dropped to the bottoni

of the block heading and the rope disengaged. The driver here

takes the cars and hauls them to the main haulage. The rope
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is then pulled to the top of the block heading and attached to the

cars, as described. In the nieanthiie, the empty trip on the block

heading has beeri dropped to the conveyor and started to be load-

ed. This change usually occupies t'vvo or three minutes. Elec-

tric signal-wires are run the length of block headings, by which

the head man signals the engine boy.

The drive, which is, a simall double-cylinder engine with re-

duced gearing, is mounted on a frame and attached to the con-

veyor. The power is transmitted by means of a steel thimble

roller-chain to tiie sprocket on the drive shaft of the conveyor.

The long-wall machine used in this mine is an improved

type of the Jeftery compressed air long wall machine. The ma-

chine is arranged to cut in both directions ; different sized discs,

ranging from 55 to 65 inches in diameter, are used, as the con-

ditions on the block demand.

The drill used for boring the holes is an ingenuous tool ; the

weight of auger and drill doc'^; not exceed 20 pounds. The ma-

chine IS a small four-cylindered air-engine, and has a gear on

the crank-shaft that meshes >vviith a gear on the shank of the ma-

chine. The auger is attached to a small chuck that is screwed

on to the end of the shank. A hose, ^-inch in diameter and

50 feet long, attached to the conveyor pipe, furnishes the power

for the drill.

The complement of men required to run a block is 13, i. e.,

block-boss, machine runner and helper, driller, who also acts as

» shot-iirer, engine boy, head man and six loaders.

The ''Block Boss," or leader of the crew, has direct charge

of the block. He must be a man who has some knowledge of

mining and the care of machinery, and possess good executive

ability. The balance of the crew, with the possible exception of

machine men, are generally non-English-speaking men.

In preparation for the day'si work, the machine has cut

one rail (30 feet) on the previous afternoon. In the morning

this coal is shot down and the loaders begin work immediately

It requires from /[Yz to 5 hours for the machine men to finish the

cut. The machine is then overhauled and moved up in position
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to start the return cut After finishing their own work, the

runner and his helper go back on the block and make prepara-

tions for the moving of the conveyor. This consists of setting

a line of props, called the Ime row, about 8 feet apart, and a

distance from the conveyor equal to the depth of the undercut.

As these are placed the old line row, which is now against the

conveyor, is withdrav/n. The pulling jacks for moving the con-

veyor are distributed along the block 40 feet apart and placed

in position.

The shot-firer keeps closely after the machine, and is through

slhooting ishortly after the undercut is finished. He then starts

from the far end of the block to drill holes in the new face. It

usually takes hnn about two hours to drill the entire width of

the block.

Each loader is supplied with a pick and shovel and a piece

of .sheet iron 9 inches (wide and 6 feet long, which he attaches

to rbe conveyor to act as a sideboard. As each loader cleans up his

place he moves forward to the liead of the line. This continues

until the coal is loaded out, which usually requires about 6^ "

hours.

When cleaned up the drive is reversed and the timber,

w'liich has an ivcd on the last trip, is run through 011 the conveyor

to such points on the block w'here it is required. When this is ac-

complished the power is shut off by means of a valve located »

at the top of the block headiiig. The hose is disconnected Irom

the main feed-^pipe and the conveyor is moved up to the line

row. This lateral move of tlie conveyor requires very little

time, very seldo-m exceeding live minutes. A break-row, con-

sisting of two rdws of props set two feet apart, is now placed

along the lower side of the conveyor. These props are set on a

cap-piece, placed on a small pile of slack, and wedged at the

top. Two break rovvs are all that is necessary to protect the

block. In the meantime, a portion of the crew are engaged in

pulling out the extra break-row. This is the most hazardous

work on the block, and is given personal attention by the Block
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Boss. Axes are used in this operation, and about 75 per cent cf

the props recovered are practically uninjured.

W'hile the block crew are employed timbering, tlie conveyor

man and hoist-boy make the necessary pipe connections, and go

• along the conveyor with a pump-jack and level it up. They also

build a crib at the head end, which is placed so as to prevent the

roof from breaking over into Che block heading.

When the timber drawers have advanced such a distanc:^

from the machine that the noise of the exhaust will not anno\'

them, the nmchnie begins cutting, and is usually able to have one

rail cut before the shift is over.

With a 5-foot undercut, the block throws 125 tons. Four

cuts a week are, on an average, obtained from each block, which

makes a daily average of 100 tons.

Although the results obtained from this system of mining

were highly 'satisfactory, it was found there was still room for

improvement, especially with regard to the original cost of the

development and the dead-work connected with the running of

the block. It was with the idea of remedying these features, and

of improving on other less important conditions, that the triple-

conveyor S)Stem was designed and installed. After being in use

for over a year in four 'of the mines, where electricity is the power

used, the results obtained are even better than were anticipated.

In laying out a mine for this system, the main entry and

air-way are driven up or down the pitch, and cross headings are

driven off ihem at intervals of 400 feet at such an angle as will

give a 2 per cent grade ; 75 feet barrier-pillars are left on eacii

side of the main entries. The cross-heading is driven 20 feet

wide and gobbed on the lower side. The air-course, which after-

wards is used as the block-face, is driven 20 feet wide, but no

bottom is lifted ; a 40-foot pillar is maintained. Block headings

are run peipendicularly off the cross headings at 518-foot cen-

ters; they are driven 18 feet wide, 'with bottom lifted in the cen-

ter 5 feet wide, and to such a depth as will give a clearance of ^

feet.

When the block is ready for operation, a conveyor 350 feet
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long IS placed m the block heading, and along the face of the

air course on each side is' placed a conveyor 250 feet long, with

delivery ends directly over the main conveyor, one being 5 feet

in advance of the other. Each conveyor is driven by a 20 H. P.,

250-volt, 'series-woutid motor, encased in a sheet-iron frame

mounted on isteel shoes, so as to be easily moved.

Air-ways are maintained on the blocks by driving two places

sdightly in advance of the block face, 6 and 4 feet wide, respect-

ively, with a lo-foot pillar between. The first place acts as a

stable for the machine, and is driven by the machine. The air-

•wiay is pick-mined, and one man manages to keep these places

going on the rear end of both blocksi. By this arrangement no

cribbing is necessary.

The blocks^ are worked to within 25 feet of the cross head-

ing, when the conveyors are removed to another block. The re-

miaining pillar is brought back along with the heading stumps.

The power is carried to the top of the block-heading by a

2-O wire. Here are attached two insulated twin cables, one to

furnish power to the machineB', the other for the drives and

hoist.

The cables are carried down the block-heading, one on each

side of the main conveyor, being attached to it by means of mal-

leable-iron brackets. At the junction of the conveyors connec-

tions are made with the drives, also with a cable that is attached

to each of the face conveyors.

Stations arc established 50 feet apart on the face conveyor

cables, to which connections are made with the short cable at-

tached to the long-wall machines' and electric drills. Switche^^

are placed at the head end of the main conveyor, by which th^

power is controlled.

The method of handling the cars to the conveyor is simple.

A side track is laid 300 feet long, of which the block-heading is

the center. Connection is made with the main track at the lower

end, and a cross-over switch is placed directly under the con-
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veyor. At the upper end of the siding is placed an electric hoist.

A trip of 14 cars is shoved into the empty track, and the rope

is attached and the trip pulled up to the conveyor. Signal wires

are hung between the conveyor and the hoist, and as each car is

loaded ihe trip is pulled forward. When loaded, the trip is

dropped on the loaded siding, the rope disengaged and attached

to the empties.

The crew operating a double block consists of 17 men, i. e.,

block bossi, machine runner and helper, driller, shooter, two con-

veyor men, hoist boy, five loaders and four timbermen.

Two iong-wall machines are used, one for each side, al-

though one machine can keep up the work in case of emergency.

Several diflerent types are in use.

As the machine men finish cutting one block, they put the

machine in position to start back on the cut and move over to

the next block and begin cuttmg. They are folloiwed by the

shooter and loaders. The driller sets the line-row, and also has

time to assist in loading.

When a block is cleaned up, the timber-men move up the

conveyor, set the break-rows, pull the timber and make every-

thing ready for the conveyor to start when the opposite block is

loaded out.

The main conveyor, which is made up of 12-foot sections,

is disjointed about every third day, and one of the sections taken

out and moved to the block-heading next to be worked. The sur-

plus length of cable is gathered on a reel located at the head end

of the main conveyor.

The working of the face is similar to that of the single block,

with the exception that the machine men, loaders, etc., continue

at their own special work during the whole shift, the dead-work

being. taken care of by the four timbermen, thus not hindering

the steady flow of coal, which averages 150 tons per day.

For the purpose of keeping the machinery in as good a

shape as possible, a skilled mechanic is attached to each mine.
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He assumes charge in case of an accident and makes necessary

repairs, although most of the breakdowns are easily taken care of

by the block-boss and madhine man.

In the starting of a block is where the best results- are ob-

tained, as the roof requires iittle attention until about loo feet

have have been extracted. It then begins to weigh heavy on

the po'sts, and it is found necessary to carry three or four double

break-rows in anticipation of what is called the "big break." This

usually occurs avhen the block is advanced from lOO to 150 feet,

although, in several instances a 5oo-foot face has been carried up

200 feet before the overhanging strata broke. After the sand

rock is down, only two break-rows are carried, and the roof

keeps beakiiig behind the last row as the face is extended.

The men are paid day wages, and as they become accus-

tomed to the work and machinery are advanced accordingly. The

''Block Boss," as an incentive to secure the best results, is paid

a small bonus per ton besides his regular day rate.

The cost averages for the last two years show that block

coal is loaded on the /nine cars 35 per cent cheaper than the dis-

trict mining rate, but this cost can be materially reduced when

a fev/ improvements, now being worked out, are brought to a

state of perfection. Among these may be mentioned a more

simp'le mechanical rig for spotting the mine cars, and a scheme

for reducing the amount of timber used.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Gentlemen, you have heard Mr.

Thomas's paper on this new system of mining. The paper is

now open for discussion.

On motion of tMr. Aft elder a vote of thanks was tendered

to Mr. Thoma's' for the paper.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Now we have a paper that we

did not discuss arid asi soon as the discussion of this present

paper is over we will take that up again, that was on the use of

concrete in bee hive oven construction. We would now like to
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hear from anyone on this new system of mining. It ought to be

pretty freely discussed because it has a future before it.

BY MR. LOGAN—Mr. President, it seems to me that my
inexperience along that line will prevent me from discussing the

system very freely. All 1 can do is to ask a few questions. The

attempt is very creditable indeed, and I do not doubt that the re-

sults will be good in the main. There are conditions, perhaps,

where it would not be especially advantageous and others where

it would. J know they have had considerable interesting ex-

perience in devloping their ultimate arrangement of methods and

I do not doubt that there are some here who would be interestd

in knowing it fuither in detail. I know I would myself. I was

talking to a gentleman who has investigated it. I heard of it

being in operations in West Virginia to a very similar degree

and certainly it is making its way in the methods of coal mining

and therefore deserves our investigation if not our discussion at

present.

BY MR. AFFELDER—In a way I believe I am a little bit

re'spoiisible for this paper, inasmuch as I asked a year ago to

have this paper prepared simply for the reason that the Institute

at times gets into old ruts and does, not get out new systems often

enough. I kne^v of this system and knew how well it worked

and wanted the members to know something about it.

I made a very thorough investigation of the conveyor sys-

tem at Vintondale three or four years ago with the idea of put-

-ting it into a plant that I was at that time running. The ob-

jection that I found to it or that I could find to it was that it was

so expensive to buy the conveyors. At that time they were

manufactured under royalty and any saving that we could see

our way clear to, would have been almo;st eaten up by the con-

veyors. At \ iivfondale they have a pecuhar condition in that

respect, inasnmch as one of the principal owners of the Vinton-

dale Colliery Company owns the patent on the conveyor and I

assume that they got them a good bit cheaper than oustiders.

But the conveyors are doing admirable work over there, hauling

coal quicker tlian }ou can tell about it. The Vintondale Xo. 3
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miiiie, in which the long wal'l conveyor is perfected, is a unique

mine in several wiays, inasmuch as it is probably one of the first

adaptations in Pennsylvania of the peculiar system of long wall

mining that they work there. It is an advancing and retreating

system ni w^hiich the .^lant work advances while the rest of chc

work retreats. No. 3 mine has a peculiar condition to contend

with which alloiAis that system tO' be perfected. I understand

since that they have introduced it into their other mines which do

not have these peculiar advantageous conditions, and that they

are getting better results if anything than before. The introduc-

tion of the conve3or system at Vintondaie has not been a path

strewn with roises by any means. The long wiall system was

establisihed, almost eight >fcars ago, the first face was estab-

lished, and the system was then working by hand without

any tiiought of conveyor. And while it had some degree of

success it was in other ways almost a failure until the conveyor-

system was cstablisihed, and now they are getting remarkable

success and it is well worth the trip to see the particular system

that is in use. I think that if we are going to continue the dis-

cussion, we nuight get Mr. Hower to ;say something, because he

has been instrumentad in m.akmg the system what it is.

THE PRESIDENT—We will be pleased to hear from Mr.

Hower.

BY iMR. HOWER—I always notice that when anything is

said about the conveyor system the peculiar conditions existing

at X'intcndalc are brought to the front. And that is perfectly

true. I do not think long iwall will work under all conditions,

and particularly with the conveyor system. We have a very thin

seam, an extremely pitching seam, and the question of advancing

carsi along the lor:g wall face is almost out of question. By work-

mg the thing out as Mr. Affekler said, the No. 3 is a long narrow

strip of ground on which it is possible to reach out. It

is certainly true that it i's a very expensive installation, but it has

been the salvation of Vintondaie, and there are lots of other

places where it could probably be used to advantage.
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BY THE PRESIDENT— I will call a recess of three min-

utes until we can pass our programs around. This delay of the

programs is pretty largely my fault. 1 thought Mr. Roby had

gotten the programs, and he thought I had them, and so they

were left at Uniontowu.

Mr. Hanford, haven't yon anything to say about this con-

veyor system ?

BY MR. HANFORD--I move you that the paper on the

'siubject: "Why Some Coals Coke and Some Do Not," be now
read, as I came on purpose to hear that. It is the last on the

program, and I may have to either miss my train on miss the

paper, and I do not want to do either oue.

BY THE PRESIDENT—As the author of the paper is in

the chair, he hasn't anything to say about it.

V^ice President Affelder put Mr. Hanford's motion to vote,

and the motion was duly carried.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Befoire I take that paper up I

would like to hear a little discusisiion of this coiicrete proposition.

Everybody knows that concrete is the coming material.

BY MR. FOSTER— I would say one thing on that concrete

matter. I am sorry Dr. flolmes is not here. He spoke of it

disnitegrating at Philadelphia, at the Philadelphia & Reading

Colliery at Burnside, near Shamokin, in what they call the No.

8 seam, that turnout, wias 21 feet wide on the bottom and 18 feet

wide at the top, and the same pilch, 65 degrees. It is a tremen-

dous weight on the timber and the turnoutSL The timber con-

sisting of two legs and a collar, 16 inch timber, set five feet from

center. They were continually breaking, and a little over a year

ago they took concrete, and made reinforced concrete arches in

there, eighteen inches square, the first one was 24 inches square,

and they found aftervv^ards eighteen inches was enough. Those

arches were put live feet apart and are 'supporting that roo^

'Without a .single crack on the part of the concrete, and there has

been no disintegration whatever. Of course, there is a lot of
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that mine water coming right down through the seam. And

then again they have in another place in the same colHery a pipe

line cut into the rock, they cut through the top into the Mammoth
seam, and there they had some difficulty in keeping the roof up,

and they simply lined that with concrete and they had no diffi-

culty there, so that in the case of the Pennsylvania Railroad

tunnel and the acidulated water there, there must have been some

other reason for that disintegration, either in the mixture of the

concrete or in some chemical in connection with that water, that

was absent in the ivvater at the Burnside colliery.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Mr. Hower, has your work been

in existence long enough to know whether there is any disinte-

gratioii or not, any indication of it?

BY MR. HOWER—Well, I think six months' service ought

to show indications, if there is going to be any serious deteriora-

tion, anci we have examined the, concrete recently in fact we are

examining it right along, and I 'should say that the strength was

increasing rather than diminishing. Of course, we would ex-

pect concrete would increase in strength for a year, and so far

as I am aware the cement has not been dehydrated. Our labora-

tories show us that. We feel very well satisfied with the results

we have. W^e think we have cut the cost of construction in that

portion down to about sixt}- per cent. And the fact remains thai:

we have an absolutely unyielding plant, and I do not believe we
are going to have thoise ovens wear out in the ordinary sense

that ovens usually do wear out. W^e are ijnmensely satisfied with

the plant as ic stand>s^

Regarding Mr. Plolmes' remarks on that tunnel, it was new
to me there was any trouble tiicre. It was' put in as carefully as

it could be put in. I'vit wc do know that concrete will not stand

the action of certain mine water and certain action peculiar to

coal. In our byproduct ])lant, ivvc had an instance of that kind.

It is well known to us tiiat there arc chemical conditions under

which concrete will nf)t stand up, and one of the things to guard

against in the use of concrete is just that.
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BY THE PRESIDENT—So far as I know there is no use

made of concrete for oven work in tlie Coinnellsville Coke re-

gions, that i's, stone concrete, but I understand that blast fur-

nace slag has been used to some extent with pretty good results.

That is, that Was used in connection with the cement. But you

don't know what the effect of the hot water is going to be on the

cement coming from the oven pouring out over the wall.

BY (MR. HANFORD—1 should say it has not any effect

whatever. We have found that we had to change the whole

flues in one oven, as originally cemented we could not get the

gas out, and the ga's and the hot water has had absolutely no

effect on it.

The result of using blast furnace slag, I do not know of any

people using slag for concrete, but several years ago in the Poco-

hontas region they had a blast furnace and they made an oven

floor of s'lag, and I understand it never did burn out, and that it

is there to-day, and it has been standing for several years.

BY THE PRESIDENT—If there is no further discussion

we will take ap Mr. Aftelder's '"Valuable" paper.

BY MR. AFFELLER—I can safely predict beforehand

that It is valuable.
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WHY IS IT THAT SOME COALS COKE AND OTHERS
DO NOT?

13y Fred C. Keighley.

The writer will not undertake for a moment to say that

there is a complete answer to this question. It ha^s> been a matter

of speculation among manufacturers and users of coke for the

past 200 years as to what really is the factor that produces th-'^

coking tendency or characteristic of some coals. The remark is

often heard that a certain coal will not coke ; sometimes t'he cok-

ing quality of a certain coal is decided on by people who are

wanting some special quality in the coke.

Coke is like a great many other things—it is used for numer-

ous purposes, and each particular purpose requires some particu-

lar quality in the coke itself, aside from the fact that it is coke.

For instance, for illustration, a manufacturer of Bessemer pig

iron would consider a certain coal a failure for coke because it

ran above a certain percentage in phosphorus, and would prob-

ably make the statement that the coal would not coke, when he

really meant that it lid not answer his purpose. The fact is

that the manufacturer of Bessemer pig* iron must have a low

phosphorus coke, and, if he is considering the purchase of coal

land, the first consideration 'with him is: Mow much phosphorus

does a certain coal carry? Or, if he is buying coke: How much

pho'siphorus does the coke carry? In the other hand, if a nianu-

facturer of basic steel were taking up the question of the quaHty

of coal or coke, he would not be influenced very much by the

pho'sphorus content of the coal or coke. Manufacturers of iron

and steel generally object to the presence of sulphur in the coke

they require for their purpose if it runs over one per cent., though

they will, at times, and often have to, take coke that carries a

percentage ruiming to 1.25 per cent, or more.

If a foundryman were looking for coke, he would want coke

lhat ran somewhat high in phosphorus, as it imparts fluidity to
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iron when :n its molten state. The manufacturer of Bessemer pig

iron begins to get alarmed when his product shows .10 of one

per cent of phosphorus, whereas the, maker of fine castings would

not object to a's much as one per cent, of phosphorus in the metal

used for making his castings. A number of illustrations could

be given on similar line's, but it is not necessary to give more

than will demonstrate what the writer of this article intends to

say. In short, the fact is that manufacturers, and men generally,

allow their opmions relative to certain things to be largely tinc-

tured or influenced by their individual requirements or wants.

• It is often said that there is very little coking coal. This,

however, is not true, except in a limited sense. The fact is that

a great many coals do coke, and three of the principal groups of

«eams noiw largely mined in the States of Pennsylvania, West

Virginia, and some adjoining States, almost invariably coke to

a lesser or greater extent ; but this statement does not neces'siarily

mean that they mvariably make good coke. The three groups of

seams referred to are the Pittsburg, Freeport, and Kittanning

groups of the bituminous coal sectionsi. This statement will no

doubt bring out much adverse criticism
;
however, that will be

taken care of later on.

Mr. John Fulton, Dr. William B. Phillips, and Mr. Beldcn,

of the United States Fuel-Testing Department, have given a great

deal of time and study to coking coal. They one and all declare

that they do not know just w^hy certain coals coke and others do

not ; in fact, it is said that we apparently are no- nearer a solution

of this question now than investigators in this line were 200

years ago. Taking this statement in its broadest sense, the writer

believes it to be true ; but he is of the opinion that the reason

for many bituminous coals coking can at least be approximated.

There are coal's that we know cannot be coked satisfactorily

and profitable, no matter what the treatment may be. These coals

might be classed as Graphitic, Anthracite, and Semi-Anthracite

coals. The truth of the matter is that these are not coals
;
they

are really cokes. Graphitic coals are coals that have been coked,

as it 'Were, in nature's laboratory to excess—the process has bf^j-
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over-done. Anthracite coal, chemiccLlly, comes very close to be-

ing an ideal coke. Semi-anthracite coal is a coke in which the

coking process has not been fully completed.

It will not be necessary to go to any great extent into the

causes produ'ciuig these natural coke'si, if I may be allowed to use

that term, as they are well known to* geologists and scientific men
generally, and it will suffice to state that this coking process has

been brought about principally by heat originating from volcanic

action, chemical action, or compression, with accompanying dis-

tortion and displacement of the isitrata. In other words, the coals

just referred to have been metamorphosed, and are sometimes re-

ferred to as metaniorphic coals.

Having thus eimimated from this discussion of the coking

properties of coals the so-termed natural cokes, iwe next come to

the bitumimous coallsi. These compose a much more diversified

class than the coals referred to above, and no attempt will be

made to particularize the numerous classes. For the purpose of

the writer, it will be sufficient to group them as follows : Semi-

Bituminous, Bituminous, and Splinty- Bituminous. It is hardly

necelsisary to say tli^t the three classes thus referred to will vary

in the degree of their coking temlencies ; the Semi-Bituminous be-

ing somewhat difficult of treatment by reason of its lowness in

volatile matter, and the splinty-Bituminous equally difficult of

treatment by reason of its more or less laminated structure. The

bituminous variety will, in all probability, carry with it the great-

est coking tendency or quality, if the coal ifs in good coiiditoiuand

not greatly disturbed by faulting, etc.

There are two other varieties or grades of coal that might Ix:

considered in this connection
;
namely, the Splint Coals and the

Cannels, Splint coal at times pos/sesses coking tendencies in

greater or less degree, and very often the chemical constituents of

splint coal are almost identical with those of the finest grades of

bituminous coking coal. It is this anomaly that so greatly worries

the invefSitigator into the coking tendencies of coals. As to the

Caiinel coals, they certainly do not possess coking tendencies in

^^""'cgrec that would be worthy of consideration.
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It is generally conceded that the chemical constituents of

coals, from any horizon, are not necessarily indicative oif their

coking properties. This being the case, and it ha's been demon-

strated thousands of times, the thought naturally occurs that an

important factor determining the coking quality must be one of a

physical character, and not altogether chemical.

It is a fact widely known that the finest coking coals not only

are of the bituminous class, but their structure i/S' such that, on

fracture, they exhibit a fingery and prismatic form, and separate

vertically, while the more difiicult coking coals, and the ones of

a bituminous character that can not be coked at all, are of a lami-

nated structure and, on fracture, break into cubical form and have

a tendency to separate horizontally instead of vertically. This, in

the mind of the writer, would indicate tliat the coking- property

depends largely on the arrangement of the atoms or molecules

composing the coal .seam. If these atoms lie in the seam with

their longer axis horizontal to the bedding of the seam, they are

unfavorable to the coking process. On the other hand, if they

are perpendicular to the strike of the seam, i. e., at right angles

with its bedding, the coking tendency is much more pronounced.

It IS likely that in all coal scams the longer axes of the atoms

are lying at angles of a greater or les's degree to the horizontal or

the vertical. This being the case, it would explain some of the

mvstery. This, of course ,is pretty largely theory and specu-

lative, yet this line of reasoning is borne out by certain atlditional

facts that can not be ignored.

Some years ago the writer of this article suggested an addi-

tionl reason to those generally recognized for the ConneHsville

coking coal being peculiarly adapted to the production of a first-

class coke. This suggestion was given at some length in a

serieis of articles in the ''American Manufacturer," more par-

ticularly described as being the issue of December 9, 1908, pages

843, 844 and 845, an extract from the same being herewith

given:

"To begin witli, I am making ConneHsville coke, and it is

to mv interest to believe in what I have in hand. In other
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words, 1 am fighting for my own section, not some one else's.

I know! that Connellsville coke has made a reputation for itself,

and that the iron makers of the world put Connelhville coke

in the front rank of iron and steel making fueis. You say that

is effect ; but what is the cause? Yes, it is a question of cause

and effect ; and the effects are so well established that they need

no further championship.

"New, for" the causes. I am treading on unexplored

ground, where even the chemist, with all his stores of knowl-

edge, skill and array of delicate balances an'd measures, is at

sea
;

for, though he can tell you to the ten-thousandth part of

one per cent, the amount of carbon, sulphur, phosphorus, etc.,

contained in a given quan'tity of coke, he cannot tell }'0u why
Connellsville coal makes the best coke ; in fact, he cannot tell

you 'why coal coke's at all. Analysis is indicative, but not con-

clusive when it conies to anticipating the probable action of the

coke when put to work in the Mast-furnace. Coke may show

up 'well in analysis, but fail in efi'ect ; and sucih being the case be-

yond all dispute, then the coke man has the right to demon-

strate by induction what chemistry has failed to prove.

"We will first state what we know with positiveneas, viz

:

"'ist. That the Connellsville seam of coal is remarkable for

its purity.

"2d. It is remarkable for its uniformity.

''3d. It possesses in a high degree the property of fusion

and cementation.

"4th. The proportion of fixed carbon its great enough, to

begin with, to make it a hig'h-class fuel if it can he put in proper

form.

"5th. The propoTtion of hydro-carbons is not only great

enough to furnish sufficient heat to carry on the coking process,

but actually adds more or less to the fixed carbon during the

coking process, if the coal is properly mampulatcd, instead of

taking from the coal a part of the fixed carbon, as h neces-

sary in many coals. In other words, the fixed carbon and hydro-

carbons arc found in such proportions in Connellsville coal ao
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to make a perfect combination to bring about the best results in

the coking process with no loss of carbon, which is the vital

element. Hiis much we know positively.

*'Now, for what we do not know positively, but what we

may deduce. We have demonstrated that the carbon was a

vital element, and we further know that the object of coking is

to eliminate all the impurities that is possible without render-

ing the coke unstable ; and all that has been but proving that

carbon is valuless unless put in the proper form ; and right here

is where I claim the secret of the supremacy of Connellsville

coke. Other cokes may be just as pure, silvery, hard, porous,

and burden-bearing; but they do not possess the form. The

walls of the cells of the Connellsville cOke not only contain a

high per centage of carbon, but are of such thickness and

height, and pre'sent the same at such an angle and in such uni-

formity, that they give way before the blast just at the proper

time to impart the best effect to the coke.

"If anyone will take the trouble to examine closely a num-

ber of pieces of good Connellsville coke, he will perceive that

they possess a cell structure much of wliidi is of a peculiar

form, and that that peculiar form of cell predominates in it

over all other cokes. Other cokes are not without it altogether,

but none but Connellsville coke possesses it in the same degree.

"Some one said (I will not say who' it was, but he was not

a furnace man), that it was ridiculous to suppose that the

pcsilicn or angle of the greatest wall of each cell had any

effect on the smelting powers of coke. Well, I will admit that

it looks so ; but not any more so to me than the fact that the

dropping of a piece of line tool steel, at a certain heat, into cold

water will produce a certain degree of hardness, or, in other

words, a re-arrangement of the molecules.

''But if it be true that the cellular structure of the Connells-

ville coke IS the secret of its supremacy, why does it have it?

Yes, it is eas}- to ask why, and we will have to resort to indue-
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tion again. Well, Connellsville coke iisi made from Connellsville

coal (generally), and, of course, it gets its structure from the

-

coal.

"But how does the coal get it? Well, it gets it from the

conditions it :V\.as subjected to. What were the conditions? Con-

neUsville coal was formed in a rather long, narrow trough. So,

the Connellsville coal got its characteristics from the vegetation

that wals peculiar to a landlocked basin of water? Well, now,

not quite so fast. Perhaps, in a slight degree, it did, but in all

probability it got more from the fact that the eastern flank of the

Connellsville coking coal basin was thrust up at a higher angle

than the western flank, and that the last or latest movement of

said eastern flank was subsequent to the disposition of the coal

forming elements, but before the coal was fully hardened
;
hence,

the nmch greater that movement of the eastern flank was, subse-

quent to the deposition of the coal forming elements, but before

the coal iw^s fully hardened
;
hence, the much greater degree of

prismatic fracture observed in the coal of the eastern flank of the

ba'sm than in the western flank. The action was, no doubt, very

similar to the eftect of vibration on the cement of a newly built

foundation
;

so, form again, or, in other words, the angles at

which the atoms of coal were set by the thrust of the eastern

flank is the probable real cause of the superiority of Connellsville

coke, and the efrect of that thrust at some points reaches over

into the next trough, or Monongahela coal balsiin.

'"To me, it is quite evident that the anticlinal forming the

flank of the west side of the basin was formed prior to the depo-

sition of the Connellsville coal. To sustain my position, I will

point to the fact that most of the lower coal measures, if not all,

pass over the anticlinal to the west unbroken ; but they are utterly

destroyed on the east, and even the Sub-Carbonifrous Rocks, IX.

and X., are brought up to daylight. Well, then, heat was de-

veloped by that movement and that caused the prismatic pecu-

liarity. Well that is ingenious ; but as there were some 500 fe^t

or more of barren measures belov/ the Connellsville coal, and twc
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or three hundred feet of lower coai measures, and then some others

that, to all apearances, look as thougfh they 'were anything but

metamorphoised, it is not at all calculated to sustain any such

logic, and 1 think the vibration and compression theory will out-

strip it when it comes to the arrangement of molecules."

At the time this suggestion was made it 'was not well re

ceived ; in fact, Dr. \\'ilHam B. Phillips, who is well known by

the writer, and whose work along the lines of coking coal is ac-

knowledged by him to be of the greatest value, and authorita-

tive ais. >weH, said the theory was untenable. His views were

given in an editorial which will be found in the "American Manu-

facturer" of December i6th, 1898, page 883, as follows

:

"The questions recently raised by Mr. Keighley in the article

now running in our pages on ''Coke Making for Profit," are of

great importance, not only to the scientist, but to the practical

coke maker as we'll. What is it that determines the coking of

coal ? It is impossible to answer this question fully, for we do not

yet know v/hat coal itself is. We know iwhat is termed the ulti-

mate composition of coal ; that is, the percentage of carbon, hydro-

gen, oxygen, nitrogen, ash and sulphur ; but this is very little,

and not at all enough for us to say that we know how these ele-

nuents are co'mbined among themselves. It is in view of this lack

of knowledge that calculations of the heating power of coal, based

on the analysis, are not trustworthy ; for they require certain

assumptions which may or may not be true of the same coal, and

are very likely not true of coals in general.

*'T'he behavior of isomeric chemical compounds under the

action of the same reagents cannot be foretold, even when they

are of such simple constitutions as oil of turpentine, oil of rose-

mary, etc., where w^e have only two elements to deal with, viz.

carbon and hydrogen. As wc ascend the scale of complex com-

pounds, the difficulties of deciding why thus and so is possible

and actual become more and more evident, and when we arrive

at such a compound, or mixture of compounds, as coal, we are

wholly unable to assign even an approximate formula or group

of formulae to it. Not knowing its chemical nature, we are not
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able to say what compounds take part in the coking process, ex-

cept that they are probably of the bitumen group. It is, of course,

iwiell known that some coals which, under the ordinary conditions

maintaining in a bee -hive oven, for instance, do not coke well,

are capable of making very good coke if charged intO' the oven

in a fine-pulverized condition. Again, certain coals which do not

coke well in the bee-hive oven, do coke well in the by-product

oven, where the heat of the coking process itself is perhaps no

greater, but where the coal is at once subjected to high tempera-

tures. These are ordinary facts, but they do not help us much
in deciding why any coal will coke. Again, as the by-products

to be obtained fromi the coal depend to some extent upon the me-

chanical condition of the coal when subjected to dry distillation,

we may infer that these or similar compounds are determinants

of the coking itself ; for no coal which fails to yield these by-

products will make coke.

"The reference of the coking quality of the coal to geologi-

cal or topographical conditions is not warranted by what we know

of the matter, except in-so-far as they may be of influence upon

the chemical con'sititutiou of the coal. It is, oi course, the fact

that in some parts of the same coal field the coal has been sub-

jected to compression, torsion, and other physical forces and that

these have impressed upon it a different physical and chemical

chacater, but here the influence ends, and does not extend into the

realm of coking.

''The writer has been connected for several years with large

coke work)&, and has had exceptional opportunities for observing

the effect of different systems of coking on the quality of the

coke. He has reached the opinion that from the same oven 30

miany different kinds of coke may be obtained, all made from the

same coal under as nearly as possible the s'ame conditions., that no

one would have believed the samples came from the isianie oven.

He docs not base his remark upon mere observation of the coke,

but from a long series of tests of the cell space, volume of cells,

and crushing strain. He beHevcs that he has made more of these
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tests than any other person in the Jnitcd States or elsewhere,

for they run into the hundreds, and cover a great variety of

cokes. As a result of many years of study, he beUeves that we

may know how to make good coke, but wc do not knaw' why the

coking takes place."

At the tnne this editorial was written, no attempt was made

b}- the writer to further support his arguments, as he did not

have the facilities with which to prove his views, and, for sonie

years, no further thought was given to the matter by him. How-
ever, when the U. S. Geological Survey began the work of in-

vestigating the coking coal field of the State of Colorado, this

suggestion of liis found, to a certain degree at least, confirmiatioji,

as may be seen by referring to Geological Folios Nos. 58, 68, and

71, and an extract from Geological Foho No. 71, page 6, is here-

with given

:

"In the Western cretaceous coal fields, the alteration of lig-

nite into the more bituminous varieties can be tracedto two causes :

(i) subsequent accumulation of sediment, and {2) eruptions of

Igneous material. In the absence of these causes, Laramie coal

usuahy remains in the condition of lignite, contains a high per-

centage of moisture, and is altogether wanting in the property

of coking; movement has also performed an important part in

promoting alteration, for, even where the measures have been

deeply buried under tliousands of feet of later formations, it is

apparent that the coai in the upturned portion is more decidedly

bituminous than that elsewhere."

This, in a general way, will represent one fact. Jrlowever,

this does not stand alone : there are a number of other facts, all

of which point in the isanie direction ; and the singular thing is

that these very mdicators of pririciples', if I ma}- term them such

are put mto practice every day somewhere when coal is prepared

for the production of coke, yet their infiuence- has not been recog-

nized as existing in the coal icself to a certain degree.

Coke is being made to-day from coal tliat ten years ago was

rejected as worthless for the purpo'se. Many people were at-
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tracted to such coals by the similarity of the chemical constitu-

ents to that of the Connellsville coking coal, yet, when they were

put into the coke oven, wihile they would coke, the coke so pro-

duced was unsuitable for the requirements of the consumer

Some of these coals were laminated m structure and others tended

to the crystalline. It has been proved now, that all that was re-

quired to make many of these condemned coals produce a fine

grade of coking coal was simply to break them up to a greater or

less degree of fineness and destroy, as it were, the natural folarity

of the atoms making up tlie coal seam. This was accomplished

in various ways, namely, by crushing, disintegrating, and pulver-

izing. It is evident, then, that the coking principle of ^coal is de-

pendent to an important extent on its structure, and this fact

should not be lost sight of.

Very often it has been found that a system of mixing greatly

facilitates the coking process, and the writer would not be sur-

prised if, at some time in the future, large coke works will be

located at railroad centers instead of at the coal mines, for the

reason that at such centers difi^^erent varieties of coal could be

gotten and used in the proportions needed to make an ideal coke.

It is not the intention of the writer to convey the idea that crush-

ing, pulverizmg and disintegration alone will produce coking-

tendencies
; there are other factors, but their importance is pro-

bably of a varying degree. He will admit that the proportions

of fixed carbon, volatile matter, ash, phosphorus and sulphur all

contribute more or less to produce that coking property ; he will

go farther, and say that, in all probability the constituents of the

ash in the coke contribute to it in a degree when certain propor-

tions of silica and alumina exist. In some coals the proportions

of alkalies no doubt have more or less effect, and it is ,wdl known
that moisture in the coal has an adverse inlluence, if it is present

above a well known percentage.

It is probable that phosphorus, which is generally considered

a deleterious element, is one of tlie important agents in producing

the fusing qualities in coal. As remarked before, pliosphorus, up
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to a certain degree, is often very desirable to the maker of fine

castings. The reason for that is that it imparts fluidity to the

metal simelted b>- coke carrying a certain percentage of phos-

phorus, and there is no reason to 'belicA^e that it does not have tlic

same action on the various constituents of the coal, possibly the

more refractory ones.

Pure coke, like pure iron, is absolutely worthless for practi-

cal purposes. These terms are often used by people in describing

a good quality of iron or coke. They say of certain makes that

they are ''remarkably pure," or, they are "pure ;" but this is a

falsity. For instance, we cannot conceive of a coke without ash

;

in. fact, coke could not exist if ash were not present in a greatei*

or less degree. The ash in coke holds the same relationship to

coke as the frame ;work in a building does to the whole structure.

The ash forms a nucleus around which the atoms of carbon ar-

range themselves in the coking process, just as the honeycomb

formis the receptacle for the honey. Lowness in percentage of

aish is the reason w'hy some of the purest coals in the States are

not producers of the finest cokes.

What holds good in a great degree relative to the ash-form-

ing constituents probably holds good in a lesser degree among the

lesser constituents. If the sulphur and phosphorus were elimi-

nated altogether, there is a probability that the coke would be

unsuitable for many purposes. Taking all these facts into con-

sideration, it would seem that it cannot be positively stated that

the coking properties of certain coals are wholly produced by rea-

son of certain conditions resulting from the presence of certain

elements in certain proportions ; hence, the wTiter's contention

that an important factor is the position, or angle, in twhich the

atoms composing- the coal seam lie. They may lie in a favorable

or an unfavorable position, and the remedy would be the breaking

up oif those unfavorable positions and putting the particles of

coal in such position that they can lend themselves to the coking-

process. This is the real reason for preparing some coals for

coking purposes by crushing, disintegrating and pulverizing.
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For the purpose of more fully illustrating the writer's ideas

on this matter, we will take twoi well-knawn classes oi coal : first,

the Connellsville Coking Coal
;
second, what is known as the

Brier Hill B^lock Coal. Structurally, these coals are directly the

reverse of each other, and it i's a well-known fact that thci one

coal cokes, it mig^ht almost be said, naturally, and the other will

not coke at all, uniless it is put through a course of treatment that,

as yet, has never been perfected. Chemically, the constituents c^f

these coals arc often identical. The Connellsville Coking Coal is

a 'soft, biitiiminous coal, and, what the writer would term, for

want of a better one, crystalline in structure. The Brier Hill

Block Coal is also of bituminous character, yet of laminated

structure. No doubt it will be 'said at once : "If the writer's

theory is correct, break up the laminated structure by crushing,

disintegrating or puilvcrizing, and thus put it in the form which

the Connellsville coking coal naturally possesses, and coke it."

This the (writer has already said could not be done, you may say

the principle set forth by him lias no support.

This would be true if other factors had not entered into

the composition of the Brier Hill lUock Coal. A close and care-

ful inspection of a typical sample of real Brier Hill Block Coal

not only di'sdoses the fact that it is CKtremely laminated in struc-

ture, but is made up of two, wliat might be termed, different sub-

stances, considered from a physical standpoint. Placed with the

line fracture to the sun, it will be noticed that the laminaQof this

coal are alternately bright and dull ; the lan:inae, or plates, are

quite thin, often not any thicker than a sheet of note paper. The

bright portion is conipo'sed of extremely rich bituminous coal

;

the dull portion is composed of a fine, dull black, powdery ma-

terial that is almost pure carbon ; in fact, it might be termed min-

eral charcoal. It is difficult to break a piece of Brier Hill Block

Coal at right angles to the lamination, but it splits readily along

the lines of lamination.' The reason for this is that this mineral

charcoal is not only devoid of fusing or cementing properties,

but has little or no cohesion with the bituminous layers. Now,
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as anthracite coal, coke and charcoal are, to a certain extent,

identical, it can be readily seen that the presence of this mineral-

charcoal is the agent opposed to the fusing or coking of the coal,

and that a process of crushing, pulverizing or disintegrating

would not be as successful in this case as in the case of coals not

possessing such a strong degree oi lamination
;

therefore, the

principle first set forth is not involved or disproved by the difiri^

culty experienced in fitting coals of the type of the Brier Hill

Block Coal for coking processes.

In coals where lamination exists, and t'he so-called mineral-

charcoal is present only in small quantities, it should be clear that,

in preparing the coal for coke making, the laminae should be

broken up by crushing, disintegrating or pulverizing, as the

laminated structure prevents not only the diffusion of gases dur-

ing the coking process, but the thorough mixing of the coal

atoms.

To produce the best results from even a natural coking coal,

it is important that the coal from all parts of the seam should

be intimately mixed, and the particles of such shape and uni-

formity that the gases evolved during the coking process can

readily go through the process of diffusion and permeate the

whole mass while fusion is taking place ; for in tliis way only

can the atoms find their re'spective affinities, and build up the

cells that are characteristic of all first-class cokes—that are not

only uniform and strong, but whose walls carry the necessary

mixture and quality of chemical constituents for accomplishing

the desired results for the purpose for which it is required.

Having discussed some of the adverse forms of coals, their

behavior under certain conditions and the treatment required, the

writer will turn to the other side of the question, viz. : A coal

favorable to coking processes ; and no better one, perhaps, couKl

be selected than the well-known Connellsville coking coal. This

coal cokes naturally, and will make good coke in the conmion-

est form of oven, with the minimum expenditure of capital and
labor, yet, even this coal, possessed of every natural advantage,
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can be improved by crushing to uniform size, which is another

strong argument in favor of the writer's theory that changing the

position of the atoms is conducive to coking operations, and,

therefore, is one of the factors that give to the Connellsville cok-

ing coal part of its vahiable properties.

A close examination of the Connellsville coking coal In

situ reveals the fact that its general structure is distinctly pris-

moidal, which is the reverse of the laminated structure just dis-

cussed. However, there are portions of the seam that show a

more or less degree of lamination, and there are also several

binders that are of a bony or cannel-like form; but all seem to

possess the property of fusion in a high degree, which, in a

measure, counteracts their otherwise adverse tendency.

This Connellsville seam of coal ranges from 8 to 9 feet in

thickness, and, as the bulk of it is of prismoidal structure, it nat-

urally aids the mixing process by breaking up into small pieces

when it is mined and handled, from face to car, car to bin, bin

to iarry, and iarry to oven. If the seam were sampled in six-

inch sections, and analyzed accordingly, it would be found that

there is much variation in the chemical constituents of the vari-

ous sections, and probably some particular portions would not

make merchantable coke if separated from the others. In fact,

the writer has seen enough in the way of experiments with this

coal to believe this to be the case, therefore, it is clear to hiin

prismoidal structure is one of the most important factors in

coking-coal. If the coal to b^ used for coke manufacturing does

not possess that structure naturally, then it must be, and often

is, broken up so as to destroy the lamination, which is only an-

other way of expressing the changing of the polarity of the

atoms. Briefly stated, coals iwith the longer axis of their atoms

l\ ing parallel to the bedtling, i. e., horizontal planes, mean 1am.-

inated structure, unless the same has been broken by some move-

ment of tlie enclosing sirata, as evidently occurred in the case

of tlic Connellsville scam. Lamination or horizontal planes ob-

struct the coking process.
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Coals in which the longer axis of their atoms incline to tlie

vertical, i. e., vertical planes, facilitate the coking process. No

doubt the query will suggest itself to you : Does crushing, etc.,

actually change the horizontal plane to the vertical position? Ic

certainly does not, in the strictest sense, but it brings about the

same effect by reducing the broken coal to comparatively uni-

form shape, i. e., the horizontal and vertical planes are thus

made so nearly equal that mixing of the particles, evolution and

diffusion of the gases, and the permeating of the same freely

through the whole mass, is greatly facilitated, and thus results

in a homogeneous proddct of high quality. Although the

writer is not inclined to make any particular claim that the

position of the planes influence the coal and coke chemically,

yet it must be patent that the horizontal planes would, to

some extent, prevent the free passage of the deleterious ele-

ments as they are evolved during the coking process, and

that the vertical planes would, if an;\^thing, facilitate their exit.

A careful study of the facts herewith presented has led the

writer to believe that the reasons for some coals coking or sub-

mitting themselves naturally and readily to the coking process,

and furnishing a high grade coke, are as follows

:

(1) They are in structure largely prismoidal, permitting

the free mixing of the particles, diffusion of gases, etc.

(2) Their chemical composition is such that they contain

not only the fusing and cementing factors in the most favorable

proportions, but they carry the most desirable elements in those

proportions and the form best adapted to the purpose for which

the coke is required.

The reasons some coals are not naturally fitted for the cok-

ing process, but yield high grade coke after disintegration, etc.,

are as follows

:

(1) Their structure is largely of a laminated character,

thus presenting obstacles to the free mixing of the particles, dif-

fusion of gases, etc.

(2) Their chemical composition is not widely different

from those of the natural coking coals, but they cannot adjust
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themselves to the necessary processes of fusion, cementation, and

interchange of position of the different elements the complete

coking process requires unless the coal has first been disinte-

grated, etc.

There are coals that possess all the necessary factors to pro-

duce high grade coke, and yet they fail to respond to ordinary

treatment. This is by reason of bwo different grades of coal be-

ing embraced within one seami—one being extremely rich, the

other being lean, with a consequent difference of densities, which

has the eff'ect of separating the respective qualities when the

coal is put into coke ovens in the ordinary way. The writer had

an experience with a coal of this kind, the chemical composition

of ^wihich was extremely good, but, physically, the resulting cok^

was weak, and, as a consequence, untitted for a smelting fuel. A
system of disintegration and pulverizing was installed, with the

result that the product was of A-i character, chemically and

physically. This is another illustration of physical effect car-

ried by the coal and inherited in the coke.

Only a few days ago the writer ivvas called upon to cxamitie

the product of a coal seam that was producing a good articb

Oif coke chemically, and, to all appearances, strong physically,

yet the coke was a failure in the work at the furnace. A close

examination of the coke disclosed that nO' less than four different

sizes of cells existed in its body. These cells seemed to group,

as it were, in the coking process, the dense structure being on the

outside and the most open in the center of crystals. This struc-

ture made the blast possible to attack the center so rapidly

that the coke collapsed before it got to the usual melting zone in

the furnace, and made bad work. On examining the coal it was

found that three feet of the seam was composed of extremely

rich coal, one foot of a lean or bony coal, and two other por-

tions, aggregating about three feet, were of compositions rang-

ing from rich to lean. Here we have a case of different densi-

ties, or physical structure, as well as chemical composition, with
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the result that che different kiiKds of coal separated from each

other, more or less, and caused wide variations in the cell struc-

ture. Mixing and pulverizing were advi'sed, and there is no

doubt that such treatment will remedy the whole of the trouble.

A trial of the effect of removing the bone, or lean coal, was

made and found to be ineffectual—in fact, the bone, or lean coal,

was necessary to balance the chemical composition, i. e., it coun-

teracted some of the undesirable tendencies of the richer portions

of the seam. This is an additional proof of the effect of physical

conditions of the coal being carried over into the coke.

These practical demonstrations of the physical or structural

condition of the coal itself having an important bearing on the

cokmg process, has led the writer to believe that the coking prin-

ciple or process is not inherent in any one factor or element alone

eiiTbodied in the coal, but that it is a result or condition brought

a^ut by the combination of several factors and elements of both

chemical and physical character—a condition somewhat of the

order of that of fermentation—and the success of that process is

graduated from favorable to unfavorable, in accordance with the

favorable or unfavorable proportions of such factors and elements

existing in the coal itself. The writer further considers coke a

-compound, and is of opinion that, within certain limits, coke can

be made to conform with formulae that define certain propor-

tions of chemical constituents, as iwell as physical condition.-,

that will fft it for certain requirements ; in fact, this is done now,

to some extent, by the preparation and mixing of the coals, as

before cited.

Again : The writer believes that it is possible to make and

put into form mechanically, without the aid of the burning or fer-

menting process, a preparation made from a mixture of the de-

sirable grades of coal that would answer the purposes of coke.

It i's perhaps true that, before success would be achieved in this

line, present iron smelting practices would have to be modified.

In this connection it might be well to remark that a change in
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blast-furnace praictice made the use of what is known as Klon-

dike-c6ke possible.

It has long been a mystery to the majority of coke men why
the great Klondike-coal field was so long condemned by blast-

furnace operators, but it is no mystery to the men that were

conversant with the facts and conditions existing some years ago

in blast-furnace operation. It was known for over a quarter of

a century that the Klondike coal of Fayette county 'was chemically

fitted for the manufacture of a high-grade coke, but lacked in

certain physical requirements the iron maker was compelled to

ask for, by reason of the comparatively weak blast then in use.

With the advent of high-pressue furnace blowing, a dense coke,

similar to the Klondike product, was not a detriment to the oper-

ation of the furnace, but, as furnaces grew in height and capacity^

thus causing a great increase in the burden placed on the coke,

greater density in the coke became almost a necessity, and then,

and not until then, did the Klondike product rear its head, as it

were, and receive its crown.

In conclusion, it will not be amiss to direct attention to tlie

fact that the Klondike coke of Fayette county, Pennsylvania, is

an indisputable proof that the physical structure of the coal does

carry over into the coke. The Klondike coking coal was turned

down wholly for the reajson that the resulting coke was very

dense in structure, and, further, the prisms or crystals easily

broke up, thus making the coke small in size when reaching the

charging barrows at the furnace.

BY MR. ROBY—I would move that a vote of thanks be

extended to our president for his very valauble paper.

The motion being put t(> vote was duly carried.

At 4:32 o'clock F. M. the meeting was adjourned to con-

vene at 9:30 tomorrow morning, June 12, 1907.

The meeting was called to order at 9:50 o'clock, Wednes-

day morning, June 12, 1907, by the president.

BY THE PRESIDENT—W^iil you please come to order?

We ha\'e a good many papers here to take up, and I will call
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-on Mr. Foster, of "Mines and Minerals," to read some of the

papers that have been furnished by some of the members of

the United States Geological Survey. Some of these gentle-

men were here yesterday and I think it was a great mistake-

that our members did not turn out to hear them. Such men
as those are men that are not met with every day and the in-

formation we get from them is information that cannot be

gotten from any other source until it comes out in Govern-

ment publications.

BY MR. FOSTER—This paper is on the coal resources

of Johnstown, Pennsylvania, and vicinity, and is written by

Mr. W. C. Phalen, of the United States Geological Survey,

and is published with the special permission of the director

of the Survey.
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COAL RESOURCES OF JOHNSTOWN AND VICINITY.

By W. C. Phalen.

Published with the permission of the Director of the United

States Geological Survey.

Johnstown, Pennsylvania, is situated in southwest Cam-
bria county, on the Conemaugh river. This river has long

been one of the most available highways of communication

from the Atlantic seaboard to the middle West. The first

railroad, the old Portage and canal route and the main line of

the Pennsylvania railroad, have both used the valley of this

river. Thus the early development of the iron resources of

this region was stimulated, and an impetus was given to the

exploitation of the coal beds. At present Johnstown and

other towns in southern Cambria county are among the lead-

ing coal producing communities of western Pennsylvania.

The rocks outcropping about Johnstown belong to vari-

ous geological horizons, but of these only those of the Lower
Productive Coal Measures, or Allegheny formation, are of in-

terest in this connection, since it is in the rocks of this forma-

tion that the most valuable coal beds occur.

The Allegheny formation contains at least six coal beds,

which, at various points, are thick enough to be of commer-

cial value. Of these not more than four, usually not more

than two or three, are persistently valuable. The highest of

these coals is the Upper Freeport, or E coal, known about

Johnstown as the Coke-Yard coal and at South Fork as the

Lemon, or Four-foot coal. It occurs at the top of the Alle-

gheny formation from 230 to 300 feet above the top of what

is locally called the "Conglomerate Rock," which corresponds

to the Pottsville formation of the U. S. Geological Survey.

The next lower coal, the Lower Freeport, or D bed, is known
about Johnstown as the limestone coal, from a two or three-
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foot layer of limestone occurring within a foot of its base. It

averages about 60 feet below the Upper Freeport coal.

The Upper Kittanning, or C coal, is next lower in the

series. About Johnstown it is frequently known as the Ce-

ment coal. Like the bed above, it is usually closely underlain

by a stratum of ferruginous limestone, known as the Johns-

town cement bed. This coal is important about Johnstown

and Windber, and is one of the most persistent and valuable

beds along Stony Creek, Cambria county. It is found from

80 to 105 feet below the Upper Freeport coal, but at some

points, as at South Fork, this interval is slightly less. Its

position midway between the Upj^er Freeport coal and the

Miller bed, which latter is to be subsequently described, will

serve as an additional means to identify it. The middle Kit-

tanning, or C coal, occurmg about 30 feet above the Lower
Kittanning coal, is usually not workable near Johnstown,

but the next lower coal, known as the Lower Kittanning,

Miller, White-ash, or B, coal, is the most persistent and valu-

able bed in the area. It usually lies 180 to 200 feet below the

Upper Freeport coal, and from 65 to no feet above the top

of the Pottsville. Between the Lower Kittanning coal and

the top of the Pottsville there are, usually, at least two coals.

One of these, occurring about 65 feet below the Miller bed, is

worked at South Fork. It probably corresponds to the Brook-

ville, or A coal, of the Allegheny Valley.

The coals heretofore are of the soft, lustrous, semi-

bituminous variety, and are best adapted for steaming or do-

mestic purposes, and, to a less extent, are coked. For the

first purpose there is a great demand for them in the west

and as far east as the coast of Maine. They are uniformly

high-carbon coals, and contain small amounts of volatile mal-

ter and moisture. Their ash and sulphur contents are vari-

able, but, generally speaking, low. They are registered as

smokeless coals, owing to their small content of volatile
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hydro-carbons. A few average analyses of these coals will

indicate the facts outlined.

Analyses of coal of southwest Cambria county, Penn-

sylvania.'''

The analyses on which these figures are based were

made at the Coal Testing plant of the United States Geolog-

ical Survey at St. Louis, Mo., J. A. Holmes in charge, F. M.
Stanton, chemist. The figures represent the condition of the

sample as received, and the moisture content is, therefore,

much larger than it would be in air-dried samples.12345
Air drying loss 2.20 4.00 1.82 1.94 1.80

Moisture 2.84 4.73 2.58 ' 2.61 2.35

Volatile matter i5-5^ 1378 15.67 16.44 14-30

Fixed Carbon 72 06 72.27 71.28 74.04 714c
Ash 9.52 9.22 10.45 6-92 11-95

Sulphur 2.22 1.09 2.63 2.03 J.30

No. I. Average of three analyses of Upper Freeport coal

No. 2. Analysis of Lower Freeport coal (Limestone coal)

south of Johnstown.

No. 3. Average of six analyses of Upper Kittanning coai

(Cement bed).

No. 4. Average of fourteen analyses of Lower Kittan-

ning coal (Miller bed).

No. 5. Analysis of Brookvilie coal. South Fork.

Upper Freeport coal: The highest important coal, strati-

graphically, is known as the Upper Freeport. It is used as a

domestic and steam fuel about Johnstown and South Fork,

and supplies also some of the brick plants at the former city,

The coal from this bed that is shipped is used almost exchi-

'''This average analysis represents samples collected from

Johnstown and its suburbs, South Fork, Windber, Cone-

maugh Furnace and from the numerous mines along Black

Lick Creek.
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sively for steaming purposes. It gives satisfactory results,

particularly when used for generating steam in locomotives.

It is not used for coking purposes around Johnstown, though

at Cresson, Gallitzin and Bennington it is coked with satis-

factory results in beehive ovens. 'Jlie average analyses of

this coal, as gi\en, shows it to be a high carbon coal, with

comparatively low moisture. The ash is high. Its sulphur

content, which ranges from 2 to 2/2 per cent, is high for a

coking coal, especially when considered with its volatile mat-

ter, which is low.

Around Johnstown the coal usually consists of a single

bench from 3 to feet thick, with a lower bench oi ^2 to 6

inches ; these are separated by a bone or shale parting, i to 6

inches thick. The lower bench is not always present. No
partings were noted in the main bench of this coal about

Johnstown, in which respect it differs markedly from th.i

equivalent bed about South Fork. At the latter place the coal

consists of either two or three benches, of which only tho

lower two are workable. The thickness of the workable

benches varies from i foot to 2 feet, and the bone or shale

parting between them from y2 of an inch to 2 inches. This

parting is persistent in this district, and, in fact, is character-

istic of this coal along the entire southeastern margin of the

Wilmore basin. It has proved a serious drawback to the

quality of the coal. Along Black Lick Creek, at Nant-Y-Glo,

Vintondale, and Twin Rocks, the Upper Freeport coal has a

section similar to that seen about South Fork. In this region

the coal has not been exploited, except on a small scale, but

may be regarded as among the commercial coals of the futufv?

in this region.

Lower Freeport coah The Lower Freeport, or D, coal

is of workable thickness south of Johnstown. In a sample

collected on Stony Creek, the analysis of which is given

above, the clay partings were not included, as these will be

discarded when this bed is worked on a commercial scale.
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The percentage of carbon is high, and comparable in this re-

spect with the other coals of this district. The moisture is

not representative, as the coal was secured near the outcrop.

The ash is rather high, but not above the average of the

coals of the area. The coal from this bed is not considered

good, generally speaking, around Johnstown, but the analysis

of the sample collected near Stony Creek indicates that, in

the mimediate locality where the coal is persistent and of

workable thickness, the bed has future possibilities. The
most promising outcrops of this coal near Johnstown were

observed along the Baltimore & Ohio railroad south of the

city. In this locality the coal is persistent and occurs in three

distmct benches, separated by thin shale and bone partings.

The upper bench averages about a foot, and the middle bench

about two feet. In the commercial development of this bed

it is probable that only these two benches will be worked, as

the lower bench, where seen, did not exceed five inches in

thickness. This bed can be relied upon to furnish from 23^2

to 3 feet of fairly good coal.

Upper Kittanning coal: The Upper Kittanning, or C,

coal, is one of the most valuable beds about Johnstown and it.^

suburbs, where it is known as the Cement coal. At Windber,

recent prospecting has shown it to be even thicker than about

Johnstown. As a steaming coal it is probabl} equal, if not

superior, to any other coal in the Johnstown basin, and the

recent demand for it in the market has been greater than the

supply. The average analyses, gi\'en above, representing six

different determinations, shows a high carbon coal with cor-

respondingly low volatile matter. 'i1ie moisture is low, but

the ash and sulphur are rather liigh. The coal from this bed,

mined by the Cambria Steel Company at Franklin, is washed

and coked at the Franklin plant. It makes a good grade ol'

coke, but, owing to its low volatile matter, it is not so well

adapted for bee-hive ovens as some of the richer gas coals of

Ihe districts farther west. WHien the cost of shipping coke
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from Coiinellsville and Pittsburgh is considered, it is found

cheaper to wash and coke this coal on the ground.

About Johnstown this coal is variable in thickness, but

averages between 3 and 3^2 feet. Rarely does it exceed 4

feet, and at a few mines less than 3 feet have been measured..

South of the city it thickens, and along Stony Creek, on the

Baltimore & Ohio railroad, the sections average 5 feet of coal.

This thick coal continues southward to Windber. There is

usually a thin clay streak at the top of this bed that is dis-

carded in mining, and, occasionally, a few inches of bone at

the bottom, but the rest of the bed is good, clean coal, gen-

erally of uniform quality throughout. In a few cases the

upper foot is reported soft coal and the lower harder than the

average. The roof of this bed is either shale or sandy-shale

and sand-stone, and gives no trouble whatever. The floor is

usually a few niches of firm shale, closely underlain by the

Cement bed. The coal is remarkably uniform. Few rolls are

reported, but clay veins are numerous, and, occasionally, con-

siderable annoyance is caused by gas, necessitating the use

of safety lamps.

At South Fork the Cement coal varies from 3 to y/2
feet in thickness, generally without partings, and has a hard

shale roof, which gives little or no trouble. The coal appears

to be bright, lustrous, and of good quality, and though its

reputation is not up to that of the Cement bed about Johns-

town, an analysis of a sample collected by the writer last

summer shows a general resemblance in chemical character

to that of the other coals of this region.

Lower Kittanning coal: The next lower coal of impor-
tance is the Lower Kittanning, or B, coal. It is widely known
also as the Miller bed. This is ,the most persistent of the

valuable coals in the area. From a series of fourteen anal-

yses, the average of which is given above, the fixed carbon
was found to range from 70 to 78 per cent, and the volatile

matter from 14 to 19 per cent. The moisture in this coal is
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low, and only in a few cases did it exceed three per cent; th^

ash and sulphur showed considerable variation, as might nat-

urally be expected when the wide extent of territory from

which the samples were collected is considered.* Samples

from South Fork showed the lowest content both in sulphi^r

and ash, and testify to the excellent character of the Miller

bed in this part of the Wilmore basin. As a steam coal, it

ranks among the best coals of western Pennsylvania, the coal

mined about South Fork probably equaling or out-ranking

any steam coal in this part of the state. As bearing upon

this point, a comparison was made of the 120 coals tested at

the Fuel Testing plant of the United State Geological Sur-

vey since the summer of 1904. A sample of the Miller coal,

collected from an opening of the Pennsylvania-Beech Creek

and Eastern Coal Company, at Ehrenield, ranked sixth among
the first ten.

This coal is coked, but it does not rank as high as a cok-

ing coal as it does as a steam producer. The coal mined at

Franklin is coked by the Cambria Steel Company in by-

product ovens for use in the blast furnaces at Johnstown, and

gives satisiaclory results, but, before coking, it is found neces-

sary to wash the coal, thereby adding to the cost of the coke.

Even with this additional item of expense, it is found cheaper

to coke this coal on the ground than to buy coke of bettcr

quality from the Connellsvilie area. Tests have beeii made

by the Cambria Steel Company with coal mined from this bed

at Ehrenfeld, and the resulting coke proved well adapted tc

metallurgical purposes. The yield also was satisfactory. Coal

mined at Nant-Y-Gio from this bed has been tested in bee-

hive ovens at Gallitzin. It produced coke of good structure,

but dull in appearance. As was to be expected, an insufficient

amount of sulphur was volatilized, and the conclusion was

reached that the coal would produce a satisfactory yield ot

coke if it were washed and then treated in by-product ovens.

The Lackawanna Coal and Coke Company has experimented
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with this coal at Wehium, bur. the washeries are now shut-

down and the results of these coking tests were not learned.

The Vinton Colliery Company is now building a large by-

product plant at Vintondale, and the results will be awaited

with a great deal of .interest b}^ o[)erators along Black Lick

Creek.

The lower Kittanning coal is the most important coal in

this district. Immediately about Johnstown it is below drain-

age, and the mines v/orking it are either slopes or shafts ; but

to the east, west and south of the city, it is worked by drifts, as

at Franklin, East Conemaugh, Coopersdale, etc. The work-

able coal is present in a single bench, varying from 3 to 3^2

feet thick, occasionally reaching 4 feet. Below the main bench,

and separated from it by a few inches of shale and bone, there

is commonly a lower bench, varying from 3 or 4 inches to a foot

thick. This lower coal is generally not worked. Below the

lower bench there is always a thick bed of fire clay. In nearly

all the coal mines about Johnstown this clay is worked in ad-

dition to the coal, though, of course, not on anything like the

same scale. The roof of the coal is hard and firm and gives

no trouble. There are few or no clay veins. The floor is thick

and numerous rolls are reported that frequently cut out the

coal.

About South Fork the main bench averages very nearly

4 feet, and sometimes is 5 feet in thickness. The double struc-

ture, which is fairly persistent in the Johnstown district, is

even more apparent about South Fork. Some of the mines
show^ it only occasionally. In other physical aspects this bed
resembles the Miller bed of Johnstown. Its splendid root

of firm shale or sand stone, the general absence of draw slate

or clay veins, and the irregular floor, are all common to this

bed in both districts. In appearance the coal is lustrous, fre-

quently iridescent, and its columnar cleavage is one of its

most characteristic features.

Along Black Lick Creek there has been some question as
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to the identity of this coal. The coal, which is so extensively

developed in the valley of Black Lick Creek, has been re-

garded by some as the equivalent of the Cement bed about

Johnstown, and by others as the equivalent of the Miller, or

Lower Kittanning coal. The writer is inclined to take the

latter view. Certainly the physical character of the bed in

this region strongly resembles the main features of the Miller

coal along Conemaugh river. It consists, on Black Lick

Creek, of a main bench varying from 3^ feet to 4 feet, be-

low which occurs either one or two thinner benches, but some-

times both lower benches are absent. The second lower

bench was not observed about South Fork or Johnstown, but

is rather persistent along Black Lick Creek. Below the lower-

most bench occurs a good body of fire clay heretofore not ex-

ploited. The roof of the coal is either firm shale or sandstone.

This fact, in connection with the irregular floor, the general

absence of clay veins, and the fact that it is non-gaseous, are

points in which it is similar to the Miller bed in the Cone-

maugh valley. In appearance, the coal is bright and lustrous,

with a marked tendency to columnar cleavage.

This coal is worked on a large scale in the hills about the

town of Windber. The large operations conducted by the

Berwind-White Coal Mining Company have drawn to the

town between 4,000 and 5,000 employes of all classes. The
coal outcrops well down in the hills, enabling operations to be

conducted from the outcrop by drifts. Little need be said

regarding the physical character of the Miller seam about

Windber. The main bench of the coal averages about 3^2

feet. The coal is generally present, and, in some of the mines,

is remarkably uniform. There is present also a small rider,

averaging 3 to 4 inches and varying from 3^ to 4 feet above

the main bench. In other respects this coal resembles the

Lower Kittanning along Conemaugh river.

Lower coal: The coals below the Lower Kittanning bed -

have not been extensively developed in Southern Canibrio*
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county. At South Fork there has been opened a bed lying

about 60 feet below the Miller coal, to which the name of

"Dirty A," or "six-foot seam,'* is iocally applied. It is pos-

sible that this responds to the Brookville, or coal A, of the

yVllegheny valley. Its high ash and sulphur content, which

aggregate more than 15 per cent, indicates that it well de-

serves the name that is applied to it. In other respects its

composition corresponds Avith that of the other coals in this

area, being relatively high in fixed carbon and low in volatile

matter. It is possible that this coal may be valuable about

South Fork, but the fact that it has never been developed on

any extensive scale, and, apparently, has not come into com-

petition with the other coals of the district, is strong pre-

sumptive evidence that, in quality, it is not up to the standard

of the other coals mined about the town.

BY MR. AFFELDER—I would move that a vote of

thanks be tendered to the writer of the paper, Mr. W. C.

Phalen, as well as to the very able reader of it.

The motion being duly seconded was put to vote and
carried unanimously.

BY THE PRESIDENT—This paper is now open to

discussion.

BY MR. FOSTER—There is one thing I noticed in that

paper, that the writer uses the fact of the absence of gas as

one of the characteristics to identify one seam with another.

It seems to me that that is rather a poor means of identifica-

tion because every practical mining man knows that thor-

oughly identified seams in different localities, in one locality

the seam may be absolutely free from explosive gas and in

another be generating large quantities of it. You find that

in the anthracite region very frequently. Take the great

mammoth vein of which there is absolutely no chance of not

being able to identify it in the various other sections of the

anthracite region, some places there is absolutely no gas

given off and in others it is so gaseous that the greatest care
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and caution has to be used in worl^ing it. And I judge it is

the same with your Pittsburgh vein. There are sections of

the Avell known Pittsburgh vein that are non-gaseous and

others in which it is very gaseous. It seems to me that that

is rather a poor criterion to use in trying to identify coal,

BY THE PRESIDENT—What he means to say perhaps

is this : that the gas is not given off from the coal itself, the

gas is sometimes given off from above or below. I judge his

idea is that the coal is a thin coal. It probably does not give

any gas. However, we have to take into consideration the

fact that sometimes the gas comes from below it. Probably

if he were here he could explain that.

BY MR. FOSTER—Yes, probably a few words of ex-

planation there would make that clear.

BY THE PRESIDEN'I—I do net quite understand that.

Do you, Mr. Affeidei ?

BY MR. AFFELDER—Do you think that he did state

that he used it as an identifying feature?

He speaks of the resemblance of the physical character-

istics and then he says tliis fact : "In connection with the

irregular * and the fact that it is non-gaseous, arc

points in which it is similar to the Miller vein in the Cone-

maugh valley," using the non-gaseous feature as a method
of identification, not as a primary cause but as an aid. I do

not know whether that is a veiy good aid.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Mr. Hansen, you are pretty

familiar with that district. Can you give us any light in thai-

respect ?

BY MR. HANSEN—Mr. Chairman, I think Mr. Foster's

view of the matter on the gas question as a means of identi-

fication is correct. I do not see how you could readily iden-

tify that seam by the gaseous or non-gaseous charcteristics.

I would take the other means, the roof and the unevenness,

etc., as means of identification. So far as the Black Lick

region is concerned, I am not familiar with it, Init the Cone -
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maugh region I used to be very familiar with. The uneven-

ness he mentions, but as far as the gas is concerned that is

something entirely new.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Mr. Logan, can you tell I'S

something about this?

BY MR. LOGAN—I do not know as I have anything to

add. I agree with Mr. Foster. Of course the writer may
see his way very clearly. I think, in identifying a seam, we
want to get every means permissible, but certainly as Mr.

Foster says, it is not a primary reason for deciding upon what

seam it is or what it is not.

BY MR. FOSTER—Bear in mind that the writer gives

a number of other characteristics and that is only one, and

the only point I intended to make was that it seems to me
that there are other methods of identification sufficient or

rather of more importance than that one.

BY MR. AFFELDER—The mention that was made in

the paper regarding the washery at Wareham, saying that

they could not obtain definite information in regard to the

results of that, I think of all the big fiascoes, if I may use so

strong a term as that, in coal mining in Pennsylvania the

Wareham operation ranges pretty well along towards the

head of the list. It was a very peculiar operation and they

spent an immense amount of money to develop a coal for

coking purposes before they really proved that the coal they

were going to work was cokable. Conclusions were drawn
upon results obtained upon outcrop coal and then a shaft

proposition was started up and after expending something

like $4,000,000 or $5,000,000 on coal lands and improvements
it was found that the coal was not adapted at all for the pur-

poses for which they wanted to use it. Shafts were sunk at

Wareham, the coal was found there all right just about where
they expected to find it, although the coal land was bought

before any drill holes w^ere put down, but it was found that

instead of containing about 2 per cent of sulphur, as was
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shown by the outcrop coal, they found at that time about

4 per cent of sulphur, and the trouble was not so much with

the washery as it was with the coal itself. The sulphur was
contained in the coal in such way that the expensive wash-

eries which they put in would not remove a sufficient per-

centage of the sulphur to make a i per cent coke, that is a

coke containing- only i per cent sulphur. After a great deal

of expense and experimenting the plant was finally abandoned

as a coking proposition. In fact it was abandoned entirely

for a while, but I understand now the Lackawanna people

are working one of the Wareham sliafts at least to get out

coal for fuel purposes. Of course as a steam coal that lower

Kittanning coal is a very good coal in that section, but as a

coking proposition it has not proved very satisfactory.

I was over at Wareham a short time after they started

up the washeries and the coal that had been washed and lay

in the bin awhile looked as if it had yellow ochre in it, the

sulphur was so strong.

Mention was made of upper Kittanning coal running 3)^

feet at Johnstown. At Boswcll, 16 or iS miles south of Johns-

town, the coal runs 6 feet thick in places.

Mention was made that a characteristic of the upper Kit-

tanning coal was that it was free from rolls. The Boswell

mine presents a peculiar characteristic. That part of their

coal field is entirely cut oil by a sand stone roll very much like

the upper Freeport Mahoning sand stone distribution. But,

of course, that is an exception in that district.

Also mention was made of the fact that the upper Kit-

tanning coal has a very hard shale roof. I have seen it ia

places where you could not drive twenty- feet wide on account

of the roof being so tender. It of course was an exception to

the general conditions.

1 do not mean to criticize the paper, for I think it is one

of- the best papers we have had. But I merely mention these

as exceptions to the general rule.
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BY THE PRESIDENT—Is there any further discussioL

on the paper?

BY MR. FOSTER—There is this much about all these

papers prepared by members of the United States Geological

Survey. They are naturally dependent on very limited per-

sonal observation, comparatively speaking, and the informa-

tion they obtain from niine ofificials, and to make the reports

of the survey most valuable it seems to me in cases such as

Mr. Affelder mentioned it would be advisable on the part of

any mine official knowing of anything contradictory even iii

an exceptional case to the statements made in these papers, to

immediately send evidence of that to the Survey. These dis-

cussions of the Government are naturally of value to all min-

ing men, all coal men, and thty can be made more valuable

if every official will take interest enough to assist these men
in getting as nmch detailed Information as possible. That

would not oniy be helping their colleagues but would, through

their colleagues doing the sam^' thing, be getting a great deal

of valuable information themseKes. I think that is a point

that an Institute of this kind should consider, and urge on it.^

members to assist these men in getting just such information

as Mr. Aflelder has given here, to be used either in revising

their papers before publication, as this one could be revised,

or to enable them to get out supplemental papers that would

somewhat modify the statements in the original paper.

BY THE PRESIDENT—I believe if I recollect arigh^.

that Mr. Parker and Dr. Holmes both requested us to do that.

If we have nothing further on this paper we will close

that discussion and by special request take up the discussion

on the coke paper that was read last night.

BY MR. PHILLIPS—Just a word in regard to the iden-

tification of this seam that the writer of this paper speaks of.

Regarding the gaseous or non-gaseous condition of the seam,

he speaks there of the absence of clay veins in the paper. T

think he does not mean to define this seam by the gaseous con-
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dition but by other conditions that add in the production of

this gas. For instance, clay veins. We all know that clay

veins are always a producer of gas in a gaseous seam and I

think he couples those conditions together, this location and

the kind of c\3.y veins he means, in this locality it is non-

gaseous because it is free of those conditions that produce

gas. I think that is the way he would explain that to us. I

do not believe he means to say that this* seam would be non-

gaseous universally but possibly in this section.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Just m that locality. Have we
any further remarks on that paper? If not, we will take up

the discussion of the coke paper. For the benefit of those

people who were not here yesterday afternoon, the principal

point taken up in that paper was that the physical character

of the coal has an influence on the coke. There are two dififer-

ent structures of coal (illustrating from specimens on the

table). Almost the reverse of each other. That piece of coal

there is not the piece of coal I wanted to get. I sent to get

a piece of Brier Hill block. This came from Ohio and it is

the next thmg to it. I wanted to get what we call a lami-

nated structure, that is built up in plates, to use as an illus-

tration of this paper. Ihis is Connellsville coking coal, and

this has a vertical cleavage and this other a horizontal clea\'-

age, and the principal point in that paper vvas that the coking

qualities are governed to a great extent by the physical for-

mations of the coal. I would like to have some further dis-

cussion of this paper before we go on to the next one.

BY MR. LOGAN—There is no doubt that the paper is.

as originally stated by Mr. Affelder, a very valuable and inter-

esting one. I think myself it presents a question, one of the

most knotty problems that we have in mining, that is, to de-

termine whether a coal is coking or non-coking. There is one

point I would like to look at, where the writer has illustrated

by the different formations of the coal, such as laminated coal

and columnar structure of the coal, he stated that that was
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probably due to the arrangement of the molecules. That may-

be so, but it is entirely hypothetical, as everybody knows.

Even our chemical science is hypothetical, but there is a point

which I was taught while in college that is not touched upon

at all, and that is that the coknig or non-coking feature of

coal depends not only on the physical structure but upon the

kind of vegetation from which it was formed. I wonder if

there is anything in it? I'or instance, it is now said th^t

when coal was formed, if it was formed from the plant known
as Lycopodium it is always invariably cokable. Other varia-

tions of plants, of course, formed non-cokable coal.

BY THE PRESIDENT—I believe if you recollect, I

said that that was largely speculative. It is a suggestion. It

does not pretend to be an absolute answer to the question.

Relative to the atoms or molecules, I will say that I ought

to be corrected in that. I did not mean that in its direct sense.

I meant the part forming the seam, that is these different

plants here. I do not mean molecules in the strictest sense,

but I meant the particles or pieces going to make up the

whole. Ail these coal seams aviII break up into pieces and

that was not the right expression. I vvill admit that. What
I meant was that the pieces that go to make up the seam as a

whole. I did not mean to take that down into molecules

themselves. That is not a correct expression. It was a little

misleading, but I meant the piece? that built up the seam,

and they are all buili up, there is no question about that ; this

piece is built up layer after hiyer. It applied more to the

nature of the fracture, and columnar would have been more
appropriate than prismoidal. I believe I said prismoidal, bui

I used it for want of a better term. I could not think of the

correct term.

Does anyone else wish to talk upon this question? Mr.
Harrigan, you had some experience.

BY MR. HARRIGAN—Yes, I have had considerable ex-

perience, but all this time I have been trying to find out why
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some coals coke and others do not in the same field. We are

located and we have been making- some experiments for the

last year or so coking coal that had the structure of the

laminated form you have there and we have failed excepting

when we crush the coal. When we crushed the coal we got

a very good coke. But west of us, a distance of only about

two miles, the coal has a columnar structure and makes good

coke without any further preparation. The analysis is prac-

tically the same in both cases excepting where it is blocky

as in that bottom piece, the volatile matter is two points higher

than with us.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Of course you were not here

yesterday when I read this paper, but I took this piece of coai'

as a type although this is not the piece I wanted. I wanted

a piece of Brier Hill block coal where the lamination is prob-

ably more pronounced than in any other coal. You almost

invariably find a powdery stufi:, some call it mud, something

near charcoal dust. I took the ground that that was one of

the interferences, that the powder was dry and would not

adhere with an}' other particle. That was additional to the

laminated structure. Now, that coal will coke and it makes

fine coke, yet there has never been any coke made of it com-

mercially.

BY MR. HARRIGAN—When it is treated it will.

BY THE PRESIDENT—When it is treated it will £oke

as well as any coal.

BY MR. FOSTER—An idea has just struck me in re-

gard to the reason for the lamination there and the columnar

structure here. Peat is a body which is imperfectly formed

coal, the vegetable matter forming coal before it is solidified

is somewhat in a gelatinous state. Wouldn't it be a fair

hypothesis to assume that, being in that state, certain gases

were given off for some cause in a coal formed in a structure

like this piece and tliose gases forcing their way up put it i\\

the columnar section—this is in addition to your hypothesis as
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to the structure—whereas, underneath on the bottom of thii

coal theie is not such a force of gas and consequently that \va3

deposited in a iamir.ated way. Probably this was deposited

the same way except that the hot gases as well as that move-

ment of the earth crust had caused that columnar structure.

BY THE PRESIDENT—A great many years ago 1 once

heard -an attempted explanation of the bright and dark

streaks. This man claimed— I think he was a geologist—that

these under portions were formed from the lower portions of

the plants and the dark part was caused by the dying off

each season of the vegetation and that really the different

streaks might be the diff'erent seams, a period of growth and

a period of cessation from growth. And it looked very plaus-

ible, too.

BY MR. AFEELDER—One feature brought out I think

is meritorious and that is the original material constituting

coal may have had something to do with the cokability of the

coal just the same as we may apply the question why does

some wood make charcoal and other wood not. They will

all make charcoal of one kind or another, but some are poor

and others are good. Most coals will coke in a way, but the

question is what kind of coke will they make. I think there

may be a good bit- in Mr. Logan's vegetation idea.

BY MR. LOGAN—Mr. Foster suggested another

thought to me. I think most geologists agree that coal in

the main was formed in alternating subsiding and rising, in

the water and out of the water. If those alternations were
quite frequent ic wouid seem to me it then would form a lami-

nated coal. If the elevations were rapid and the subsidence

slow and continuous and it formed in one or two or three or

even a small number of alternations it would seem to me
that it would form a columnar structure. That po.^sibly

might have something to do with it.

BY MR. ROBY—As suggested by Mr. Affelder relative

to charcoal, why some woods make better charcoal than
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others, I have had considerable experience in burning charcoa'

and we find that some woods do make a very much better

charcoal than others. For instance, maple will make a pea-

cock charcoal that will ring as clear as the very brightest and

best quality of coke and better, while a softer wood make^

a dark, dead, light charcoal and does not produce or develop

nearly the heat that the harder and better woods pi-oduce.

There is one thing that has not been cleared up in this to

my mind yet and that is why in the horizontal laminations

we have a deposit of dry carbon or soot between the lamina-

tions and in the columnar structures of coal we do not find

that. What accounts for that being more general in the hori-

zontal laminations than in the vertical?

BY THE PRESIDENT—You will find it in Connells-

ville coal in dift'erent parts of it.

BY MR. LOGAN—That is the point I tried to explain.

That is, that the coal is forraed by alternating elevation and

subsidence, that is aown under the water and then comin?;-

out of the water. Suppose, for instance, that a certain

amount of vegetation, floated into an eddy and formed peat

and then gradually subsided under the water and then came

up again? Of course, ihat rising would mean the drying oil

of the top to a certain extent. It would seem to me that tht

alternate rising and subsiding, rising out of the water and

sinking into the water, \AOuld cause these frequent laa^ina-

tions.

BY MR. FOSTER—I think that is best explained in this

way. This laminated coal is probably in its primary condition

as coal. The coal is columnar in section. Whether it is

thrown up into this columnar form by the movement of the

earth crust or the action of gases arising through it, it would

naturally, in a gelatinous condition, break up these dark

layers and scatter them through in that way as shown in that

columnar section. If you will examine that closely you will

find the dull streaks running the other way. And it may be
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due, as Mr. Keighle}' stated, to either the movement of the

earth's crust or the action of gases, but this evidently is the

primary coal. Again an idea struck me after Mr. Logan's re-

marks, to this effect. This is only hypothesis. That if the

topography of the region is taken as evidence of the cover-

ing of water, it would shov/ where this coal was found or

that there was a greater depth of water than this portion of

the ConneJlsville region where the columnar form exists.

That, of course, means that the greater pressure of the water

Avould keep back any gases from coming up through this coal

in its gelatinous state and putting it in this shape, and it

might also with its greater weight have a tendency to keep

it in that shape even with quite a considerable movement of

the rocks.

BY MR. PARSON—One of the most interesting theories

in regard to the formation of coal that I have noticed in the

past couple of years is that presented by an eminent French

geologist. He claim's that the exact technical name of the

plant that forms coal—which 1 do not exactly remember, but

he claimed that there were so many billions of those small

plants in a cubic inch of water and that they live in water a

certain length of time and then their life was over and they

were deposited in this water. He went on to devolve this

theory, which is very interesting; and of course very few

people believe now that plants that form coal were of any

magnitude. Nobody believes that they were large trees or

anything like that. And his reason for opposing that view is

the fact that the layer between any coal vein and the over-

lying strata or between the vein and the bottom is always, ao

we all know, smooth, that is, veiy closely defined, like a piece

of paper inside a book, wiih no evidence whatever of any large

vegetable growth like a tree, because I don't believe I ever

heard of anything like the - roots of a tree extending down-

underneath the vein. He claimed this small vegetable sub-

sided in the water and wa^ deposited on the bottom.
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BY MR. ROBY—In listening to Mr. Foster I have re-

called that in our Connellsville seam the three lower feet in

the seam are laid down in horizontal laminations more than

the coal between the five foot and the three foot binders. Be-

tween the three and five foot binders the columnar structure

is very much more prominent. In the nine foot seam than

in the lower three feet of the seam ; and the nearer we get *o

the bottom of the nine foot seam, the more prominent the

horizontal lamination appears. If that answers—that is the

earth movement—answers to the columnar structure it also

answers for the shifting of this sooty deposit that prevents

the fusing in the block coal, scatters it through the coal more.

BY MR. FOSTER—Wouldn't that be further evidence

in as much as the bottom is laminated and the upper por-

tion columnar, wouldn't that be evidence that the greater

pressure of v/ater on there kept the gases from having the free

movement throagh that portion of the seam as much as

through the upper portion? How is the upper portion of the

seam, is it all columnar?

BY MR. ROBY—The last foot or fifteen inches of the top

appears to be more after the broken fashion again. It is not so

prominent in the columnar structure as the middle of the

seam.

BY MR. FOSTER—That may be also accounted for by

the fact that at the time that was deposited the gases -ma}'

have done their work. But it seems to me that it opposes the

theory of the movement of the earth's crust, because if the

movement of the earth's crust throws up the columnar struc-

ture it ought to do tlie same tiling in the upper as well as in

the lower portion of the same as well also as in the center.

BY MR. LOGAN—It seems to me, for instance, that if

the seam were form.cd with a laniiriated structure below and a

columnar structure in the center, for example, and then again

a laminated structin'e on the top, it would be against tl'C

theory of the movcnienl of tjie earth's crust and also against
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tlic gaseous theory as siigg-ested by Mr. Foster, and while it:

would seem to substantiate the idea I presented that it is pos-

sibly due to the alternating rising and falling of Lhe coal dur-

ing its formation, that is, in the water and out.

BY THE PRESIDENT—That rising and falling theory

in the main is correct. Lut you mean to say that for every

streak, every dark and light streak, the earth went up and

down every time, that doesn't seem possible. It does noc

seem possible that the earth would keep rising and falling dur

ing the time a seam of coal eight or ten feet in thickness was

formed. The subsidence must have been going on all the

time. It must have kept on going down. It would not b^ a

rising and falling for every streak in that coal, because that

could not exist.

BY MR. ROBY—You have noticed that in the nine fooi;

seam the first foot of the bottom is the horizontal or laminated

structure, that is prominent with the deposit of carbon there,

something similar to that.

BY THE PRESIDENT—I stated that yesterday in the

paper.

BY MR. HANFORD— I think Mr. Keighley's object in

his paper was to show ihat the columnar structure of the coal

depended on the height of the seam and was made by the

movement of the earth's crust. For instance, take our Free-

port seam where I am, it is only four feet thick. Part of that

seam has a columnar structure in the middle, but if I remem-
ber right it is only about one foot. In the Connellsville region
it is a great deal thicker and you have the laminated structure
at the top and bottom both and just so you do in the Freeport
vein. It seems to me if that was made by the movement of

the earth crust it would be greater in a nine foot seam of coal

than in a four foot seam of coal. In a paper in December
here I said that we v/ere doing by machinery what nature had
done for the Connellsville region, in other words, we ave
breaking up the lamination in the lower part of the seam be-
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cause we had a greater portion of the laminated coal than

they have in the Connellsville region. And I think it is evi-

dent that the farther west you go from the Connellsville re-

gion the more laminated the coal becomes and in taking up

this coal and grinding it into fine particles it permits the vola-

tile matter to fuse or rather it permits the coal to fuse and

the volatile matter is taken off and it is possible to coke it.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Yes, that is an idea set out in

the paper. The paper stated distinctl}^ that it probably came

from a number of causes and those were named and this

was one of the principal factors. I think one thing demon-

strates the movement theory pretty strongly and that is this

:

that coking coals lay next to the Allegheny mountains and as

you get av\^ay from the Allegheny mountains you gradually

lose the coking properties; and the earth movement was less

in the west than it was in the east. You do not find the cok-

ing coals until you approach the Allegheny mountains and

the Allegheny mountains were formed, most people say, by an

upheaval, but that is not exectly true. The upheaval is the

effect, the real cause of the upheaval was a subsidance. There

could have been no upheval without a corresponding subsi-

dance somewhere else. So the primary cause is the subsi-

dance and the effect is the upheaval. And that produces such

a movement as we see in the coal mines every little while,

particularly where you have a strong roof two or three feet

thick, that roof will sometimes sag. I have seen it sag two or

three feet, just sag right down. It is more or less elastic. It

does not look like rocks were elastic but they have a degree

of elasticity. For instance, you can take marble and put it

under pressure and it will fiow like water. We notice when

we want to work in the pillars outside of that saggy roof

that we will find the coal all crumpled up. The upper

stratum had pulled on the under one and rumpled it up. I

know they have laid out pillars double thickness with the

idea that they would get a better roof but that elastic stratum
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pulled on the lop of the measures and broke them up. I

think that same thing transpired after the formation of this

coal and the reason it is not broken up all through the seam

is that some parts of the seam are softer than others and it

would break the softer part sooner.

BY MR. HARRIGAN— It would naturally break in the

middle.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Last winter I was in Jamaica

shortly after the earthquake and I w^as speaking to the clerk

of the hotel and asking him about the sensation. He said

it was peculiar. He felt things sink. He said a few minutes

before the earthquake he w^as standing in front of the hotel

and the first thing he knew the whole earth for miles was

rolling like water. It struck me that that same thing hap-

pened in that coal and the evidence is that this coal where it

come from, is on a pitch of ten feet in the hundred and some
places 15 feet and here is another remarkable thing and that

is that all good coking coals, natural coking coals, have that

structure. I don't care where you go, when I am looking for

a coking coal I look first for the fracture. As soon as I see

this structure (leferring to sample before him) I know that

that is not a coking coal. I believe this coal is an accident.

I believe the Connellsville coking coal is an accident. Na-
ture had been doing a little manufacturing on her own ac-

count, as you say.

BY MR. HANFORD—When the upheaval Avas taking

place the top and bottom would move in dififerent directions,

consequently it would break in the middle.

BY MR. FOSTER—To carry out Mr. Keighley's theory
I would also call attention to the fact that as you go west
from Pennsylvania there is practically no natural coking coal

until you reach California, where again you have the up-

heaval and there they have an anthracite coal. And as for

the breaking up of the structure that is shown in the an-
thracite regions where they have the heavy pitches, particu-
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larly where there are inversions, for instance, a seam is com-

ing down on the south dip and instead of rising on the other

side of the valley on the north dip it is inverted right over to

the south dip—over 90 per cent of the cases of this inversion

the coal is in dirt form, all ground up. While this is as Mr.

Keighley says a ten per cent pitch it would tend to shov/

that it was broken up and the fact that as you go west you

get the most perfect block coal in Indiana and when you get

out to the Rocky Mountain region you get several different

varieties, anthracite, though not quite as good as Pennsyl-

vania anthracite but very close to it, probably made into

anthracite by the same process that made the Pennsylvania

fields. And right in that neighborhood the Colorado Coal

& Iron Company have coking coal. I have never given that

any attention as to whether it is columnar structure but I

have seen coal there that had the columnar structure. And
they also have a non-coking coal which I judge without

definite information is laminated. That would indicate that

there is considerable in Mr. Keighley's theory.

BY MR. HANFORD—i believe that is the whole thing

BY MR. LOGAN—Another thought occurred to me
that if the center of the seam for instance were softer and

it was disturbed more by the movement of the earth than the

other portion of the seami that portion would be naturally

more metamorphosed, the hydro carbons in other words

would be removed from it more than in the other portions.

Anthracite coal is metamorphosed coal. The more the coal

is disturbed by the movement of the coal the more the hydro

carbons are removed. W hy is it that your columnar struc-

ture IS more largely hydro carbon coal than the laminated

'

BY THE PRESIDENT—We find that is just the re-

verse. We find that coal runs higher in carbon.

BY MR. LOGAN—Less in volative matter?

BY THE PRESIDENT—Yes. We find the tender part

of the seam is higher in fixed carbon.
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BY MR. ROBY— I think there is no question that

along certain lines going southwest you find the columnar

structure more prominent, but in reply to Mr. Hanford, dowa
in Raleigh County we have a seam of coal about 4 feet and a

half thick that has a better columnar structure than our

Pittsburg coal, here on the hill. It is the prettiest coal I ever

saw. It comes out in fingers and it is all columnar from the

bottom to the top about 300 feet from the bed of the creek

that to do with the producing of the columnar structure if

on the hill, so that the thickness of the seam does not have

the earth movement has assisted in producing this structure.

BY MR. HANFORD—Not unless it is closer to the

mountains.

BY MR. ROBY—The earth's movement down there

perhaps has been greater than around here because the hills

are very much higher.

BY MR. HANI^'ORD—That is responsible for that.

BY MR. FOSTER—Has that coarbeen coked?

BY MR. ROBY—I do not know, but I do not see any
reason why it should not be.

BY MR. AFFELDER-I think some time ago the

principal difference between coking and non-coking coal

was traced by chemical composition. The theory was that

a coal had to have somewhat near the Connellsville chemical

composition in order to make a Connellsville coke. As a

matter of fact the New River coals of West Virginia while

resembling very much the Connellsville coal in appearance

but differing as widely as day from night from the Connells-

ville coal in chemical composition, make a coke which in

most instances, if not all instances, is as good as the Councils^

ville coke. The New River coal runs very high in fixed car-

bon and correspondingly low m volatile matter, while the
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Connellsville coal runs probabiy 60 per cent carbon and 30

to 35 per cent volatile. The New River coals run, some of

them, as high as 85 and I think even up to 90 per cent fixed

carbon and a very small percentage of volatile matter. Yet

their columnar structure is very much like that of the Con-

nellsville coal and they make a very good coke. Another

argiiment in favor of the theory that columnar structure has

a great deal to do with the quality of the coal is that the

Pittsburg seam differs so widely in the field in structure

while the chemical conditions are practically the same.

Along the Monongahela river especially towards Pittsburgh,

where the analysis of the coal does not vary greatly from

the Connellsville coal the coal is not a very good coking

coal. It will make coke, but not Connellsville coke by a good

bit. In those locations the coal is more of a block coal, more

of a cubical block coal, than the Ohio sample so that the

theory advanced of the columnar structure as being a deter-

mniing factor seems to have more efi'ect than the chemical

conditions.

BY MR. PARSONS—As regards the New River coals

there is one mine along New River that runs 26 to 28 per

cent of volatile matter. Another mine within T2 miles runs

15 to 18 per cent volatile matter. 'Ihey run about the same
per cent of ash and carbon. The one running about 15 to 18

volatile matter has a much higher percentage of carbon and

the old theory with regard to coal of 25 to 30 per cent pro-

ducing the best coke does not seem to hold, because the

coal that runs 15 to 18 per cent produces a much better coke

than the coal in the same seam a few miles away that runs

25 to 28 per cent.

With regard to the Colorado coals Mr. Foster referred

to. I remember in the southern part of Colorado the best

coking coals are near the mountains in the southern part of

the state and as you go nortli from Trinidad up to about 20

miles from there, the coal loses its coking qualities until you
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get up to Wallsington, where it is more of a steam coal. So

it seems that the upheavals of the mountains have some effect

and the best coking coal is found near the mountains and

from there until you get up to the foot hills.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Right in the Connellsville

basin itself the coal on the east side of tlie basin always

seemed a little better coke than the coal on the west side,

and we always got a better 3aeld of coke from the coal on the

eastern side than from the coal on the western side. That

is a well known fact, that some portions oi the Connellsville

field yield considerably less, the yield going down as low as

58 per cent. I know the mines, but I am not going to men-

tion any names. Bat it is a fact that as you get further

southwest the yield is less and that is getting more rem.ote

from this mountain crust. And you will find the next basin

west, the Klondyke basin, has not quite the structure tlie

first basin has, but still is regarded as a good one. It has

still an influence, but it is less as you go northwest until it

ceases altogether.

BY MR. FOSTER—I would like to ask Mr. Parsons

did you notice what tlie structure of that coal in Colorado

was?

BY MR. PARSONS—The structure reminds me very

much of the Fairmount coal. Not so much pronounced col-

umnar structure as there.

BY MR. FOSTER—That is my recollection because it

does not make quite as good a coke as the Connellsville.

BY MR. PARSONS—One or two of the companies of

Colorado sent experts to Europe and all around to attempt a

solution of the coking question and when I left that part of

the country they were then building long experimental ovens

and crushmg the coal and getting good results, gettmg piece^^

of coke some eighteen inches long, lliey had attempted to
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compress this into blocks and put it into the ovens in that

way, pulverize it, wet it and press it and put it into the blocks

and afterward they Avere marketed in San Francisco, where a

great deal of it was used for Chinese laundries, etc.

BY THE PRESIDENT—By the crushing of the coal

are you not doing just what nature has done to this piece

here. Mr. Thompson we would like to have your assistance

on this question.

BY MR. THOMPSON—I have had very little experi-

ence, more especially with the Pocahontas field and the Free-

port. I find as you state that the only way we can get re-

sults is by doing what nature has done in the Connellsville

field, mixing that coal. I'here seems to be an entirely differ-

ent quality of coke from the upper part of the Freeport seam

as found in Venango county and the lower part. There

seems to be a sort of mixture of the two.

In regard to the coke in the Pocahontas field there v. e

have that mixture, but it seems to lack in cohesion. It makes

a coke of very large pores and the people there that are ac-

customed to Connelis\'ille coke the first thing they do Avhen

they see a car is to refuse it because it can only be used in

this part of the countr}^ in very light castings and very light

loads. Our experiments up here in the Freeport field have

not gone very far yet. We are now considering going" a lit-

tle fartlier in the testing of the coke. We have a very fine

coke there, the preparation of the coal is the main thing. We
have simply got to eliminate the percentage of bond and

slate that we have in it to get a desirable quality.

BY MI^. BATON—When you spoke about the influence

of the u])l'ieavals of the mountains on the coal for making
coke, being better the closer you work to the ridge, how
would you explain the difference on different sides. For in-

stance, in I he Connel lsville coal on the west side of the ridge
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is a superior coking coal. If you go on the basin between

the ridges yoa still have a coking- coal with a great deal less

volatile matter. If you go over atid get on the side opposite

Connellsville what you get is not a coking coal and yet you

can get it on a pitch of 15 percent. It does not seem to me
that the mountains have very much to do with the coking-

qualities of the coal.

BY THE PRESIDENT—If you had been here yesterday

and heard the paper and heard the talks upon that question

it might have answered }ou, that there are coals so dry that

they will not coke an3^way because there is a change in the

chemical composition. The paper states that it is a combina-

tion of physical and chemical properties and wherever the

coal runs below a certain percentage of volatile matter it

cokes anyway. That is where the difficulty comes in about

discussing a paper thac you don't know what it is. I think

there is a demonstration that physicial conditions have a

good deal to do with the whole thing in mining. Here is the

Diamond, that is carbon. Here is charcoal, that is carbon.

Here is carbon acid. There are three forms of carbon. They
are all identically alike in chemical composition and it is just

a case of physical conditions. The diamond is the hardest

material on earth. Charcoal right liere breaks under my finger

now. Carbon acid is a gas. There is a perfect illustration of

how physical conditions affect materials.

It there is no further discussion on this subject I will

call on Mr. Aff elder to read the paper on Arkansas coal iields

by Arthur J- Collier, of the uixitcd States Geological Survey.

Mr. Aifeider thereupon read tlie paper of Mr. Collier as

follows

:
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THE ARKANSAS COAL FIELD.

By Arthur J. Collier.

Presented by permission of the Director of the United States

Geological Survey.

Mining operations within the Arkansas coal fields have

demonstrated that its structure is more complex, and the

areas of workable coal more limited, than the results of pre-

vious surveys would indicate. A detailed recojinoissance of

the field was made from March i to August i, 1906, the re-

sults of whicli are embodied in a bulletin of the United States

Geological Survey soon to be issued.

The coal field herein described is situated in tlie Western

part of the State, adjoining the Indian Territory line, from

which it extends eastward along the Arkansas river valley

for 75 miles. It is about 50 miles wide at its western end,

but the belt containing workable coal contracts abruptly 12

miles from the boundary. Beyond this point the average

width is not more than 20 miles. The workable coal areas are

more or less irregularly distributed over this district, and are

often in detached basins not known to be connected with each

other.

Fort Smith, the center of the coal-mining mdustry, is the

principal town in Western Arkansas. It is approximately

250 miles from Kansas City, 350 miles from St. Louis, and

400 miles frum the Gulf of Mexico, with which points it is

connected by railroads.

The Arkansas held comprises the eastern end of a large

area of coal land which has its greatest extent in Indian Terri-

tory, where the stratigraphic relations have already been

studied in detail and mapped by the geologists of this bureau.

The formations comprising the straligiaidiic column in Ar-
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kansas are directly comparable to those of Indian Territor}^

and there is also a marked sinnlarity in the general type of

geologic structure in the two districts.

The coal field lies in a long, comparatively narrow syn-

clmal trough, extending east along the Arkansas river valley

from the Indian Territory line. North and south of the field

the coal-bearing strata have been eroded, leaving onh^ barren

rocks exposed. In the process of folding, the strata were of-

ten broken, and, in many cases, the beds slipped out of place

so that their outcrops are not now continuous for very grcc^r.

distances.

In general, the fractures in the south side of this field are

of the type called thrust faults, and the rocks from the south

side have ridden over those to the north. Ihey extend ap-

proximately east and west, parallel with the trend of the

ridges. The ilexures in the north side of this field are of the

type described as monocimes, or monoclinal folds ; the frac-

tures or faults are of the normal type, and difiier from those

in the south side in that thty occui" in beds not crumpled by

lateral pressure, and are otherwise little disturbed from their

original positions. The structures within the coal fields par-

take of the nature of both of these types.

Although tJie field in genera), n-ay be described as a syn-

clinal trough, in its detail it is folded into a number of minor

interlocking synclines and anticlines, which have east and

west axis only a few miles in length.

The faults of the fi.eld include those of both normal and

thrust types. Eleven faults of large proportions, and a nuni •

ber of smaller unimportant ones, are known within the coal

field.

All of the rocks of the coal field belong to the upper Car-

boniferous or Pennsylvania series. Ihey present a rather

monotonous sequence of sandstones and shales, with littie

contrast between individual beds. Except for the coal beds

themselves, there are no members thai can be identified witli

certainty by lithologjc characters.
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The coal- bearing rocks in Indian territory comprise sev-

eral thousand feet of sandstones and shales, which liave been

divided as follows

:

Boggy Shale 2,000 feet.

Savanna sandstone 1,000 feet.

McAlester shale 2,000 feet.

Hartshorne sandstone 200 feet.

The coal-bearing rocks of Arkansas are less than 2,000

feet thick, and are equivalent to the McAlester shale of In-

dian Territory. The Hartshorne sandstone at the base of

the series is a thin but persistent formation which has

been traced for 150 miles across the southern edge of the

Indian Territory field, but has not heretofore been identified

at its northern edge. In Arkansas, this sandstone member
has been traced eastward from the State line for 75 miles to

the eastern extremity of the coal field, and has also been

identified along the northern edge of the field. The coal-

bearing rocks of Arkansas are described and tabulated as

follows

:

Paris formation : Feet.

Sandy shales containing ^ome thin beds of sandstone, in-

cluding the Paris coal bed 700

Fort Smith form.ation

:

Shaly sandstone and sandy shale, including the Charles-

ton, Central, and Philpott coals .• 400

Spadra shale

:

Shale including some lenses of sandstone and sandy shale,

and Ov-eilying the Plartshorne coal 500

Hartshorne sandstoiie 100-300

The Paris, Fort Smith and S[adra formations which over-

lie the Flartshorne sandstone, are together equivalent to the

McAlester shale of Indian Territory.

Coal beds large enough to be worked occur in three

stratigraphic positions in the coal-bearing rocks of Arkansas,

which will be described as the Flartshorne, Charleston and

Paris horizons. The most important coal beds occur at the
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base of the Spadra shale, immediately above the HarLshorne

sandstone in a stratigraphic position, which is conveniently

described as the Haitshorne horizon. The second coal-bear-

ing horizon, which is of minor importance, is stratigraphic-

ally from 800 to 900 feet above the Hartshorne coal, and will

be called the Charleston horizon, since the coal is best known
in the vicinity of that town. A third horizon is that of the

coal bed mined at Paris, which probably corresponds approxi-

mately to the McAlester coal of Indian Territory. This coal

is from 1,200 to 1,400 feet above the Hartshorne horizon.

The coal beds which occur at or near the horizon of the

Hartshorne coal are economically the most important ones,

both in Indian Territory and in Arkansas. This horizon is at

the contact of the Hartshorne sandstone with the shales which

overlie it, and, in general, the coal is taken as the line of de-

marcation between these formations. The coal bed is subject

to great local variation in thickness and character. Partings

come and go without reference to any known rule, and in

some places the coal is entirely wanting.

Coal beds have been reported from many localities in

the shales and sandstones underlying- the Hartshorne, to

which the name Atoka formation has been applied. These
lower coal beds are not continuous for any great distances,

and are thin except in local small areas. They are thicker and
more abundant in the eastern than in the Avestern part of

the field.

Character of the Coal : These coals usually have a

bright luster when freshly mined, though, in a few instances,

parts of some of the beds are described as dull. There is

seldom any pronounced cleavage parallel to the bedding, but

the vertical cleavage or cleat is complex and somewhat in-

definite. As mined, all of these coals yield from 10 to 40 per

cent of slack, the proportion of which is probably an index of

the relative hardness of the coal at the different mines. This
condition is in part due to the method of mining, a lower per-
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centage of slack being produced by hand or pick mining than

by shooting off the solid.

The coals from the northern part of the west end of the

field are classed as high-grade bituminous and semi-bitumin-

ous. Those from the eastern-central part are bituminous,

and those from the eastern end of the field are semi-anthra-

cite. One of the chief advantages of Arkansas coal is that,

in burning it, it produces little smoke.

The agents of tlie Fuel Testing Plant at the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition in 1905 collected mine and car samples

from four representative mines in various parts of the Arkan-

sas held. In sampling the mines, a systematic method was

followed in all cases, making the samples as nearly uniform

as possible.

The same rule was observed by the Geological Survey

party during the past season in collecting samples from var*'-

ous mines. Proximate analyses were made at the Fuel Test-

ing Plant of all the samples collected, while ultimate anal-

yses and special tests were made of a few representative

samples from the various districts. The results obtained

with the Fuel Testing Plant samples have alread}^ been pub-

lished, and a full account of the subsequent analyses will ap-

pear in the bulletin from which this paper is abstracted.

BY THE PRESIDENT—You have heard the paper. Is

there any discussion on it?

On motion of Mr. Roby a vote of thanks is tendered to

Mr. Collier for his paper and Mr. Afifelder for kindly read-

ing the paper.

BY THE PRESIDENT—I have the following offer from

the present editor of our proceedings, the editor of *'Coal,"

offering to print our proceedings as follows:

His contract would expire in July. The summer meet-

ing is the beginning of a new year. There are two meetings
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a year and there have been four meetings held in the two

years. The date of the contract is July but the proceedings

for last December are the last proceedings to be gotten out

under that contract. It is for the members to say what they

want to do in this matter.

BY MR. DARLEY—I would move that the first propo-

sition in the letter be accepted.

BY MR. AFFELDER—Two years ago we entered into

a contract that we thought was the best thing for the Insti-

tute and I do not regret the part I took in it, but there was

a great deal of dissatisfaction expressed at the following win-

ter meeting on account of the few members present at the

June meeting, and it seems to me advisable to lay this busi-

ness on the table until the December meeting and make some
kind of a temporary arrangement as far as the minutes of this

meeting are concerned. It is quite an important matter an4
I do not think the few members present should bind the Insti-

tute, especially for a period of five years. I therefore move
that the question of contracting for the publication of tire pro-

ceedings of the Institute be laid oti the table until the Decem-
ber, 1907, meeting.

The motion was duly seconded.

Before any further action was taken, at 12:15 o'clock p.

m. recess was taken until i :30 o'clock p. m.

The afternoon session was called to order at i '.42 o'clock

p. m. by the chairman.

BY MR. SMITFI—During the lunch hour I have had
some talk with several of the members and I have given this

matter more consideration and have decided to withdraw my
proposition. My reason for doing it is largely on account of

the unfriendly criticism that has prevailed in the last year

and the seeming determination to cast reflection upon the

position I have occupied. If you will all remember, your
membership did not amount to very much in June, 1905, and
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during the year 1905 I \vas largely instrumental in adding 200

names to your subscription list. That cost me personally

$150 of my own money in postage and circulars to do that,

and there has been more or less unfriendly criticism toward

me personally and toward the paper, and in view of that, and

in view of the position that was advanced by one or two this

morning, that I seemed to be doing a good deal of urging fo^

a proposition that was a losing venture, I withdraw the prop-

osition entirely. I tried to make myself plain on the matter,

but if I have not succeeded in doing so, I am sorry. I do not

care to continue the arrangement under any proposition what-

ever.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Mr. Hall has very kindly con-

sented to give us a talk this afternoon on mine explosions,

and we really should have had Mr. Hall yesterday. Mr. Hall

is connected with the United States Geological Survey.
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HOW EXPLOSIVES WILL BE TESTED.

By Clarence Hall, Explosives Expert, U. S. Geological Survey.

BY MR. HALL—Mr. President and Gentlemen:

Dr. Parker and Professor Holmes have told you of work

being carried on by the Fuel Testing Department of the

United States Geological Survey. I want to make a few re-

marks about our investigations looking into the cause for the

unusual number of mine explosions, and hope to bring out

suggestions along these lines w^hich will aid in solving th'S

difficult question.

From the data we have collected, it appears that the large

explosions in mines are caused by fire-damp, or coal dust

which has been ignited, in many cases by blown-out shots.

I have recently returned from a tour of inspection in Eu-

rope, and found they have been working on this subject for

fifteen years. In Europe the mine owners, the miners, the

Government and the manufacturers of explosives all co-oper-

ate in the effort to prevent explosions.

From our mvestigations so far, the United States is be-

hind Europe in safeguarding the lives of the men in mines

England and Belgium have had for years splendid experi-

mental stations, and in those countries there are but few
casualties in mines. Belgian mines are notorious for the pres-

ence of fire-damp, yet that country has enjoyed a wonderfiil

immunity Irom explosions.

As a result of experiments in England, there are a num-
ber of "permissible explosives," and these must be used by
miners in the blastnig of coal, and no others. They also ha\x
in Belgium what is known as the "limit charge," which must
not be exceeded on pain of severe penalty. In various States
here there are but few regulations, and none in many States,

when it comes to the kinds of powder to be used.
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My investigations have thus shown that there are ex-

plosives made which will not ignite fire-damp or coal dust,

even when a blown-out shot has resulted, provided the miner

does not exceed the "'limit charge."

All explosives, if used in too large quantities, will ignite

fire-damp or dust, and for that reason they have the limit

charge. They have some explosives the ''limit charge" oT

which is 900 grams; others in which 700 grams are consid-

ered the safety limit; many arc limited to 500 grams.

All safety explosives are characteristic in the fact that

they give a low temperature at their ignition point, and pro-

duce a very small flame of short duration.

I think we will have the support and co-operation of the

miners, operators and manufacturers of explosives in this

country, and expect to see on the market in a short time a

number of safety explosives.

We have completed plans for an experimental station at

which tests of various dynamites and powders used in blast-

ing coal will be made, with a view of determining accurately

their safety in tiie presence of the deadly fire-damp, and per-

haps equally deadly coal dust. Explosives of all sorts will be

hurled by means of a mortar into a mammoth boiler-plate

cylinder which has previously been filled with gas, and the

effects will be carefully noted. If ignition fails after severe

tests, the explosives will be known as "permissible explo-

sives," and their use will be urged upon the mine owpers of

the country.

In addition, there will be important experiments in rescue

work. One part of the station will be fitted up as a miniature

coal mine, and miners and operators will be taught the art

of saving the lives of fellow men. We are positive that in

serious gas explosions in mines hundreds of lives could be

saved were it possible for the rescue party to enter imme-

diately after an accident. As it is now, the deadly fire-damp

often holds the men 1)ack for hours while their comrades arc

slowly being suffocated or burned to death.
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In our investigations so far, we have found an apparatus

in Europe v/liich, when worn by the members of a rescue

party, enables them to enter any place where there is gas. At

the experimental station the miniature mine will be filled with

-dense smoke, and practical demonstrations in the saving of

life with this apparatus will be made.

A definite location for the experimental station has not

been selected, but it is probable that the station will be in the

Pittsburgh district. The construction of this station will ap-

proach as near as possible the working conditions of a mine,

and will be erected along the lines of the English and Belgian

stations. It will consist of an explosive laboratory, where

analyses will be made of all explosives now being used in

this country. All the explosives which have passed the tests

successfully will be published. At regular intervals analyses

will be made, and if any deviation is noted from the original

analyses, the explosive will again be tested, and if it should

not pass it will be stricken from the list. We do not expect

the manufacturers of explosives would alter the composi-

tion of the original explosive for the purpose of reducing the

cost of. manufacture, but these precautions will be taken to

protect the lives of miners.

In addition to the laboratory, there will be an explosive

gallery in which explosives are to be tested, which will be in

the form of a cylinder lOO feet long and six feet four inches

in diameter, lying on the ground. An explosive mixture of

fire-damp and air in one case, or coal dust and air in the other,

will be pumped into the cylinder, and the explosive to be

tested will be shot into it from one end by a big steel mortar.

If the station is erected within the Pittsburgh district, nat-

ural gas will be used for testing purposes, so that the flame

and products of combustion will go right into the fire-damp.

The cylinder is to be made of heavy boiler plate. Safety

valves will be placed all along the top, and will be left un-

fastened in such a manner that w^henever there is an explosion

the valves will fly open on hinges. A series of port-holes on
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the side, covered with one-half inch glass, will enable those

conducting the experiments to witness the explosions from

the observation house, sixty feet away. The steel mortar that

will hurl the explosives into the cylinder will be fired by elec-

tricity from the observation house, which is to be parallel

with the cylinder itself.

While these tests are being conducted, operators and

miners will be nivitecl to be present. In this gallery the limit

charge of all explosives will be determined.

There will also be a lamp gallery in which all safety

lamps will be tested. The lamps will be placed in the gallery,

and the explosive mixture of gas will be drawn through the

gallery at different velocities. The gallery is so constructed

that the lamp can be placed at any angle to the current. It

has been demonstrated in Europe that there is a vast difTer-

ence m the safety and efficiency of safety lamps. Some lamps

will stand the horizontal current, but a slanting current at

high velocity, in less than five minutes will cause an ex-

plosion.

We will have apparatus for testing the strength of ex-

plosives. Wliile the safety of the explosive is of great, impor-

tance, we cannot overlook the fact that the efficiency of the

explosive must always be considered.

Other apparatus for determining the rate of detonation

and the duration of the flame will be installed.

Photographs of the length of the flame will be -deter-

mined by the camera at night.

I trust the members of the Institute will consider this

subject open for discussion, for I feel that any suggestions

that may be made here today may be of vital importance.

I might mention a suggestion made to me by a promi-

nent coal operator wlien T was in the Indian Territory, about

ten days ago. He suggested that we make a series of tests

in the gallery, using different kinds of tamping—clay, slack

coal, dry and with different percentages of water. He be-

lieved if the slack coal was saturated with water, the tempera-
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tiire at the ignition point of the explosion would not l)e suffi-

cient to vaporize all the water, and, consequently, there would

be no Ignition of the tamping which might produce disastrous

results. I consider his. suggestion a valuable one, and it will

be one of the first experiments made at the station.

On motion of Mr. Roby a vote of thanks w^as extended to

Mr. Hall for his most interesting paper.

BY THE PRESIDENT—You have heard Mr. Hall talk

on this all important subject to all miners. Is there any dis-

cussion?

BY MR. FOSTER—Probably Mr. Hall has seen it, but

some of the members of the Institute may not have seen an

account of something that was developed in the British com-

mission in regard to coal dust. Prof. , of Arm-
strong College, was called into the investigation of the re-

sult of the explosion at the Rinegold Collieries. He started

on a new line of investigation and took coal dust from vari-

ous mines and noticed the gases given off from that coal

dust at the temperatures ranging up to 212 degrees fahren-

heit or 100 degrees centigrade. Usually in the analysis of

coal dust the analysis begins at lOO degrees centigrade, but

he took the gases off the various degrees of heat and he dis-

covered that one and four—tenths times the volume of the

particles of coal dust is given off in gases other than hydro

carbons, and his investigation showed that the particles ci

coal dust floating in the air m the mine are really floating in

a body of gas given off from those particles of coal dusi,

floating there in a balloon of dust. Garforth on an entirely

different line magnified the coal dust particles to 12,000

diameter and presented plates showing diagrams of the coal

dust and on many of his plates the spores in the coal dust

were clearly shown. Evidently from these spores and the

large area caused by the spores is where this gas is given off.

Of course, on one particle of coal dust it is infinitesimal, but

there is a point I have never seen brought up before and I
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considered it very valuable. I think it is a very valuable

thing- to be discovered that that coal dust before it reaches

a temperature of lOO degrees centigrade or 212 fahrenheit in

giving off gas that in all likelihood made it more explosive

than the solid particles of coal themselves would be. And I

hope that when this testing station is in operation that some

of our American coal dust will be treated in the same way.

Because it seems to me to be a very important feature in the

matter of coal dust especially.

BY MR. PARSONS—Following- on the line Mr. Foster

just suggested m regard to the coal giving ofif gas, of course

the greater the area of the coal the more gas it will give off.

While it is in the face it does not give ofif so much and when
it is broken up it gives off more. An interesting point

along that line— I never saw but one instance of the kind in

the anthracite region. In a large bin there was some couple

of hundred tons of coal broken up and dumped in and one

of the men Avent in with a lighted torch and the gas from

this broken coal in this bin was sufficient to cause an explo-

sion. It was something unusual along that line.

BY MR. PARRY—That part about the spores in the

aust reminds me of one we had up a year ago. I refer to the

manufacture of black powder. That was determined by the

mercury test. I would like to ask Mr. Hall if he does not

think the dust by a preliminary test could be determined in

the same way.

BY MR. HALL— I do not believe I am familiar with

that test.

BY MR. PARRY—Roughly speaking it is weighing out

a certain number of grains of black powder and putting the

in mercury. It is a sort of a check on the gen-

eral analysis.

r)Y AIK. HALL— I have known that all dust is subject

to generating gas. 1 saw an experiment of Dr. Bain, the
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State Geologist of Illinois, who had some of the fine coal in

glass fruit jars stored away at ordinary temperatures, and

taking off the cap you could light it with a match.

BY MR. PARRY—What we had in mind by the taking

of the analysis was the amount of gas given off. Of course

the greater the amount of surface exposed the greater the

amount of gas. By using that system of testing black pow-

der of rifle purposes in the army we could determine the

amount of burning surface. For instance, our black powder

has been made under a certain pressure. If it did not come
within that limit the time of combustion would be increased

or decreased according to the percentage of the burning-

surface.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Mr. Blick, we would like to

hear from you on this subject. You have given these mat-

ters a great deal of attention at one time or another.

BY MR. BLICK— I am wanting to hear from some on-ri

else that knows more than I do. These experiments after

we get the experimental station especially, will be very in-

teresting. No doubt we will be able to learn a great deal

from it. There are some things in regard to gas being given

out from coal. I was just going to ask Mr. Foster, I did not

understand him clearly, to say at what temperature the ex-

perimenters first found gas being given ofif from coal dust

and whether that portion of gas given ofT increased in direct

proportion as the temperature of the coal dust increased or

not.

BY MR. FOSTER— I-Ie found, as I understand it, that

was given off all the way from the temperature of the mine up
to 212 degrees and they were not marsh gases but were
heavier gases.

BY MR. BLICK—He does not state as to whether the

amount of gas was in direct proportion to the increase of
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temperature, which would be a very interesting thing to

know. It is a well known fact, of course, that when we get

what they term gas coal containing a large amount of gas.

it IS well known that it is given off the moment you take

it off the face and that has been demonstrated time and time

again by explosions. Take the celebrated gas and steam coal

from South Wales coal fields, for instance, storing that in ships

to send to foreign countries it must be either tamped down
altogether so that no air whatever can get to it or otherwise

it must be ventilated so as to keep the hold of the ship well

ventilated. If that is not done, if it is simply left there with-

out ventilation and there is any crack or escapeway in tlie

ship, if anyone would go into the hold with a naked light

that invariably gives an explosion from the gas. That shows

very clearly that gas is given off, that is, gas contained by

the coal containing a large amount of gas, the gas is given

off not only when a ou are mining the coal at the face but

after you bring it to the surface. And I have no doubt what-

ever that the amount of gas given, has some relation to the

temperature, too. It would be interesting to get a piece of

coal containing a large amount of gas, as large amount as

you could find, and we can get some around the Pittsburgh

coal regions that contains quite a little explosive gas, and pul-

verize it into reasonably small lumps and expose it in the

testing machine to the different temperatures and find out

the rate of variation of the gas given off from those .small

lumps of coal at the different temperatures, and then con-

tinue to pulverize that smaller and smaller, making the tests

as we advance, until they are i)ulverized into complete floui

and thus find out the rate at which the gas is evaporated

from the different sizes of coal until we get them down to

complete fine dust. As Mr. Foster says, I have no doubt

that tlie dust lloating in the atmosphere, as a gentleman

stated m his experiments, is just as was stated, giving off

gas all the time. y\nd I presume the evaporation from the

particles Poated in the atmosphere would be mucli more than
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the evaporation from dust lying thick on the floor. Of course

that would be a matter for experiment also. But coming

back to our explosions in mines which we call dust explo-

sions, there are a good many conditions under which dust

will have to be forced before a mine explosion occurs. In

fact, we do not need a dusty mine at all to get what is known

as a dust explosicyi. It is not altogether a dust explosion. I

remember some years ago a little town on the Panhandle

railroad in West Virginia there had been an explosion there

two or three years previous, killing quite a number of men.

At that time there was another explosion, killing, I think,

16 or 18 men at the same time. It was quite a small m-ine

just a short distance away. At the time of the last explosion

I was not far from the mine, and I went over to it expecting

to find it a very dry, dusty mine. I didn't find anything of

the kind. I found some dust there but I did not consider it

a dry, dusty mine at all. The amount of explosives that was
used at that time, the amount of powder that was used

—

simply deposited moisture on the pumps and sides of the

coal and every place, and all you could see and every place

that you could see, running down in streaks as if you had

put a sprinkler on it. But the dust lying about the mine did

not amount to much. But in passing through the mine you
did not have to go far to find w^here the cause of the explo-

sion was, and the dust no doubt helped considerably in it.

We found in that particular case that there was no attempt

w^hatever made to mine the coal. The Avhole idea seemed to

be to drill the holes as large as they could so that they could

get in as large an amount of powder as possible and blow
the coal out and slaughter it. They usually fired two or

three shots at the same time, that is, in rapid succession, one

after another, in each working place, and in all the working
places they were fired at the same time, so there was a very

large number of shots being fired within the space of half

an hour's time. I also noticed that where one shot would
blow coal, on an average two would blow the tamping and
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the coal was blown out in such fashion it was very seldom

you would find many lumps. As a rule the coal was pulver-

ized to the very last extent of dust, was pulverized about as

fine as you could have pulverized it if you put it through a

mill. Jt was thrown directly into the atmosphere and the

number of blow out shots that were following each other

there according to the observation I made, the flame from

those was also thrown directly through the dust that a

former shot had thrown into the atmosphere and pulverized

the coal previously. That was enough of itself to cause a

dust explosion. There was something else, as you under-

stand, that added materially to it, and that was the ex-

plosive gases, the carbonic oxide, etc., that was generated by
this great number of explosions under those conditions. The
carbonic oxide was sufficient to cause a disastrous explosion

without any dust whatever. So the method of mining and

blasting coal has a great deal more to do with preventing ex-

plosions than what dust has to do with it in a sense. If we
have a mine that is not dry and dusty, if we allow the coal to

be mined by such methods as would create conditions such

as I mentioned we can expect nothing else only explosioHvS.

If we tried to get that I do not know any better method that

we could adopt than what was adopted in that particular

mine 1 named, to get an explosion.

In regard to the safety explosives a gentleman men-
tioned, if I understood him right, it bore out something he

mentioned previously. That is, that so far there has not

been a flameless explosive discovered under all conditions.

In Europe, from what I saw there a few years ago, the ex-

plosives they use there are practically flameless under the

conditions where they use them. But under such conditions

as we use them sometimes they would not be Ifameless, they

would be dangerous. Under the conditions in which they use

them they are flameless explosives, and what makes them
practically flameless is this: they never attempt to drill as

large a hole as they can into the solid coal and blow the coal
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out of the solid. On the other hand, their methods are to

mine the coal properly and drill as small a hole and put in

as small an amount of explosives as is possible. Under

those conditions these flameless explosives are practically

flameless. But under other conditions, for instance such as I

mentioned in the little mine out on the Panhandle road, and

such as are in vogue at the present day in some places, those

explosives would be extremely dangerous and would not be

flameless at all. So when you are considering the matter of

getting a flameless explosive that is safe, we must consider

that along the line of proper mining methods. The one can-

not be considered without the other. If we get the one safe

but the other is not properly done it destroys the safety of

the first one. Every time it must be considered equally.

BY MR. FOSTER—That bears out somewhat what I

said yesterday regarding the miner being a mechanic. I

know the question arises how are you going to get that kind

of a man? I am going to talk principally of conditions exist-

ing in the anthracite region, and you have the same thing

here. Years ago the miners m the anthracite regions were

from the northern and western parts of Europe, English,

Scotch, Welsh, Irish and German. Aside from the Irish, who
are an agricultural people generally but who soon learned,

these men who came there were skilled miners. The D., L
& W'. Company, by some means or other, have a very large

element of Welsh miners, larger than any others. They are

paid by contracts, so much a wagon, and it is a notorious

fact that the average wages of the D., L. & W. miners are

way above those of any other company. The reason of it Is

Ihis
: that those Welsh miners never shoot from the solid,

they have a loose end. They know where to put their holes

and they use a minimum amount of powder. Everything is

blown in the anthracite regions of course with powder, but
they use a minimum amount of powder. They do not do as

much manual labor as the Hungarians and Italians, but they
are mechanics. They use their brains. That class of miners
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is rapidly disappearing from off Lhe face of the earth. Many
of our professsions and professional men in the anthracite

regions are sons of miners. They come of a class of emi-

grants that are ambitious for their family. They educate,

their sons, but they educate them mto other occupations

The mines are filling with these ignorant laborers from south-

ern and central Europe, and while we have got a ridiculous

law applied to the anthracite region known as the Miners'

Examination Law, it does not amount to that much. The
Hungarians and Italians lend each other their certificates,

and the rapacity of some of the board simply for getting fees

for examinations and issuing certificates knocks it out. The
only thing it is doing is keeping away from the anthracite

regions the few actual miners in northern and western

Europe that would come there, because they have a provi-

sion in the law that no man can get a certificate until he hi.\?>

had work for two years as a laborer in the anthracite mines.

The Hungarians and Italians do not work that length of

time. The English, Scotch, Irish, Welsh and German will

not perjure themselves to secure the affidavit to that effect

and they will not give it. It is evidence to every mining matj

that it is a skilled miner who is needed. The question arises,

and it is up to you gentlemen, how are you going to make
skilled miners out of the material that is coming in now?

BY MR. BLICK—In the anthracite region of cojurse

you are not as much afraid of dust explosions as we are.

BY MR. FOSTER—We are afraid of gas explosions.

BY MR. BLICK—Not dust gas explosions. I believe

we can expect a dust explosion in a limestone quarry about

as much as in an anthracite coal mine. They have got to

blowing anthracite coal, of course. And blasting has a good

deal to do with it, which is altogether absent here. In our

bituminous mines we do not have the skilled miners. We
used to have them, of course. I remember thirty years ago
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in Pennsylvania when we went mto a miner's room the miner

took pride in seeing that his props, or if he should happen

to be taking the roof down to make room for his car, to see

that the wall was built up nice and straight and the tops set

by line, etc. You could not find that condition in a mine to-

day. The only thing today seems to be to get through the

day's work some way, never mind about tomorrow or what

condition we leave today in order to prepare for tomorrow.

That is on account of the class of labor we have, of course.

A great many of the miners are unskilled and know very

little about coal mining. That simply show^s this tact, that

we will have to give them more supervision in order to get

proper mining. The supervision will have to be doubled and

probably trebled over what we use today. In the bituminous

region we can get coal mined and establish supervision and

people are employed to do the blasting in gaseous mines

we can get proper mining done. It don't depend any more
on a miner lying down on his side and working in under-

neath with a pick. This is now done by machinery, so that

along that line with proper supervision I believe we caii

get our mining done all right where it is attempted to be

done. But there are places in the bituminous region where
they do not attempt to do it. I recognize the fact that there

are regions in the bituminous region where we can blast coal

out of the solid with comparatively no danger. There is some
danger but not very much, because the coal is of such soft

nature that it takes very little explosives to loosen it. There
may be a few mines where that can be done, but I do not

say that it is a safe method. There are other mines, if I am
correctly informed, where attempts are being made to blast

coal out of the solid that requires a very large amount of

explosives to do it. It requires a large amount of black pow-
der, for instance, and a very much larger amount of our

flameless explosive. Consequently that is not mining at all.

Those are places where the danger would come in. If the

coal is mined properly as it should be, then we will have no
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trouble whatever with our flameless explosives and the acci-

dents will be reduced. As I said before there is no earthly

use to try to prevent accidents by the introduction of a safe

explosive unless the methods of mining in which that ex-

plosive is used are safe also. One must go with the other.

As I said before, we have no trouble now because our coal

is mined by machines, is undermined to any depth we wish

to undermine it and all we need here is proper supervision.

BY MR. FOSTER—What I am looking at is this: in a

mine where explosives are used and the undercutting is done

the intelligent, skilled miner drills his hole to blow down that

coal. If a cartridge three inches long is sufficient, that is all

he uses. Some other fellow will use a 6 or 8-inch cartridge

to do the same work. Where there are 80, 100 or 150 miners

at work in the mine working in that way there must be some

method of getting those fellows, particularly those unintelli-

gent fellows, drilled into using enough explosive and no

more. Too little, of course, might result in a blow out shot

and would not break the coal. That is the point I was mak-

ing about the W'elsh miners, at the D., L. & W. colliery.

Those fellows use a minimum amount of powder to do

effective work and that is a thing that in every bituminous

mine where comparatively little powder is used there is

going to be a problem about with the -class of labor that is

coming in. Your miners are going to act just as the anthra-

cite miners did. The English-speaking miners from north-

ern and western Europe are going to gradually get out of the

mine and you are going to get Hungarians, Italians and peo-

ple of that kind.

BY MR. BLICK— I thmk we are getting them now. I

have been in mines where there was nobody I could speak

to but the mine officials and the mule and the darkey. What
you say will simply bear out what I say. All practical men
know what to do, Ihcy do not need any supervision ; but the

men we are getting today do not know what to do and that

is where comes in the extra amount of supervision that is
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needed in order to teach them that and see that they do it.

BY THE PRESIDENT— I am going to take a Httle ex-

ception to what Mr. Foster said about not developing any

skill. They are the most skillful horse killers I ever saw in

my life. We kill about three horses for every one we used

to kill three or four years ago. The state of affairs Mr.

Foster speaks about has pretty nearly passed me and we have

no English-speaking miners at all. We have between ten

or twelve and fifteen hundred men and I do not believe you

can find 5 per cent of English-speaking miners among them.

Mr. Blick brought out a point about those temperatures

that I believe is a very strong point and I believe it is some-

thing that will interest Mr. Hall, too. My observation has

been that the gaseous matter of the coal is given off at ordi-

nary temperatures even as low as sixty degrees. I have a

number of reasons for making that statement. There has

been a suspicion going around in the coke region for ten

years back that coal that had been deevloped for ten or fif-

teen years is not bringing the results in the way of yield, and

it is a fact that at some mines where I know the yield of

coke from coal is down as low as 58 per cent, and it is also

a fact that some coal has yielded 66 and 70 per cent where it

was freshly mined. And some people have seriously taken

up the question of over development. They think that by
developing their coal freely and drive their heads to the back
end and get their coal fields all cut up they are really losing

part of the tonnage of the coal, but it actually gives up
weight in the gases found. I do not doubt it a bit. Twenty-
four years ago I was at a Youngstown mine, a comparatively

new mine, and one of the headings ran into an old country
mine. This mine had been opened about 70 years before that

and in those days the coal was very cheap and no one would
buy anything but lump coal. The consequence was that the

slack was thrown back into the workings. Then when we
broke into those workings we found an enormous quantity of
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the finest kind of slack, apparently just as bright and good d.s

ever and we thought we had struck a bonanza. We started

to run that coal to the coke ovens and we could not coke it.

It never would coke. It simply lay down in the ovens and

we had to throw it all away. To pulverize the coal it simply

hastened that process and I begin to think now there is a

good bit in that that it is a mistake to let coal stand too long

without mining. I believe every day you are drawing out a

part of your coal field. It is going over in the gaseous form.

If there are no other remarks on .this subject we will

take up the next paper.

Mr. Foster, will you please read it.
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COAL MINING AT DANTE, VIRGINIA.

By R. W. Stone.

Presented by permission of the Director of the United States

Geological Survey.

Location : At a number of localities along Clinch River,

in the western corner of Virginia, coal mining operations

have been in progress for a number of years. New mines are

being opened as fast as railroads are extended into the coal

fields. Mining operations began at Dante, which is about 20

miles east of the well-known Tom's Creek field, several years

ago, but it is only within the past five years that development

has advanced rapidly.

At Dante there are three seams of high-grade bitumin-

ous coal within a vertical elevation of 350 feet. These are

the Upper Banner, Lower Banner and Widow Kennedy
seams. Mining at this locality is carried on by the Clinch-

field Coal Corporation, of Johnston City, Tennessee, and the

plant is known as the Clinchfield Colliery. Two mines have

been opened on the Widow Kennedy seam, known as Mines

Nos. I and 4. There is one mine on the Lower Banner seam,

known as Mine I\o. 2, and one on the Upper Banner, known
as Mine No. 3.

Mining Methods: The methods of mining at these four

pits are the same, but the equipment of the mines varies.

Room-and-pillar is the method used in every case, rooms in

the old workings being 24 feet wide, with 50-foot centers,

while in the new workings 30-foot rooms are being driven,

with 60-foot centers. Practically all mining is pick work,

and coal is shot from the solid. Two Goodman electric un-

dercutting machines are in use in Mine No. 3.
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At Mines Nos. i, 2 and 4 all haulage is done by mules.

The cars are lowered from the mines by gravity incline to

tipples on the railroad. At Mine No. 3, however, which is

the largest, both mule and electric haulage is in use. Most
of the gathering is done by mules, but in the entries east of

No. 5 motors are used. There are in operation at this mine

five four-ton-gathering motors, beside which there are one

20-ton, one 15-ton and one 8-ton motors. These are all of the

Goodman type except the 8-ton, which is a Jeffrey motor.

The trips made up by the motors on trackage along the

face of the hill in front of the mine entries are hauled by

dinkey steam locomotives about a mile around the face of

the mountain, where a 300-foot gravity incline connects with

the tipple on the railroad.

The one main tipple, which handles the product of Mines

Nos. 3 and 4, is connected with the main entry of Mine No. 3

by a rack-rail electric motor system. In December, 1906,

and this electric haulage had been in operation but a short

time, the heavy rack-rail motor was Avrecked and a new one

is now being built.

Ventilation is by furnace in Mines Nos. i, 2 and 4, and

in a portion of Mine No. 3. The greater part of Mine No. 3

is ventilated by a 12-foot suction fan.

Natural drainage is obtained in Mines Nos. i and 2, for

they are driven down the dip to outcrop on the far side of

the ridge. Mine No. 4, by skillful management, drains^at the

entry. No. 3 cannot have natural drainage until it is driven

through the mountain. Until recently the water, which col-

lected in rolls and sags of the floor, and which was somewhat

troublesome, was removed by hand-pumping, siphoning and

bailing onto cars. The management has just installed two

electric centrifugal pumps in this mine, and is able to get rid

of a large part of the water which previously had been so

troul)lcsome.

Output. Two tipples handle the output of the four

mines. The coal mining from Mines Nos. i and 2 is screened
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for lump and slack, but is only a small percentage of the total

output of the colliery, because there are only ten or twelve

miners working in the two mines. The tipple for Mines Nos.

3 and 4 is much larger, and as high as 100, possibly 125 mine

cars have been dumped over it in a day. When the new tipple

is completed it is proposed to ship the Upper Banner coal as

nin-of-mine; the output of the Widow Kennedy Mine No. 4

will be screened for slack and lump. The total monthly out-

put of the four mines at Dante averages about 15,000 tons, and

is being slowly increased from month to month.

Most of the output of these mines goes to the Atlantic

Coast Line and to the Southern Railroad for railroad use.

Only a small part of it is used for domestic purposes.

It may be interesting to note certain of the conditions

of the three coal beds, their" roofs, floors and variations.

Mine No. 3, on the Upper Banner coal, is working on a

1,160-acre tract. The main tunnel has been driven 2,600 feet

and, when completed, will be about 3,200 feet long, and No.

2 cross cut about 2,400 feet long. The coal averages 5 feet

thick, with more at 5 feet 6 inches, or 5 feet 10 inches, than at

4 feet. Draw slate from 6 inches to 10 inches thick lies on top

of the seam. This is usually overlain by 18 inches of coal,

which hangs to the sandstone roof. In some places the sand-

stone cuts out the draw slate, and, where this happens, the

coal bed is thin. The floor is slate from 4 to 19 inches thick,

resting on sandstone. The Upper Banner coal maintains a

fairly regular thickness, and ofi:ers no particular difficulties in

mining.

The Lower Banner coal averages a little over 3 feet

thick in the main heading, but increases toward the crop on
the far side of the hill. This heading has been driven through
for drainage. The greatest thickness is in the furnace head-

ing, where the height reaches 6 feet 2 inches. At one point in

the mine the coal diminishes to a total thickness of 16 inches.

The roof, for the most part, is slate, and the floor fireclay.
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The Widow Kennedy coal, which has been opened by a

mine on both sides of the creek, is a curious seam, showing

rapid variations in character and thickness. In Mine No. I,

which covers 15 or 20 acres on the left of the creek, the bed

averages 7 feet, but in one heading it pinches out entirely; at

other points it is from 12 to 14 feet thick. There are parts of

the mine where it shows from 4 to 6 feet of clean coal without

apparent bedding or cleavage. This condition, however, is

not persistent, for a peculiarity of the Widow Kennedy coal

is that it is often mashed, crushed and has polished surfaces

as if it had been subjected to squeezing and lateral movement.

Slick faces are encountered, dipping in all directions, and

streaks and balls of clay are included in the coal. The coal

under these conditions is laminated or flaky, and the thin

layers of clay in it show the movement by their curved and

contorted outline. One heading in this mine passes through

20 feet of alternate thin layers of coal and clay standing ver-

tically. Much of the badly shattered coal is so dirty as to be

unmarketable, but indication of the temperature of the water,

some spots the clay balls are so easily separated that the coal

can be cleaned by hand. The floor is sand-stone and the roof

is also, but may be separated from the coal by a foot of draw

slate. The roof holds well.

In Mine No. 4, on the opposite side of the creek, the Wid-
ow Kennedy coal is from 3 to y/2 feet thick. The seam is not

badly crushed here, but the top two feet is dirty and in thin,

flat plates or layers. There is some variation, however; for

the main heading shows 6 feet of coal at one point, and 300

feet farther on the draw slate thickens to nearly 4 feet and the

coal thins to 2 feet. On account of the raipd variations in the

thickness of the Widow Kennedy seam, and of the large pro-

portion of dirty coal, which slacks readily, mining on this

seam is a questionable proposition.

Chemical analyses of these three coals show an average

of 31 per cent volatile matter and 59 per cent fixed carbon.
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The ash is from 5 to 7 per cent, and sulphur averages about

.1 per cent. No attempt has been made to coke the coals mined

at Dante, but their physical characters and chemical com-

position are the same as the coals mined at Tom's Creek,

where these seams yield a high-grade bituminous coal which

makes superior coke.

BY THE PRESIDENT—You have heard Mr. Stones

paper which is a very valuable one for reasons that have al-

ready been discussed.

BY MR. LOGAN— I would move you that a vote of

thanks to the author of the paper and also Mr. Foster who
so kindly read the paper be extended.

The motion, being duly seconded, was put to vote and

carried.

BY THE PRESIDENT—The paper is now open for dis-

cussion. This brings up that question of the tracing up of

the coal seam. It shows it up pretty strongly too.

BY MR. FOSl'ER—And the writer speaks of the clay

and the clay marking in the coal showing the contour.

BY MR. BLICK—He says all mining is done by pick but

the coal is shot out of the solid. I wonder where the pick

mining comes in?

BY MR. FOSTER— I am inclined to think he meant that

they are pick mines and not machine mines.

BY THE PRESIDENT—The headings would have to

be driven by pick surely m opening up; even after shootinq^

they would have to do more or less pick work. I think h^

means pick mines and not machine mines.

The time is getting short and we have another good

paper from the same source I think we owe a great deal to

these gentlemen for these papers and they are papers tha^

are gotten right from the ground. They are not made up
from other sources. They are original and they are authori-

tative as well.
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Mr, Foster, will you kindly read the other paper?

(Mr. Foster reads the paper on the new mines of Mar-

rowbone Creek, Clark County, Kentucky.)
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NEW MINES ON MARKOWHONE CREEK, PIKE

COUNTY, KY,

By R. W. Stone.

(Presented by permission of the Director of the United States

Geological Survey.)

For a number oi years, investors in coal lands have been

interested in the large bilaniinous coal held of Eastern Ken-

tucky, but it was not until 1906 that development work was

begun in the Elkhorn field.

The Elkiiorn field, here referred to, lies in the basin oi

Russell Fork of Big Sandy River, and is reached by way of

Ashland and Pikeville, Kentucky. Its eastern and southern

boundary line is Pine Mountain, locally known as Cumber-
land Mountain, which forms the State line between Kentucky
and Virginia. Large tracts of land have been secured by se.v-

eral coal companies, the most notable of which are the Big

Sandy Compan} , of Boston, the Northern Coal & Coke Com-
pany, of Ashland, Ky., and the Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke
Company, of Richmond, Va. By far the larger percentage of

the acreage in the basin of Russell Fork, in Kentucky, and

including the coal lands on Elkhorn Creek and Marrowbone
Creek, is under the control of the Big Sandy Company, and

through its ef¥orts, the Chesapeake & Ohio railroad extended

its Big Sandy branch to the heart of this field in the spring

of 1906.

With the assurance that a railroad would be constructed,

five lessees obtained mining rights from the Big Sandy Com-
pany, and began development work on Marrowbone Creek in

February. The first trains were run over the division in

June, and the first carload of coal was shipped out in July,

J906. The five companies operating on Marrowbone Creek
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are : The Pike Coal & Coke Company, Greenough Coal u.

Coke Company, Henry Clay Coal & Coke Company, Marrow-
bone Coal & Coke Company, and Edgewater Coal & Coke
Company.

As the conditions are similar at each of the localities se-

lected by these companies, the mining methods and opera-

tions are practically the same in all cases, two seams of

minable thickness are present, lying nearly horizontal and

about 170 feet apart. They are known as the Upper and

Lower Elkhorn beds. Being high above drainage, they are

opened by drifts beginning on the outcrop. Each company

is operating mines on the two beds together, the entry on the

Upper Elkhorn bed being directly above that on the Lower
Elkhorn, and the two drifts are served by the same incline

and tipple. As is natural in the early stage of development

of mines at the present date, ihe installation of machinery is

not yet complete, and the simplest methods of mining are in

use. All haulage is by mules ; ventilation is by furnace. For-

tunately for economic working, natural drainage is obtained

in all of the mines. It is presumed that, as development pro-

gresses, electric motors will be installed for haulage, and that

it will be necessary to force ventilation by fans. When the

field was visited in the fall of 1906, only one of the mines,

that of the Pike Coai & Coke Comj^any, had reached the stage

of driving rooms. In all other cases tliere was but the main

entry, and possibly a parallel air-course. Mining macJiines

had not been installed in any case, and the coal was being

shot from the solid, most of the work at that time being the

driving of main entries and main cross headings.

Miners are paid $3.75 a yard for driving headings 6 feev

high, and 60 cents for a [;!/^-ton car. Miners working in the

Lower Elkhorn bed are paid 70 cents a car, the higher rate

being demanded for throwing out the laminated coal which

(orjns the upper part of the bed. Ail of the mines are havi.n;/

difficulty in getting enough miners, and are working short-

handed.
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The daily production of the three mines wliich were shi[j-

ping m October aggregated about 200 tons; in April, 1907, th<;

daily capacity of the five mines —for all of them were ship-

ping at that date—was about 1,000 tons, but the supply of

cars was short and irregular.

Alarket : The natural outlet for the coal from this field

is to the North and West. The Appalachian Mountains form

a natural barrier which hinders delivery of the coal to the

East. There is a possibility, however, that there may, within

a few years, be a railroad from the Atlantic seabord across

the mountains 10 this coal field.

The Coal Beds—The upper coal bed being mined in this

field is known as the Cpper Elkhorn, and averages about four

feet. The thickness of the solid or marketable coal in this bed,

however, is but little over three feet, the upper portion being

soft, crushed and rolled, so that it slacks very readily, and,

being very dirty, is unmarketable.

Ihe Lower Elkhorn bed maintains a fairly constant thick-

ness of about 4|/2 feet, i.nit it has from 12 to 20 inches of soft

or laminated coal as an upper bench, and, because this lamin-

ated coal IS heavily loaded with ash and slacks readily, the

seam is not the desirable mining proposition it vvould at first

appear.

These are high-grade bituminous coking coals, which run

very low in sulphur and phosphorus. As shown by tests,

they make a strong, light, .coke, which is the equal of the

standard cokes made m this country to-day, and is superior to

some by reason of its very low percentage of the two impuri-

ties, sulphur and phosphorus.

The one serious drawback to the coals on Alarrowbone

Creek is the laminated bench in the upper part of the seams.

It averages one-fourth of the entire thickness of the Lower
Elkhorn bed, leaving little more than three feet of market-

able coal in that seam. This laminated coal, as it is called,

was included in the first run-of-mine shipments from the field,

but customers objected so strongly to the large amount of
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slack, and the tendency to clinker, that now the laminated

coal is thrown on the waste dump. Some of the laminated

coal might be described as bony, but a large part of it is soft

and flaky, breaking down to slack very readily, and averaging

20 per cent. ash. It is questioned ii it can be cleaned by wash-
ing. At present the laminated coal not only is a loss, but an

added expense for handling.

In other portions of the Llkhorn field, where the seams
are thicker, the loss of the laminated bench becomes less im-

portant.

Tonnage—A conservative estimate of the amount of coal

in the 130 square miles drained by Russell Fork, in Kentucky,

is a solid bed eight feet thick, or nearly 1,150,000,000 tons.

This is three times the total amount of coal mined in the

United States in 1905.

On motion a vote of thanks is extended to the writer and

to the reader of this paper also.

BY THE PRESIDENT—The paper is now open for dis-

cussion and the time is growing short.

BY MR. BLICK—There is one thing about the paper

that it does show us. It shows us that where we are ex-

perimenting and trying to find safe guards to protect life we
are operating mines in the United States especially in the lo-

cation where these mines are situated directly for the purpose

of trying to destroy life. It shows us that very clearly.

When we try to blast bituminous coal out of the solid and

make no other efforts to mine it and at the same time engage

ourselves in trying to invent and manufacture safety explo-

sives, I say it is an absurdity on its face, a complete absurdity.

BY MR. FOSTER—This is Kentucky. We are in Penn-

sylvania. Each state has its own mining law.

BY THE PRESIDENT—We will now call upon Mr
Foster to give us an account of the explosion or the rupture

of a compressed air locomotive.
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BY MR. FOSTER—Gentremen, this is something that

is entirely novel to me. It occurred last week and is one

of the things that you men in Pittsburgh I hope to interest to

endeavor to arrive at, or see if we cannot arrive at a cause

for it. At the Pennsylvania Coal Company's No. 14 at Port

Blanchard between Scranton and Wilkesbarre they had four

compressed air locomotives and at the compresser house the/

maintained an average pressure of about 1050 pounds per

square inch, but the locomotives when drawing air at the

air pipes they seldom got more than 500 pounds. They never

used the locomotives at more than about 500 pounds. On last

Wednesday afternoon about half past four one of the com-

pressed air locomotives was taking a trip out and the motor-

man found that he would not have enough air to get to the

foot of the shaft. He stopped at a charging station anc'

started to charge his locomotive. There was nothing definite

as to what the other locomotives were doing, but, assuming

that they were all out of commission at that time in the after-

noon, there could not ha\e been over t,ooo pounds per square

inch pressure at this point. It was 500 feet from the com-

presser, and the explosion resulted in the death of three men
and the severe injury of several others, among others the

brakeman. But the brakeman is alive and will recover. FIc

states that the gauge on the locomotive showed a pressure

approaching 550 pounds and he had started to turn the air

ofif when the explosion occurred. This locomotive was a two
tank compressed air locomotive, the steel of the tank

was 9-16 of an inch thick. I saw the specifications

under which the steel was bought and it was bought

under specifications of 60,000 pounds tensile strength and

a standard elongation test of 25 per cent in a section

8 inches long. The tanks were sextruple riveted, that is

three lines of rivets on each side of each joint, as well inside

as out. It was one of the first three compressed air locomo-

tives ever built. Those tanks were tested to 825 pounds

hydraulic pressure. Just as this brakeman went to turn on
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the air the explosion occurred. The charging apparatus was
attached to the front o£ one tank. That tank has the end plale

torn ofif for two thirds of the circumference. The tank wa3
split longitudinally the whole length. It was broken in half

near the center and one portion blown nearl)^ 200 feet. The
other tank connected to it by a two and one-half inch pipe,

the second tank was blown into fragments and the end plate

fractured into some fragments no bigger than your hand and

the largest about six feet square. The charging apparatus, the

area through the stoppage valve to the charging valve is

equivalent to about one square inch. There was a top valve

on the locomotive in good condition to blow off at 600 pounds.

The rail under the front wheels was broken, under the back

wheels it was bent. The explosion knocked a portion of the

roof out. And the only kind of an explosion 3^ou can compare

it to would be a stick of dynamite in the interior of each of

those tanks simultaneously exploded. We have had explo-

sions of compressed air due to the volatilization of hydro car-

bon oils owing to the high heat of the gases near the com-

presser. But here at a point 5,000 feet oft where the pipes

w^ere cold and the pipe line was not injured, and an ordinary

pipe line which you Avould not consider to be as strong as the

tanks of the locomotive. What I want to ask you, gentlemen,

Avho have had experience with compressed air, is: have you

any solution to oft'er for the cause of that explosion?

BY MR. LOGAN—I would like to say this: that in talk-

ing the matter over with regard to the Harris system of pump-

ing wherein the tanks are subjected to alternate high and low

pressures they have serious trotible with the crystalization of

the tanks and it would occur to me at first thought that these

tanks in charging and recharging were subjected to a varia-

tion of pressure that ultimately crystalized the tanks and they

failed.

BY MR. FOSTER—A gentleman conversant with steel

who examined it with a magnifier stated that the steel was in
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excellent condition and showed no signs of crystalization and

further than that you must bear in mind that compressed

air is not like steam. Heretofore all ruptures of tanks or

anything of that kind from the pressure of compressed air has

started joints or has split the metal and the release of the

pressure has held it. It has not gone off. It is not like steam

and water wdiere the pressure of the steam holds certain of

the gases in but when the steam is suddenly released it lets go

those gases in the water and causes an explosion. This went

exactly like a dynamite explosion. What was the cause of it

or what was the probable cause? It is something of interest

to every mining man who uses compressed air because if you

do not know the cause you cannot prevent the effect.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Mr. Hall has got some papers

here that I believe he called your attention to some time ago

and perhaps it would be as well to look these over now. Mr.

Foster would like to have some further discussion on this ex-

plosion matter.

BY MR. FOSTER—That is, if any of the gentlemen who
have had experience with compressed air have had anything

similar to that even with slighter results and they found out

what caused that explosion. I would state that I have gotten

into communication with several of the leading experts in the

country on compressed air by correspondence and I hope to

hear something from them, but I would like to hear some-

thing from the particular men who are using it if they ever

had any similar experience of a rupture of a violent nature, of

the pipes or the receiver.

MR. BLICK—1 he bulk of the tank being blown into

such small fragments, would not that indicate the idea of the

crystalization ?

BY MR. FOSTER—That was one tank. The tank near-

est the charging apparatus was torn and it was just as clear a

tear as could be and the peculiar feature is that the seams
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had about 80 to 85 per cent of the ultimate strength of the

steel and there was not a single case where the seam was

started. It just tore the steel to fragments just like the ex-

plosion of dynamite.

BY THE PRP:SIDENT— There was not an indication of

an old fracture?

BY MR. TOS'LER—Not a bit. Everything was clean

and bright. There was not even any rust to any extent at

all shown on the steel.

BY MR. LOGAN—In case of the other tank where the

portions were broken up so small do they agree that that was

due to crystalization?

BY MR. FOSTER—According to the gentlemen who
examined it, they were not. But it would be more likely in

that case than m the other, but even that would not account

for the tearing of the other one. The one was torn and the

other broken into fragments.

BY THE PRESIDENT- -They ought to have no diffi-

culty in determining whether it was crystalization or not.

BY MR. FOSTER— I understand they are going to take

the pieces of the steel and have them given a severe test

to determine those points, but from a cursory examination it

is not crystalized.

BY THE PRESIDENT—I think we owe Mr. Foster a

very hearty vote of thanks for the time and the help that he

has given us in all these meetings. lie has spent two whole

days here and he has assisted us in a great many ways. And
"Mines and Minerals" always does help us anyway.
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BY MR. ROBY— 1 assure you all the members present

would be glad to get a chance to vote thanks to Mr. Foster

and I therefore move that a genral vote of thanks be tendered

to him for the interest he has shown and the assistance he has

given us from time to time not only now but for years.

The motion being duly seconded was put to vote and

carried.

BY THE PRESIDENT—And I further think that we
ought to extend our thanks to the members of the United

States Geological Survey through Mr. Hall. certainly

have been highly favored with this information that they

have given us, especially in that we have it before it is made
public through the regular governmental channels. Two-
thirds of the papers came from the United States Geological

Survey at this time and they are all extremely valuable papers.

On motion a vote of thanks was extended in accordance

with the suggestion of the chairman and was carried unani-

mously.

BY THE PRESIDENl—Mr. Hall has these papers

showing what the government proposes to do in the line of

experiments and has kmdly asked you to come up and look

at them and ask any questions you may wish and he further

requests that you make any suggestions that will aid them in

this work and some of you can do that, I know.

(Mr. Hall thereupon exhibits the papers referred to.)

BY THE PRESIDENT—Before we adjourn some reso-

lution ought to be passed in regard to the death of Mr. Mol-

lison.

BY MR. BRETT—I was going to mention yesterday

what was brought up in your annual address and I thought

you had it covered. I would suggest that you yourself appoint

one or two others and arrange a suitable set of resolutions
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bearing on the death ol Mr. IMollison, for which we are all

very sorry, fie was one of the old members of the Institute

and a practical mining man and his death as stated by the

President yesterday was very nnforseen and very unfortunate.

BY MR. LOGAN— I would second Mr. Brett's motion.

The motion being thus seconded was put to vote and

carried, wliereupon the President appointed on that com-

mittee Messrs. Roby and Affelder.

BY MR. FOSTER—The genllemen have all heard this

afternoon that the Institute is up against a proposition now
of publishing its own record I would make a suggestion on

that line and that is this. There is considerable work in

editing the transactions of an Institute of this kind because

^.s must be born m m'md that many of the most practical men
ana many of the men who produce the most practical papers

and enter into the most practical discussions are men who
have not the advantages of a college or a thorough English

education and the editor m'.ist necessarily put tlieir language

into first class j^nglish arid at the same time ha\e the abilit}-

to get their meaning as well. It seems to me that you never

can get that work done voluntaiily and my suggestion would

be this, as far as the dues of the Institute is concerned t\\ 3

dollars is ridiculously small. $3 I think would be acceptable.

Then pick some member of the Institute and pay him as much
as a hundred dollars—which would not be any too much for

the amount of labor that would be required—to edit those

papers and the discussions, that member to be present at tl.«e

meeting so as to be thoroughly familiar with everything that

was done. And further than that the Institute print its own
transactions. It would be an easy matter to make an arrange-

ment with some reputable advertising agent in the city of

Pittsburg to take and solicit tlie advertisements for the pub-

lication on commission and with what advertising patronage

you would get and the little extra dues, you could have it done
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absolutely right and done in the proper way. Have a publi-

cation committee and without picking any special gentleman,

connected with the Institute, for instance, there is Mr. Afieldcr

who has had experience in his college days in editing the

college publication, Mr. Logan, who has had experience, and

there are others probably who have the ability in the Institute

and th« question of say as much as Sioo would be a very small

sum to pay lor the amount of work involved and it would be

naturally done by whoever did it as much from a sense of loy-

alty to the Institute as for ihe remuneration. I merely men-

tion that as a suggestion of a way out for having the trans-

actions printed.

BY rilE I-'RESIDENI— J would not be in favor of plac-

ing it in the hands of a committee, because you never can

get any committee together. Put it in the hands of cue man,

Mr. Logan or Mr. Arfelder.

BY MR. FOSTER—My idea was not to have a committee

to edit, but one man to edit it and a committee to look after

the publicaticji. This would have to come up at the December
meeting. ^

BY THE PRESIDENT- Yes, I think under the circu.m-

stances that this is the last meeting under the present officers,

it really ought to come up then. The new officials ought to

take charge of that matter and carry it through.

BY MR. POSTER—liere is another suggestion. I do
not know whether it will meet with your favor but I have
noticed that the December meetings are always held in the

Week immediately preceding Christmas. I judge the reason

for that is that the members like that time to get to Pitts-

burgh to do their Christmas shopping. But you should re-

member this, this is the Mining Institute of America and )ou
are barring out the chance of getting members Ironi other
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districts. Di;ririg that week many of the local organizations

to which men belong, and societies, both social and beneficial

orders, have banquets or something of that kind. They have

their own things to attend to just previous to Christmas and

if that date could be set even one week earlier to what it is,

the loth to 14th of December, it would still give the members

of this Institute their opportunity to do their shop-

ping and it would give opportunity for men Irom a distance

to come.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Now, is the time to arrange

that date and I think it is a very good thing that you brought

the question up.

BY MR. FOSiEK—This Institute ought to grow and

it must grow from other regions.

BY MR BRETT—I presume we could have it in the

second week instead of the week between the 20th and tlie

25th.

BY THE PRESIDENT—We have another thing to

watch out for and that is payday. A great many of the min-

ing officials have to be around the works around the 15th and

around the ist of the month. Mow do those dates suit? Say

the nth and 12th, would the nth and 12th of December iio?

BY MR. BRETT— I would move that our next semi-

annual meeting, which will be the annual meeting, take place

on December icth and as many days after as the necessity

may require.

Mr. Brett's motion being duly seconded was put to vote

and carried unanimously.

1]Y MR. 1]RETT— I understood the publisher of the

Journal to withdraw his contract altogether. I also under-
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stood that he has journals in preparation not completed yet,

or nearly so. Since he has withdraw altogether what will

become of those publications?

BY THE PRESIDENT—He will have to finish his con-

tract. It was the new proposition that he withdrew.

BY MR BRETT—What about their distribution?

BY THE PRESIDEN r—W e will have to distribute

them ourselves, I suppose.

BY MR. BREIT—That would be a matter for the Ex-

ecutive officers to look after.

BY MR. ROBY—He entered into this contract on the

2ist of July. He took up the proceedings of our June meet-

ing. That would make his two years if he did not take up

the proceedings of this meeting. If he carried this meeting

too that would make five meetings in the two years which of

course he will object to. So we will have to pay the stenog-

rapher for this meeting. In his contract it was his duty to

distribute the journal to the members.

BY THE PRESIDENT—What he said this afternoon

has nothing to do with the old contract whatever.

BY MR. FOSTER—I would move that the Chair appoint

a committee of two or three and let them get propositions

tor the printing of the transactions.

BY THE PRESIDENT—I would like to ask Mr. Bodeu
to act on this committee and Mr. W. E. Fohl.

BY MR. BLICK—Have you any further suggestions for

the committee?
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BY MR. FOSTER—To give these gentlemen some idea

I would suggest that the question of publication should he

based on so much per page and the number of volumes and

the class of binding you v/ant. Then you would also have to

have your publisher have the cuts made. As far as the cuts

are concerned most of them would be photo engravings. That

w^ould require the editor where blue prints are furnished to

make tracings from them because you cannot make a photo

engraving from a blue print. You could ask wherever pos-

sible that drawings be made in black and white. Then the

cuts could be made directly. As far as photographs are con-

cerned, that would be another question of half tones probably.

They are a little more expensive than the etchings.

There being no further business to come before this

meeting of the Institute on motion the Institute was duly ad-

journed to meet on the loth, nth and 12th of December next.

The motion being put to vote was duly carried unan -

mously and the meeting was duly declared adjourned accord-

ingly by the President.
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RECENT INVESTIGATION OF ILLINOIS COAL
FIELDS.

By Frank Vv . DevVolf.

An interesting- feature of the work of the newly estab-

lished State Geological Survey of Illinois is the investigation

of the southern coal field in co-operation with the United

States Geological Society.

The scope of the work includes the preparation of detailed

contour maps of the surface, on a scale of one mile to the inch,

which are followed by geologic maps and reports of a prelim-

inary nature for each seasons work, and, later, detailed maps

and notes as the survey progresses. It is hoped also to make

a study of the composition and uses of coals, their modes of

occurrence as related to methods and costs of mining ; of the

preparation of the coal for market, its transportation, normal

markets and the competition it meets; also of mining meth-

ods, of explosives and gases. Methods of preliminary work
will vary locally. Study will be made of outcrops, well and

coal-test borings and of mining properties, taking special

care to preserve Confidential information and to meet the

wishes of the operators.

The results of the first season's work is published in a

report of the Saline-Gallatin field. The survey will continue

westward across the State through Harrisburg, Marion anJ
Murphysboro, thence northward to Pinckneyville and Bel?-

ville. Last season's work extended from the Indiana line to

Harrisburg, Illinois, and included the Eldorado and New,
Haven quadrangles, which measure 30 miles from east to

west, 18 miles from north to south, and inclose about 550
square miles. Parts of four counties were covered—Saline,

Gallatin, White and Hamilton.

The report appears in the United States Geological Sur-

vey's Economic Bulletin for 1906, with maps showing the sur-

face topography, geologic structure, and locations of mines.
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drill-holes and other datum points. It includes also an illus-

trated discussion of the stratigraphy, showing the intervals

between coals, the lense-like distribution of beds and the hori-

zons aside from those now worked which promise additional

production. Structure and dips are discussed in detail, and

the observed or calculated altitude of coal No. 5 is indicated by

contours or figures. Faulting in local areas is discussed. In

addition, there are included notes on the correlation of Illinois

and Kentucky coals ; on mining methods ; and on analyses and

heat unit determinations.

The rapid development of the area just examined is due

to the excellent quality of the fuel, its extensive distribution

and favorable mining conditions. In 1906 it produced nearly

315,000 tons, a gain of 115 per cent over the preceding year.

Coals occur at 20 or more horizons, but many of these are

local and worthless. The beds now mined are Nos. 7 and 5,

and of these the latter is more valuable, but, since three or

more lower coals are workable in adjoining areas, drilling may
show commercial thickness here.

The horizons of Nos. 7 and 5 underlie practically all of

the Eldorado quadrangle and probably of the New Haven
quadrangle, except where locally cut out by old river channels.

The workability of the seams in the untested area is doubtful,

but, as both beds are valuable in adjoining parts of Ken-

tucky and Indiana beyond the quadrangle margin, it is prob-

able that they are also thick in the intermediate area. -

Coal No. 5, or the Harrisburg seam, is identical with

No. 9 in Kentucky, and is mined under excellent conditions

at Harrisburg, Eldorado, Equality and nearby points. It lies

about 100 feet below coal No. 7, about 90 feet above coal

No. 4, and is probably 430 feet or more above the Caseyville

or Pottsville conglomerate. The uniform thickness and purity

of the bed is characteristic. As observed or reliably reported

at 56 places in the area, it averages 4 feet 11 inches, and in

only two of these is it under 4 feet. The coal is lustrous or

dull black, and occasionally is streaked with ''Mother coal."
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Only occasional bands or patches of sulphur are present.

W hile these impurities usually occur near the top of the

seam, they are local features of no general persistence. The

coal varies from rather hard and tough to soft and

brittle, and is easily cut in all directions, there being

no strong development of cleats. In a few mines

the seam generates fire-damp, but, as it is not dangerous

under normal conditions, open lights are used. The roof is a

hard shale, frequently containing "nigger heads," and stays

up well without excessive timbering. In several mines this

shale sticks to the coal, and some falls with it. Beneath the

seam occurs a thin bed of fire clay.

The quality of this coal and its coke are indicated by

several analyses included in the report. At Dekoven, Ken-

tucky, this bed, after washing, is coked extensively. At

Equality, within the area of this report, the slack makes a

coke which is marketable, though somewhat higher in ash

and sulphur than desired. As Illinois produces no coke ac-

cording to reports, except in this instance, thorough experi-

ments with the seam are well worth while.

Coal No. 7, or the Equality coal, is identical with coal

No. II in Kentucky. It is mined for shipment at Norris City,

and for local use near the outcrop. The bed lies approxi-

mately 50 feet below coal No. 8, 55 feet above No. 6, and 90
to 128 feet above No. 5. Its average thickness, as deter-

mined at 61 places in the area, is 4 feet 4 inches. In 7 of

these localities the coal varies up to 4 feet, and in 4 others i.>

practically absent. The coal is lustrous black, and is appar-

ently rather tender. Its high quality is partly impaired by
occasional streaks or nodules of iron sulphate and by a thin

band of clay shale, which is a persistent feature, and varies

in thickness from >2 to 3 inches. It occurs from 12 to 24
inches above the base of the seam. A number of analyses

of this coal are presented in the report. Its mining condi-

tions, though not known from extensive observations, are ap-

parently good. A roof of black shale about i foot thick
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usually separates it from a limestone. Care is necessary to

prevent the shale from falling with the coal and to prevent

creep of the underlying fire clay, which is from i to 5 feet

thick. While this seam is more irregular in thickness than

No. 5, and has some "horsebacks," present data indicate that

the areas of this coal are only of local extent, and that

there is no definite tendency to thin out in any particular

direction.

There are 10 commercial mines and 2 new shafts being

sunk. The methods of mining employed ni this area vary

from primitive to modern. The commercial shafts vary from

80 to 640 feet in depth, and a number measure about 400 feet.

Workings follow the pillar and room method with slight

variations. Pick mining prevails, and the coal is shot down
and hauled m wooden cars of from one to two tons' capacity

by mules. Usually the shafts are divided into two parts,

9x14 feet each, which are provided vvith single decked cages

of metal construction. The most popular hoisting engine is

that of the Keck-Gonnerman Company, of Mt. Vernon, In-

diana, acting direct on a 6-foot drum. The coal dumps auto-

matically into scales and into shaker and revolving screens.

Box-car loaders are employed to a limited extent. The mines

rc(juiie little pumpiiij; and some need sprinkling- in certain

seasons. Ventilation is usually eflfected by Capell propelling

fans about 12 feet in diameter. Speaking tubes are common,
while electric lights are used underground by one company.

Screened coal chiefly is shipped. It is estimated that in some
cases as iiiucii I'.s 30 ]u:i- cciit is slack, lliis condition will, of

course, be improved by the introduction of machine mining.

As already stated, the slack of No. 5, after washing, makes a

marketable coke, and further development and perfection of

this process is thought to promise much for this field.
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GOVERMENT TESTS OF COALS.

By J. A. Holmes,

Chief of the Technoiogic Branch of the U. S. Geological Siir

vey, and by D. T. Randall, Engineer in Charge of

Abatement and Coal Inspection Investigation.

The cost of coal for the United States Government

about $6,300,000.00 per annum. The annual expenditure of

such a sum of money has led to a demand for better general

information regarding the relative value of the coals available

for Government as well as commerciad use, and it has re-

cently been made the duty of the Technologic Branch of the

Geological Survey to analyze and test the coals used by the

Government, in addition to the general investigations con-

ducted at the Fuel Testing Plant and in the field.

During the past three years trained inspectors in the em-

ploy of the Fuel Testing Division of the Geological Survey

have personally visited 159 mines in 23 States, and have se-

cured two or more samples from each mine. This work was
done to determine the geological features, character and

deemed desirable to determine what dependence might be

placed on samples of coal taken in the mine as representing

commercial value of the coal in each mining district. It was
the coal actuall}^ delivered to the market. For this purpose

two plans have been followed. In one, the sample is taken

and impurities discarded in accordance with instructions to

miners for separating foreign matter from the coal. This

method, when checked by samples taken from coal shipped in

cars under ordinary working conditions, shows that mine

samples are usually considerably better than the actual de-

livery of coal, due to the failure of the miners to fully carry

out instructions. This difference may be indicated by com-

parison of the ash content of the coal in the two cases. The
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average results show for run-of-niine coal 30 per cent more
ash in the coal delivered than in the mine sample.

The other method of mine sampling follows as nearly as

possible the actual methods which miners follow, regardless

of what their instructions may be. By this method samples

may be secured by an experienced inspector that correspond

closely with the car deliveries, but considerable time is re-

quired for observing the work of the miners in different parts

of the mine, and the jiidgment of the inspector is depended

on to secure the result.

In both methods precautions are taken by the inspector

to secure a correct sample. A vertical cut is made over the

face of the coal, and cuttings are caught on a waterproof

blanket spread on the floor of the mine. Impurities are re-

jected, in accordance w^ith the usual miners' practice. After

being crushed to i^-inch pieces or smaller, the coal is thor-

oughly mixed, quartered down, and the resulting sample

placed in a metal can holding about one quart, and sealed

air-tight. All this work is done in the mine where the sample

is taken, and as rapidly as possible, to avoid loss of moisture

Samples as usually furnished from mines are not to be

depended on as representnig the coal which will be delivered

commerciall}^ This difference is mainly due to failure of

miners to obey instructions regarding the rejection of im-

purities, to differences in the quality of the coal in different

parts of the mine, and to the fact that different beds of -coal

are often mined at the same time and the output mixed. Lack

of care in mining and of preparation of coal for the market

explains in a great measure variation in the amount of ash

in coal delivered from the same mine at different times. In.

sections of the country where coal is washed, the variation

in quality may be considerable, due to carelessness of the at-

tendant of the washer. The tendency with persons inexperi-

enced in sampling is to select a sample much better than the

average product. In many cases samples are taken by select-

ing a nice-looking lump, breaking it down and shipping it in
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a cloth sack, thus allowing the moisture to evaporate. Such

a sample represents the best coal in the mine and, uninten-

tionally in most cases, establishes a much higher value of coal

than can be commercially delivered.

During the past winter samples of coal from several of

the Government buildings in Washington were secured by

members of the Fuel Testing Division and analyses made
under direction of Prof. N. W. Lord, of Ohio University.

Samples were usually taken from the coal as it was being un

loaded from cars or from wagons. In the case of car de-

liveries, it has been found that it is necessary to take small

quantities from many parts of the car as it is being unloaded,

in order to obtain a fair sample, for the reasons that the coal

is often brought to the car from different parts of the mine,

and in transit the heavier portions of the coal tend to settle

to the bottom. Analysis of samples from the top and bottom

of cars often show considerable differences in percentage of

ash. In case coal is delivered in wagons and stored in bins, it

is preferred to obtain samples by taking a small quantity from

each load, or at regular intervals as the wagons are being

dumped into the bins. In cases of small deliveries of anthra-

cite coal, it has been found satisfactory to take samples from

a number of points over the surface of the coal when it has

been impossible to channel through the bin, which is preferred

when practicable.

These samples vary from. 100 to 500 pounds, according

to the amount of coal delivered The coal is collected pn

shovels in such a manner as to represent the delivery as

closely as possible, and is placed in closed cans, each holding

about 60 pounds, which are locked when filled. These samples

are crushed in a small rotary crusher to ^-inch pieces or

smaller. The crushed coal is automatically divided into quar-

ters by passing through a special sampling tube designed by
the chemical division. The resulting sample is further re-

duced by quartering until a quart sample is secured. Pre-
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caution is taken throughout the work to prevent loss of

moisture.

Assuming that the value of anthracite coals for gener

ating steam depends on the heating value of the coal, i. e., that

the coals may all be burned with equal efficiency, the several

contracts have been calculated to determine the number of

heat units in the '"coal as received" for one cent; thereby in-

dicating the relative values of the different sizes and grades.

It is becoming more and more difficult to secure sufficient

anthracite coal at prices which correspond favorably with

prices for bituminous coal. At the same time, there is little

bituminous coal burned in the Government buildings in

Washington, on account of the difficulty of preventing smoke

with the present equipment, much of which is old and in-

efficient.

The Fuel Testing Division of the Geological Survey is

about to conduct a series of experiments on boiler furnaces

with bituminous coal to determine a number of important

factors, among which is the possibility of burning such coal

without smoke in three types of furnaces, viz. : one hand-

fired with special firebrick combustion chamber and automatic

air admission, one mechanical stoker of the underfeed type,

and one mechanical stoker of the overfeed type. All of these

furnaces are to be set in relation to the boilers in the most

favorable manner to secure complete combustion. The re-

sults of these experiments will be of importance, not only to

the Government, but to the commercial interest of the

country.
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WINTER MEETING OF THE COAL MINING INSTI-

TUTE OF AMERICA, DECEMBER 10, 1907.

The winter session of the Coal Mining Institute of

America was called to order in the Supreme Court room of

.the Court House, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, by President

Keighley, at 10:30 o'clock a. m., Tuesday, December loth.

1907.

PRESIDENT KEIGHLEY—Before I take up my ad-

dress, I will say that I think that some time during the meet-

ing we ought to take up the matter of this awful accident

that has recently happened. Everyone is feeling nervous, be-

cause in spite of everything we can do, no matter what you

try to do, sometimes these accidents will happen. It is no

time now for criticism, or for saying, ''I told you so." The
present duty is to the families and the rescuing of the sur-

vivors and the recovery of the bodies of those who have been

killed ; and the putting of the mines all over the country in

the best possible shape. Then there is plenty of time for

criticism. That can be done at any time. There should not

be any spirit of criticism at this time at all. It is entirely out

of place.

PRESIDENT KEIGHLEY'S ADDRESS.

The burning issue of the day and all-absorbing topic

of the hour appears to be finance, or, getting down to what
interests the coal operator and coke manufacturer, currency
for payrolls. The state of affairs existing for some time back
is certainly a peculiar one. We have a panic on our hands
without even the most remote necessity for it. Crops are

good and have been good, and it has been stated that this

year's crops will bring the farmers of the Unifed States one
thousand million dollars more than last year's, and there is an
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enormous surplus which foreign lands are eager to get at

prices that will compare favorably with any recived hereto-

fore.

The mining and manufacturing industries of the land

never were in a more flourishing condition than they were

just prior to the flurry over currency. It is a fact that even

now, after the wheels of industry have been clogged to a.

great extent by the tears of a panic—stricken public, it is al-

most mipossible to get prompt deliveries of much-needed ma-

terial in many lines. Further, there is no plethora of first-

class mechanics and desirable laboiers in the land, and they

are rapidly getting less in number. Neither is there an over-

stock of manufactured goods in any line.

To a certain extent there has been a slackening in min-

ing and manufacturing, but if this matter is investigated

closely it will be discovered that it is the result of too much
hurried work during the past few years ; both men and ma-

chinery are fatigued, and need rest and rejuvenating all

around. It may seem rather absurd to you for me to talk

about machinery bemg fatigued, but there is such a thing as

fatigue in machinery and materials. After a long period of

work and strain they become inefficient, just as labor and the

mental faculties do ; so the slackening in the production of

minerals and manufactures does not necessarily mean that we
are going to the dogs. It is a natural process that comes

about in spite of ourselves, just as winter and summer succeed

each other and affect agricultural conditions and bring about

the periods of seed-time and harvest. There can be no such

thing as an unceasing flow of prosperity, and it is well for

the human race that such is the case. Investigators into

plant life and the conditions governing and affecting the same

have discovered that the years of drought and adverse condi-

tions are the years that develop superior forms of vegetation.

1 he seeds saved from the struggling survivors of drought and

adverse conditions are the producers of the fruits, grains and

grasses that are now the hope of the future. vSo well is this
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principle known to the men at the head of our agricultural

institutions that they are incessantly watching, not so much

for the well-fattened germ, but for the germ that, in spite of

adverse conditions, still' survived, and to it they look for the

greatest future benefits. Why should not the same hold good

in trade matters?

We have heard a great deal in connection with finance

lately about "the man that rocked the boat" and the ''big

stick," and it has occurred to me that if the United States

w^ould adopt a little of German tactics, and put in force what

is termed ''lese majesty,'' it might be a good thing for the

country. If the people of any land have so little respect for

their ruler as to make him an object of ridicule, it is time to

call a halt. How the President's warning can be so construed

as to give anyone the slightest pretext for lampooning him as

''the man that rocked the boat" is beyond my comprehension.

He did not rock the boat ; he simply saw that it was his duty

to call the attention of the crew of the overloaded boat to the

storm that certainly would rock and wreck it if they did not

make preparations to meet it. The cry has been voiced by
blatant mouths that the sentinel placed on the battlements of

our land, as it were, to give warning of the approach of the

enemy, has been guilty of bringing disaster to our industries.

He should have been given credit for his watchfulness in

sounding the alarm, and he is given credit for this by the

honest and thoughtful people of the land. What do the

American people want—a figure-head, or a live, observant and
fearless man? You know what their answer is.

As to the big stick, there is no doubt it is needed, and,

fortunately for us, fearless hands have it in their grasp. How-
ever, if the little switch has been more judiciously applied in

the home of the citizens of this Republic there would be no
need for the big stick. The real seat of all this trouble is not

so much in the high places as lower down. The truth of this

whole matter is that our present troubles are really caused
more from lack of sincerity on our part, and the want of
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faith in our fellow man, than anything else. The idea seems

to have got into the heads of the American people generally

that all are damned rascals, and possibly each man has doubts,

even about himself, and that may account for the increase of

late in self-destruction in evidence all over the land.

It is an axiom that a tree is judged by its fruits. The
fact that we have some diseased fruit in the way of corrupt

politicians, embezzling bankers, crooked financiers, etc., at

the top, is no evidence that the trouble originates in the fruit

of the tree, but is suggestive that the trouble might be found

in the tree itself. Instead of looking up high for this trouble

we must look to the tree, both root and branch. If honesty is

required in the ranks there will be no dishonesty in the offi-

cials occupying high places. When citizens of this country

go to Europe, the so-called people of wealth, refinement and

education, and come back swathed in hundreds of yards of

fine laces and jewels disposed about their persons in order

to cheat the government of which they claim to be the patri-

otic bulwarks, it is pretty evident they do not have a proper

appreciation of what constitutes real honesty. Many a self-

imagined patriot travels on the train, and if the conductor

forgets to take up his ticket he thinks it is a creditable thing

to tell his friends how he beat the railroad out of his fare.

We find the same state of afifairs on the street cars. If one

of these patriots (and I am talking about one now who really

thinks he is an honest man), can let the conductor pass him

without surrendering his fare, he will do it almost invariably.

You know just as well as I do that things similar to those I

have cited do occur; and I could give you many instances of

it, if time would permit, that occur daily and are viewed, not

as dishonesty, but as a kind of smartness.

People delude themselves with the idea that it is right

to beat corporations whenever they can, forgetting that a cor-

poration is simply an aggregation of individuals. It is a fact

that can not 1)e contradicted that railroad companies, steam-

ship companies, 'mining concerns, manufacturing concerns,
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the very government, and, in fact, business men of every kind,

are plundered daily. The employe of a large mining concern

will walk off with hundreds of pounds of coal in broad day-

light as though he were doing a creditable action; he will

steal material, such as plank, nails and different supplies that

are required for the operation of a property, and, at times, will

even remove safety appliances and think nothing about it. It

has got to be a clironic disease with the public that anything

you can swipe from a company or corporation—without be-

ing caught— is something creditable. Their faculties in this

Hnc have become so dulled and blunted that they do not

really know the distinguishing line between honesty and dis-

honesty.

It is often said that there is no justice for the poor man,

and that the law protects the rich. Is this true? What arc

Kentucky and Idaho saying about this today? Will a jury of

today bring in a verdict in favor of a business concern if an

ordinary man is the defendant? It is not for me to answer

these questions, but I will say that it requires more courao-e

at the present time to be an honest juror than to face belching

cannon, bristling bayonets and rattling musketry on the

battlefield ; and his belongings, even his life and the lives of

those dear to him, are in greater danger than if exposed to the

ravages of an invading army.

Many of those that constitute the upper ten, four hun-

dred, aristocracy, society, or whatever you choose to term it,

who thnik that their hands are clean, very often are the means
of making dishonest men out of good men. It is the bank
official that makes the biggest showing in the way of divi-

dends that is likely to be the popular man with these people,

for the reason that the dividends afford them the means by
which they can adorn themselves with jewels and fine rai-

ment. They do not seem to care how the dividends come,
so they come, therefore the great man, the brilliant man, the

smart man, is the one that shows the big dividends, no mat-
ter whether they come through breweries, gin distilleries,
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saloons, or some other institutions of rank odor unnecessary

to name but the existence of which }'ou are well aware of.

As a iDusmess man, I know that it is a fact that if a

brewery wanted to borrow money from many banks, and

money was required for the completion of a church edifice,

the chances are the brewery would get the money. I hav^

heard of discussions where an attempt was made to prove

that it was a better thing to advance money to a brewery

than to the other institution, probably for the reason that the

brewery was a great dividend producer, and would continue

so, for the reason that people drank as much or more in bad

times as in good times.

I have no intention to create the impression here that all

banks that make large dividends are crooked, because I know
that it is possible for many large banking institutions to

make large dividends and make them legitimately. However,

that is not the point ; the point is this : There is rivalry in

human nature ; and no matter where the man is or what his

line of business may be, it is naturally his desire to get at

least as good results as any one else; and when people fall all

over a bank official, pat hnn on the back and smother him

with adulation, there is every inducement for him to get divi-

dends, no matter how they come. Banks are a necessity, and,

if well managed, are a blessing to any community ; but that

does not excuse the existence of organizations whose taciics

are of the free-booter order.

As to the piratical craft that infest the financial seas of

the land, probably to a greater extent than any other land, I

will say that as unprincipled pirates sail the financial seas

today as ever scourged the seas that laved the Spanish main

of old. Possibly the term free-booter would be more ap-

plicable than that of financier to some of the men that are

plundering the public today. This is all on the outside; but

there is another side, an inside to this outside: If these

pirates exist today, the public, to a certain extent, has made
their existence possible, for the reason that every pirate craft,
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or to be more exact, financial concern, is forced to arm itself

not only against similar craft, but against the almost innu-

merable fleets of little free-booters that exist on every hand.

Just why a certain financier named his private yacht the

Corsair, I do not know; but it has always struck me that it

was in a degree a confirmation of the well-known fact that

man and domestic animals often reveal traces of ancestral

traits, just as the circling maneuvers of the dog before he

lies down proves his wolfish origin. I do not wish to intimate

that the owner of the Corsair is a pirate, or that his yacht is

engaged in piratical actions ; but it is a fact, demonstrated by

history, that mankind's tendency has ever been of a predatory

character. As far back as we can go in history we find that

one tribe warred on another; later, we find that one nation

warred against others, and finally, transferred their warlike

propensities from land to sea, and for centuries piracy raged

far and wide. This same predatory inclination has been trans-

ferred from the briny deep to the financial seas, hence I am
justified in likening the acts of some of our financial men to

those of the f-ree-booter
;
they may not be the same in method,

but the principle is the same.

As a business man, ,1 know that any concern has a dcs

perate struggle for existence from the time of its birth until

it acquires the gigantic proportions of the Standard Oil Com-
pany. The Pennsylvania Kailroad Company, and corpora-

tions of similar ilk, are largely what they are today by reason

of having been forced to protect themselves from attacks on

every hand. The smallest man does not hesitate for one

minute to attack a corporation if he can do it, regardless of

the fact that these corporations are an aggregation of indi-

viduals, and these individuals are stockholders who have

families dependent upon them. Some of the stockholders in

such concerns as the the Standard Oil, Pennsylvania Railroad

and U. S. Steel Corporation are widows and orphans, and

while the deluded public may imagine they are punishing a

big concern by wrecking it, they are really wrecking the lives
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and homes of people who are unable to protect themselves.

'J his argument is not intended to absolve these concerns from

guilt, or to advise that they should not be punished ; if they

arc guilty, and some of them undoubtedly are; they should

be punished, but ihey should not be punished at the

expense of the small stockholder. For instance, the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company, which to some peo-

ple is a huge vampire, has something like one hundred

thousand stockholders. If that great system were wrecked

today through efforts to bring guilt home to it, the disaster

would be widespread; it would stop the wheels of industry

and deprive many people of their means of subsistence, both

as employes and owners of stock. It is not my intention to

champion the cause of manufacturing concerns, railroads,

trusts, etc., yet I cannot shut my eyes to the fact that they

have done great things for the human race, things that could

not have been accomplished without them. Their faults, fail-

ings, and wrong doings should be corrected or punished, but

they should not be wantonly destroyed, as that would react

upon Labor and do irreparable injury.

Capital and labor are more closely related than most
^people imagine. What real difference is there between the

holder of stock and the man who works on the railroad? The
laborer is working for money; the genuine stockholder re-

ceives his stock through the payment of money that exists by
reason of labor performed at some prior time—it represents

labor, therefore should not be destroyed any more than labor

itself.

In all probability, the real root of the troubles in this

country at this time is in the fact that labor is looked upon
as something degrading to mankind, whereas it should b^

just the reverse. Nothing in the way of trade or business

could possibly exist but for labor. The gigantic ocean steamer,

the dream in marble, the enchanting vision on canvas, the

arts and sciences, all mean labor. What is wanted is more
rcs])cct for labor and the real laborer, not the fake one, and
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more respect for common honesty ; then there will be no

panics, because a panic cannot exist if each man has faith in

his fellow man. It is not for me to say how this present

financial difficulty can be overcome; it is not in my line; but

•there is no doubt it can be solved, and will be solved, by go-

ing down to the bottom, and not harping so much on what is

on top, and which really would not exist if the tree itsel'"

were sound.

Changing the subject: My term as president of the Coal

Mining Institute of America terminates with the present

session. You are going to elect a new president. It has been

my good fortune to be president of the Coal Mining Institute

of America for two years, and of the Western Pennsylvania

Coal Mining Institute for four years. It certainly will always

be a source of pride to me that these two institutions ha"\ e

grown considerably since I took the chair. Some of you

here know how far our attendance had dropped down in years

gone by, and you also know the present strength of the Insti-

tute. Perhaps a little of this is due to my effort, but the bulk

of it comes from those who have assisted me. If there is one

thing gratifying to me above many others in this connection,

it is the fact that the members of the U. S. Geological Survey

have taken so much interest in the w^ork of this Institute of

late, and have aided us so greatly. They have brought into

the Institute a new interest in the science of geology. It is

true w^e did have some papers on geological lines before the

gentlemen referred to proffered their aid, but they were to a

great extent simply rehashes of various geological publica-

tions. The papers that have been presented here by the

gentlemen connected with the U. S. Geological Survey were
the result of actual contact and practical experience with the

conditions as they existed on the ground.

It is a singular thmg that geology is one of the newer
sciences. If my memory serves me correctly, it is not more
than loo years since geology began to be recognized as a

science that had an important bearing on the progress of the
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human race. Instead of being one of the latest sciences to

be taken up by men generally, it should have been the first,

for the reason that geology really begins with the foundation

of our system of worlds. The farmer, if he only knew it, is

not only an agriculturist, but a miner and geologist. Every

blade of grass, every spear of wheat, shrub, tree, or flower,

is a miner, for they all delve down into the soil and extract

therefrom the various minerals that give them their strength,

beauty and utility. There can be no such thing as vegetable

life without silicates, alkalines, carbonates, etc. The soil

which the farmer tills is simply the detritus derived from the

disintegration of the rocks, and, when we look into this mat-

ter carefully, it becomes amazing to think that all the inhab-

itants of the world are sustained on a thin crust of soil that,

in bulk, bears the same relationship to our earth as does the

blush upon its cheek to the peach itself; in other words, the

soil that furnishes the agricultural ground of the earth is no

thicker than the blush on the peach when the two are con-

sidered comparatively. There is every reason to believe that

this blush, detritus, soil, or whatever you may call it, on the

face of the earth has been worked over and over again thou-

sands of times. Scientists ha\e figured that the number of

tlie human race alone that have come into existence and died

since the earth was inhabited by man would weight many
times more than this surface envelope. The same thing may
be said of atmosphere and water; they have been used in-

numerable times, and there is really no such a thing as virgin

soil, ])ure water, and pure atmosphere.

^'ou can see from this that geology is really the most

important of all sciences. No one realizes this more than the

]Vcsi(;crit of the United Stales, for he has issued notices for

a conference wherel)y the natural resources of this country

may be considered and conserved ; and I have no hesitation

in saying that, vvhcn the Lime ccuncs, the men who will ^^e

al)le to tell the most about it, and best direct the efforts to

conscrxe the natural resources of this country to bring abo.it
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the best results, will be the g-eologists. Important as the

financier may seem today, the geologist is more important;

for, though gold is the basis ot any reputable and creditable

currency, yet it origi4iates from the stony or rocky envelope

of the earth. To the miner and producer of coal geology is

of parmount importance. Many mines have been wrecke'l

and more have become unprofitable through failure to take

into consideration facts that could have been determined

through this science. I think the department of the Govern-

ment now known as the U. S. Geological Survey will become

more and more important as the years pass by, and, in the

end, will be the base upon which the vast and glorious fabric

that is now being erected by the people of the United State?

will rest,—certainly no better earthly foundation could be

found.

Coming closer to the mines, perhaps nothing in the min-

ing industry has of late given so much trouble and so much
anxiety as labor conditions. A few years ago, when the min-

ing industry had not assumed the vast proportions of today,

the labor employed about mines was to a great extent com-

posed of American citizens, or those who were anxious to be-

come American citizens, therefore they were, to a certain .de-

gree, interested in the welfare of the mines and looked to

them for sustenance. If times were dull and employment
difficult to get, the employes of the mines stayed somewhere
in the neighborhood, at least not a great distance away, know-
ing full Avell there would be need again for their services, and

in that respect it was much better for the mine operator than

the conditions of today. Existing conditions in a great many
minmg localities are, speaking in a general way, something

as follows: Probably lo per cent of the mining population

are American citizens, 90 per cent are floaters who never

came to our shores with the intention of staying, but for the

purpose of getting a little money and then returning to their

native land to spend the rest of their days in ease. Tlie con

sequence now is that on the first indication of one of our so
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called panics (and perhaps after all panics is the best term for

those conditions, as it is a panic-stricken condition of the in-

dividual himself) these floaters skip to their native land, tak-

ing with them the money they have saved and depriving our

land of both their muscle and money. It appears to me now
that the next panic to strike this land will be a labor panic;

instead of a scarcity of money there will be a scarcity of labor,

and it is absolutely useless for us to expect native-born Amer-

icans to help us in that time of trouble. As I said before,

labor is now looked upon by the younger generation as some-

thing degrading and contaminating, and, unless a different

feeling is instilled into our children, this weakness will cer-

tainly be the ruin of the land. All history demonstrates that

the fairest and most fruitful lands finally come into the hands

of those that are possessed of energy, physical endurance and

willingness to work, and that will continue to be the case.

Some of the wiseacres of this generally sensible people

say let the floaters return to their native land, they will come
back again, and it relieves us of the burden of taking care of

them until prosperity returns for our industries. Some of

them will no doubt come back and gather wool again, but

many will not, and their places will be taken by a class still

more ineflicient. Is it logical to allow our land to be shorn

time and again of trained laborers and money, too? Every

laborer so returned to a foreign land takes from us not only

tangible wealth, but latent wealth that cost this land ufltold

sums in the waste of precious minerals during their appren-

ticeship, through their ignorance and time-being inaptitude

for their work. The public may not know this, but our mines

and wantonly wasted black diamonds show it. We will feel

it keenly some day. The laborer that gets his training here

at a ruinous price in the way of lost jewels, and gathers up

wealth here, has a right to stay here and help to bear the bur-

den of adversity as well as to reap the fruits of prosperity. Is

this land of ours to become a toilet room for the scum of
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luirope? If so, do not be surprised to see the Stars and

Stripes converted into a mop.

A short time ago it was my good fortune to attend a con-

ference of men who are greatly interested in the question of

Immigration, and I certaintly learned more in a few minutes

than 1 ever did at any time in my life before in whole days.

One of the speakers,, a man of world-wide repute, a foreigner

whose knowledge of the English language was so imperfect

that it was a difficult matter for him to express his thoughts

on this matter, but who still managed to arouse such an in-

terest in the audience before him that it probably will bear

fruit later on, remarked that the Archbishop of Russia had

said that notwishstanding Russia's hours of humiliation, the

Slav would yet rule the world. There is, in a measure, con-

firmation of this possibility in history, if you will but recollect

that Atilla the Hun scoured Europe with his irresistible

hordes of barbarians, even raided the palaces of Imperial

Rome and wrecked that empire. It is possible that some

such state of afTairs might come to pass in this country at no

distant period, unless something is done in the way of con-

sidering the best means of utilizing and controlling the vast

hordes of labor that come to our shores, and which are sorely

needed even now, in spite of the so-called panic. The speaker

referred to, although a citizen of a foreign land, plead for

our aid to help make citizens out of these emigrants from

his land by showing them the benefits to be derived from the

institutions and elevating tendencies of this land of ours. He
did not say, let them go back; but said, keep them, and make
new men of them—men that will help to build up and not

tear down the country and carry oft to foreign lands its

money, muscle and skill, perhaps to compete with us later on.

Another speaker made the remark that the flood of immi-

grants sweeping over our land was really America's oppor-

tunity. I-Ie said the American nation, and by the way, this

speaker was an .\merican citizen, was a nation of immigrants.

We are all really aliens to these lands, as you know. He said
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he was firmly convinced that these vast hordes of immigrants

were directed to our shores by Providence, and that if we
would but do our duty by them, from these different natures,

dispositions, temperaments and qualities, there would arise

an American citizen superior to any ever dreamed of. As
nearly as I can recollect, he said the thrift of the Hollander,

the crude energy of the Slav, the versatility of the Frenchman,

the artistic temperament of the Italian and the imperturbabil-

ity of the Turk, would all be combined in such a way as to

produce the crowning climax of the human race.

It may seem to you that I have wandered away from

what is really germane to the prmciples of this Institute, and

on its face I will admit I have
;
but, after all, we have to get

down to the roots, and not look at the topmost branches. If

we are to have success in mming it will be through thorough

scrutiny, study, and earnest endeavor to mold the materia^

we have before us for the purpose we have in view. That is

really what Ihis Institute was organized for years ago, and I

can well remember, for I have been a member of one or the

other of the institutes now incorporated under the title of the

Coal Mining Institute of America for twenty years or more-—

that few operators considered mining a science worth notic-

ing. Operators of mines and foremen of mines were in many
cases absolutely ignorant of this science; no further proof of

this is required than the wanton destruction in the past of

much of our most valuable coal and other mineral depasits.

The sole motive of the mem]:.ers of this Institute was to

create an interest in mining; and to create that interest, all

branches of science necessarily had to be taken up. You can

not mine coal w^ithout machinery; you can not have ma-

chinery without mechanics; mechanics cannot exist without

men of science, etc., so that what 1 have said is really widen-

ing the scope of the Institute and not belittling it and its

work. I can rcmcm])er that when I first became interested

in mining, and thought of making it my life's work, it was

impossible for me to buy a work on coal mining in the United
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States. I had to send to England for the first work I pos-

sessed, and that was William ilopton's "Conversation on

Mines Between Father and Son." This will, in a measure,

help you to realize what vast strides have been made in the

science of mining in only thirty-five years ; for it is about

thirty-five years since I had to send to England for that book

in order that I might learn something about real coal mining.

Today we have mining schools, mining institutes, and

mining journals by the thousands. A great deal of this ad-

vance in the science of mining has been brought about by

coal-mining institutes ; but you must not imagine that this was
done by the presidents of such institutes. I want to impress

upon your minds now that you must not expect your new
president to do all the work of this Institute

;
you will have

to do it, in fact, you have been doing it ; for the papers pre-

pared for you, and their discussion, on the various subjects

connected with minmg have brought about all the work this

Institute has accomplished.

The CoaJ Mining Institute of America must look well to

its laurels, or it may be in danger of losing them. A new in-

terest has sprung up in the land. The Y. M. C. A. has inaug-

urated a system of local mining institutes throughout the

State of Pennsylvania. I have attended some of these insti-

tutes, and I must confess they are being conducted with such

vim and enthusiasm that the work they are accomplishing is

enough to bring a blush to the cheeks of the members of some
of the older institutes. I am almost tempted to say, ancient

ones. I well know there was no intention that these local in-

stitutes should be anything more than supplements to the

parent institute, but if they possess more vigor than we do,

they Avill ultimately lead; so it behooves you to not lag. The
world is moving, and you must move with it, or be trampled

down by the progressive legions now close behind.

I know you are all interested in the future prospects for

coal and coke, so I will endeavor to give you my views on that

all-important question. I can not see anything but brightness
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for both in the future. With the coal production in the United

States at the 416 million ton mark for 1906, and coke output

for Pennsylvania alone over the 23 million ton mark for the

same year, we are nearing the point where it will be a diffi-

cult matter to keep up development to meet the increase in

demand for both coal and coke.

The increase in the production of coal is averaging some-

thing like 22 million tons per year, and, as deeper sinkings

are more and more required, railroads to be extended to reach

them, the product to be carried farther and farther, and thin

seams with more irregular deposition and more costly mining

taking the place of the thicker and more cheaply mined seami,

prosperity in coal and coke in the near future is a certainty.

The cry of over-production in coal and coke will fall flat,

for the reason that the production of coal and coke pretty

generally keeps pace with the demand. Heavy stocks of coal

and coke are not carried, for the reason that their very bulk

prevents the carrying of excessive stocks. Imagine a stock of

five per cent of the production of 1906—that would not be

much of an over-production—and then figure bin room for 20

million tons of coal ! Twenty per cent is not considered an

alarming stock in many lines, and in coal and coke it would

be a literal and actual impossibility, for it would mean the

storing of 80 million tons. Where could that be placed in

storage? Coal is a perishable commodity, therefore when not

wanted it is not produced for storage purposes in quantity

that would cut any figure compared with 416 million tons. I

think there is no foundation for alarm as to the future of coal

and coke as a business, but these should be a fear that not

many years hence there will be both a coal and coke famine.

The highest autliority on coal today declares that, even

now, with all our boasted progress in mining methods, 50 per

cent of our coal is Ijeing wasted , where is there a business

man that would fret about lack of orders when 50 per cent

of the commodity he deals in is destroyed before it leaves his

hands? Would the tea and coffee merchant whine about poor
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trade prospects if the kitchen mechanic would empty out one-

half of every package before it reached the. pot? We have

something more serious to think about than want of trade in

coal and coke. The question we should get serious over is

:

Whence is it to come after avvdiile to make trade possible?

We are producing cheap coal today, and paying a price of

one-half our capital for the privilege—we ought to hang our

heads in shame.

In conclusion, I wish to thank you for the confidence the

members of this Institute liave had in me, and the aid you

have given me during the years I iiave had the honor of serv-

ing you as president. It is my earnest and sincere desire that

the Coal Mining Institute of America will, under its new
president, become more powerful and reach a higher plane

than ever, and I can assure you I shall always be proud of tlie

fact that I was once president of the Institute that was the

real molder of the mining laws of the great State of Penn^

sylvania.

BY MR. B. F. JONES—I want to say this is the most

remarkable paper I have heard our president deliver in this

Institute. I think every meeting we have had of the Insti-

tute Mr. Keighley has improved on his previous message. I

have no doubt every sentiment he has expressed meets with

the thorough approval of this Institute. I slightly differ from

him in one matter, and I mention it because I think, though
it IS a side issue, it directly concerns this Institute as a

mining question. I do not agree with him as to the foreigner

going home, being here only for the purpose of accumulating

means and then leaving and that is the end of it. I look upon
the present invasion of the Slav, the Pole, the Italian as a per-

manent thing. I believe it is just as permanent as was the

coming of the Irish, the Scotch, the AVelsh and the English

miner. They are here to stay for all time. Their children

are being born here, and they are going to be our American
citizens. And, take it from me, that in the mining communi-
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ties of Pennsylvania m fifteen or twenty years from now they

will control our politics. It is the drink evil among them
that I want to talk about. The deliveries of beer by the

brewery wagons and the deliveries of Avhiskey by the distil-

lery wagons in our mining towns and our industrial centers

are a serious menace to the welfare of Pennsylvania. They
are bringing it on wheels, wholesale, to the homes of thesv^

people. This practice was never attempted with the Welsh,

the Scotch, the Irish and the P.nglish miners. They had too

much respect for their families to allow this stuff to come co

their back doors as it does now. It is the foreigners from

southern Europe, \id'io are with us predominantly, that are be-

ing exploited. There is not an industrial community of any

kind in Pennsylvania that breweries are not springing up like

mushrooms. What is the condition of these men? The stuff

is delivered at their homes. They get drunk and they sta}'

drunk, so that their minds become stupefied, and I believe

that many of the mine accidents are due to this cause. They
get drunk Saturday evening, stay drunk Sunday, and they

are not fit for work Monday. The Legislature of Pennsyl-

vania has placed no restriction upon the brewers and distil-

lers. It gives them a liberal license, but the intent and spirit

of the law is that they shall manufacture and deliver to the

retailer to sell to the people who wish it by the glass. The
retailer has to pay a large retail license. He has to close his

saloon at 10 o'clock, or whatever the hour is, and wlren a

man gets drunk he shall not give him any more. Not so

with the brewer and distiller. They can fill him up, and keep

him full day and night, Sunday included ; and they do it.

There is a deplorable desecration of the Sabbath day from this

cause in all the mining towns where they do not have police

protection. There is a movement now on in Pennsylvania for

local option that is gaining some headway. I do not wish to

stand here as a prohibitionist or as an advocate of local

option. 1 do not want local option. To these people who
come here and want to drink I do not want to say, you shall
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not have it. But what is the use of local option? Does it

promote temperance? At Export, in Franklin township, in

Westmoreland county, the Westmoreland Coal Company has

a large mining plant. Under the old Constitution, prior to

1873, that township had, and still has, local option. No
saloons can be licensed in that township. What is the effect?

Export has about twenty speakeasies. I believe it is the most

corrupt community in the state of Pennsylvania, because it

has local option. So I am not in favor of local option. But I

appeal to this Institute to use whatever influence it has to

say to the next Legislature, "you must so amend the laws

that these privileges of the brevv^ers and distillers shall be

cut out. Our mine workmen shall not be exploited and de-

bauched and made drunk wholesale. It is bad enough that

it may be done retail."

BY MR. KEIGHLEY— I agree with what Mr. Jones

says. Some of them come back, but I am afraid that some

of them have not a very high opinion of our country, and if

they are going to come back, I think we had better show

them something better. You will remember that Dr. Roberts,

that man from New York, made the same remark. He said

we do not give them a high opinion of our system of gov-

ernment, and there is a great deal of truth in that. He said

he went to a Slavish church one Sunday in one of those an-

thracite towns where the pastor was a man by the name of

Savoski. And he said he looked over that congregation of

Soo people and he remarked to Mrs. Savoski, "I do not see

more than one woman in ten.'' ' Yes," she answered, ''Nine-

tenths of our congregation are Slavish, and they are men."

He looked over the congregation and said, "I notice they are

all showing the greatest of reverence. They appear to be

attending closely to the services. And I see in this congrega-

tion two gray haired men." '"Yes," she said,, "they are all

young men but those two. That man over there has been in

this country only three weeks and he came here because he
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had no other place to go. And the other man came here out

of curiosity." Can you go into any American gathering and

see young men in the majority or see any men at all in the

majority in these congregations in the churches? You see the

ladies in the majority and you do not see the young men.

The way to get these men back is to show them something

better than they have. However, the Young Men's Christian

Association is well attending to that.

BY MR. I. G. ROBY—Before we get any further along,

I would like to move a vote of thanks to our president for

this paper that he has just read, a rising vote of thanks.

BY MR. AFFELDER—Not only for his paper, but for

his successful term as a president.

The motion being put to vote, was carried by a unani-

mous rising vote.

BY MR. AFFELDER—There is one point brought out

by the author, and that is the local institutes of the Y. M.

C. A. And also the matter of our local classes and our local

Institute. And I came to this Institute today with one spe-

cific purpose in mind, and that was to talk on that subject,

although I will probably speak on a few others also. You
cannot keep me down. Mr. Logan is not here today", so I

will have to talk for both of us. But there are not enough

people here at present to hear what I have got to say. Mr.

Fay is here and we are going to try to get this Institute to

do something which will make us all feel that we have done

some good in the world. And we are going to wait until

there are enough people here so that talking to them will do

some good, for I am quite sure that it will be done.

BY THE PRESIDENT— I wish to express my apprecia-

tion of your vote of thanks that you treated me to just now.
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BY MR. BLICK—Mr. President and Members of the

Institute: I think the president has brought something be-

fore us that would be quite sufficient to occupy the whole

lime of three days with discussion, according to my apprecia-

tion of his papers. I never heard him bring such an able

paper before the Institute before. Neither have I heard any-

body else bring such an able paper with such points of inter-

est as are embodied therein, not only to the Institute, but to

the public in general. A great deal has been brought out in

the paper that I cannot remember. I will have to refer to it

again when I see it in print. But of the many things that im-

pressed me, I am sure that if we give ear to them and act

according to his suggestions it must certainly redound to the

advancement and welfare of the Institute and of each one

who is present here.

The first thing the president brought out that struck my
attention, he talked about the politician and the statesman.

There is a great difference between these two, a great con-

trast between the politician and the statesman. An average

politician, as I have found them, is a man who has selfish in-

terests first. He will sink into any mean trickery in order

to accomplish his purpose and benefit himself, never think-

ing about anyone else until he has done that. When he has

accomplished that purpose he will look around for a few inti-

mate friends. If he can do anything for them by any dirty

trick, he will do it; but beyond that he will not go. He has

no interest whatever in the public welfare. That docs not

concern him. That is my definition of a politician. I may be

wrong. I never heard the word defined, but that would be

my definition of it. A statesman is a different kind of a man
altogether. A statesman such as our great President, as Mr
Keighley mentioned,—he is not a politician and never was, he

is a statesman—my definition of a statesman such as Presi-

dent Roosevelt is this—and we have many of them :—every-

thing he does, everything he thinks about, and everything

that occupies his time, is for the public good, for the public
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weal. He is not looking after himself at all. His whole atten-

tion and his whole time and his whole effort is spent in trying

to do all that he possibly can for the benefit of the nation as

a whole. H^e treats every subject upon its merits, and he

treats every man just the same way. If he can do anything

to elevate his fellow man he will do it. He has no personal

friends. Every one is his friend. The citizens of the whole

United States who are men and have manly principles about

them are his friends. And he will do everything to help

them.

That is the difference, as I understand it, between a states-

man and a politician. I wish we had more of the one and a

great deal less of the other. And my friend Keighley brought

out another point here that we must have all noticed. I have

noticed it for many years. In regard to our American chil-

dren looking down upon labor. We have a noble system of

public education to educate our children. I have been to a

certain extent interested m it a number of years, having been

a member of the school board for about ten years—and I fear

there is a tendency in our public school and among all of our

educational authorities to instill into the minds of the children

to look down on common labor as being something beneath

them. While, on the contrary, they should teach them that

there is nothing more honorable than common honest labor

done in an honorable way and Avith honest intentions. And
instead of teaching our children to look down upon it, we
should teach them to look up at it. To look at it as being an

honorable occupation. The greatest leader the world ever had

was a laborer, the One who came here to elevate the world.

He did not look down upon labor. He was a laborer Himself.

If He came here today He would not look down upon labor.

He would have just as much regard for the coal miner with a

black face as for a commercial man with white collar and kid

gloves. And that is what I would like to see our public

school system get to, with all its grandeur and with all the

good it is doing, which cannot be estimated. With all that.
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there is a tendency in our school system to teach our children

to look down upon common labor. And the consequence is

that in teaching them to look towards something else we are

overdoing those occupations in which people can wear the

white collars and kid gloves. There are not positions enough

to go around, even when times are booming. People engaged

in those positions are not even making the same salaries in

many cases as the Italian who is loading coal in the coal

mine. Instead of having meri in those positions getting a

high salary we have simply dudes with an empty pocket, and

a great many of them are a nuisance in the community. We
would be better without them. The Slav and the Italian are

worth something, but a great niany of those people are worth

nothing. Our common schools should teach our Americaii

children that common labor is honorable, and that the great

majority of the human race always has and always will have

to earn their bread by being employed to do common labor.

There is another tiling our friend Keighley mentioned as

to the foreigners coming to our shores and going to rule our

country. They are going to do it, there is no question about

it. And the time is not very far ahead. I shall not live to see

it, but there are people here who will live to see it. AVho
is to blame for thati^ Who is to blame foi its coniing as soon

as it will come? The American people are to blame, our high

class American people, those people who are being taught to

look down upon labor, they are to blame for it. Hov/ are

they to blame? Ask President Roosevelt and he will tell you

Look at statistics today. Do you find that these people re-

produce themselves? No, sir, they do not. They are not be-

ginning to reproduce themselves. And this is another thing

that is not being taught in our country today. Who else can

rule our country, where are we going to get our citizens, ex-

cept from the foreigners who are coming in? A\'e must get

our citizens from that source or we will have no population.

The high class American people, as they call themselves,

ought to know all those things.
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MR. C. L. FAY— I think I owe it to this Institute lo

make a few remarks relative to some of the things touched

upon in the president's address. As Mr. AlTelder thought

that perhaps I had better make those remarks later in the

day— I am not convinced that 1 ought to do that, because

later in the day there will be the discussions of the other

papers and the Institute will be centered on other technical

subjects, and unless it should be the will of the president

BY MR. KEIGHLEY—There is just one thing I would

like to take up hrst, if you please. We have an important

matter to come before the membership relative to elections

and then we will be very glad to give you the time. As you

know, it has been the custom to conduct the elections on th^^

morning of the first day. A great many of our members think

perhaps we would better wait until afternoon or even until

tomorrow, so we will have a fuller attendance. I am going

to leave that matter for you to decide. I wish you would

please say what you wish. If you want it this afternoon or in

the morning, we can arrange for it now. I do not thmk it will

make any difference as far as the personnel of this attend-

ance is concerned. But it is for you to say.

BY MR. BLICK—What do you say?

BY MR. KEIGHLEY—There is only one thing that

possibly could be said. Perhaps some might say you should

have waited until we had a fuller attendance. I do not be-

lieve that would make any diherence, because I believe the

majority will be for one candidate anyway. I think I know
the feelings of the membership pretty well.

BY MR. 1 would move that we carry out the

programme as it has been prepared.

BY THE PRESIDENT— It has always been the custom
ever since the Institute has been organized to have the alec-
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tion on the morning of the first day if there was sufhcient of

the membership present. And there is another thing, a great

many of our members are not going to be able to get here at

all. They aie occupied with this accident. I have had quite

a number of letters from some who cannot get here, so per-

haps it would be as well to proceed with the election.

A motion to proceed with the programme as it has been

prepared having been duly seconded was put to vote and car-

ried unanimously.

BY THE PRESIDENT—We are now ready to receive

nominations. The president's office, I believe, is the first

office to be taken up.

BY MR. BLICK—There are a number of gentlemen who
Avould fill that position with honor, but I would rather vote

for the present incumbent today be3^ond any one else.

BY MR. KEIGHLEY—I thank you, but I think it is

time for a change, and also I have some business matters that

would prevent me from accepting a renomination.

BY MR. BLICK—If that is final, I would nominate a

gentleman who would serve us with honor and who we can

safely trust in all things connected with this Institute, and

that is Mr. B. F. Jones. I have come in contact with Mr.

Jones somewhat, although I never thought of him in this

position until recently, when I came in contact with him in

connection with the committee on revision of the mining laws,

and I found him well posted and his ideas were good. I found

him a man that was in favor of making good, stringent min-

ing laws, and he showed a general good knowledge of mining

all through—there was not anything brought up but which

he understood without explanation. And I would like to

nominate Mr. B. F. Jones for president of this Institute.

The nomination was duly seconded.
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BY MR. ROBY—I believe all the members present today

and all the members practically of the Institute know the

sterling worth of our friend Mr, Blick, who just sat down,

and I wish to nominate Mr. Blick for president, a man who
has never lost sight of the best interests of the Institute and

a man who has given the Institute a whole lot of his thought

and attention.

BY THE FRESIDENT~I wish to say that I naturally

have been interested in this election of officers, and I have

tried to find out about what the feeling was, and I found that

the feeling was principally for two of our members—one was

Mr. Blick and the other was Mr. Jones. That seems to be

the choice of the Institute and I am sure I would be glad to

have either one of them succeed me. I know the Institute

will be well taken care of and could not be placed in better

hands. They both have all the qualities which go to make up

a good president.

BY' MR. BLICK—I appreciate the feeling of Mr. Roby
for myself. I never expected to be nominated for president

of this Institute, I never wanted to be and I do not want to i)e

at this time. I do not consider that I could take care of the

interests of the Institute and conserve its interests at the

present time at least, perhaps at no time, as well as the gentle-

man whom I nominated. And for that reason I must abso-

lutely decline to allovv^ my name to go before the Institute.

BY THE PRESIDENI—Gentlemen, you have all heard

Mr. ]]lick's expression on this subject, and if there are no

other suggestions we will proceed with the election.

MR. JOHN I. i^RATT—I bring before you Mr. L. L.

Logan, a man of wide experience in mining, a man progres-

sive and broad, a man who \ think would serve the Institute

as faithfully and well as any man I know of. Therefore, I

would nominate Mr. L. L. Logan.
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BY THE PRESIDENT—That proves that the Institute

has lots of good material. You have three good men there

and I know all of them.

On motion the nominations are closed.

BY MR. BLICK—I would offer a motion that President

Keighley be requested by the Institute to conduct the Insti-

tute during the present session and the afternoon session and

that the newly elected President take hold to-morrow morn-

ing,

BY MR. AFFELDER— That is hardly fair either to the

old President or to the new President. If the old President

has gotten up any programme for this meeting it is only fair

that the old President should conduct the first meeting and

the new President conduct the next meeting. It is pretty

hard to take a new President and have him and conduct the

meeting that the old President has arrnged for. I think the

belter plan would be for ]\Ir. Keighley to conduct the old

meeting and the new President conduct the meeting next

year.

BY MR. The present President, or the

President elected last year, conduct all the meetings during

the present session and then the new President comes in an<l

arranges for the next meetir'g, and I think that is the proper

way. I think that the President who has made the arrange-

ment should conduct all the exercises of the association un-

der those arrangements.

BY MR. KEIGHLEY—I just want to state that it will

be impossible for me to be here to-morrow afternoon. If }'cu

Avish me to conduct the meeting- until to-morrow afternoon. 7

will be glad to do so, but after that I will have to be excused.

I will try to come back the next day, but I could not promise

to come back. I want to be here because I want to hear what

is going on and I want to hear these papers. If you wish me,

I will act until to-morrow noon.
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Mr. Blick's motion, as previously offered, having been

duly seconded, was put to vote and carried.

BY THE PRESIDENT-T would suggest, before we
take up the other otlicers, that Mr. E. W. Parker, the United

States Statistician, has done a great deal for the Institute and
I would like to see him remembered, I would like to see hiiu

made one of the Vice-Presidents of this Institute, but of

course that is for you gentlemen.

I will appoint Mr. Aftelder and Mr. Roby as tellers of

election.

The vote for President having been taken and having

been canvassed by the tellers, Mr. Aifelder reported as fol-

lows :

BY MR. AFFELDER—Inasmuch as the result of the

vote is a tie, I would move that the election be postponed

until afternoon and that a new ballot be taken.

The motion being duly seconded was put to vote and

carried.

BY MR. B. F. JONES— In connection with the presi-

dency I wish to make a statement. I want to say to the In-

stitute that I desire to decline being a candidate, and I state

this in the hope that you will go ahead and elect a President

of the Institute at once. This subject came up some time ago

and Mr. Keighley expressed to me some views concerning it.

T had not the slightest thought of being a candidate for Presi-

dent. Mr. Keiiihley told me that I had been mentioned in

connection with the Presidency, and asked if I would accept

it. I said if that was the wish of the Institute I would be glad

to take it for a short time, but I would not go into any solicita-

tion or seeking of it, and 1 told Mr. Keighley at that time that

my choice for the Presidency was Mr. James Blick, a member
of this Institute ever since it was organized. He has made a

most worthy member of the Institute; nobody connected witli

it but entertains the very highest regard and respect for him.
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and 1 am sure he would make a worthy President. I am of

the opinion that this Institute could not do itself a higher

honor or pay a more deserved compliment to Mr. Blick, nov/

that he has retired from the active mining business, than to

make him President. I would be very glad to vote to make
him the President by acclamation; but in any event I with-

drav^ my name as a candidate for the Presidency, thanking

the Institute for the courtesy it does me.

BY MR. KEIGHLEY—1 believe myself that we really

owe this to Mr. Blick for he has done more work for the Insti-

tute than any man in it and he is of prominent place in min-

ing matters and is perhaps better fitted for it than any one

else. The only question is that perhaps Mr. Blick not being

in so good health possibly might not accept it. That is the

only thing I fear. But if you ask me now who is my choice,

my choice would be Mr. Blick.

BY MR. AFFELDER—The motion has been carried to

postpone this election until afternoon, has it not?

BY THE PRESIDENT—Yes, sir; it has.

BY MR. I. G. ROBY— I would nominate for Vice-Presi-

dent Mr. E. W. Parker, iMr. PL. H. Stock.

BY MR. AFFELDER—I would nominate Mr. J. B.

Humphrey.

BY MR. STOEK— I appreciate the nomination very

highly, but do not think that I am going to decline it. But
I rise to a question of policy and expediency. How many
does it require to make a quorum. With two of us away from

here and practically impossible to get to the meetings, the

thought suggests itself to me that it might hamper the Execu-

tive Committee.
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BY THE PRESII)ENT-T do not see any reason whv
we should not have four Vice-Presidents or even five.

BY MR. In addition to Mr. Parker, Mr.

Stoek and Mr. Humphrey. I would suggest the name of jMr.

J. J. Donovan.

BY MR. ROBY—J would like to see Mr. Affelder con-

tinue as one of the Vice-Presidents.

BY MR. AFFELUKR— I don't know whether I was

nominated or not, but it doesn't make any difference. I ha^'C

had enough of the job; let somebody else have it. Not that

there is a great deal of work in it, but I have got more out

of the Institute than I have put into it. But I want some

one else to have that honor. It should be passed around.

It seems to me that the whole election ought to be post-

poned until afternoon.

BY THE PRESIDENT—From the looks of the clock it

would seem that it is time to adjourn.

BY MR. 1 move that we adjourn until

I 130 o'clock and take up the question of election at that time.

BY MR. L G. ROBY—The proceedings of the Institute

were forwarded to me at Uniontown, I believe, in July, and

very few of the m.embers have ever gotten any of the proceed-

ings. I have about 160 at the freight station here and will

bring them up this afternoon and all the members can get the

proceedings here. They include all up until the meeting of

last June.

BY THE PRESIDENT—I have got to apologize for one

mistake in this programme. Mr, Clarence Hall is going to

read a paper. We have had papers from him before as you all

know and you are all acquainted with him. He is the Govern-

ment expert in connection with these mining investigations

and he will be here, I think, to-morroW. He should have
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been on the programme, but was omitted through my nii--

take.

The motion to adjourn until i :30 o'clock at which time

elections shall be taken up, duly seconded, was put to vote

and carried, Avhereupon the session adjourned at 12: .

p. m. to meet at the same place at i :30 o'clock p. m.

Tuesday Afternoon Session.

The afternoon session was called to order by President

Keighley at i :55 o'clock p. m.

BY SECRETA-RY I. G. ROBY—We have the names of

eight applicants for membership and it might be advisable

to vote these gentlemen in before we ballot for President.

BY MR. CUNNINGHAM— I would move that we defer

voting on these names until after election.

BY MR. AFFELDER—As that motion has not been

seconded I w^ould move that these members be voted in as

members of the Institute and be allowed the privilege of vot-

ing in the election.

BY MR. CUNNINGHAM—That does not look fair for

the candidates either one way or the other. That is the rea-

son I make that motion. There is nothing personal in it at

all, but with a tie vote and bringing in these new members it

would not seem to be fair one way or the other.

BY THE PRESIDENT—That may be one way of look-

ing at it.

BY MR. BLICK—Are Ave not discourteous to the peo-

ple who wish to become members to depriAC them of the

privilege of voting? You ask them to pay their initiation
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fees and then you turn around and tell them that after they

have paid their fees they cannot vote; it would be depriving

them of a part of their privilege and it would seem to be dis-

courteous.

BY MR. FOHL—I do not see that they should take any

offense at that; they ought to have joined sooner. If Mr.

Cunningham's motion needs seconding, I would second it.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Some of these applications

have been in for months.

BY THE SECRETARY, MR. ROBY—One of them has

had his application in ior four months.

BY MR. FAY—I believe the time has passed for remarks,

but I want to understand the question thoroughly before I

vote. As you put the question now, if you vote ''yes" we will

admit them before we vote for the election of officers, and

they will have the right to vote in the election?

BY THE PRESIDENT —Yes, sir.

The motion being put to vote that way was duly carried.

BY MR. FAY—I have a few names to propose:

T. S. Lawler.

James H. Spurfield.

Adolph Boiler.

BY MR. STOEK— I would also propose the name o\

Prof. McComb, of Grove City College, Professor of Mining.

On motion the four persons proposed for menibership

were duly elected to membership.

The ballot for President having been taken and having

been canvassed b}^ the tellers, Mr. Affclder reported the re-

sult of the vote as follows:
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BY MR. AFFELDER—The vote stands 23 for Mr. Jones

and 16 for Mr. Logan.

On motion the election of Mr. Jones is made unanimous.

Motion carried unanimously.

BY THE 1^RE3IL)ENT—We have not done any of Lh^

Institute's business besides elections and it is now after 2

o'clock and I do not think we ought to take up much time

with the election of the oilficial Board. The quicker you do it

the better.

BY MR. AFFELDER— I wish to nominate for Vice-

President five members as follows : There seems to be no

constitution adopted as yet, we are going to adopt one, and

therefore the suggestion has been made that we have fi\e

Vice-Presidents inasmuch as we are no longer the Coal Min-

ing Lastitute of Western Pennsylvania, but the Coal Mining

Institute of America, and therefore 1 now nominate lor Vice-

Presidents, Mr. J. E. Hanford, of West Virginia; Mr. T. C.

Conner, of Ohio; Mr. tL H. Stock, of Eastern Pennsylvania;

Mr. James Blick, of Western Pennsylvania, and Mr. E. W.
Parker, United States Statistician of the Geological Survey

BY THE I RESIDENT—I do not -think this is anything

exceptionally new, but it is for the membership to say what

they wish to do.

Mr. Affelder's motion being duly seconded was put to

vote and carried, whereupon the five members nominated

were duly declared elected, Vice-Presidents of the Institute.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Now, we have a Secretary-

Treasurer to elect.

BY MR. BLICK—I would move that the present incum-

bent be re-elected.
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BY MR. ROBY—I appreciate the honor, but I must de-

cline. I have not time, and more than that I beheve that the

Secretary ought to i^e elected from the neighborhood of the

President.

BY MR. 1 would move the nominations

be closed.

BY MR. ROBY— I really have not the time to give to

it, I cannot give it the attention it ought to have. And if a

man were selected from near where the President is they

could work together better.

BY MR. KEIGHLEY—I would suggest Mr. C. L. Fay.

BY MR. 1 would nominate Mr. Fay.

On motion nominations are closed and Mr. Fay is unan-

imously elected Secretary-Treasurer.

BY I'HE PRESIDENT—Now, Ave have an Editor to

elect.

BY MR. BLICK—I move that Mr. Keighley act in that

position.

BY MR- KLEIGHLEY—No, 1 could not possibly take

it; I have not got the time.

BY MR. AFFELDER— I would nominate Mr. L. L.

Logan, a very versatile man and a man abundantly qualified

for the position.

On motion nominations are closed and Mr. Logan is

unanimously elected Editor of the transactions.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Next in order is the election

of Auditors.
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BY MR. FOHL—I move that the present Auditors be

re-elected.

BY MR. BLICK—One of the Auditors, I understand, is

not around now.

BY MR. AFFELDER—Who are the Auditors?

BY MR. BRiTT—Mr. Britt and Mr. Hall.

BY MR. BLICK—I move that Mr. John Britt and Mr.

J. J. Boyle be elected Auditors.

The motion being duly seconded was put to vote and

carried, whereupon the gentlemen named were declared duly

elected Auditors.

BY THE PRESIDENT—I believe that disposes of the

elections. Next on the programme is report from committees,

and as we have not done anything yet I think but talk, I think

we had better get on to some of the subjects on the pro-

gramme.

The first paper on the programme is a paper prepared by
Mr. W. E. Young. Mr. Young is Superintendent of Inspec-

tion of the Somerset Coal Company, and the title of his

paper is "The Preparation of Coal for Market." The Somer-

set Coal Company is one of the Fairmont Coal Company
concerns and the accident has prevented his attending, so

he has written me a letter stating the situation and I will ask

Mr. Stock to read the paper.
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THE SELECTION AND PREPARATION OF BITUMIN-

OUS AND GAS COALS FOR THE MARKET.

By W. R. Young, Superintendent of Inspections, Somerset

Coal Company—Tiie Consolidation Coal Company.

We live in an age oi' progress, the true ''Golden Age'"' of

the world, and nowhere can we better observe the ''Spirit

of the Tnries'"' than in the changing conditions brought about,

very largely, by the great corporations, who, in their endeavors

to get the largest results, are studying the most minute de-

tails. This is especially true along the lines of the conserving

of raw materials and the uses of b3^-products.

Until within a very few years, the older countries led us

in this line, but" evidences are everywhere at hand that this

country has awakened to the possibilities before it and if not

now, at least in a very short time, will take its rightful, lead-

ing place.

The question of fuel is at the bottom of practically all

manufacturing business, as the. opportunities for the use of

powers other than steam, or electricity generated by it, are

to a great extent governed by local conditions, such as near-

ness of water supply, and cannot for many years to come,

seriously affect the general question of the use of fuel. «The

question of the economical selection and preparation of fuels

is therefore a subject of proper interest and the writer will

be glad if anything he may offer will be of practical assis-

tance along this line.

The ancient method of purchasing any coal that was
cheap or handy is being superseded by more scientific meth-

ods, ones that take into account tli^e adapability of the fuel to

the uses for which it is intended, more particularly in the

cases of gas and bituminous coals, which are the only varie-

ties treated of in this paper. The tendency at present is to
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purchase coals that will do a certain specified work, rather

than those which look the best, or are cheapest in first cost.

Many of the larger contracts are now made on the basis

of work done by the coal, under the conditions obtaining at

certain plants, this work being measured, either theoretically

by the analysis of the coal, by the heat units developed, or

practically by the electric motive power gotten. The advan-

tages of this method of purchasirig coal, are to the consumer,

that of being able at all times to have a fuel of uniform char-

acter and somewhat uniform efficiency, and to the producer,

of being able to place his coal where it will be given the

best chance to show its real value. Another great advantage

to the producer, if he have many mines and varying coals, is

that he is able to get the best results out of his inferior coak-,

by mixing them, more or less intimately, with coals of a

different character and thereby getting the benefits of what-

ever good qualities they may have. And it is our experience

that all coals have definite place, if we can find the place.

The disadvantages of this method of purchase are, to the

consumer, the necessity for some method of examination, or

analysis of the fuel, and usually, the restriction to some cer-

tain sections or even companies, for the supply of the neces-

sary kind for their particular conditions, while to the producer

the disadvantage lies in the fact that he has to create a market

for each kind of coal. This we do not regard however, as

being a true disadvantage, as for each new use found for any

particular coal, his market is thereby broadened.

The selection of a proper coal to be applied on any par-

ticular business is governed very largely, by the conditions

obtaining at the plant where the coal is to be used, such as

number and kind of boilers, furnaces, lengths of time the fires

are kept up, temperatures demanded, whether or not time can

be taken to clean fires during run without interfering with
quality of product, and in some cases it would be surprising

to know the difi'erence a slight cooling, or heating, makes in

the day's ecenomy.
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The passage by many municipalities of ordinances de-

signed to prevent the emission of smoke, of more or less dark

color, is also a considerable factor to be reckoned with. While

the absolute prevention of visible smoke is doubtless a dream

of the future as applied to ordinary coals and furnaces, yet

by the use of special appliances, a fair degree of lighter col-

ored smoke can be gotten, while by the more careful methods

of liring, now coming into vogue even so called smoky coals

can be fired to keep within the limits set by most smoke

ordinances. Of course the simplest way out of the difficulty

is to make your coal into gas and use that in the engine, but

this is more or less a problem for the future.

The selection of the lower volatile contents coal will usu-

ally give the best results in the ordinary day's work. It is

quite surprising the difterence one will notice b.y the use of a

coal carrying say, two per cent lower volatile matter thiin

another.

In certam lines of v/ork, as for instance steel making,

lead and other chemical working, it is very necessary that the

fuel shall contain a minimum of elements which injuriously

affect the product, and I recall a case where a certain coal

was selected even though much inferior generally to one dis-

carded, on account of the fact that its use tended to a less

production of smoke about the plant, thereby making it easier

to keep the products spotlessly clean. This factory produces

surgeon's bandages, absorbent cotton, and like goods.

Both in steam making and metallurgical uses the kind of

coal to be applied on any particular business, is to be deter-

mined very largely, by conditions of draft with consequent

length of flame produced.

While in general when a long flame is desired the use of

a gas coal is recommended, there are cases in which this coal

is interdicted, such as where a great body of fuel has to be

carried at one time in the furnaces, as in copper, or nickel re-

fining, where coal is used as fuel. In this case the gas coal

usually melts and foims a very bad clinker, while some bitu-
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minous coals can be used which give a very long flame and at

the same time stand the high temperatures without melting

and running to any extent.

It is a matter of common note that coals act very dif-

ferently under the same conditions, as for instance, sonie

coals burn very quickly upon being placed in the furnace,

while others seem to have more "body" and to resist the tear-

ing action of the blast or draft. These varying properties can

be used to great advantage after studying the different charac-

ters of the coals under treatment and a judicious selection can

be made of coals that will under any given conditions, pro-

duce the best results. For instance, wliere the load on boilers

is constant, or nearly so, it has been found that a fuel which

is relatively slow burning will keep a good solid fire and give

better results than a quicker burning coal. The reverse of

this is true in cases where there are great variations of lo?d

on the boilers, especially in the numerous cases where w^e do

noi find sufficient boiler power, for it yet remains a fact that

most companies do not like to lay out money for boilers ac

all in excess of those absolutely required, notwithstanditi^

the great fuel econom} shown by driving the boilers at a

more moderate rate. The fact that boilers are commonly over-

loaded causes more complaints of quality of coal than any

other one condition.

Most large consumers use mixtures of coals, which are

gotten either by design, as where coals of various charcters

aer mixed in order to produce a specific eft'ect, or by acci-

dent, where coals are gotcen from various producers and

dumped together.

When intelligently done, the mixing of coal allows of the

use of widely varying coals and results in getting a mixture

that can be controlled very materially as to the percentages

of volatile matter, sulphur and ash and less readily as to per-

centage of contained moisture. The moisture contained In

coal, as it reaches the consumer, usually varies widely from

that found in the same coal when freshly mined. The weather
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during time of transit of shipment is the principal factor to

be reckoned with and as nearly all the coal is shipped in open

top cars, we may take it for granted that whatever rain, or

snow, falls on the shipment will be added to the moisture con-

tents, less ai'i'iounts evaporated before coal is used. There is

yet another factor, liowcA-er, wnich is sometimes overlooked

namely that some varieties of coal absorb moisture much more

readily and hold it more closely than others.

In general the bituminous coals absorb moisture much
more than do the gas coals, this being due to their more por-

ous and spongy texture. Then again in bituminous coals there

is usually a larger percentage of line and spongy slack, while

the slack from the gas coals is in small hard pieces, which do

not offer a suitable spongy surface for the water to adhere to,

for it is a fact that by far the larger part of the water in the

coal, especially that getting into it in transit, is simply me-

chanically held by the little irregularities of the surface and

does not pentrate to any extent into the lumps of the solid

coal. Experiments have shown conclusively that the slack

and smaller lumps of bituminous coal carry from two to four

times as much moisture as the larger lump. It is therefore

very necessary in taking samples to determine the average

moisture in any coal, to be sure to get as nearly as possible,

the average in lump and fine coal in the shipment.

The chemical composition of the volatile matter in cer-

tain coals also governs to a large extent, the amount of water

they will tqke up and hold, as some coals, especially the slack

from them, seem to have a somewhat gummy nature and

this property resists the action of the water and they in fact

shed the water as does a duck's back. The writer is per-

sonally of the opinion that this characteristic, or rather the

composition of die volatile matter giving rise to it, is a potent

factor in the spontaneous ignition of soft coals and it has been

his observation that coals of this character are more likely to

fire spontaneously, than those having a dry, sandy, appear-

ance in the slack con.dition.
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Gas coal may be roughly classified as being coal with

volatile contents running from 30 to 45 per cent volatile mat-

ter of such a nature that it tends to the production of stable

gases, the residue forming a more or less hard coke.

The sizes in which gas coal is found in the markets vary

according to preparation and the uses for which it is intended

At present there seems to be an increased demand for gas

coal in run of mine form, as this variety gives excellent re-

sults in steam raising, while the screened coals are used more

for metallurgical purposes. In former days the producer re-

garded his slack as nearly so much loss, nowadays however,

the slack is found to be a most valuable asset. This is due

very largely to the general use of gas slack in the manufacture

of cement by the rotary process, in which slack is ground to

an impalpable powder and blown by compresed air through

the rotary kiln. Inasmuch as all the ash of the slack so used

mixes with and becomes a part of the cement, it is very nec-

essary that all foreign matter as small slates, pieces of the

bottom, etc., shall be absent.

The use of mining machines is becoming very general

and will no doubt, further increase and it is well to note that

the machines are likely to cut small amounts of the bottom,,

which interfere materially with the use of the slack for cement

production. Of course it is simply a matter for precaution

on the part of the mine officials to avoid this source of trouble.

There is an increasing amount of gas slack used in coke

making and it has been found that an even sized slack con-

duces materially to the production of an even grained coke.

As a matter of experiment it has been found that very finely

powdered slack gives a much firmer and closer grained coke

than that made from larger pieces and mixed sizes. On the

other hand a very finely powdered slack does not catch up in

the ovens nearly so quickly and it is likely also there would
be a less complete burning ofif of the sulphur from the coal,

as experiments show that the most sulphur is burned off

when the slack is in pieces less than an inch in size and is
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charged into the ovens in a moist condition, the ovens having

been drawn about a half hour before charging, thus allowing

the heat from the interior of the brickwork to come to the sur-

face of the bricks next the coal. Undoubtedly the best results

being attained when the charge catciies up as soon as oven

door IS luted shut.

Very large amounts of gas coals are shipped from the

mines to lake ports and there transferred to vessels and car-

ried to the Northwest and from there distributed over iht

great North Western country. It is a matter of some mo-

ment with the producers and shippers as to what form is the

best for the original shipment. I believe it is a fact that y^-'m.

coal, that going over a ^-in. screen, gives the best results on

arrival, in percentage of round sized coal, the nut being left

in the cargo acts as a cushion for the larger lumps with a con-

sequent less total breakage. For the usual steam business of

the Northwest the nut coal is really the best, as the chances

for careful preparation of this size are better than almost any

other. Nut coal carries without any great breakage, and a

cargo will deliver much more even sized coal than any other

of the screened coals.

As a rule however, the producer does not desire to make

nut coal, prefering to have the nut go in with the ^4-in.

In the East the usual size preferred for metallurgical uses

is the ^-in. coal and for steel making and like uses, the coal

is burned m producers, no precautions being taken to free,the

gas from sulphur. This necessitates the use of a very low

sulphur coal and as the supply of this variety of gas coal is

steadily decreasing, it would appear that the steel people will

have to adopt some system of removing the sulphur from the

gas. Sulphur can be removed with ease where the total

amount of gas is relatively small, as in the case of plants

making illuminating gas, but it has so far not been done in the

cases where very large amounts of gas are consumed.

A large number of plants in the East have been changing

from the use of bituminous coal to gas coal for their steam
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production. In this event they have to enlarge their Hues,

usually as with the smaller Hues, they are troubled with de-

posits of soot.

By means of special furnaces, as the Jones Underfeed and

Hawley Down Draft, gas coal can be burned without making

much visible smoke, and where tlie loads are very variable, it

seems as if it would be worth looking into whether a change

from the ordinary bituminous to gas coal would not be worth

trymg.

In the writer's opinion, the most hopeful field for the

future uses of gas coal lies in the direction of its direct use

in producers connected with gas engines, the engines using

the gas without the intervention of the steam boiler. The gas

engine of the present day has been brought to a high state of

efficiency and without doubt had it not been for the invention

of the steam turbine, now coming into general use, and there-

by giving a new lease of life to the steam boiler, many plants

still using steam, would be working today on gas engines, fed

by gas from their own producers, and at a cost which makes

the steam boiler seen], more ihan ever, a relic of the dark ages.

I am informed that successful experiments have been

made in the line of a gas turbine, which when commercially

available will surely solve the power question until the time

comes when man will have conquered one more field of Na-

ture and be able to get his power from the ether more direct

instead of through so many intermediaries, for modern science

has come to the belief that all energy, and m fact all material

things we know, are due to this subtle, all-pervading etement.

When the use of gas engines becomes more common, the

poorer and higher sulphur gas coals will come into a wide

field of use.

The more common foreign matters found in gas coals

are sulphur, in form of pyrite, in rarer cases marcasite, and

also combined with the carbon, in probably several ways.
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These forms occur as sulphur balls, plates and sulphur iron

clads, which latter is a most pernicious form, as they cause

a very easily fusible clinker, due to the compounds other

than sulphur.

Bone coal, occuring usually in well defined streaks, bands,

in a definite position in the seam and which usually only in-

crease the ash contents and are otherwise harmless, and slates

which may occur anywhere in the seam.

The ideal prepartion for the coal is to remove all the

visible foreign matter, but as tliis is usually not practicable^

efforts are made to keep out all visible sulphur and as much of

the bone as can be removed by the miner and men working'

on the cars when loaded. It will be noted that the tendency

of the bone is to favor the lumpy state of the coal, as a lump
of coal with a band of bone through it is usually much firmer

and stands transportation and dumping much better than one

without, but of course the consumer cannot see his way clear

to allow us to take liberties with his shipments.

While the bone may have some good points, this is not

the case with slate, and so no excuses can be made for allow-

ing slates to go away from the tipple.

Considerable progress has been made in the line of free-

ing coal from sulphur and bone by various methods of wash-

ing, practically all of which take advantage of the differing

gravities of the material. Washed coal makes a better coke

generally, but the washing of the larger sizes has been not yery

successful. A simple weathering of coal, more especially in

the form of slack, does wonders in the way of removal of sul

phur, though I am not aware of this method being used save

in a very few instances, where slack has been kept in shallow

piles exposed to the weather for some months before use,

with a very decided lowering of the sulphur contents of the

coke. It is not to be understood that this method would be

recommended for coals to be used as fuel, as the weather

ing certainly does not ijnprove the general character.

Of bituminous coals there are many varieties differing not
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only in their total volatile contents, which run from about

16 to 29 per cent, but in the constitution of these various

compounds of carbon and hydrogen composing no doubt, the

greater part of the so-called volatile matter. It is unfortunate

that we are not, as yet able to determine with any degree of

accuracy, exactly in what way these compounds exist in the

coal before it is burned, as the ordinary methods of analysis

break up these compounds in the determination. Undoubt-

edly the differing behavior of certain coals as compared with

others having practically the same total volatile contents is

due to the difference in way in which these compounds exist

in the coal as it comes from the mine.

The coking property for example, is due very largely to

some certain form of combniation of the volatile matter, as

well as to the total percentage present.

The size of lump in which bituminous coal is found in the

market does not occupy the relative importance it did a few

3^ears ago, as the consumer is taking more interest in what the

coal will do, than in what it looks like, though there is found

more or less prejudice in favor of a lumpy coal, more espe-

cially in regions like Baltimore, where they have been accus-

tomed to the lumpy coal of the Georges Creek for a genera-

tion.

As a matter of fact a coal of a size running from lumps

four inches down to one inch is better than one having a few
large lumps which are apt to carry bone and slates and be ac-

companied by an excess of fine slack.

By the intelligent use of mining machines a very superior

lump can be obtained, as the coal can be shot with little pow-
^der, thus preventing the shattering of the lump, as in shoot-

ing from the solid. This shattering or straining of the lump,

may not show until the coal is in transit, but causes com-
plaints of fine coal, even where the original size of lump was
perfectly satisfactory. Where the ventilation is good, the use

of a slower burning powder has given good results in getting

out larger and firmer lumps. The kind of mining machines to
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be used depends largely on the height and character of the

coal seams and not so much attention has so far been given

to the production of a better size of coal. The use of punch-

ing machines gives a better grade of slack, in size, as the slack

from the chain machines is apt to have the ''life" ground out

of it and lead to the complaint we have so often heard from

the firemen, that "the coal is full of sand and dirt."

Of the foreign matter found in bituminous coal, the most

important and most common is some form of bone; these

running from a coal that may be only two or three per cent

higher in ash than the normal to those in which the ash is

over fifty per cent.

The bone in niost coal seams is more or less regular

throughout any region, and if thick enough is more or less

satisfactorily removed by the miner. When coals are used for

special business compelling low ash contents, the complete

removal of the bone is imperative, as the very smallest

amount left in the shipment will materially increase the ash,

causing complaints which the miners are apt to underrate,

on account of the fact that most of the bone coal will burn,

even causing a very strong fire, in case of heavy draft. Most
miners think anything that will burn to a white ash is good

enough and regard the complete removal of the bone as a

whim on the part of the operator, forgetting that he would

be only too willing to sell this bone if he could.

It has been our experience that a careful education of

the miner, with regard to the bad effect of the bone coal, is

conducive to good results. It is a question of moment as to

whether we should not save the best of the bone coal and seek

special business, perhaps at cheaper prices, on which it might

be applied.

Some bone makes a fair domestic coal, though usually

being very hard on the grates of the stoves, and it does seem

to be an economic crime to waste any material having the heat

units found in soft ]>one coal.
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Slates of all varieties are met with in nearly all coals,

and I have never heard any good reason advanced why they

should not be thoroughly removed, as much as possible by

the miner, as when the slates come out in small pieces, their

complete removal on the cars is impracticable. Most small

slates come from indiscriminate shooting on the part of the

miner, whereby the slates are broken up and are so mixed

with the coal as to render their separation practically impossi-

ble. It frequently rcijuiries most (h-astic measures on the part

of the mine officials to prevent this form of contamination.

The quantity of slates necessary to cause a coal to be

condemned by the consumer is usually very small, as the

slates are easih' seen and the firemen claim they cause a clin-

ker, which is usually not the case, and they are unable

keep up steam. As a matter of fact, slate interferes with the

draft, by closing the orifices between the grates and this, to

gether with the increased percentage of ash, is really about all

the damage done.

The removal, as completely as possible, of all visible

evidences of sulphur, as sulphur balls and ironclads, should be

rigorously insisted upon, as this form of foreign matter really .

causes trouble and if present in any appreciable amount re-

quires a special method of firing to successfully use the coal.

And any coal requiring a special treatment in the boiler house,

differing from that in ordinary use at the plant, is apt to cause

trouble for the seller, as most of the complaints begin with the

man in the boiler house and increase in volume as they come
through the various hands.

One of the most dangerous sources of trouble, because

largely unsuspected by the consumer, is the shipment of soft,

mushy coal, either fromi too near the outcrop, or from some
point where there may have been an old break in the seam.

It used to be said that red coal burned as w^ell as the

black, but avc do not believe this any longer and certainly if

the hard red coal burns fairly well, this is not true of the

soft stuff, whether it be red, or black, or any shade of color
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between. It is poor economy to ship any coal to the con-

sumer that he would reject if he saw it dumped from the mine

wagon.

In case it becomes necessary to ship some red coal, it is

best used in mixtures with harder varieties, as this precedure

prevents the cluikering and fusing of the soft, mushy coal,

which would otherwise occur.

It is agreed to by all tiiat the miner should use his best

efforts to keep the coal clean, but what is the best means to

make him do this, is a matter of opinion. Unfortunately,

while individually the miner is firm in the belief that the coal

must come clean, yet collectivel}^, the opinion seems to be

that anything that can get past the inspectors is good

enough.

After careful study, I recommend the plan of keeping

complete record of all coal mined and of the dirty coal com-

ing out, this record showing just who loads the dirty coal.

After taking into account such matters as the state of the

working place, cleaning through old falls and working iu

water, the miner who will not in general keep his coal up to

the average cleanliness of that mine, should be discharged,

as he is simply holding up the mine and all his fellow-miners.

As a matter of discipline, in case work is hard to secure, the

forced lay off for one or more days, usually brings about good

results.

In large mines l:he use of a man to report at once to^lhe

miner the fact that he has loaded a dirty car, and given warn-

ing not to repeat the offense often helps, but after all it is

simply eternal vigilance that keeps the coal clean.

We think it a good custom to have an original record

kept of each railroad car loaded, with the opinion of the in-

spector, as to its appearance when dumped, regarding size of

lump and general conditions. This is useful to refer to in

cases of complaint.

The railroads in their endeavors to have their cars loaded

lo their fullest capacity, ask that the coal shall be trimmed
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to a more or less extent on the cars. Personally, I do not

think any more coal should be put on the cars than will stay

there without danger of loss by rolling off of lumps in transit.

The writer recently read somewhere a reputed saying of

one of the Government Engineers, to the effect that the peo-

ple of this country paid out many millions of dollars in a year,

for mferior coals, and that these millions might have been

saved to them, had they known enough to use only such coals

as would have given them the most efficiency, as low ash

coals.

I think the speaker was in error, provided he was cor-

rectly reported, as the supply of the very low ash, high duty,

coals is steadily decreasing, and there is not nearly enough

of them mined to furnish the amount of coal spoken of; while

should such coals be demanded the price would naturally be

prohibitiive in some localities.

It seems as if all things considered, a coal which will

give fairly satisfactory results, and at a inoderate price, is the

coal to be chosen. We do not consider any coals to be worth

less for all have some good points, and it remains to the pro-

ducer to find the good points of his coals, and then try to get

them in use where these points will count.

BY THE PRESIDENT—You have all heard this very

valuable paper on a subject that has not been very often tak-

en up and I think the author has covered the ground prelty

thoroughly; I think a vote of thanks would be in order for

both the author and the reader of the paper.

BY MR. JOHN W. BOILEAU—I would move you a

vote of thanks in accordance with the suggestion of the Presi-

dent.

The motion being duly seconded was put to vC^e and was
carried.
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BY THE PRESII>)EN r—V\ ill Mr. Jones please come
forward ; he has been elected yonr President and is down lor

an inaugural address just noAv.

MR. B. F. JONES—Gentlemen of the Institute I feel very

much complimented in the election you have given me as

your presiding officer. I deem it a great honor to be th^

President of this Institute. It is my candid opinion that the

membership of which this Institute is comprised will compare

in intelligence and in initiative and in courage with any similar

body of men that can be assembled in the State of Pennsyi-

vania^from industrial pursuits. I am right at home in a min-

ing gathering. My fatlier was a coal miner, and was the ger.-

eral foreman of a coal company in the anthracite region of

Pennsylvania. I worked in the mine myself at ten }ears of

age, and have been aroand the coal mines in one capacity or

another ever since. There is nothing in my ancestry, or in

my own career out of which the Institute can claim ariy satis-

faction, but I belong to a very distinguished family, the

Jonses. SoUiC of them even, make the proud boast that we
are descendants of Adam.

As your President I shall not undertake for a moment
to run the Institute. I shall be simply an instrument in your

hands, an officer to conduct your meetings. I am very glad

that you have decided that Mr. Keighley shall preside over

these sessions of the Institute, the winter meeting I will have

more to say to you at the summer meeting of the Institute.

I thank you very much, gentlemen.

BY MR. KEIGHLEY—Please do not forget that tomor-

row morning you take the chair.

I wish to make an explanation about this programme.

We have more matter this time than we have ever had since

this has been an Institute, and when we started out it did not

appear as if we had anything—and it we look at it from the

standpoint of the Institute membership we haven't anything,

because not one of our members has given us a paper. And
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yet we have more valuable matter than we ever have had. How-
ever, there is a qualification there relative to Mr. Halberstadt.

ever, .there is a qualification there relative to Mr. Ilalsersadt

He is a member, but he is one of our very newest members

1 do not think that looks very well for the Institute, if we arc

going to have outsiders write all the papers, for we have some

very good stock in here all the same. But by reason of noi:

being able to get papers—I had a good many promises, but

they began to back out about a month ago—I just concluded

that we were not going to have anything, so in my despera-

tion I went to Mr. Parker, whom I always go to in a time 01

trouble, and he says I will help you out, and he has done it

admirably. We have a good many papers from the United

States Geological Sur\ey. And we have quite a number of

very important papers that are not down on the programme
as printed, but I am sure that Mr. Jones will see that these get

on the revised programme. Mr. S. A. Taylor's paper is one

of the most important papers of all and it is not down on the

programme, but Mi. Taylor is here himself and I am glad to

introduce him to you.

BY MR. S. A. TAYLOR—Gentlemen, Mr. Schellenberg

is responsible for this paper. While the subject has been be-

fore me for six months or more, I had not intended to read it

at this time for the reason that I had not gone over it as for

as I intended to. But several things that have transpired in

the last two or three weeks, possibly will not make it amiss

at the present time. For lack of a better title I have given it

this: ''Suggestions for a Plan to Tax Coal Companies and

Provide an Accident and Pension Fund and an Extension of

the State Mining Department."
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SUGGESTIONS FOR A PLAN OF TAXING COAL COM-
PANIES AND PROVIDING AN ACCIDENT AND

PENSION FUND AND EXTENSION OF THE
STATE MINING DEPARTMENT.

By Samuel A. Taylor, C. E.

Gentlemen of the Mining Institute:

I wish to preface my remarks by stating I do not present

what I am about to say as the final result of a thoroughly

thought out plan for the following evils, but more as the pre-

liminary study of a scheme which I think will, when finally

worked out in all its detail, be for the benefit of all parties con-

cerned in the production of coal in Pennsylvania and to the

consumers as well.

It is a well known fact that in this country there is noth-

ing in the way of a National or State pensioning of labor for

industrial service. True it is that some of the large corpora-

tions have attempted something in this line, but those who
are benefited thereby are few in comparison to the number of

those who are engaged in all lines of industrial activity,

and the great mass of men who work for the small companies

or individual employers are in most cases, in case of accident

or by reason of old age, compelled to retire from active labor,

and likewise are at the same time cut ofif from any income,

and are dependent upon whatever of means they have saved

from their earnings (which in most cases is small), or upon

charity administered in some form or other. This condition

of affairs has been going on for many years and the struggle

becomes a little harder in each successive generation, until

to-day we find in many cases Labor arrayed gainst Capital,

and blaming Capital for this unfortunate condition of the

laboring man.
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While Labor is thus frowning on its unfortunate condi-

tion, Capital also has its grievances and burdens, but of these

I will not attempt to name or describe them all, or perhaps the

greatest of them, but only some which I believe we can assis:

in remedying and thus help all of those directly concerned in

the matter.

The first of these which 1 will mention is Unfair Taxa-

tion. It is a well known fact that coal when owned by the

farmer or land owner before it passes into the ownership of

a Coal Co. or an owner of a coal mine, is either not taxed at

all, or only at a nominal value, and as soon as it passes into

ownership of a Coal Co., it is then taxed in most cases at a

very high rate. In addition to this if the owner of the coal

should be a corporation it is required to pay an additional tax

on the money provided to pay for this coal, in the way of a

tax on the capital stock of the Company and also upon any

mortgage which they may place upon their property in the

way of securing money by which to raise additional capital to

carry on their business, which in many cases therefore, means

at least three different taxes for the same things, when one

ought to be all that would be required, and a fact which 'S

probably not generally known, which is. the State Tax on capi-

tal stock IS manifestly unfair, as the State Department re-

quires Coal Companies to make returne to them under oatli

of the value of their capital stock, and unless these reports

are made by certain persons who have as the slang phrase

puts it a ''stand in" with the department, their reports will

often be returned and marked in such a way as to tell the

Coal Co. that they are not telling the truth, and the depart-

ment has raised the valuation to a much higher figure, which
is not always based on the actual value of the property, and
consequently the tax will be higher, as the rate is constant,

you can readily see what a source of unfairness this method is.

Another source of much discomfort and annoyance to the

Coal Companies is the inimical laws which are from time to

time passed by the State Legislature laying on them greater
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strictures, and burdens in the way of an indirect tax which

they cannot account for, or add to, the cost of the production

of coal. Among the latest and perhaps as unsatisfactory a

law to both coal operators and coal miners in Pennsylvania is

the ''Employers Liability Law" passed by the last Legisla-

ture of the State, which while it is generally believed to be a

good law for those employed m and around a mine, it is in

reality very little changed from the old law, but this slight

change is such that it enables unprincipled lawyers to keep

waich for accounts of accidents, etc., and then under the guise

of the new law advise the person hurt to sue his employer

for damages, and they generally secure a large portion of what

they recover for their client for their services, which amounts

if just, would in all probability have been paid the injured

party, if the employer was able to pay it, and the injured

party would have had it all, and if more is recovered than

what is fair, then this is only a legal way of stealing it from

one who should not be called upon to stand such loss to main-

tain a horde of "Ambulance Chasers.''

The President in his last message to Congress calls at-

tention to the great number of persons killed and maimed in

the industrial world, and as I understand it, it is something

of the same kind of a remedy which he suggests as the Em-
ployers' Liability Law of Pennsylvania, and while I

am a great admirer of the President, I believe that

some form of an insurance for those maimed* in

service, and pension for those disabled and too old

to work, as well also as an indemnity for those depend-

ing upon any party who might meet with a fatal accident

would be much better for all concerned than a liability law.

In this connection there should be provided a fund which

shall be pro rata on the production of the factory or mine so

that all persons should pay an equal and equitable tax. This,

of course, would be charged up in the actual cost of produc-

tion and would then be no special hardship on the producer or

operator because all engaged in the same business should pay
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the same tax or assessment, and it then could be charged into

the cost of production in the same way that any other part

of the costs in connection with the manufacture or produc-

tion of the article would be.

It is also desirable that this should be administered

through some National or State Department for the reason

that personal gain or personal loss would then be eliminated

from the question of considering the just demands of the party

injured.

The scheme which I have in mind is a State afifair and

the idea would be to extend the present Bureau of Mines In

the State Department to include an insurance and pension

department which could work out through a regular actuary

a scheme of insurance and establish a rate of compensation to

be paid to those entitled to it. This could be worked out in a

systematic and thorough manner and in such a way as to

render a much more satisfactory service to the miners than is

accomplished under the present Employers Liability Act on

the one hand, and less annoyance to the operator on the other,

and certainly with less cost to the consumer because of the

fact that the amount of this tax would be constant through a

sufficient period of time to enable the operator to eliminate

from the sales price of the product, the amount which must

be added to overcome the uncertainty of the present methods

and only add the actual amount levied by the State in connec-

tion with this plan.

The proposition which I think would be to the advantage

of all would be something as follows

:

That the State pass a law which would levy a tax on all

coal produced in the State of a sum to be determined by the

proper officers of the State, which sum shall be a fixed

amount, say ^/^c per net ton on all bituminous coal mined and
sold as coal, and the portion mined and manufactured into

coke, to be assessed the same as the anthracite coal, viz; ic.

per ton. One-half of the amount thus secured to go to the

State for the running expenses thereof in lieu of all other
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State tax on Capital Stock and Bonds now assessed. The

one-fourth of the amount to go to a fund to be paid out to all

persons who have met with accident, or to their beneficiaries

in case of death, and a Pension fund for all persons disabled

for work, who have received this disablement in work in or

around coal mines. The other one-fourth to go to the main-

tenance and operation of a Mining Bureau or Department

of the State which shall include all the inspectors of mines,

as well as all of those necessary to conduct the insurance and

pension department. This law to repeal all laws relating to

taxation of Coal Companies, and also to exonerate them from

the operation of the Employers' Liability Law.

There will be raised as the first question 'Class Legisla-

tion," but this I think can be overcome by making it cover all

coal mined in the State, and further that already the coal

mines are operated practically under the direction of the offi-

cers of the State, in the way of their being under rigid State

inspection and examination, and the Mine Foreman or Pit

Boss is also a man under State authority, and this schenie

only provides another step or link in the chain of State con-

trol. And inasmuch as the coal companies will be required

to pay for it, I can see no good reason why the State should

not take on this additional supervision. I believe also that

because the anthracite production is only a little over one-half

of the amount of the bituminous coal produced in a year^and

that the average sales price of the anthracite is about twice

as much, that the tax as assessed by the State should be

about twice as much on anthracite as it should be on bitu-

minous. It can also be shown by statistics that the number
of persons ordinarily killed and wounded in the anthracite

coal mines during a year, far exceeds the number killed and

wounded in the bituminous mines. The sales price of coke is

approximately twice that of bituminous coal, and as it em-

jjloys more men 1 tliink it should be on the same basis as

anthracite coal, or it could be taxed straight and an additional
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tax laid on coke, which would be a part of the detail to be

worked out.

From the State Statistics for 1905, which is the latest for

that department which is issued, I take the following for the

purpose of illustrating the working of method above sug-

gested.

The amount of Anthracitie Coal produced was, 77,659,-

850 tons; the amount of Bituminous Coal made into coke, 27,-

926,282 tons; the amount of Bituminous Coal mined and sold,

90,487,355 tons.

The scheme above outlined would at the tax therein sug-

tested bring to the State $1,960,734.87. While the total re-

ceived from all sources in connection with coal production for

1905, was $1,264, 614.64, or an amount in excess of what was

collected of $696,120.23. The total cost of operating the Min-

ing Bureau together with inspection and supervision of mines

and expense, $140,459.46, which would leave for the fund sug-

gested $555,660.77, which would make a very nice fund for

the plan when we consider the following accident statistics

:

Ihe total number of Fatal accidents in the Bituminous

mines was 479; the total number of Non-Fatal accidents in

the Bituminous mines was 1076; the total number of both

Fatal and Non-Fatal accidents in the Bituminous mines was,

^555 5 the total number of Fatal accidents in the Anthracite

mines was, 644; the total number of Non-Fatal accidents in

the Anthracite mines was 1289; the total number of both

Fatal and Non-Fatal accidents in the Anthracite mines was

1933-

These figures are only preliminary and to show in a gen-

eral way how the matter can be worked out, and I doubt not

if some such arrangement can be framed into a law, which
will relieve the coal producing companies from all other form 5

of assessment or tax, either direct or indirect, that they would
agree to it, even if it had to be increased a good deal above

the amount suggested.
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In conclution, I believe everyone who has had to do with

the practical operation of mines in the past decade or two,

will agree that the class of men that we have to use in the

work of mining coal and its acessories, are quite a good deal

below what the operators of twenty years ago had to contend

with in the way of intelligence, and the fact that in the Pitts-

burg District the coal which remains to be mined is going to

require men of more skill and intelligence than what the rank

and file are to-day, if the disasters which are yearly increas-

ing in our midst, are to be stopped, and if some such a plan

as outlined above could be put into successful operation, I

believe it will attract again to the ranks of the miners the youth

of our country, who are now going into other lines of work

and v/ho will bring to their work such a grade of intelligence

as will be required to successfully cope with the serious ques-

tions which await solution in the mining of our deep coal,

with its many attendant dangers, for we must surely all real-

ize how hard and almost itnpossible it is for the Mine Foreman

or Inspector to keep in sufficiently close touch with a large

body of miners to secure absolute safety in these mines which

we may expect to be very gaseous.

MR. TAYLOR continuing—1 do not mean in any way to

speak disparagingly of our miners. I think they are really

above the average of our district. But I speak in general

terms, that coming to the deeper vein coal we must expect a

better class of miners if we are to overcome these accidents.

BY THE PRESIDENT—I want to congratulate Mr.

Taylor on this paper. It comes at one of the most opportune

times it coula possibly get here in, for these great accidents

remind us that srmething has got to be done.

BY MR. I. G. ROBY—I would move a vote of thanks be

tendered Mr. laylor for his v^ery able paper.

The motion being seconded was duly carried.
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BY MR. AFFE]^L)ER—Just at this time it seems appro-

priate to mention one matter. The paper provides for a relief

fund for injured, fatally or non-fatally injured and their de-

pendents. Such a thing does not exist now. Take the Monon-

gah case, the excitement in a few days will be about over,

People will have lost interest in it. Christmas is coming and

what kind of a Christmas are the survivors of the accident

going to have, or their families? Why can we not as a body

of individuals sacrifice a little of our Christmas pleasure for

the benefit of those who have been left behind, and why can-

not the men of this Institute get together and raise a fund to

be added to any such funds as are being collected for the bene-

fit of the survivors. I think it would be entirely fitting for

the Institute lo appoint a committee to raise among the mem-
bers of the Institute a fund of such amount as any person

wishes to give and devote to the relief of the widows and or-

phans that have been left destitute by the Monongah explo-

sion. Or if the Institute sees fit raise a fund to be divided be-

tween the survivors of the Naomi explosion and the Monon-
gah explosion. I would be perfectly happy to start a fund of

that kind with a five dollar bill.

BY THE PRESIDENT— I believe that is a good sug-

gestion. I believe this Institute ought to tender some mark
of sympathy with the people at both mines. I believe the

Institute would be very remiss in its duty if it did not do that.

I think we ought to make some recognition of it.

BY MR. THOMAS A. ADAMS—Would it be according

to our rules to donate out of the funds of this Institute to the

sufferers at the Naomi and Monongah explosion.

BY THE PRESIDENT— I do not believe that question

ever came up before in my time.

BY MR. ADAMS—I would think that if we want to show
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our sympathy for the people who are suffering- from those

great disasters as aii Institute directly connected with those

people, I think we would do better to make it something from

the Institute as an organization. If our friends will allow I

think it would be well to take it out of the funds of the Insti-

tute and not delay the matter until we get away and do noth-

ing.

BY MR. I. G. R()B\ - I know something about our funds

and we could not appropriate very much if we appropriated

from the funds. We have been to unusual expense this year.

I think our expense was about $680.36. And we took in

about $378.80, so that we had to draw out of our savings

account to pay some of our debts. We have now in bank

about $170.00, besides what I have collected here to-day.

BY THE FRESIDENl—And 1 believe also our invest-

ments, our stock, have met with some considerable shrinkage.

BY MR. ROBY—While I am on the floor I wish to say

that we have about 160 copies of the proceedings, the last re-

port that rinished our contract witli Mr. Smith, and we have

in Uniontown, in the Standard office I don't know how many
of the other reports that have been printed and not sold. They
are in their way and I have not room in my office for them ;

we ought to have some way to taking care of those copies of

the proceedings. I think they will become more valuable as

time goes on and the new members will be very glad to get

copies of No. 2 and No. 3 proceedings. There are some mem-
bers I believe uho ha\e nevei had No. 2 proceedings; they

should all get them. It costs about twelve cents apiece to

send them through the mails.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Inasmuch as I am only occupy-

ing the chair temporarily, I believe these matters had better

be taken up to-morrow when Mr. Jones takes the chair, and

I will go ahead with the regular business of the Institute if

that is satisfactory to the meeting.
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Now, I want to read you some letters. Of course, you

are all aware that this terrible accident has kept away a great

many of our visitors as well as members.

The
.
Secretary thereupon read letters from Mr. J. W.

Paul, Chief of the Department of Mines of West Virginia.

James E. Roderick, Chief of the State of Pennsylvania. Mr.

George Harrison, Chief Inspector of Mines of the State of

Ohio. Also the letter from Mr. Young which was read this

morning.

We are very sorry these gentlemen could not be here.

Notwithstanding all this, we are going to have the best pro-

gramme we ever had. Plalf of the material is not on the pro-

gramme and some of that is my fault, I must confess.

I believe, Mr. Fay, I haven't given you a chance yet as

I promised. Mr. Fay is Secretary of the Young Men's Chri?-

tian Association and he is conducting a rival of the Institute.

He is bringing up rival concerns by the dozen.

BY MR. C. L. FAY—Mr. President and gentlemen: I

want to qualify what Mr. Keighley said by stating that I am
the mining work Secretary for the State, so that my work is

entirely with the mining fraternity, and by the honor you

have conferred upon nae to-day by electing me Secretary-

Treasurer of the Institute, by that you have made me a vital

pari of this organization, so that now I feel that I am as much
a Mining Institute officer as the work Secretary of the Y. M.
C. A. And the two ought to be very closely related, I be-

lieve.

The man who was so kind as to second the motion when
my name was proposed, Mr. Evans, of Johnstown, one of the

State Inspectors, woke up alter he had seconded the motion

and discovered that it would include the office of Treasurer

as well as Secretary. And lie said "I didn't know it meant
Treasurer too." I suppose we may understand by that thai

if he had had an idea that I was going to handle the money he

would not have , seconded that motion. It happens that I
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know Mr. Evans and I could say something myself if I saw-

fit. But I will deal kindly with him this afternoon.

I do not want to take very much of your time. To begin

with, I want to emphasize the honor I consider it to be elected

to this office. I see in the Mining Institute of America, a fu-

ture as well as a past. You have a glorious past, you have

laid foundations and you have accomplished things, and I

have during the past two or three years counted it a great

pleasure to be a njember of this Institute. However, we
must not look too much to the glory of the past, we must

look to the difficult future. And I believe that with this body

of men and what this Institute represents, what it stands

for, and with the problems that are to confront the mining

men in the future, this Institute will have a place, and a

marked place, and there are big things ahead for it. So then

it will be up to every man in this Institute, and every officer

in this Institute, to meet the demands upon it, and I want to

say that I shall feel ni my position I may at least by way of

contrast stand beside the men with whom I am associated.

You know it is by contrast that v/e may judge oft times in li^o.

And when I compare myself with Mr. Jones, the new Presi-

dent, with Mr. Keighley the ex-President, and with the Vice-

Presidents and with the members of this Institute, I feel that

I shall be just a little spot in it all; that by contrast it will

only set out all the better those with whom I am associated.

Thus I believe it is well that you do have a little fellow ifi the

organization.

I believe that the short time I am to speak this after-

noon to you in regard to the Mining Institute and the Club

work as conducted by the Y. M. C. A.—Now, there is a great

deal in the matter of view point, you know. Many men have

asked this question, and I believe with reason. It is right

that they should ask. The organization of these Institutes and

Clubs all over the whole field will not perhaps be detrimental

to the old Mining Institute of America? Now, I have, of

course, said that it will not be detrimental and I believe that
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to-day we have right in this body men who have been in close

touch with those clubs and institutes, and with this Institute,

who will testify that rather than being a detriment, they will

be a help. We look upon this as the parent body in the mat-

ter of mining institute work. It is as I say a great thing in

viewpoint. Some of us will look at it from one point of view

and some from another. You have heard that story about

the mutual friends going down street—this was told me by a

mutual friend of mine—and he met one of his friends and said,

"Where did you get your diamond?" He says "that was

willed to me." ''Willed to you.-^" "Yes," "Well," he says

"how did that happen?" "My brother died and he made me
executor of his will, and in his will he says "To my memory
a stone one thousand dollars." ''This is the stone."

Now, there is a good deal in getting a viewpoint that i."

favorable. Now, I believe it is possible for us all to get a

viewpoint where this is, while not peculiarly related, yet it is

related in a way to our work. We are all dealing with a

cause and we may so relate our efforts as to best deal with

that cause and bring about a proper effect. A mining insti-

tute in our State work of the Y. M. C. A. is this : We have

organized the bituminous coal field for institute purposes into

eleven districts. We have an institute committee in each of

those districts composed from 25 to 40 practical mining men
This committee meets once a year and elects officers and re-

ports for a district institute to be held at a certain point.

There is a regular programme carried out at that institute.

Many of you know how successful they have been. Off these

institutes there radiate local institutes organized in the differ-

ent districts perhaps once a month and in these institutes,

both district and local, we gather up hundreds of men who
never could attend the Pittsburg Carnegie Institute and who
are not in a position to attend it anyway—for instance, they

would not yet have arrived at that place in mining in the com-
prehension of mining problems where they would be able to

understand and appreciate your papers or your discussions.
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This then is sort of cap sheaf to it, and we are simply graded

down from this higher body here.

Then still further there is the mining study club, of which

Mr. Affelder proposes to tell you later more in detail. This

mining study club gathers into it those men who need the

mathematics, who need the fundamentals, who need the text

books, who must begin at the very bottom of the ladder, and

there they have the privilege and opportunity of a technical

education that fits them for the examination. Now, all this

has been pronounced by mine inspectors, by mine superin-

tendents and general superm*endents, by foremen, by all

classes of men as effective, as beneficial, as one of the best

things yet introduced into the mining proposition. And the

relationship, what is it. It is simply this : It is an advisorary

relationship. We might say that this body, the Mining Insti-

tute of America, is a sort of elevating influence over these

other clubs and institutes.

You know, the advisory relationship is not always a happy

one. A fellow going along the street said, "I was going to

tell Jones when I met him this morning. I was going to give

him some good advice." "Well, did you give it to him?"

"Well, I intended to but Jones started in to tell me how to

run my business, and if there is anything I cannot stand it ^'s

another man telling me how to run my business."

Now, that advisory relationship as it is called isn't any-

thing more than simply a sympathetic relationship, so much
so that I believe that without any further detailed explana-

tion here the general policy of the plan will be easily recog-

nized and you are all familiar with it. And I believe you will

all stand back of it as I stand back of it and of you.

Now, relative to the President's address, I wish that all

might have heard that address and believe that anything I

may say now is merely supplemental of what he said. Mr.

Keighley touched upon this work that we are attempting

to do; touched upon the foreigner, who is the great problem

in the mining field today. And I would like to spend about
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another minute on that problem. The foreigner is here to

stay. I would be even so presumptuous as to attempt to take

issue a little with Mr. Keighley in this, that I do believe the

foreigner is here to stay and not here to go back. While

many will go back, it has been discovered by careful investi-

gation that of those who do go back to the old country, the

majority return here. They go back and remain a little while

;

but, give them the touch Avhich they have had here, whether

for good or for bad, and they come back to our country. Now
then these foreigners are here and they are going to progress

I know men in this field today who are already beginning to

take positions of foremen.

The foreigner will rule, but he will not be a foreigner

then. He Avill be the new American and he will be as Ameri-

can as any one. I^want to say that there are not a few of us

who cannot go back very many years without finding our

country over on the other side. There are most of us in this

room, when it comes down to the foreign proposition, who
are not very far removed from this foreign speaking foreigner

The American Indian a great many years ago had to deal

Avith the very same problem that we are dealing with today.

They had to deal with the immigrants, with the foreigner.

Well, they didn't deal with him. Tiiey met in their councils

of war and decided that they would kill him off, go up and

down in the chase of him. But that emigrant would not be

chased off and he chased the other man out, and he foreign-

ized the American Indian instead of the American Indian

Americanizing him. We might have all been Indians if they

had done their work right.

Now it is the same about these foreign speaking men
coming in here today. They will foreignize us if we do not

Americanize them. And I say this, that in Pennsylvania

where we have two million five hundred thousand foreign

speaking population living in the two coal fields it is a prob-

lem, and it is the problem of the mining man ; it is the prob-

lem of the ruling class of the mining men. And the ruling
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class of mining men today are those of foreign standard,

foreign parentage and foreign birth, those from Scotland and
England and Wales and Ireland mainly. They are the ruling

class today in the mining field and it is their problem to meet
this proposition and assimilate these men. And AVhen we at-

tempt to take such a short-sighted attitude as to say we will

throw them out, drive them away, hold them down, I believe

we are on the wrong track. The proposition is this, and it is

a proposition meeting the Mining Institute of America and bo-

- fore every mining leader in this State and every institute

under the Y. M. C. A. It is the proposition to meet these men
and study them and make up our minds that they are here to

remain and to become new Americans, and to Americanize

them and educate them where they will help our institutes,

where they will not be a menace, but where they will be «

help. They have good stock in them if we look beneath the

surface and really get down into their lives.

Now, there is one thing more ; this Mining Institute of

America means a moral contribution to these mining commu-
nities, not merely technical. Technical education simply de-

velops the steely flint-like mind and it is only as the Mining

Institute of America stands, as I believe it always has stood,

for the moral development of the men, for the heart devlop-

ment of them, that it shall make its greatest impress on the

mining community. And so then may we not all of us to-

gether sort of be charitable and pull together in the solution

of that great problem that we have before us, and look ii

frankly and honestly in the face without any attempt at

evasion and when we deal with this foreigner, as we will have

to within the next five years, more than any other time in th'^

period of our history, perhaps, let us deal with him intelli-

gently, carefully, remembering that he is here with us and

here to stay.

I was over in Haselton in the anthracite coal field not

long ago, and there are thirty-five hundred Italians on one

street in Haselton, and they own virtually all the property^
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splendid business blocks and homes and surroundings. I

speak of the Italians simply because they say they are the

worst class, the southern Kalians. It is the same with the

difi'erent nationalities; they are here and they are here to stay,

and they are going to be the new Americans; they are going

to be the American -n the next ten or fifteen years, and they

are going to dominate the mining world as surely as we are

here. But let us see to it that they shall not dominate it. as

foreigners, but as we today as Americans, as true Americans,

new Americans with American ideals, with American princi-

ples, with American hopes in every way.

May I just take one more moment on that proposition that

was also emphasized so many times by the President of this

Association, and by Mr. Jones this morning, the incoming

President, that is, the matter of the liquor business in mining

communities. You are dealing not only with the technical

side, but you have got to deal with the sociological side. We
cannot get awa^ from it. If we are going to prevent acci-

dents, if we are going to protect life, if we are going to develop

that constituency of young men for the leaders, and if we ha\ e

got to adopt legislation that is for the best of all concerned,

we have got to give attention to the social side of this prob-

lem. And one of the big things in this social side is that liquor

proposition. When this Mining Institute of America rises

up and says so, there will be something doing. When this

Alining Institute of A.merica with no uncertain ring shall sa}-

that the mining commimities shall not be demoralized by the

distillery wagons and by the brewery wagons unloading its

product in the back yards and at the back doors of the mining

communities, then I want to say there will be something do-

ing, because the advice of this Institute will carry power. It

is backed by a virile type of men who stand for much in these

mining communities, and when this Mining Institute shall

throw its influence for legislation that shall say in this State

to brewers and distillers where they dare dispose of their stuff

so as not to be a menace to such a great extent as to absolute-
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ly demoralize these mining communities, then there will be

something doing. The coal operators tell me that due to this

cause it costs them every year in the loss of products from ten

to twenty per cent. That means something. Now, I have

that from mining men of this whole coal fieW in every imagin-

able position; whether they be drinking men or not, whether

they are prohibition or local option, or for the saloon, it mat-

ters not, I have this from all that the biggest curse today in

the mining communities is this unrestricted and absolutely

free unloading of beer in the back yards of the people in these

mining communities, and that it ought to be stopped. Now
then, just as Mr. Jones said this morning, it is not necessar;/

that this body become a Prohibition party nor a local option

movement, but this body can stand for the same legislation

that will meet a response from the political bodies of Pennsyl-

vania. They will be enabled still not to interfere with the

dispensing of these goods and will not say to the individuals

of the community you shall not have this or that, and that will

not take from him his absolute right to take a drink if he

wants it, but it can be so controlled as to be one of the great-

est factors in the uplift of the mining communities today.

All these men say not only is it a great demoralizing agency,

but they say that it is the cause of accidents more than any

other one thing. And I have this from all over the coal fields

of Pennsylvania.

I want to thank you, Mr. President, for this opportunity of

coming before the Institute, and in just a few words showing

the work of our State organization of the Y. M. C. A. in the

mining fields, which is being extended all over the anthracite

region.

BY MR. JONES—I would like to ask Mr. Fay, briefly, to

relate about the institutes and where they have been held

BY MR. FAY—Eleven district institutes have been held

at Greensburg, Latrobe, Fayette City, Meyersdale, Johnstown,
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Punxsutawney, Du Bois, Phillipsburg, Patton and Connells-

ville, and these institutes had an average attendance of

eighty-four men, and in every case they had to stand up. And
really I had to keep them from voting to make them semi-

annually or quarterly. We don't want them semi-annual or

quarterly, but we want the local institutes. I cannot tell

you how many of the local institutes have been held, because

they go ahead without my knowledge. But I do know this,

that nearly every night somewhere in this region there is a

local institute being held that will have an attendance of any-

where from twenty-five to one hundred men.

Then there are mining classes of several hundred men
studying in classes. VV^e have about five hundred foreign

speaking men in the educational classes. These classes ought

to speak English in my judgment.

For the coming year 1908 we have already mapped out

eighteen district institutes in the anthracite and bituminous

regions. We have a tentative programme already prepared

for their foundation.

BY TFIE PRESIDENT—Gentlemen, I think the best

stroke of business that we have done for a long time is in the

capture of Mr. Fay. We have got the enemy all right this

time. He cannot boost his little institute now. Mr. Fay
speaks about the great things Ihis Institute could do and could

have done and while he was speaking I just thought of three

little lines that I believe it would be a pretty good thing fo*

this Institute to take hold of. It you would catch big fish you
must launch out into the deep water where the big fish live,

for the big fish live only in deep water. The Coal Mining In -

stitute of America has never gotten far from shore sounding
yet.

On motion a vote of thanks is extended to Mr. Fay for

his valuable talk.
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BY MR. AFFELUER— I wish I had the eloquence of

Mr. Fay to go a step further in the direction in which he

started out. On the question of institutes and mining clul^

schemes I would like to say a few words. I attended Mr.

Fay's institute in Connellsville last July and he called on me
for something to say and it came so unexpectedly that for

once I didn't know what to talk about. So I asked the meii

present if they w^ould not organize local clubs at their respec-

tive plants, and in order to show that I was sincere I agreed

to do it myself. I have been thinking about it for some time,

but I have never done it. I hnally have put myself on record

and was obliged to do it, and 1 have never regretted it. I went

back after that meeting in July and it was too warm to start

a class then. In the latter part of August we started a class

of approximately a dozen members. Since then some of the

members have dropped out nnd others have come in. Up un-

til now we have eleven active members. As far as there being

Americans or foreigners is concerned, or the foreigners being

here to stay, I wisli to say that two of the members of the

class are distinctly loreigners, one is a Bohemian, who speaks

very good English and he is not from our own plant, but from

a few miles away. Another one is a German. So decidedly

German that I have to talk German to him. I am somewhat

of a ''hunky" myself. My father was born in Germany and it

helps me out, not only with that fellow but with others. Put

of the entire eleven only three were born of American parents.

Two of the eleven are distinctly foreigners, two or three others

of the eleven are American born and oi American parents,

and the other six, although they are Americans, are of foreign

parentage.

We had a mountain storm about two weeks ago and

there is nothing worse than a Fayette County mountain storm.

And that night I would not have taken $5.00 to go out and

across the street. And eight men turned up at the regular

hour at my house for the class. I had had some doubts before

that as to whether or not this class was a success, but if men
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will turn out on a night like that I have come to the conclusion

that they are getting something out of it, or at least that I

am deluding them into thinking that they are. The question

then is, what is the plan ? and I want to go into it a little in

detail, because several people have asked me in regard to it

with a view of establishing something of the kind themselves.

The plan I use is one that I adopted myself. Some other

people may have better ones. It is simply getting men to-

gether that I thought were interetsed in the question. Men
who were ambitious enough to want to be something better

than they are, are willing to study. Several of the men are

m.iners and some are motormen. One is a brakeman on a

motor, and one a boss driver \A'ell. I got them together.

The mine foreman is principally to be credited for selecting

the men. We organized a class. First of all there was a

little difficulty on account oi a meeting place for the men,

and I finally transferred the headquarters of the class to my
own house. It was a little objectionable in some ways, 1 will

have to admit, but I have never raised a kick myself and

my wife is rather charitable and she does not object. We
started with arithmetic as far back as the definition of arith-

metic. We have had sixteen lessons and I got them through

arithmetic. I have been instructor from the start, although

my mine foreman comes over occasionally and helps out. W'e

have taken them through arithmetic and we are pretty well

into mine gases. For text books we use certain pamphlets

of the International Correspondence School, which we get

from Mr. Fay at a very nominal cost. The entire course is

going to cost the men something like five dollars. The tuition

of course is absolutely free. They are required to pay for the

pamphlets and that is all they are required to pay for. I pay
for mine and each man pays for his own. We meet one night

a week and I expect the men to cover a certain part of the

text books, so far as study is concerned, and the principal

part of the two hours from seven to nine is devoted to a prac-

tical discussion of the questions in the lesson.
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When it came to gases we generated several of the gases

right in their presence with a safety lamp and an open one

and noticed the effect of the gases on the lamps and of the

lamp on the gases, so that we were not entirely theoretical in

our work. We are getting as much practical work as it is

possible to get.

Now, the question is what is the benefit of the whole

thing going to be? In the first place any person who will go

ahead and interest his men and interest himself in organizing

a class of this kind, although he is going to do the men a lot

of good, he will get a lot of benefit out of it himself. He wil'

get double the benefit out of it himself that any of his men
will get. We may know a good bit about mining, or we may
not, but I know this : there is nothing which impresses a sub-

ject on a man's mind and presents the thing to him in an en-

tirely different light, or a more thorough light, than as the

subject has to be presented by him when he comes to explain

it, not to such a body of men as you, whom words of two or

three or four syllables do not stumble, but when you come up

against a class of men who will have had a very meagre com-

mon school education, il any at all, and have to teach them the

rudiments m words of one syllable, then you are up against

an entirely different proposition and you have got to do so

much study and so much thinking over the thing from all

points and realize that fools can ask questions which wise

men cannot answer. But you will get a lot more out«of it

than they do. The trouble is this : there is a bar to the whole

thing. Where are you going to get the men around the dif-

ferent plants who have sufficient interest in the welfare of the

men or the company—because it is for the benefit of the com-
pany—to organize the class or devote the time to it. We are

all of us too busy to do it; I was too busy until I did it, and
I found out that it was one of the greatest pleasures I ever

had in my life simply to ha\ e gotten up that class and devote

vvhnt time 1 could to it. I am never sorry when Wednes-
<la\ ni: lit comes aroiind. and I liave i)roken some very impor-
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tant engagements on account of that being the class night.

Aside from the benefit you are going to get in this from the

teaching standpoint, can anyone suggest a way in which to

surround yourselves more easily with faithful employees that

they can depend on in emergencies or that they can depend

on when an unforeseen condition arises. You cannot possibly

have too many men around a plant that are educated and

who know what to do under trying circumstances. It is all

right when everything goes smoothly, but when some unusual

condition arises you are going to be a lot better ofif if you

have a number of men even though they have not passed tlie

examination, who know what to do and when to do it. I do

not say all the men of that class are going to become mine

foremen, or fire bosses, some of them never would be up to

that in twenty years, but they are ambitious for knowledge

and they are getting it, and they are going to make some use

of it, even though they do not intend to use it in certificated

positions.

Now my time is up, with the exception of one minute,

and J. just want to say one thing in conclusion : I do not

expect ever to have sixty or seventy people present go out

and organize a mining class. Everybody cannot do it, for a

great many reasons. Some people would like to organize a

class, who cannot teach it. But there are a few people here,

there is at least one person here and there may be two, pos-

sibly a lot more, who can go out and organize a class and do

something for his fellow man. About all you can really hope

for in this world is to make the world a little bit better for

your having lived in it. Some do it in one way and some do
it m another, and I am merely suggesting one way.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Gentlemen, we have a distin-

guished visitor today and I would like to call upon him for a

few words, Mr. Stoek. I will mtroduce him to you.
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MR. H. H. STOEK—Those who have been reading the

technical papers may have noticed an address given by a gen-

tleman in California in connection with the establishing of a

School of Mines, at the dedication of a new building, of th-^

new School of Mines, at California University. He stated

that he thought the proper way for every teacher of mining to

attain to the best teaching was to spend every other year out

in the mnies ; teach a year and be out a year alternately. That

there should be two full sets of teachers. Now, teachers do

not always seem to be entirely practical. Several months ago

I had the pleasure of having a card sent in to me from one of

the gentlemen of this vicinity and as the result of a conversa-

tion of several hours, most profitable to me, I have come Uj

the conclusion that a course of that kind is being given in our

vicinity out here which ought to be very distinctly the prac-

tical with the theoretical. And it gives me great pleasure to

introduce to you the head of that department, Prof. McConib,

Professor of Mining at Grove City College, and Consulting

Engineer for one of the largest coal mining companies in the

country.

BY. PROF. McCOMB—Mr. President and Gentlemen:

When I came over here this afternoon I had not any idea

of being honored with the opportunity of talking to you. I

have learned since I came that you have honored me with

membership in this body, something that I greatly appreciate,

and I have also been honored with this opportunity to taUc tc

you. I was very much interested in the talk by the gentleman

of the Y. M. C. A. work. The work he is doing and the work

Mr. Afil elder is doing are along the lines that I am particu-

larly interested in. I have organized within the last two

years a technical department in Grove City College, a tech-

nical and a practical department. Now, we are not attempt-

ing up there to turn out mining engineers, but we are -it-

tempting to turn our practical mine managers. The view I

had in the organization of the department, the plans that I

took, \\..s the Commercial High School in Germany, a school
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connected with the German University. They fit men to

occupy financial managing positions in the work. Their work

covers storekeeping, it covers mechanics, it covers mining, k

covers the sciences. It is distinct from other technical schools.

They do not attempt to make technical engineers. They

attempt to make business men in the broadest sense of the

term. The word commercial, as they apply it, does not mean
simply bookkeeper, or stenographer, but it means what the

term should mean, an actual, practical man, with enough tech-

nical knowledge so that he can fili a business position in a

satisfactory w3.y and not be dependent on somebody else lor

his technical information. So we have gone to work to edu-

cate young men who take up the mining course up there, not

to make mining engineers,, but to make men who are com-

petent to go into the management ot mining properties. While

with a two years' study in addition they can become mining

engineers in the full sense of the term, yet the work we d- •

ourselves is to ht them to become good, practical mine man-

agers. In connection v;ith that work I have taken up amouL;

the young men in the mining conmiunities,—they are prac-

tical mine workers, men who are working in mines, and this

year we are going to have something in the line of Mr
Affelder's class. It will meet once in two weeks and w^iil

meet in the Carnegie Library and will take up a practical

course of study.

In the matter of mining problems, such as confront this

Institute, I have been thinking liere during these addresses

of the mission that this Institute has. Don't you know that

the American people are an awfully thoughtless lot of people.

We are all thoughtless and we don't realize the potential

power that resides m a number of men getting together the

way this Institute is gotten together of members who
are practical workers. I would rather have the prac-

tical workers of the mines get together behind a high

moral or educational problem and drive it to a successful issue

than I would the best set of gradute engineers that ever came
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out of Cornell, Lehigh or any other institution. These are the

men who are in practical touch, you gentlemen who have

worked in the mines yourselves, who can get down and think

as the miner thinks. The college man is always technically

educated, and that is right and proper, but the man has got to

get down and think just like the other fellow, and it is the.

man who can think as the worker thinks who can tell when
the day's work is being done properly, when the day's work is ^

being done honestly, and when the man is giving his full duty

to the company. When men who all think as these men think

get behind the moral problem, get behind the educational

problem, they can do a great deal of good. And for that rea-

son you gentlemen who make up this Institute— I do not

want to be taken as presumptuous, but there is a great re-

sponsibility resting on this Institute and Mr. Fay touched on

one of the important problems and that being the liquor prob-

lem. There is no more important problem in this country.

I am not a prohibitionist, but I say to you today there is no

more important problem in mining than the question : What
are we going to do with this li(iUor question in this country?

At a mine up in Butler County we are losing eleven per cent

of our product because of drink. I think that comes into the

question today when the Presbyterians and the Methodists

and the Baptists and all the other churches would not allow a

saloon near under any circumstances, but still they allow the

liquor to be brought in there by barrel. Of course they can-

not help it, but they can vote it out, and it is the duty of

you and me and every other man to go into the ballot box and

to use our influence and our vote to stop the accursed traffic

in liquor and its imposition upon the ignorant people where

it is a case of the bottle in the home and the jug and keg

under the tree, and no taxes or other restrictions for the

benefit of the people. Now, gentlemen, it is a fact— I don't

know what your feelings on the liqnor traffic are, but I be-

lieve you all realize the teriible gravity of this liquor in uii-

policed regions where tlie j^eoj^le get it into their homes.
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where they have no restraint, and it is brought in and used

indiscriminately in the minirtg communities.

That eleven per cent of loss of products is aside from

the damage that is done; and if we do not see it, there 'S

damage being done every week by men who are cross and

ugly because they were drunk a day or two before. It may not

be the things that we see the most that hurt us on the wrong

line to the greatest extent. And gentlemen, it is a problem

that rests on you and me, it rests on all of us, every man who
has at heart the interests of the mining profession, the min-

mg business, lo endeavor to use his efforts to improve them.

Of course, we cannot legislate morals into people, but what

we can do is just what Mr. Fay is working for, and what Mr.

Affelder is working for. We can help educate these people,

we can help make them better, we can make them see that

drinking and rowdyism is a bad thing, that it is not the right

thing, and the course of that is through education. We can-

not legislate them good, but while we educate them we can

keep attempting to lift them out of this condition by securing

the passage of laws that will prevent the transportation com-

panies from bringing liquor into unpoliced sections of the

communities, such as mining camps are. I thank you, gen-

tlemen.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Gentlemen, we are under obli

gation to Prof. McComb for his address.

On motion a vote of thanks is extended Prof. McComb
for addressing the Institute.

BY THE PRESIDENT—It is hardly necessary to intro^

duce Dr. Holmes, as he has been here before. He must go to

Chicago, so that we will have to have his address today in

stead of tomorrow.

DR. J. H. HOLMES— Mr. President and gentlemen of

the Coal Min'Mg Institute of America: It is very good of you
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to be patient enough this late in the day to listen to the few

words which I may have to say now, so as to permit me to

be in Chicago tomorrow in response to an urgent telegram

making that journey necessary.

Out of the multitude of things which might be discussed,

there is one thing which is uppermost in my own mind, and

I presume in yours, too. It is this question of these mine dis-

asters. I am not prepared to say anything at all in regard to

the cause of those explosions at the Monongah mine; but that

is, I presume we all agree, the most awful disaster of its

kind in the history of this country, and one of the most awful

disasters m the history of the entire world.

It was my fortune to go through the mine at Courriers

in northern France a little more than two years ago, just a

month in advance of that awful explosion there which is said

to have killed 1,300 men. It is interesting to note the provi-

sions which were taken there against just such an explosion.

It was suggested at that time to me, however, that the mine;-

were not in the best possible shape; that the inspectors o**

mines were entirely overtaxed and that they were constantly

afraid that something might happen. These were about the

words in which that point was expressed to me by the Chief

Mine Inspector for northern France. That did not impress

itself particularly upon me, but that horrible disaster occurred

in that mine just a month later.

There are two or three lessons to learn from that dis-

aster, which has been pretty thoroughly investigated, which

have a general bearing on disasters which may be prevented

hereafter. One is that the mine itself must be in good con-

dition, and in spite of this fear expressed on the part of the

inspector that something might happen, because the inspect-

ing force was overtaxed, yet the ventilation and other pre

cautions were continuously taken by the officials in charge of

that particular mine. Yet the explosion came, the explosion

whicli had that terrible result. One of the thoughts which

comes to mind in that connection is the fact that with modern
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mining conditions wliere we increase the number of men who

are at work in any given mine, we are of course continuously

increasing the terribleness of the disaster when that disaster

comes. The second point is that as the mines are continu-

ously getting deeper and farther away from the entrance,

from which the coal is taken, from which the ventilation is

received, the danger is increasing. Furthermore, as these

mines get deeper, and we get belovv^ the surface where the gas

is naturally under greater pressure, when some underground

source of gas is tapped, it rushes into the mine at a much more

rapid rate, and consequently gives us more gas within the

mine within a given space of time. Shallow mines,

surface, as so many of our mines have been in the past,

witii gas naturally leaking out of the coal layer and escaping

to the surface through natural fissures through the surface:

but as the mines get deeper it is not only greater because

there is likely to be a greater pressure due to the greater load

of strata over and keeping the gas under a greater pressure,

but because of the larger percentage of gas actually existing

in the coal rock at such pressure. So that for this double rea-

son the risk of such explosions increases, and under our mod-
ern mining conditions the greater number of men in the mine,

when the explosion comes, the risk of killing a larger number
of men<.increas-es.

Another thing, and one of the saddest things in connec-

tion with it all, is the fact that in that mine, as I suppose it

to have been the fact in these mines in West Virginia, after

all ordinary precautions had been taken, there was still risk

that such explosions will take place.

The question as to whether or not a given explosion is

one of dust or an ex{)iosion of gas, is coming to be the mining

question. W^e know perfectly well from experiments, which
almost anyone can make, that explosions will take place with

dust without any gas being present at all. We know on the

other hand that without any dust being present an explosion

will take place in the presence of ordinary gas. When these
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two are combined, neither seeming to be in excessively large

quantities, yet they can make very serious explosions. It has

been thought in a number of cases, where you can eliminate

all factors of uncertainty in makmg these experiments out-

side of the mines, we know that such explosions occur, where

we take the ordinary charge of powder and explode it in the

ordinary air in a given chamber and the same quantity of

powder exploded in the same chamber under exactly the sam.e

conditions, except in the presence of a certain amount of coal

dust blown in there the explosion is practically ten times as

great as when that coal dust was not present.

Now, what I had in mind in connection with this is, in

the first place, a means of investigation which will give as

the information which we need before we can have an intelli-

gent regulation and intelligent legislation. As long as there

IS a question of doubt, as for example, one mine foreman says

an explosion with dust is impossible, and another believes it

is possible, there is a question of doubt and dispute.

And where one miner says there is no risk in going

ahead with an open light in the presence of dust, because ex-

plosions will not take place in the presence of dust, there is a

factor which ought to be eliminated, the question in regard

to explosions in the presence of coal dust ought to be settled

by investigation, so there is no question of doubt, and we
know absolutely and certainly that under certain conditions

coal dust explosion is a certain thing.

The question of how much admixture of dust and gas

will increase the force of an explosion is a question which

ought to be settled. The question as to the charge of any

given explosive which it might be safe to use in .the presence

of either coal dust or coal gas is another question which

ought to be settled, and it ought to be settled furthermore

that our explosives which we use will be sufficiently constant

in character, so that a miner using a given explosive and a

given quantity of it under certain circumstances knows ex-

actly what it will do to an absolute certainty, and when he
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uses that explosive a month later it will give exactly the same

result under the same condition. There is another factor of

uncertainty which ought to be eliminated, and so on with

other factors of uncertainty they ought to be eliminated,

other factors of uncertainty they ought to be elimin-

ated, so that we know with certainty that under cer-

tain conditions, eliminating one factor of uncertainty after

another, we can get down rinally to the question of careless-

ness of the individual miner. When you have eliminated

everything else and nothing else is a question of dispute, ex-

cept as to whether or not the miner did this or that thing

carelessly, then comes an opportunity of eliminating that

factor also.

I found a practice in different parts of Germany whicli

seems to me to be an admirable thing. It is due in part to

government regulation and part to a regulation among the

miners themselves. That whenevev a man did anything abso-

lutely careless he was eliminated from the coal mining ques-

tion altogether. As long as a man tried to be careful and

gave evidence that he was a careful miner, he was just as wel-

come in the ranks as anybody else, but whenever he proved to

be absolutely careless, irresponsible so to speak, when the

other miners could not depend on him in regard to the safety

of the men and their own lives as well as his, then came the

question of preventing him from having anything to do with

coal mine operation at all in capacities which risked the lives

of his fellows as well as his own. But that sort of custom

is not feasible until all the other factors of uncertainty, and

then by such combined effort we can eliminate all known fac-

tors of uncertainty and leave for the future to settle only

those which at the present time no man seems to be able

to settle.

One of the things about which there is very little doubt

in coal mining communities is the origin of explosions like

this one which occurred the other day which comes in such

a sudden inrush of gas that could not even be prevented or
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anticipated. There are just two different sources from which

such sudden inrush of gas can come. It has been suggested

in this case as simply the possibility that in any regions

where coal mining takes place, where prospecting has taken

place through it, or wells have been bored for gas or oil or

coal and have tapped gas veins, and these Avells have been

stopped or plugged at the top and they have been opened up

in connection with the mining operations. A gas well of that

sort, anywhere from live to eight inches in diameter, with a

pressure of lOO or 200 or 500 feet, would have produced gas

enough to have filled any ordinary coal mine in the course

of a few minutes, that would be a thing that we could not

anticipate, unless we knew that such holes had been put down
in that particular region which had yielded a flow of gas.

Another one is that in mining operations we may tap a

natural underground fissure from which a sudden inrush of gas

may come suddenly from the coal. It is of course also a

possibility that we n;ay run into a section of coal which seems

to be more richly permeated with gas than in ordinary cases;

but that is nothing like so great a risk as the one which might

come from tapping one oi those big prospecting holes or an

underground fissure connected with such a gas supply. You
all know of the burning spring which General Washington
is saia to have deeded to the State of Virginia from which gas

was naturally escaping through the water and into the air.

That was one 01 these underground fissures which was con-

nected with the subterranean gas supply no doubt. And no

doubt tliere are other such fissures come into coal mines in

West Virginia and other portions of the country, and that i5>

a question which can only be settled by actual tests.

There may be of course some other unknown sources from

which such gas supply can under extraordinary causes get

into a coal mine and give us these extraordinary risks. This

question has been worked on very extensively by Belgian,

French, German and English mining engineers without com-

ing to any very definite conclusion.
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The other factors of uncertainty which can be pretly

largely eliminated with the modern spraying devices which

can lay the dust in the coal mine so that the question of ex-

plosion from that source is pretty largely eliminated—and

yet even that where it is practiced as carefully as it is in the

majority of Prussian and Belgian mines, we sometimes have

what is claimed to be dust explosions in that section of the

country. You may remember readmg of the terrible explosion

out m the region of Prussia where some year and a half ago

something over two hundred men were killed. That was ex-

plained by the Prussian mining inspectors as being a pure

dust explosion, and it was a mine which had been sprinkled

practically every day in the week, except Sunday, and this

dust explosion occurred on Monday following the day skipped

in sprinkling, that is the Sundajy preceeding. Hoav correct

that explanation may have been I am unable to say, but the}'

have given that interpretation to it after the most careful

study and investigation possible. Regarding the gases and

those other sources of uncertainty, they by careful investiga-

tion may be pretty largely eliminated. That brings the thing

down to the question of the character and amount of explo-

sives used, and with a certain amount of investigation I think

we can pretty largely settle that in this country, as it has been

settled m other countries.

But after all these things we have this source of great

uncertainty, the possible appearance of gas. To w^hat ex-

tent that may be settled by further investigation is a thing

which is very problematical. But so terrible are the results of

these cases now before the country, it is certainly w-orthy of

the most careful investigation that can be made by the Fed-

eral Government or by the Stale or by private individuals or

companies. And the thing for us to do is not only to keep

out the gas totally, but to make up our minds that we are go-

mg to prevent, if possible, these terrible explosions in this

country. That is the first step for all of us to take. Having
taken that step I am perfecth' satisfied that, with the inge-
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nuity and resources and determination of the men connected

Avitli the coal mining industry of the United States, in the

course of a very few years we will see a very great lessening

in the results and numbers of these explosions.

As the matter stands today, as I think probably Mr. Hall

told you last year and will teil you again tomorrow, with still

greater information before liim, were he not kept in the inves-

tigation at this mine at the Fairmont Coal Co.^ in West Vir-

ginia, the tabulated statement which he has recently been

bringing together aiid which I trust will be ready for distri-

bution among tlie members of the Institute in ten days or two

weeks, shows tliat as I said a moment ago, the risks are

increasing as our coal mines are deepening, and we are not

meeting the risk. The fatalities are increasing every year

both in proportion to the number of miners employed and in

proportion to the amount of coal which is being mined. On
the other hand, in these other countries which I have men-

tioned, the number of the fatalities is steadily decreasing. In

Belgium, for example, where twenty years ago they were

killing about three men in a thousand, they are now from the

latest results killing less than one man in a thousand, whereas,

in the United States ten years ago we were killing two and

one-half men of every thousand miners, last year we were

killing about three and one-half, so that in no way do we seem

to be improving the situation. It is not because we have

not got as much sense as they have in the other countries.

I do not think it is because of an inherent, reckless spirit on

the part of the miners. It is because we have not in the first-

place got together the information which they have in other

countries with respect to the character of the explosives un-

der general mining conditions; it is because in the second

place, not having that information, we have not the intelli-

gent regulalions they have especially in other countries, and

not having these regulations we neither ourselves practice

nor make the men connected with these institutions practicv?

the care they have to practice in these other countries. I was
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looking over the record just being- published now of the ex-

perience of Belgium. If I remember correctly, there was

hardly a man killed in their coal mines last year from these

ordinary coal gas explosions. Whereas, in the United States,

we have not the completed figures for the first year of course,

but the number of mmers killed or injured in the United

States in 1907 will certainly be over six thousand. Now, as I

say, that thing is being steadily lessened in other countries:

it is steadily increasing in the United States. And we want

to get at the trouble in the first place, and in the second place

we want to settle that question so as to rapidly dimini?li

the number of the accidents under all circumstances, until

they disappear. We will not have them entirely disappear

until all the factors of uncertainly become certainties and then

we can understand that we can make men do as we know
they ought to do. That condition will probably never arise,

certainly not within the experience of men now living; but

what we can do is to spread out all these factors of uncer-

tainty and determine them as fast as we can until we get

down to the question of the personal equation of the individual

miner, and then I believe that American ingenuity and hard,

common sense will find some way to eliminate the uncertaiif

miner. But until we eliminate all the other factors we do nov

know where the uncertain miner comes in ; we do not know
the extent to which that personal equation comes into the

question of these dreadful explosions. But we can eliminate

one after another factor until we have eliminated practically

all the others, and I believe it is possible to eliminate all the

others in this country, and in other countries, except that

which is due to the sudden inrush of gases, and we may by
continued investigation eliminate that factor also. I do not

think we disagree as to what ought to be done. The only

trouble is that we keep saying it ought to be done and we do
. not do it. And we know that this great and somewhat un-

wieldy Government of ours does not move until the people

get behind it and make it move, and the people do not do tha^
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until we, who are interested and directly connected with this

sort of work get things started, and we will not get them

started until we make up our minds to do it.

BY THE PRESIDENT— Gentlemen, I know you a^

appreciate the valuable information and suggestions that have?

been given to you in the talk just now, and I do not hesitate to

ask a vote of thanks.

On motion a vote of thanks is tendered to the speaker for

his valuable address.

At 4:30 o'clock p. m. the meeting adjourned to meet at

the same place at 9:30 o'clock a. m., Wednesday, December ii.

Wednesday Morning Session.

The meeting was called to order at 9 42 o'clock a. m.,

Wednesday, December 11, by ex-President Keighley, in the

absence of President Jones.

BY PRESIDENT KEIGHLEY—The first paper on

the programme is the one on Steel Mine Timbers. The title

of the paper is '"'Steel, the Logical Successor of Wood for

Coal Mining Operation," by Mr. R. B. Woodwortli, of the

Carnegie Steel Company.
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STEEL THE LOGICAL SUCCESSOR OF WOOD IN

THE MINING OF COAL.

By R. B. Woodworth.

(Engineer with Carnegie Steel Company.).

BY MR. R. B. WOODWORTH—Mr. President and gen-

tlemen of the Coal Mining Institute of America:

In 1679, when Louis Hennepin, the Belgian missionary

and explorer, discovered a coal mine on the Illinois river, no

one could have forseen that he had discovered the physicial

basis of the industrial and commercial expansion of these

United States ; and yet it is an unquestioned fact that the com-

mercial supremacy of the United States has been built on thf^

ability of its people to transform into finished products the

mineral resources of our land. It is true that our magnificent

water resources and the unquestioned fertility of our land

would have gone very far towards giving us a leading place

among the nations of the earth ; but the first place in our in-

dustrial development must be given to coal and its uses.

So far as the records go, it is a significant fact that the

first permit to mine coal was granted in 1684 by \A'illiam Penn

to parties in Pittsburgh, but evidence seems to indicate that

the first commercial mining of coal was done on the James

river, near Richmond, in 1750. In every decade of the records

of coal mining the production has doubled itself, as the follow-

ing figures will show

:
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TOTAL TONNAGE MINED IN THE U. S.

1816 75 short tons

1826 . .. 147,914
"

1836 984,832

1846 4,865,522

1856 13,546,925 " "

1866 29,003,583 "
"

1876 53,280,000

1886 113,680,427 " "

1896 191.986,357
"

1906 414,157,278 " "

It is also interesting- to note that while the nations of the

earth are all dependent on the use of coal, Avithout which man-

ufacture would be seriously crippled and the words ''sea

power" fiction, yet the United States have far outstripped all

other countries. In 1876, the year of the celebration of the

one hundredth anniversary of our Nation, the United States

produced 17.09 per cent, of the total world production. In

1906 the total production of coal throughout the world reached

the enormous figures of 1,106,478,707 tons, of which our

country mined 37.43 per cent., surpassing even Great Britain,

with all its resources and histor}', by 47.3 per cent.

We pride ourselves on our mineral resources in general,

and speak of our production of gold, copper, iron and other

metallic and non-metallic minerals, the total of which m the

United States reached the enormous sum of $1,623,877,120 in

1906, and yet our output of coal amounted in value to 29.4 per

cent of the entire total. The value of our coal reached 5-4

times the value of output of gold; 1.25 times that of iron and

3.2 times our production of brick, fireproof materials and other

products of clay.

Vast as our resources are in mines and minerals, in fertile

lands with their wealth of wheat and corn and cotton, in roll-

ing prairies with wide-spreading pastures and in mountains
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and valleys clothed with their diversified forests, these re-

sources would have been in themselves valueless had they not

been developed by the intelligence and skill, wisdom and pow-

er of a gifted Nation. The exploitation of our resources in

coal and the development of the industries based thereon is

but the contribution of our country "to the wonderful record

of the achievements of man is subduing to himself the organ-

ized universe and in making the blind forces of Nature sub-

ject to his creative genius.

The record of coal mined in the United States is, there

fore, a record of the progressive application of increasing in-

telligence to the solution of the problem of maximum produc-

tion at a minimum expenditure in men and means and human
lives. The laborious process of hand-pick work has given

place to mining by machine-picks, chain cutters, cutter-bar

and long-wall machines driven by compressed air or electric-

ity, and, in 1906—35 per cent of our entire coal production

was machine mined. In the course of time the mule took the

place of the hands that pushed the cars from the mines; wire

haulage took the place of the mule ; the steam locomotive has

succeeded the cables and sheaves. In 1887 the first electric

mine locomotive in America was built and installed in the

mines of the Lykens Valley Coal Company at Williamstown,

Pa., and today, compressed air and electricity are rapidly

taking the place long filled by steam.

Machine methods of mining have had their reaction on

the problem of ventilation, as natural ventilation, which was
sufficient in the early days of short headings and shallow

shafts, gave place to furnaces, and the furnaces in turn have

given way to machine-driven fans and methods of ventilation.

In the preparation of coal for the market vast improve-

ments have been made in methods of screening, and the in

troduction of machine w^ashing has shown its efficienc}- in

making available for use a large percentage of coal which in

former times was wasted.
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These are but a few of the improvements that American

genius has introduced in the economical production of coal.

It is needless to speak of Lhe improvements in pumps, eleva-

tors and cages, hoisting machinery and entire equipment of

engines, boilers, head frames and other necessar}^ details of

plant construction.

It is very plain that the coal production of this country

cannot mdefinitely continue to increase in geometrical ratio,

and there are indications that it is time for those who exploit

our mineral resources to take more careful thought for tlie

future so as to prevent their exhaustion. The problems which

confront the mine owners .and operators are those which con-

front others who have to deal with the natural resources of

our country. We hear on every side an outcry over their

depletion, and statisticians have begun to occupy themselve.<5

with the qxiestion as to how long at the present rate of pro

duction it will be until our natural resources are completely

exhausted. It is true the improvements which have been

made in mining operations have but shown the way for other

improvements that are yet to follow, and the solution of

problems which have already arisen has led the way to other

problems that are more intricate and complex.

When the operations were shallow and the forest cover

untouched, it was a very simple matter to obtain the necessary

timber for the construction of shafts, gangway supports, etc.,

but as the workings became deeper, the operations mare ex-

tended and tne supply of timber depleted, it has become more

difficult , and expensive to oljtain adecpiate supplies for the

carrying on 01 llie work. The great problem immediately be-

fore us, therefore, is the problem which confronts the very

continuance of mining operations. Beyond question tools

must be had wherewith to mine, and equipment is the abso-

lute essential to the conduct of all operations. 'J'he farther

headings are driven from the surface and the deeper the

workings l)ecome the more serious is the ])rohlcm and the

more difficult the solution.
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The timber resources of our country were once supposed

to be practically exhaustless. The drains on them, however,

have been enormous beyond expectations, the coal mining in-

dustry alone consuming 8 per cent of the total lumber cut.

In 1905, according to Circular No. 49, Forest Service United

States
,
Department of Agriculture, the anthracite mines of

Pennsylvania alone consumed not less than 52,620,000 cubic

feet of round timber and nearly 121,620,000 board feet of

sawed timber, wdiile the bituminous mines of the United

States used 91,309,700 cubic feet of round timber and

140,790,000 board feet of sawed
;

or, allowing for

waste in sawing and reducing all to cubic feet, 171,264,000

cubic feet of timber was utilized in the coal mining opera-

tions. Approximately 150,000 acres of forest disappeared

down the slopes and shafts of the anthracite region, 260,000

within the rooms and headings of the bituminous mines—641

square miles of trees, more than half the area of the State of

Rhode Island. The timber cost $2,170 per bituminous mine,

and .$20,524 per anthracite, or 2.3 cents and 7.7 cents respec-

tively per gross ton of coal mined. The sawed timber cost

about the same per board foot at the two classes of mines

;

the round timber, however, cost the anthracite operator twice

per cubic foot that paid by his bituminous competitor. The
greater quantity used and its higher unit cost agree, there-

fore, with conditions otherwise demonstrated :

ist. The greater depth of the anthracite operations

necessitate maintenance of longer and more heavily timbered

gangways and larger sizes of props.

2nd. Conditions of moisture and temperature at these

depths, usually belov/ sea level, induce much speedier decay,

destruction and replacement. .

3rd. The bituminous operators are able to get at low

cost from contiguous forests the small sizes of timber they

require and which otherwise would not be merchantable,

while the anthracite owners draw^ for their requirements on

.the best trees in the forest, whose large stumpage value and
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availability for ihe niannfactiirer of the highest grade of lum-

ber make themselves felt in greatly increased cost per cubic

foot: It is due in part to the enormous demand of the an-

thracite mines for large sizes that the whole face of the tim.-

ber situation has changed. In former years it was possible for

the miners to obtam their timber from lands immediately

contiguous to their operations. Then they drew upon the

resources of Maine and New York; next the Avoods of

Maine and Ngw York, once so prominent, dropped out of

sight as luml)er producing regions The region of the Lake

States, which was for many years an undisputed center of

the lumber industry, yielded its supremacy to the South and

\\'est. Then followed the rush to the Southern pineries and

the great virgin forests of the Pacific Coast. Durmg recent

years the production of luml:>er in the Southern pine belt has

been enormous, and so great have been the demands for large

sizes that it is only a question of a few years, hastened by the

construction of the Panama Canal, when the great production

of lumber will shift to the Pacihe Coast. The output of tim-

ber by tiie mills increases more rapidly year by year than the

visible supply, and, wdiile other materials have experienced

flucutations in prices year by year, the price of timber, es-

pecially large sizes, has had nothing but an upward trend.

This condition of affairs would be serious enough in it-

self if the timber in the mines could be looked upon in any

way as a permanent installation, so that the requirements

of the mines would only be for extensions and ordinary re-

placements. > As a matter of fact, the life of timber in the

mines, especially in the anthracite region, is so short that the

timber requirements must be looked upon by the mine own-

ers as a regular annual fixed charge, and it is conservatively

estimated that the entire ec[iiipinent inside the workings of

the anthracite mines in the shaps of timber must be replaced

in twelve to eighteen months. The Forest Service of the

United States, Department of Agriculture, has made elabor-

ate investigations as to the cause of the shortness of the life
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of the mine timber, and lias reached the conckision that in

the anthracite regions 45 per cent of the mine timbers is

destroyed by decay, 35 per cent by crush or squeeze, 10 per

cent by insects and 10 per cent by waste.

The decay is due in general to the warm, moist air and

gases found in the mines, especially in the deeper workings,

where the variation in temperature and moisture is so wide

that timbers may decay m six or eight months or may las I;

several years, and is produced by certain organisms called

"bacteria" and ''fungi," the germs or spores of which may
gam access to the timber at any time before or after it is cu^-.

The rough surfaces of bark and wood furnish a foothold for

the spores which subsequently germinate and attack the wood
tissues; it is probably impossible to exterminate disease and

so wholly to prevent decay. "I he breaking of timber by tlie

crush and squeeze of coal and rock seems also to be beyond

prevention, except in so far as it is possible to replace small

timbers by large, or by some other form of construction. In-

sect action can be prevented only by the most regular and

rhorough inspection and by rigid condemnation of insect-

infested timber before it is allowed to enter the mines. Ideal

as timber is for mine coiistruction, and simple as is its use,

there is, of necessity, a certain amount which must be con-

sidered waste; as timbers have to be cut to exact length re-

quired and otherwise fitted for the purpose intended. It is

apparent, then, that, if mining operations are to continue and

extend to suit the growing requirements of industry and

commerce, some solution must be found for the timber ques-

tion which will be safe, simple and economical. It is but

natural that a large amount of interest is being shown by the

engineering department of the larger coal mining operations

in this direction.

The first answer, therefore, to the timber problem, made
under the auspices of the Forest Service of our Government-,

is to preserve tlie timber and replant the denuded areas of

forest. This solution is not presented as of universal appli*
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cation. It is recognized that there are conditions in minin-;

operation where the expense involved in preservative treat

ment v^^ould not be truly economical. Their researches have

shov^n that the simplest, most economical and most satisfac-

tory treatment is that of the open-tank method, and that the

ease and effectiveness with which timber can be treated by

this process depends entitely upon the kind of wood and its

degree of dryness. In order to reach the best results the

timber should be seasoned four or iiv^e months, at least, be-

fore the application of the preservative, and in order to pre-

vent the inception of any decay it is better to have it peeled

before shipment. If ihe timber is at all green, the penetration

of the preservative fluids will be superficial only, and, accord-

ing to figures presented in Circular No. iii of the Forest

Service on "Prolonging the Life of Mine Timbers," it would

unquestionably pay mining companies so to preserve the

timbers before placing in the mines, and the process can ap

parently be most successfully ap[)lied with loblolly and pitcli

pine.

In criticising this solution, there seem to be three valid

objections. First:—according to the best results reached by

the Government exi)erts the cost of treatment of loblolly

and pitch pine will amount to about iic per cubic foot, whicli

means that the treated timber, when placed in the mines, Vv'ill

cost about two and one half to three times its value f. o. b.

cars at the mines, besides the cost of erection, etc.

The next objection is the question of time. In these bus}'

days, rush orders are in season and timber is not usually

requisitioned until it is required, and it is the practice of

good lousiness operations to keep down the stock account

to its lowest limits. Conditions, of course, will vary in differ-

ent operations, but the general statement is true that the time

necessary for the seasoning of timber and the increased cost,

due to the interest charges on its value while seasoning, con-

sist in themselves objections of value.
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Assuming, liowever, that it wiil be possible to apply

preservative treatment to the tim.ber before it is placed in the

mines, it will be noted that 45 per cent only of the timber in-

volved can be economically so treated, and that it v/ould not

be economical to apply preservative treatment to material

which is liable to destfuction by crushing. There remains,

therefore, a large part of the problem in the solution of which

preservative treatment does not give us the final remedy.

Let us presume that so much of the timber as is economical

so to do has been treated, that great care has been taken to

preserve and protect wherever possible, it is apparent that

there remains a large place to be taken by some other factor

We are told also to plant the denuded areas with nev/

timber for the future supply of our mines. It should be

remembered in this connection that large areas denued of

their timber have been applied to other uses, and that where

white oak and hard woods and pines formerl}^ flourished

there are now growing fields of grain for the teeming millions

of our land, and that these areas so devoted to the raising of

grain cannot be considered as available for the growth cf

trees. The center of the lumber industry is shifting to the

Pacific Coast. Our lands available for re-forestation lie ai

great distance from our mines, and it is, therefore, apparent

that here again we must look not to reforestation, but to

other methods of construction.

The second answer that has been given to the critical

problem of mining operations has been made by our British

cousins. As in surface operations their structures are charac-

terized by permanence with regard to first cost, so m mines.

We find gangways constructed of brick and masonry—ideal

forms of construction in themselves, and, perhaps adapted

to mining conditions in lingland, where the w^orkings are av

enormous depths, extending in many instances far under the

seas. Americans, however, have seldom a^ailed themselves

of English ideas. The question of first cost appeals largely

to us, and beyond that we are confronted by the elements oi
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time occupied in their construction, by the space they occupy

and by the character of labor necessary to construct them.

l^he third answer which has been made to this problem

is—use concrete constiuction as a substitute for wood, in

square timber—sets for gangways at least, and some very

successful applicatioiiS of concrete construction have already

been made at the collieries of the Philadelphia & Reading

Coal & Iron Company, at Sliamokin, Pa., in the replacement

of timber for roof supports: valuable information on which

is given in "Mines and Minerals" for July, 1907. Beyond
question there is an extensive place in mining operations for

thi;- form of construction. 1 he advantages of concrete are

its fireproof charactei', the ability to obtain a large portion of

its ingredients close to the mines themselves and the readi-

ness with which it can be prepared to take care of either light

or heavy stresses. The present time is a time of experimenta-

tion 111 concrete, and for that reason concrete is a large factor

in engineering works of all kinds. It is, however, not a perfect

or simple kind of material to use and, therefore, does not

seem to be entirely suited for substitution in place of wood.

Some of the outstanding objections to concrete are as

follows :—first, it is material tlie preparation of which from its

original ingredients calls for skill. It is not by any means

a homogeneous material, and without extreme care in its

preparation and the use of machine mixture its full value in

the line of strength cannot be absolutely developed. Numer-

ous failures of concrete buildings in difi'erent parts of our

land serve as a warning towards carefulness, skill and intelli-

gence in this class of construction.

In the second place, information at hand would indica^^^e

that in large building operations at least, the labor involved,

cost of material itself, due allowance for interest charges 011

account of the long length of time required in concrete con-

struction, make its cost, if not greater, at least equal to that

of steel. It is true that much remains to be done in the

development of concrete materials and investigation of itr.
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properties, whicli may in time go far towards simplification

of the operations connected with its use, but at the present

time its fitness lor mine work has not been demonstrated by

years' triaL

The tliird objection to concrete construction lies in the

additional amomit of space which is necessary for its proper

erection, and careful computation would indicate that steel

could have 'been used in the colleries of the Philadelphia Ov:

Reading Coal Iron Conipany, at Shamokin and have given

24 ins. more width and 8 ins. more head room than the con-

struction used, or else that the use of steel would ha\ e elim-

inated that much additional excavation.

I'he fourth solution to our problem is the use of steel in

place of wood. It is confidently believed that this solution

is simple, safe and ecoiiomical and, therefore, contains w^ithin

itself all the elements of a perfect solution.

The geologists speak of the early Stone Age, the late

Stone Age, the Age of Bronze, and, beyond question, the pre-

sent is the Age of Steel. Steel has superseded wood in the

construction of fireproof buildings, bridges, machine frames,

battleships and other lines needless to mention. It is the only

material known to the engineering world at the present time

which, by its flexibility and convenience of use. can replace

wood constructions fully and satisfactorily. It is perfectly

adapted to all forms of construction ; it is easy to obtain ; is

convenient to fabricate and erect ; it is economical in all di-

rections, and its long life, under all conditions to temperature,

moisture and stress, amply compensate for the increased first

cost of its installation.

Of course, no one questions the usefulness of steel fo**

head frames, boiler houses and machine shops, all of which

are outside structures ; its use also inside the mines for square

timbers and mine props and ties is no longer to be considered

as an experiment. Numerous installations have been made
in tubular form in the mines of Germany, while in England
and France it has had much place in mining operations, prin-
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cipally as roof supports, la^d on walls of brick or masonry.

In 'Mnies and Minerals'* for April, 1907, appears quite an

extensive article illustrating the use of steel as gangway
suports, also lor props, and tlie manufactures in England have

long been rolling steel shapes expressly adapted for mine

purposes.

The first use of steel in the mines of the United States

seems to have been made by the Susquehanna Coal Company
under the supervision of Mr. R, V. Norris, consulting engi-

neer, and on January isl of this year (1907) there were in

the anthracite regions steel timbers which had been in use in

deep parts of the mines for twelve to fifteen years, exposed

to constant contact with mine water, without signs of failure

or corrosion. Nothing vvhatever has been done to protect

the steel beyond painting it with good heavy coats of paint.

It is confidently believed that the use of steel inside of mines

will satisfactorily meet all conditions that may arise. Exam-
ples of important installations since the first of January will

be noted later.

If steel is to meet the requirements of an ideal construc-

tion to take the place of wood, there are a number of condi-

tions it must satisfy.

First and foremost, it must possess strength. Just how
much strength it will be necessary to put in a set of mine

timbers will depend entirely on conditions, but there is a large

place in the mines for the use of constructions where the

strength of tiyiber is not now adequate, and steel, as is well

known, lends itself to the development of any reasonable

strength that may be required. It can be furnished in small

sizes. It can be built up to carry safely the heaviest stresses

that the most modern buildings or bridge may require. It

seems to be impossible . at the present time to estimate the

loads that may come on the square timbers and props in the

min'

The size of the timbers, like the size of pillars, depends

on the depth of cover, character of the roof, floor and coal,
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thickness of the seam, the presence of gas or water in the

strata, and the general method to be adopted in removing

the coal and drawing back the pillars. It is, of course, unnec-

essary to make the timbers strong enough to support the en-

tire weight of the superincumbent strata ; but it will be

necessary to support all the loose material and to resist any

crush which may come from the displacement of the coal in

the seam. The size of wooden timbers is determined by the

mine foreman in the light of previous experience. Undc*
present conditions, and without the knowdedge which will

in time come from careful tests of steel in actual use, the

only method by which to determine the proper size of steel

timbers is to compare wood and steel in accordance with the

relative theoretical value of steel and the class of wood it is

to displace ; and for chat purpose it will be necessary to work
from tables which will readily permit the calculation of one

m the terms of the other, such as are given in the Carnegie

pamphlet on "Steel Mine Timbers."

For the collar of the square timber set there is no form

of section rolled more economical than the standard I-beam

used in ordinary construction. This can be furnished, of

course, m any size from 3 inches up to 24 inches
;
and, if

necessary to get values beyond those furnished by the heavi-

est 24 mch I-beam (115 pounds), plate girders of I-sections

can be built up at slightly increased cost over the plain ma-
terial. For the legs of the scjuare mine timbers, and for the

props themselves, it has been apparent for some time that,

in the United States at least, the most economical section

had not been rolled. Nature builds the strongest sections in

the form of hollow cylinders, which have the largest radius

of gyration for the least given weight of material, and, there-

fore, the greatest strength. Round sections, however, are not

simple, and to make connections thereto is difficult and intri-

cate. Therefore it is necessary to look for as close an approxi-

mation to circular form as is possible under present rolling

conditions. This is given us in the H-section, a form of rolled
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shape which possesses a large radius of gyration and the most
economical distribution of material in comparison to iis,

weight. The first manufacturer to furnish these in the United
States has been the Carnegie Steel Company, and its 4 inch,

5 inch, 6 inch and 8 inch sections, all of which are now suc-

cessfully rolled, have been devised with a view especially to

their use in coal mining operations. The 4 inch- section,

Photograph No. 1 — Gangway Supports Style A. Windber Mine No. 36.
Berwind-White Mining Co.

weighing 13.6 pounds per lineal foot, possesses sufficient

strength to take the place of 6 inch and 8 inch yellow pine

timbers; the 5 inch section, weighing 18.7 pounds, and the

6 inch section, weighing 23.8 pounds per lineal foot, are of

equivalent strength to 10 inch and 12 inch yellow pine tim-

bers, while an 8 inch H-sectic:i, weighing 34.6 pounds per

lineal foot, will be of equivalent strength to a 15 inch round

yellow pine, which is about the largest size used in the mines

for single ])rop timl^ers, and orders already placed for square
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timber sets indicate that very seldom, if at all, will it be neces-

sary to go beyond this range of sizes.

The next consideration, and one of the most important

in the discussion of the substitution of steel for timber, is that

of safety. According to the reports of the United States

Geological Survey, covering the coal production of our coun-

try, verified by the records of the Mining Department of the

State of Pennsylvania, there were employed about the mines

in 1906, 640,780 persons. Of these 2,061 lost their lives by ac-

cident and 4,800 were injured; that is to say, out of every

1,000 men employed in or about the mines, 10.7 were either

killed or injured. In Pennsylvania, in the anthracite regions,

557 men lost their lives, or 4.73 per 1,000. In the bituminous

mines 477 likewise perished—3.26 per 1,000. It is ordinarily

supposed that a large percentage of the fatal and non-fatal

casualties was due to the presence of fire-damp or other

noxious gases in the mines. This is not borne out by
statistics. In the anthracite region 67 per cent of the fatal

accidents were due to falls of coal, slate and roof ; in the

bituminous region 53.55 per cent. It is -apparent that any

substitute for wood should be of sufficient length and of

sufficient ease of application to prevent, if possible, a large

percentage of accidents. Steel answers these requirements.

Wood fails by crushing under heavy loads, and may or may
not give warning, according to its character. Oak, beech, and

similar woods have great strength, but when they do break

it is suddenly and without warning, thus bringing disaster

to the miner. Yellow pines, when in perfect condition, fai^

more slowly and usually show signs of failure before final

rupture occurs. It has been intimated in discussions in the

anthracite region that steel fails without warning. This, hov/-

ever, is not borne out by experience. Columns in use in the

buildings of San Francisco suffered first from earthquake, then
from fire and its after effects. They lost their true form and
symmetry, and yet the failures were gradual and partial only,

and would have given ample notice. In the Quebec Bridge
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disaster, it is well known that there were numerous signs of

distress before the structure fell.

The safety of steel, however, is not to be found solely in

the prevention of accidents, A large element in its favor is its

fireproof character. Unfortunately, statistics on destructive

fires in mines are not available ; but it is a well-known fact

that destructive fires have occasioned large loss of life be-

yond those incident to ordinar}- mining accidents, enormous

Photograph No. 2

—

Gangway Supports Style a.

WiLLIAMSTOWN MlNE" LYKENS VALLEY COAL CO.

destruction of property and delay to the operation of the

mines themselves. It was the fire in the Avondale mine, in

September, 1869, whereby 179 men lost their lives from inhal-

ing smoke and fumes from the burning breakers, which

started the legislation that has given rise to the present sys-

tem of mine inspection in the St^ of Pennsylvania. An-

other notable fire was that which took place August ist, 1906,

at the Warrior Run Colliery of the Lehigh Valley Coal Com-
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pany, which was unique in mining history, because the three

treacherous elements of gas, squeeze and fire were all pres-

ent. While only two lives were lost, the fact remains that

there was a large loss of time, property and money. Steel

has demonstrated its usefulness in mines where explosions

and fires have occurred, and though it is possible to displace

the same, it cannot catch fire. In France, for example, at

the Courrieres mines, the steel girders were displaced, but in

two dififerent places in the roadway of the same mine the

wood timbers were set on fire and added much to the dangers

encountered. We hear frequently of fires started in the

timbers by the miners' naked lamp. We hear of fires in

stables and pump-houses, and it is apparent that if steel were

adopted for no other place in the mines, the stables pump-

houses, foot of slopes and shafts would still offer large fields

for its usefulness from the standpoint of fire protection alone.

The third requirement for ideal mine construction is

that of simplicity. In ordinary work nothing can be simplcr

tlian wood. It can be cut and fitted with the simplest tools,

and can be shaped for its intended purpose by unskilled

workmen. The use of steel is not quite so simple, and the

question of simplicity in construction also enters largel)'

into the cost of the structure. It is plainly apparent that

that structure is the best which is the simplest and most

economical, and by reference to drawings it can be noted how
simple steel can be made and how it can be arranged to con-

form to the personal ideas of those who use it.

Drawing No. i shows the form of wooden gangway sup-

ports in use in the anthracite region. All that is necessary

to erect them is to cut the material to length, hew out notches

in the collar and put the three pieces in place.

Drawings 2, 3, 4 and 5 show types of construction in

which the collar is made of a standard I-beam and the legs

of two standard channels, separated the width of the beam
flange and connected by bolts and gas-pipe separators so as

to act together as a unit. Style A, drawing No. 2, shows
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that form of construction which was designed by Mr. R. V.

Norris, Consulting Engineer of the Susquehanna Coal Com-
pany, in which provision is made for adjustability both at

the top and the bottom, pin connections being used at the

top and castings at the bottom. Steel wedges are driven in

at the bottom of the beam so as to distribute the weight on

two pins and additional holes are provided to take up differ-

ences in level. It will be noted that in this form of con-

Photosraph No. 3

—

Gangway Supports Style F.

Pump House

—

Mid-Valley Coal Co.

struction it is necessary to assemble one beam, four fillers,

two wedges, four pins and collars, four channels, four shoe-

castings, six pieces of gas-pipe aiid six bolts—31 pieces in all.

In ordinary practice beams and channels are bought from the

steel makers, tlie castings from a foundry, pins from struc-

tural shop or bridge company, and bolts and separators from

still other parties, making, as a rule, about four different sets

of purchases. This makes the cost of this form of timber
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and bolt

Steel Gangway Support, Style A

Pin Bearing, I Beam Girder, Double Channel Struts, Cast iron Base

Cast Iron Filler

Extra holes permit adjustment

for variation of size of gangway

Detail of connection of Girder and Strut

y^' Eye bolt cast in center-l^a Ey«

Cast Iron Base Cast Iron Shoe

Drawing no. 2.
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Detail of Connection of Girder and Strut

Detail of Connection of Strut and Base

Drawing no. 3.
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comparatively high. Style D, drawing No. 3, is a modifica-

tion of Style A, in that the adjustment is made by pin con-

nections at the top and bottom, the large show castings being

eliminated. This form of general arrangement has the ad-

vantage of adjustibility, but, owing to difficulties in obtain-

ing sufficient bearing on a single pin at the foot of the legs,

it is not adapted to cases where great strength is required.

While simpler in design than Style A, it is also of more lim-

ited application.

Style B, drawing No. 4, is again a simple modification of

Style A, drawing No. 2, in that while adjustibility is pro-

vided at the top, no provision is made at the bottom for it.

Here again the castings have been replaced by simple steel

bases with bars riveted thereon so as to grasp firmly the foot

of the channels. In a construction of this sort it will be

necessary to chip ofi: the rock or coal at the bottom so as to

have good bearing.

It is but fair to say that a large proportion of the steel

timber installations now in place have been patterned after

the three general arrangements already discussed, and, where

great strength is required, it will be necessary, and simple

as well, to use steel collars framed in between double chan-

sel legs, as shown in these arrangements. Photograph No. i

illustrates 125 sets of Style A, now in place in the Windber
mines of the Berwind-White Coal Mining Company. The
collars are 12 inch beams 12 feet long, the posts are made of

8 inch channels, and inch pins are used throughout. The
plain material was furnished by the Pencoyd Iron Works, and
the fabrication was done by the customer in its own shops.

Photograph No. 2 shows a similar installation in the mines

of the Lykens Valley Coal Company, at Williamstown, Pa.,

and so successful has it been that the design is used not only

lor gangways but also for pump-houses, etc.

Observation and experience, however, and careful con-

sideration of the whole matter, would indicate that inasmuch*

as wooden gangway supposed use in the mines are not ad-
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I-Bean

Gas Pipe SeparalOf and Bolt

Steel Gangway Support. Style E

I-Beam Girder, Double Channel Struts, Steel Cap and Base

Drawing no. 5.
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Base Plate

DRAWING NO. 7.
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justable, it is needless asd uneconomical to endeavor to pro-

vide adjustibility in the steel timbers which are to take theii

place. Style E, drawing No. 5, therefore, shows a simpler

torm of construction, that of a single beam collar and four

channels connected by bolts and separators, all of which can

readily be obtained from any fitting shop, so that a single

order can cover all of the material required. In this form of

construction the channels can be connected together by bolts

and pipe separators, and when the material reaches the point

of erection there will be only five pieces to take care of—

a

single beam collar, the two legs and two base plates ; if the

footing is good, even the base plates can be eliminated. The
angles riveted to the webs of the channels transmit the load

from the collar to the legs, and bent angles prevent undue

sidewise motion.

Reference has already been made to the new H-sections,

which are designed for mining purposes, and their simplicity

appears in the ease with which the}^ can be used for support-

ing heavy loads. Drawing No. 6, Style F, shows perhaps

the simplest form of construction adapted for mining pur-

poses. It consists of a beam collar, two H-sections with lug

angles at the top thereof to prevent side motion, and abso-

lutely plain plates for bearing. This form of construction

has been successfully applied in the mines of the Midvalley

Coal Company. Photograph No. 3 is specified for 150 sets

for the Lytle Coal Company, 25 sets for the Pine Hill Coal

Company, and is believed to represent the ideal form for this

purpose. If the bearing plates are omitted, there are prac-

tically three pieces to handle. The set can be put together

on the ground, and raised into position with a minimum of

difficulty.

Style G, drawing No. 7, represents a form of construc-

tion identically the same, with the exception that, instead of

angles, square bars bolted to the lower flange or collar are

used to prevent side motion. This form has been adopted

by the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Company for the con-
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struction of about 60 sets of square mine timbers at Maxwell

Colliery No. 20, Ashley, Pa. When this material is used for

pump-houses, H-sections can be furnished perfectly square,

and guide angles at the top also square, as shown in Style H,

drawing No. 8. Drawing No. 9, Style C, illustrates a form

of construction adapted for lighter loads where the span is not

too great to require more than an H-section as support. It

consists of an H-section collar, H-section legs, simple base

plates, if required, and cast iron cap to distribute the load

from the collar to the legs and having protecting lugs to

prevent undue side motion. With this form of construction

H-sections are absolutely plain. They can be cut to length

either at the shop or at the mines, as desired.

If it is absolutely necessary that there be some form of

adjustment. Style I, drawing No, 10, is admirably adapted

for this purpose. A set would consist of I-beam collar and

H-section legs connected to each other by rocker castings

and resting at the bottom on a casting exactly similar to

that of the top. As explained already, however, it is not be-

lieved that it will be necessary to go to this refinement in

ordinary mine construction. Drawing No. 11 illustrates vari-

ous forms of use of H-sections as props. Sketch No. i ap-

pears to show a very simple form of construction, and repre-

sents extensive applications made in the mines of England.
It consists of H-sections with the webs cut out at the ends,

and the flanges bent over and using wooden caps and bases

This form would not commend itself to American practice,

for the reason that very extensive blacksmith work is neces-

sary, and the work can hardly be done at the mines them-
selves with their ordinary equipment. The H-sections can
be cut to length with ordinary tools, if desired, at the mines,
and used as is shown in sketches 2, 3, and 4. it is believed
that ordinarily a 2 mch plank will be sufficient at the top
and bottom of thcje H-sections, as shown on sketch No. 2.

If, however, it is feared that the H-sections will crush into
the plank, plain plates ^ inch or >^ inch thick can be used
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as shown in No. 3. Sketch No. 4 shows a form which has

been suggested for this purpose, which consists in the use oi

the 3-16 inch screen plates usually found in plenty at the

breakers, which are bent to engage H-sections and in turn

rest on wooden blocks, thus eventual!} preventing any crush-

ing of the wood by the steel. In any case the simplicity of

all these structures and their adaptation for use as gangway

supports or as simple props is amply demonstrated.

The next requirement m ideal construction is economy.

True economy is based not so much on consideration of first

cost as on matters oi life and durability. Here again the ex-

perience of the English mines is instructive. The average life

of steel props in Warwickshire varies from ten to thirteen

years as compared with three months for timbers, including

in this estimate the time of re-setting the timber and its ulti-

mate use for sprags and lids, and, by the use of steel props

and gangway supports, a saving of one penny per ton has

been effected. This saving of two cents per ton would

mean, under mining conditions, a reduction of timber cost

from 7.7c to 5.7c per ton in the anthracite region, or 2c—not

in itself a large item on a single ton, but amounting to $1,500,

000 on the aggregate for the anthracite region alone, and,

therefore, in itself an item worthy of careful attention.
~

A consideration of the course of lumber prices since 1890,

as compared with steel, is quite instructive, and a table and

drawing 12, prepared from statistics furnished by the Bureau

of Commerce and Labor, demonstrate very plainly that the

price for lumber per thousand feet is gradually approaching

the price of steel per ton, ar "" that, if conditions now in

force continue, the difference between steel and wood will be

quickly diminished.
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Course of Wholesale Prices.

1890.

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895.

189O.

1897.

1898.

1899.

1900.

1901

.

1902.

1903.

1904.

1905.

1906.

Hemlock.

• 12.58

. 12.46

. 12.29

. 12.00

. II.71

• 11-15

. II. 17

. 1 1 .00

•
iJ-75

• 13-50

. 16.50

. 15.00

. 15-83

. 16.70

. 17.00

. 17.88

. 21.90

White

Oak.

37-88

38.CO

38.46

38.75

37-25

36-25

36.25

36-25

36.25

38.96

40.83

36.77

40.88

44-83

46.50

47-33

50.42

White
Pine.

16.70

17.00

17-15

18.62

18.17

17-25

16.50

15-83

15-50

18.20

21.50

20.88

23-50

24.00

23.00

24.17

29-75

Yellow

Pine.

20.75

19.96

18.50

18.50

18.50

16.92

1 0.42

16.44

18.62

20.04

20.71

19.67

21.00

21.00

21.42

24.92

29-33

Spruce,

16.29

14.22

14.85

1377
12.71

14-25

14-25

14.00

1375

15-40

17.38

18.00

19^25

19.19

20.50

21.42

25-54

Steel.

60.OCJ

60.00

45.00

38.60

24.65

28.00

29.90

24.75

23.45

36.60

38.20

31.55

32.00

32.00

30.60

32.60

34.00

The price of steel beams and channels is given f. o. b.

cars, Pittsburg, in dollars per ton of 2,000 pounds. Prices for

lumber are given in dollars per thousand feet, board measure.

Prices for hemlock are based on 2x4 pieces 12 feet to 14 feet

long, Pennsylvania stock, f. o. b. Nev^ York. Price of jA^hile

oak are for 1x6 boards, same place. Prices of white pine are

for No. 2, barn grade, ixio rough, f. o. b. cars, Buffalo.

Yellow pine prices are for i inch long leaf boards f. o. b. cars,

New York, and spruce 6 inch to 9 inch cargoes, New York
City. It is to be noted that since 1897, a year of great indus-

trial depression, the price of timber of the grades used in

mines has practically doubled, and while the price of steel has

been subject to great iluctuations and stands today, due to

improvements in manufacture, at relatively low figures, the

price of luml)er lias steadily increased.
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The element of first cost, therfore, is not today the factor

it was ten years ago, and, as a general rule, it may be laid

down that at the lowest possible calculation for the life of

steel and the highest possible duration of wood, due to peel-

ing, seasoning, preservative treatment, etc., it is economical

to use steel when its hrst cost can be kept down to two and

one half times the price of the timber it displaces.

The wholesale prices of lumber itself, it is to be noted,

are based on ordinary sizes used in building operations for

floors, joists, studding and sheeting, and that, while the prices

of even these grades of material has increased so greatly, the

large sizes used in the mines have increased in much greater

ratio. L'nforlurptely
,
hgures for actual value of round mine

timber in large sizes are not at hand.

In order to illustrate the comparison of prices of steel

and wood, and the different forms of construction which

have already been discussed, careful calculation has been,

made which will indicate these features for a specific case.

Of course, conditions in the mines vary widely, and an in-

tinite number of comparisons could be instituted, the results

of which caluculation might or might not be at all of value

under slightly different conditions.

The Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Company have recently

had trouble in its gangways with the 24 inch round yellov/

pine timber. The gangway set consisted of the ordinary

collar about 17 feet between supports, which had legs 10 feet

6 inches long. Suppose we assume, as the basis of our com-

parison, the present price of structural steel at $1.70 per

hundred pounds f. o. b. cars, Pittsburgh, with the usual extras

used for structural shops for the work, etc. Then our com-

parison will result as follows:
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Weight Per Set. COST.
COLLAR LEGS \Vithout With Without With

Style Beam Baf«e. Base. Base Plates*. Ba.se Plates.

B. . 20 in. 65 in. 2--7 in. Ch. 14.75 1930 2030 2.421c 46.73 2.462c 49.38

D. . 20 in. 65 in. 2--7 in. Ch. 14.75 1930 2100 2.421 46.73 2.624 55.11

C . . 20 in. 65 in. 1--8 in. H-34.6 1710 1800 1.958 33.48 2.022 36.41

A. . 20 in. 65 in. 2--7 in. Ch. 14.75 1930 2500 2.421 46.73 2.895 72.38

F. .20 in. 65 in. 1--8 in. H-34.6 1690 1730 2.004 33.87 2.033 35.17

H. . 20 in. 65 in. 1 -8 in. H-34.6 1690 1730 1.896 32.05 1.928 33.35

I. ., . 20 in. 65 in. 1 -8 in. H-34.6 1730 1780 1.928 33.35 2.000 35.60

E. . 20 in. 65 in. 2--7 in. Ch. 14.75 1670 1770 2.032 33.94 2.101 37.19

G. .20 in. 65 in. 1--8 in. H-34.6 1690 1730 2.004 33.87 2.033 35.17

If material is to be painted, prices will be subject to the

usual extras of $2.00 per ton additional, but, ordinarily, paint-

ing can be more economically and satisfactorily performed

at the mines. Figures are given for sets with or without

bases, for the reason, as already explained, base plates can be

omitted if the bearing is sufficiently firm. It will be noted

that those forms of construction which have been discussed

as the most simple are also the forms which are the most

economical. Of course, in a comparison of this sort, it is

practically impossible to take account of freight charges and

cost of erection, as they vary with the distances material has

to be shipped and conditions under which material is to be

placed at the mines themselves. It is to be noted however,

that the wooden gangway now in use, which has become too

weak for its service, required the handling in erection of 126

cubic feet of wood, weighing approximately 6,280 pounds,

whereas steel, which is to take its place, will weigh from

2,500 pounds to 1,6/0 pounds, according to the form of gen-

eral arrangement followed. The wood in the present instance

will be replaced by construction shown in General x\rrange-

ment No. 9, using 20x65 beams for collars and 8 inch H-
sections for legs, the total weight of which will be, approxi-

mately,_ 1,685 pounds per set. It is also to be noted that base

plates will not be used. It is very easy to see what saving

will be effected in freight and how much more readily steel

timbers can be erected than wood. It can be confidently

stated that, under ordinary conditions, erection charges on

the steel timbers should not be more than one-third those of

the corresponding timber sets. It is also to be noted that the
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original tests of timber were put in place about two and one-

half years ago, and cost about $10 per set for the timber

alone, or $15 erected. The steel will cost about $40 per set

erected on concrete bases, and should last at least fifteen

years. Assume that these values are capitalized at 6 per

cent compound interest, and that the wood timbers could

be replaced at same cost at each successive period of replace-

ment : at the end of fifteen years the cost of the steel set will

represent an investment of $95.86 per set, while the wood
will stand on the books at $153.56. The steel sets when re-

placed will be worth $12.03 scrap, while the value of the

Avood will be nil. The saving on the steel can, therefore, be

put down as $69.73 per set, and happy will the mine owner
be if wlien, ten years from now, he needs to replace his

wood, he can obtain it for an advance of 50 per cent over its

cost.

There is another advantage in this connection which

should not be overlooked, that is, that, by the substitution 01

steel for wood in this particular instance, 4 inch head room
is gained and 32 inches in width ; that is to say, that, had

the steel been used for wood in the first place, the excavation

could have been made 4 inches lower and 32 inches nar-

rower, which, of course, is quite a large item where headings

are driven partly or entirely through rock.

It is also an item worthy of consideration that under

present conditions the timber is absolutely worthless when
it comes time for its replacement. If the timber is decayed,

if it has been attacked by insect enemies or if it has failed

through crush, its usefulness is over and the salvage value is

practically nothing. Steel, however, will stand very severe

punishment and yet be able to give a very satisfactory ac-

count of itself in additional service, as proved by the fact

that, in English mines, steel girders for roof supports have,

when bent, been turned upside down without straightening

in the fire and re-used not less than thirteen times, and even

under the severest conditions, when the steel has servd its
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purpose and has been so crippled and twisted as to be no

longer safe for mining operations, it still possesses a rela-

tively high value for sale as scrap.

It has been intimated that one of the objections to the

use of steel in coal mining operations is due to the presence

of acid in the water found in the mines themselves. This

condition, of course, is more pronounced in some mines than

is others, and is usually worse in the deeper operations, where

the greatest strength is required. It need only be said, in

this connection, that the best observation and experience indi-

cate that the question of corrosion is one that need not seri-

ously be considered. The action of mine water on thin sheets

of metal is no criterion for criticism of the same kind of metal

when used in the large sizes and thicknesses necessary to

carry heavy loads. In wet mines in England the steel girder?

are frequently tarred before being put in, but the actual loss

from corrosion is so small as to be a minor quantity, even

when material is not painted with some good preservative

paint. There has been considerable discussion recently in

technical journals, and investigations made by the Bureau of

Roads, United States Department of Agriculture, on the sub-

ject of corrosion of iron and steel. It is not yet made out

whether the actual cause of corrosion is the attacking of the

steel or iron by oxygen, as is usually supposed, or whether

it is not rather due to the electrolytic action of the irons of

hydrogen. This, however, is a matter of technical theory, and,

whatever may be the cause of corrosion, the deleterious action

of moisture, even when combined with traces of sulphur, is

successfully resisted by good red-lead or asphalt paint—pre-

ferably red-lead, owing to the chronic acid contained therein.

It is also a matter of observation that the steel timbers placed

in the mines of the Susquehanna Coal Company, under the

supervision of Mr. R. V. Norris, years ago, have continued in

place without any traces of serious corrosion. These timbers

are not found in the driven parts of the mines, but exposed

at the foot of the shafts to the constant dripping of mine
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water under circumstances where deleterious action could

ordinarily be expected. With our own experience and the

experience of English mine operators also to guide us, it is

plainly apparent that no fear on the subject of corrosion need

be seriously entertained.

The remarks already made have been directed chiefly

towards the subject of steel mine timbers. It is well for us

to remember also that large quantities of timber are required

in the mines in the shape of ties, and that this item is abso-

lutely necessary, wliether operations are deep or shallow.

It is also noticed that the United States Government, in its

researches on preservative treatment methods, did not recom-

mend the application of preservatives to ties, for the reason

that the cross-ties in the main haulage ways are constantly

worn by the rails and by the feet of mules, and, obviously,

money s]:)ent in the preservation of this sort of timber would

not be economically invested. The steel cross-tie, therefore,

is gradually coming into extended use in substitution for

wooden cross-ties. The Carnegie cross-tie section M-20, in

5' lengths, has been successfully installed in the mines of the

Glens Run Coal Company, the Wheeling & Lake Erie Coal

Company, the Boomer Coal & Coke Company; and other

forms of steel ties can also be used with a high degree of

economy wherever gangways are to be considered at all per-

manent. The simplicity of the fittings connecting the ties and

rails also makes assembling and replacing convenient and^ ex-

peditious.

We contend, therefore, that steel is the logical successor

of wood in coal mining operations, and that the improvements

which have been made in methods of mining, in machinery

and general equipment, will not be complete until the mines

themselves take their plac^e in the chain of evolution where-

by steel, a most homogeneous, perfect and satisfactory mater-

ial, has taken the place of wood in all forms of construction.

The ideal mine of the future, therefore, will be a mine where

the wooden timbers and ties have given place to steel, and
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where the safety and security of the operators are guarded by

the most perfect and simple material yet known to the engi-

neering profession.

I thank you for your attention. It has been a pleasure

for me to speak to you, and while there may be points in my
paper which may be the subject of criticism, I hope you will

agree with me in my conclusions.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Gentlemen, this paper is cer-

tainly the most exhaustive paper and most elaborately

equipped of any paper that has been presented to the Insti

tute, and it comes at a very opportune time, for the reason

that we are right up against the timber proposition now. Th.^

mines I am connected with are not very extensive, yet our

timber bill was fifty thousand dollars last year, and that was
principally for hard woods,—and according to the Govern-

ment's statistics we have about filteen years of hard wood
supply ahead of us. So that this paper could not have come
at a more opportune time.

On motion a vote of thanks was extended to Mr. Wood-
worth for his paper.

BY MR. KEIGHLEY—Mr. Jones, our new President,

noAv has a word to say.

BY MR. B. F. JONES—Gentlemen of the Institute, I

want to suggest, just for a moment, that I am going to pass

some sheets around, and would like every man present, a

member of the Institute or not a member of the Institute,

to put down his name and postoffice address, and his busi-

ness.

BY MR. KEIGHLEY—While Mr. Jones is securing his

addresses, and in order to save time, I am f^oing to ask Mr.

Clarence Hall, whom you all know, to take the floor and give

us the paper which is of interest to all of us on the subject
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which he is to present. He has very limited time. He is on

his way to the Monongah mine now, and we want to give him
an opportunity to get through as quickly as possible.

BY MR. CLARENCE HALL—Mr. President and Gen-

tlemen ;
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STATISTICS RELATING TO MINE ACCIDENTS.

By Clarence Hall.

Explosives Expert U. S. Geological Survey.

The number of jnen killed and uijured in the coal mines

of the United States in 1906 reached the enormous total of

6,861, the number killed being 2,oOi, and the number injured

being 4,800.

The total number of men killed in the coal mines of the

United States since 1890 is 22.800. It is to be noted that as

many violent deaths have occurred in the coal mines of the

United States in the past six years as during the preceding

eleven years, the number of fatal accidents having practically

doubled during that time.

The great increase in the production of coal during the

past decade, and the related increase in the number of men
employed in the industry, may seem to account for the in-

crease in the number of fatal accidents. But the following

table, giving the number of mea killed for each 1,000 em-

ployed, shows that the increase can not be accounted for it!

this way, since there is shown a steady and constant rise

in the number of men killed for each 1,000 miners:

Number Killed and Injured in the Coal Mines of the United

States for Each 1,000 Men Employed.

1895 2.67 1905 3.53

1890 3.24 1906 3.40

In all of the European coal producing countries, the pro-

duction of coal has increased greatly during the past ten

years, but instead of the number of deaths per 1,000 miners

having increased as it has in this country, it has undergone

a most marked and decided decrease. This has been due to

the effect of mining legislation in those countries for the safe-
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guarding and protecting of the lives of the workmen in coal

mines, and has been made possible by the wise action of

those governments in establishing testing stations for the

study of questions in regard to the use of explosives in mines,

and other factors relative to safety in mining.

Number of Men Killed for Each 1,000 Men Employed in the

Coal Mines of Belgium for Each Decade Since 1850.

1851-1860 3.28 1881-1890 1.99

1861-1870 2.60 1891-1900 1.39

1871-1880 2.36 1901-1906 1.02

It will be seen from the above table that the study of

mining conditions in Belgium has resulted in a reduction of

the number of men killed per i.ooo men employed to one-

third of the ratio now existing in the United States. If sim-

ilar study of mining conditions were to be made in the United

States, and proper legislation could be secured to enforce the

conditions found to be necessary to ensure greater safe-

guarding of the lives of the miners, it seems certain that the

death rate in the United States from mine accidents would be

greatly reduced in the same way that has been found to be

the case in every other country which has made serious efforts

in this direction.

For Great Britain, the niunber of men killed in the coal

mines for each 1,000 meii employed, is shown since 19^0 in

the following table

:

Number of Men Killed in the Coal Mines of Great Britain

for Each 1,000 Men Employed.

1891 1.50 1901 1.36

1896 1.48 1906 1.29

1 ..r Prussia the number of men killed in the coal mines

for each 1,000 men employed is' shown for a number of years

in the following table:
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Number of Men Killed in the Coal Mines of Prussia for Each

1,000 Men Employed.

For Belgium the number of lives lost per i,ooo men em-

ployed has already been shown by decades, and the following-

table gives the results of the years 1895— 1906:

Number of Lives Lost in the Coal Mines of Belgium for Each

1,000 Men Employed.

1895 1.40 1905 0-91

1900 1.05 1906 94

Number of Lives Lost in the Coal Mines of France for Each

1,000 Men Employed.

1901 1.03 1904 0.89

1902 95 1905 84

1903 86

Comparing the average death rate through accidents in

coal mines, for each 1,000 men employed, the full significant

of the figures already given may be seen. In the following

table, giving the average ratio for the last period of five years

for which statistics are at hand, the position of the United

States may be compared with that of the principal European
coal producing countries :

Number of Men Killed for Each 1,000 Men Employed, Aver-

ages for 5 Years.

France (1901-1905) 0.91

Belgium (i 901 -1906) 1.02

Great Britain (1902- 1906) 1.28

Prussia (1900- 1904) 2.06

United States (1902-1906) 3.64

1891-1900,

1901

1902

2.48

2.34

1.99

1903

1904

1.92

1.80
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It is to be noted that Belgium maintains the most

thoroughly equipped testing station in the world, and for a

number of years past has carried out extensive series of ex-

periments in regard to means for preventing accidents, and

for increasing the safety of workers in the mines. The suc-

cess of these experiments will be better realized when it is

stated at the beginning of their study of the subject the num-
ber of men killed each year for each i,ooo men employed was

3.2, or very nearly the figure now shown in the United States;

while at present it has been reduced to less than one-third

of that figure.

Great Britain and Germany also maintain testing sta-

tions, where every question relating to the testing of explo-

sives, safety lamps, rescue devices, and all similar matters,

may be submitted to experimental studies. As the result ol

this wise foresight, great reductions have been made in the

number of accidents in the coal mines of those countries.

Causes of Mine Accidents.

For the year 1906, the causes of the fatal and non-fatal

accidents in the coal mines of the United States were as

follows

:

Accidents due to

—

Killed. Injured.

228 307

80 215

1,008 1,863

732 2,192

It will be noted that 50 per cent of all the fatal accidents,

and 39 per cent of all non-fatal accidents, were the result of

falls of roof and coal, and that accordingly this stands as the

most prolific cause of accideiits in tlie coal mines of the United

States.

The following table will show how the United States

compares with several of the foreign coal producing countries

in this regard.
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Fatal Accidents from Falls of Roof and Coal Per 1,000 Men
Employed.

Belgium 0.40 Germany 0.92

France 59 United States ... . 1.70

Great Britain 64

In all of the countries mentioned, except the United

States, the use of excessive charges of explosives is prohib-

ited by law, and definite limits are set as to the amount of

any explosives which may be used. Although these regula-

tions were formed with the object of preventing gas explo-

sions, it is believed that they have been of marked effect in

preventing accidents from falls of roof and coal, since the very

great disturbing and jarrmg eftect exerted by the discharge

of large amounts of explosives in a mine is believed to be one

of the most important of the factors which bring about fall

of roof. The actual fall of the rock or coal may not occur at

the time of firing the charge, but the heavy shots weaken the

wall and roof, and start cracks which impair the support of

the rock, so that months after, without warning, it falls.

In all of the foreign countries from which statistics are

available, it is found that coincident with restrictions in the

maximum amount of explosives allowed, not only has safety

from gas explosions been greatly increased, but also the loss

of life from falls of roof has materially diminished.

The following table shov;s the number of deaths per 1,000

men from falls of roof and coal in France for each 5 years

since 1870:

Number of Men Killed From Falls of Roof and Coal in France

for Each 1,000 Men Employed.

1 870- 1880 I.I I 1 890-
1
900 0.53

1880-1890 75

In Great Britain and Germany the results are similar

to those in France and Belgium and thus the evidence on this
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subject IS found to be consistent, and to point uniformly to

the conclusions mentioned.

Gas and dust explosions form another important cause of

mine accidents. In the United States during the year 1906,

II per cent of all the deaths in the coal mines were due to

this cause.

In general, explosions of coal dust and fire damp are

brought about either by ignition from explosives used in

mining, or from miners' lamps. Both of these causes have

received careful study at the foreign testing stations, and the

results of the legislation which has followed is well shown in

Belgium, a country where gas is particularly prevalent in the

mines. Through proper precautions loss of life from coal

dust and fire damp explosions has been reduced to a mini-

mum. The following table will show how successful the re-

sults in this direction have been

:

Number of Men Killed From Explosions of Fire Damp in

Belgium, for Each 1,000 Men Employed.

1 83 1 -1 840 0.96 1871-1880 0.48

1841-1850 76 1881-1890...' 36

185 1 -1 860 42 1 891 -1900 20

1861-1870 34 1901-1904 03

From this table it will be seen that the number of

deaths from the explosion of fire damp have been so greatly

reduced that the present death rate from this cause is but

one-tenth of that of 30 years ago. This has been due to sys-

tematic testing of safety lamps and explosives. The only

lamps allowed in the mines are those capable of withstand-

ing rapidly moving currents of fire damp under all conditions

likely to be met with in mines. There is also a thorough test-

ing of all explosives to determine the amount of each which

can be fired without endangering explosions of fire damp or

coal dust.

Other causes of fatal accidents in coal mines, such as

defective hoisting machiney, suffocation by carbon dioxide
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or poisonous gases, collision of coal cars, and many other

causes of similar nature, are generally within the control of

the State mine inspectors, and if a sufficient number of intel-

ligent and capable inspectors are provided, accidents of this

character may be kept within certain quite close limits with-

out great difficulty.

When the total number of fatal accidents in the coal

mines of the United States is considered in reference to the

number of tons of coal produced, it will be seen that the num-
ber of men killed for each million tons of coal produced has

shown no improvement in the last fifteen years.

Considered in periods, the average results obtained are

as follows

:

Number of Men Killed in the Coal Mines of the United States

For Each Million Tons of Coal Produced.

General average, 1890-1906 5.93

1 890- 1896 5.97 1 896-
1
900 5.77

1901-1906 6.04

It is very doubtful if natural conditions in any country'

in the world are so favorable, as in the United States for get-

ting out coal, with the minimum amount of danger to the

workmen employed. The structural relationships in the prin-

cipal coal districts of the United States are entirely favorable,

and beds of 4, 5 and 6 feet in thickness, lying in nearly hori-

zontal positions and providing almost ideal conditions for

mining, make up a greater percentage of the coal properties

in active development in the United States than is the case in

any other coal-producing country.

The coal mines of the United States considered as a

whole are not troubled by fire damp to any greater extent

than the mines of most other countries. The abundance and

cheapness of timber in the United States in the past should

also have been factors of considerable importance in reducing

the number of accidents in nunes, since with abundant timber
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the use of sufficient props to support the roof and sides would

riot be prevented by the question of cost.

But in spite of all the natural conditions tending to re-

duce the percentage of mine accidents in the United States

to a low figure, the actual results during the past fifteen years

have been directly to the contrary. Considered in regard to

the number of deaths per i,ooo men employed it lias already

been pointed out thai the United States occupies a less favor-

able position than any other of the coal producing countries,

more than three times as many men of each i,ooo men em-

ployed being killed in the coal mines in the United States

than is the case in some of tlie European countries which are

much less favorably gifted in regard to natural conditions

than is the United States. In regard to deaths per million

tons of coal, it is to be noted that the United States not only

occupies a position worse than that of most of the European

countries, but also in showing an increase in this connection,

while every other country is showing a decrease. It now re-

mains to be shown that unless energetic means are taken to

prevent this prevailing tendency, the death rate per i,ooa

men and per 1,000,000 tons will not only increase as it has

done in the past few years, but at a much more rapid rate.

With the rapid depletion of the thicker and more favor-

ably mined seams of coal thinner and less regular seams must

be worked. This factor will undoubtedly be of the greatest

importance within a comparatively few years, and the natural

result would be to greatly increase the death rate. The in-

creasing price of timber will have the effect of decreasing the

number of wooden props used in mining, which may lead to

more accidents from falls of roof and coal. Another factor

of importance in the mines of the United States is to be found

in the nationality of the miners. Most of the men are immi-

grants to this country and a large proportion of them are

unable to understand English freely and while a still larger

number are unable to read or write our language. They are

generally inexperienced and often show a reckless disregard
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both for their own safety and the safety of others that be-

comes a most serious menace unless restrained by carefully

enforced laws.

With the mining of the smaller beds of coal, and gradual

development of the more difficultly worked property bringing

the mining conditions in the United States more nearly to a

position of equality with the mines abroad, we must expect

a great increase in the number of accidents unless steps are

taken immediately to remedy the conditions which have

brought about the present remarkable high death rate in the

coal mines of the United States.

Means Adopted for the Prevention of Mine Accidents in

European Coal Producing Countries.

The successful results which have attended the efforts

of European coal producing countries to reduce the dangers

of coal mining have already been alluded to, and attention

has been called to the remarkable decrease in the number of

fatal accidents which have been brought about during the

time that these efforts have been in progress.

The most important of the means through which these

results have been achieved, in the opinion of those investiga-

tors who have had the matter under their charge, will nov/

be taken up, and some of the regulations governing coal mine
operations in foreign countries will be considered briefly.

Safety Lamps.

The compulsory use of safety lamps in mines having a

dangerous amount of fire damp is general in all the European

coal producing countries.

Provisions regarding the examination of safety lamps at

regular intervals by some competent person, to see that they

are kept in safe condition; and regulations forbidding the

possession, by any unauthorized person, of any contrivance

for opening the lock of any safety lamps, are also generally in

force in France, Belgium, Germany and Great Britain.
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Use of Explosives.

The various corimissions which have been appointed by

Great Britain, France, Germany and Belgium, for the study

of mining conditions, have brought out the fact, thoroughly

proven by experiment and by actual tests in mines, that cer-

tain types of explosives aie very much more liable than others

to ignite fire damp, and thus cause gas explosions.

Restrictions in the use of unsafe explosives were enforced

in Great Britain in the coal mines regulation act of 1887, and

control of like kind is exercised in France, Belgium and Ger-

many. In all of these countries, the restrictions of unsafe ex-

plosives have caused the development of the ''safety" ex-

plosives, which have pro.ved greatly superior to those previ-

ously in use. The stimulation which the restriction of the

more dangerous types of explosives has had upon the inven-

tion and testing of safety explosives, is well shown when con-

sideration is taken of the number of safety explosives which

are developed each year; thus providing explosives equally

satisfactory in every respect to the common powder previous-

ly in use and yet free from most of the danger of causing

mine explosions inseparably connected with the use of the

older explosives. Several of the newer explosives, for ex-

ample, have been found to be incapable of igniting an ex-

plosive mixture of fire damp and air, even when the charge of

the explosives is 700 grams ; while as little as 30 grams of the

older explosives would invariably cause an explosion ©f fire

damp.

In Belgium, owing to the greater amount of fire damp
present in the mines of that country, a further restriction,

known as the charge limit, has also been put in force.

Through this restriction a maximum amount of any explosive

which is allowed to be used in any single charge is defined.

The actual amount allowed varies according to the relative

liability of the explosive to ignite fire damp, but with all the

better class of explosives it is well above the amount needed
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for use in a single cliarge, under proper mining conditions.

These restrictions in the kind and amount of explosive

have had an additional benefit in the fact that the reduction

in the amount of explosive used not only reduces the num-

ber of accidents in mining, but also prevents to a large de-

gree coal vv^aste. The miner finds that on account of the re-

stricted amount of explosive permitted to be used, it is neces-

sary to mine by machine or hand in order that the explosive

may produce the coal. In consequence thereof, a larger per

cent of lump coal is produced. He also finds that he can set

his props for supporting the roof closer to the face of the

workings, for when using the minimum amount of explosive

they will be less liable to be knocked down by the force of

the explosion. And accordingly the miner secures greater

protection through the increased support- of the roof.

Storage of Explosives.

Regulations governing the storage of explosives for use

in coal mines are in general effect in the European coal

producing countries, and provide that no explosive substancf-

should be stored in the mine, and that no explosive shall be

taken into a mine except in cannisters containing not more
than 5 pounds ; and that no unused powder shall be left in a

mine over night. The amount of powder in the possession oi

a workman at any one time is also limited, and the amount
which can be taken into a mine is usually limited to that

Avhich will be used in one shift.

Shot Firers.

The Explosives in Coal Mines Order of Great Britain

provides that in all mines in which inflammable gas is present

in dangerous quantities, or has been found in dangerous quan-

tities within the previous three months, all charges of ex-

plosive shall be fired by a competent person, termed a ''shot-

firer.** The object of this provi-ion is to place the loading

and firing of charges of explosives in the hands of men who
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will be better qualiiied for the work than the miner. Th^-

shot firer begins his work alter the miners have left for the

day ; each miner before leaving work having prepared a num-
ber of holes in such places as he wishes charges to be fired.

The shot firer charges Ihe holes with explosives, tamps and

hres them.

It will be seen that by this method the charges are fired

at a time when but few men are in the mine, and that accord-

ingly if a fire damp explosion occures fewer lives are lost

than if the miner fired the shots at the end of the day's work,

when all the miners are in the workings.

Another factor of still greater importance is that the

shot firer, through constant experience, soon becomes used ta

the proper use of explosives, and also learns to charge the

holes and fire them in the safest way possible. The shot

firer is also free from the temptation to overcharge the holes,

or use excessive charges to get out a great amount of coal

with the least possible effort. It is well known to all persons

experienced in coal mining that it is this matter of overcharg-

ing holes, and mining by means of large shots, fired in the

solid mass of the coal, that brings about many fire damp and

coal dust explosions.

Materials Used for Tamping.

The use of drill dust, slack coal, or other inflammable

material, for tamping, is forbidden in the Eureopean coal pro

ducing countries, it having been found that gas and coaPdust

explosions are more likely to occur when such inflammable

materials are used. The laws of Great Britain compel the

use of clay or like substance for tamping, to be supplied ta

the miner, and delivered near the working place.

Watered Zones.

The watering of the sides and roof of coal mine passage-

ways for short distances has been found to be of material

benefit in preventing local ignitions of coal dust from becom-
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jng general explosions. The watered zones prevent the coal

dust in that locality from being easily stirred up by a small

explosion, and this, together with the reduction in the ex-

plosive properties of the wet coal dust, has the general effect

of stopping an explosion which is traversing a passageway

when it reaches a watered zone of sufficient size. This also

prevents the explosion from traveling into other working.^.

Since dust explosions gain in destructive effect the farther

they travel, the watering of zones it is believed greatly re-

duces the destructive effect of such explosions.

The watering is effected by means of sprinkling or spray-

ing devices of various kinds. Particularly in Germany, de-

vices are in use which produce a fine spray or mist, by means
of water under pressure passing out through specially con-

structed nozzles. By this arrangement the moistening of the

air is thoroughly effected.

Aid to the Injured.

In the mining regulations of Germany, France and Bel-

gium, it is required that mines shall provide means for ad-

ministering to the comfort of injured workmen, and that

proper appliances shall be provided for first aid.

Rescue devices equipped with small tanks of compressed

air or compresed oxygen, or with some chemical appliance

for generating a supply of oxygen, so as to enable a person

supplied with such a device to enter mine workings in which

an irrespirable atmosphere is present, are required in some

countries. By the aid of such apparatus it is possible for res-

cue parties to enter the mine workings immediately after a

fire damp disaster, and rescue injured miners who would

otherAvise soon fall victims to the poisonous atmosphere sur-

rounding them. Mine fires started by the ignition of feeders

of fire damp may be brought under control much more easily

when immediate efforts are made to combat them by men
equipped with rescue devices.
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Enforcement of Relugations in Regard to Coal Mine Opera-

lions.

The enforcement of the regulation in regard to coal mine

operations is placed, in all the European countries, in the

hands of specially appointed officers, or mine inspectors, fa-

miliar with the industry, and able to examine mining condi-

tions intelligently, and see that the mining laws are complied

with.

To msure the carrying out of the regulations, penalties

are provided for non-compliance, which fall upon the miner

or the operator, or both, according to the nature of the vio-

lation. An injunction restraining the further operation of a

mine, until the laws have been complied with, is a further

means in the hands of the mine inspector for insuring com-

pliance with the law in those cases where the step is found

necessary.

Study of Mining Conditions.

England, Germany and Belgium all maintain experiment

stations, at which explosives are tested, and where safety

lamps, rescue appliances, and all other devices for use in

mines, may be exammed.
The beneficial results of the experiments that have been

made have thus been general, and aside from the work of re-

ducing the death rate from accidents in mines to a very low

figure, they have also been the means of bringing about im-

provements which have been a substantial advantage to both

mine workers and mine owners.

BY MR. KEIGllLEY- Mr. Italics paper has been one

of the greatest interest at this time and he takes up the ques-

tions that are now agitating the public about the Monongah
mine and the Naomi mine. I think his suggestions are espe-

cially valuable at this time in regard to shot firing and the re-

striction of the use of explosives, etc.

On motion a rising vote of thanks was tendered to Mr
Hall for his paper.
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BY MR. KEIGHLEY—Now, we have with us Mr. E.

W. Parker, the United States Statistician, and also our new
Vice-President, and Mr. Campbell cannot be present person-

ally and I have asked Mr. Parker to read the paper which

Mr. Campbell has prepared for us.

BY MR. PARKER—Mr. President and Gentlemen of

the Coal Mining Institute: I am sorry that Mr. Campbell Is

not present, as he could probably answer some questions re-

lating to this paper that I could not answer. In a meeting

of this kind the subjects naturally take a somewhat wide

range, and Mr. Campbell's paper is some different from the

ordinary subjects that would come before you, relating to the

coals appearing in the west rather than in the east. But as

1 understand it, the desire of the Institute is to maintain its

influence m the west as well as in the Appalachian region.

His paper, therefore, I believe will be of interest.
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A PRACTICAL CLASSIFICATION FOR LOW-GRADE
COALS.

By Marius R. Campbell.

One of the greatest needs of the coal industry of today

is a practical plan of classification whereby the engineer, the

operator and the dealer can at once determine the kind of

coal which he mines or which he places upon the market,

and which he can so describe that others may know precisely

what he means. This is particularly true of the low-grade

coals of the West, where the terms "lignite," ''lignitic coal,"

and ''black lignite" are so loosely used that it is impossible

to tell what they mean. The object of the paper is to call

attention to this need of the greatest mineral industry of th.2

country; to propose names for the groups of coals that are

recognized by the trade; and to present the criteria by which

they can be separated.

During the progress of the Second Geological Survey of

Pennsylvania a scheme for the classification of coals on the

basis of fuel ratios was proposed by Persifor Frazer, Jr.*

and this scheme has come to be generally adopted by the

trade for the separation into groups of the high-grade coals

of the eastern part of the United States.

Fuel ratio as defined by Frazer is the quotient of the

fixed carbon divided by the volatile matter, as shown in a

proximate analysis. Although the relative proportion of fixed

carbon and volatile matter depends to a certain extent on the

method employed in making the analysis, the variation in

high-grade coals is small, and hence the classification of coals

of this grade on the basis of fuel ratios is fairly satisfactory,

*Frazer, Persifor, Jr., Classification of Coals : Rept. MM,
Second Geological Survey, Pennsylvania, 1879, PP- 128-158;

Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Engineers, Vol. VI, 1879, pp. 430-45;.
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t)ut whether satisfactory of not it is so well fixed in the trade

that it may be considered as established beyond the possibility

of change.

The question that confronts the coal trade at the present

time almost more than any other is what classes of low-grade

-coals shall be recognized, and what are the criteria for the dif-

ferentation. Fuel ratios do not apply for the reason that when
this ratio falls below 2 there is no regular nor decided change

in passing downward in the scale, and by it lignite cannot be

separated from bituminous coal.

Many persons have believed that when ultimate analyses

were at hand a classification could be devised that would

separate all grades of coal according to their chemical com-

position on a purely scientific basis, but until within the last

few years only a small number of such analyses were avail-

able, and little effort has been made to test their applicability

to such a scheme. At last ultimate analyses are at hand,"^

but careful study of them fails to reveal any classificationt

that conforms to the facts and at the same time has a scien-

tific basis. For a long time the writer has been of the opin-

ion that such a classification were possible, but at last he has

been convinced that while certain schemes apply to coals of a

limited range or quality, the differences in the low-grade

coals are really physical and no scheme based entirely on

chemical composition will be adequate unless the chemist can

'•'Bulls. U. S. Geol. Survey Nos. 261 and 290: Prof. Paper

No. 48.

tCampbell, Marius R., The Classification of coals : Trans.

Amer. InsL. Min. Engineers, Vol. XXXVI, 1906, pp. 324-340;

Report on the operations of the Coal-testing Plant, Pt. I,

Prof. Paper No. 48, 1906, pp. 156-173.

Parr, S. W., Composition and character of PJiinois coals,

Illinois State Geol. Survey, Bull. No. 3, 1906, pp. 49-54.

Grout, Frank F., The Composition of coals, Econ. Geol-

ogy, Vol. II, 1907, pp. 225-241.
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determine the various hydrocarbon compounds rather than

the chemical elements that are involved in the composition

of the coal. Besides the demand of the trade is for a simpler

scheme than one based on ultimate chemical analysis, for

such analyses are expensive and require considerable time for

their completion. The demand of the practical man is for

some means that is always at hand, and such a criterion must

necessarily be either the physical appearance of tlie coal or il3

behavior under certain normal conditions.

In a general way the trade recognizes two great groups

of coals below the bituminous class. The most valuable of

these groups is closely allied to bituminous coal ; in fact the

two groups merge one into the other by insensible grada-

tions. These coals are black, frequently of brilliant lustre,

and are commonly known as "black lignite," ''lignite coal," or

"lignite." As a rule they contain more moisture than the

bitummous coals and less than those belonging to the next

lowxr group, but the moisture content of coal varies so irreg-

ulargly and depends so much upon the condition of the sam-

ple at the time of analysis that it is not a safe criterion upon

which to base distinctions.

The lowest group is brown in color, generally woody in

texture, and is known as "lignite," "brown lignite," or "brown

coal."

These groups are natural divisions and are already in

use in the trade, but there are no sharp lines of distinction

between them, and it is difficult to say where one ends and

the other begins. No one questions the existence of the

groups, but the trouble is to establish the criteria by which

they shall be separated and the name that shall apply to each.

The demand for appropriate names for these groups be-

came so imperative during the past year that a conference

was held by all geologists of the United States Geological

Survey interested in the subject of coal, to decide if possible

on what names should be used in the publications of that

bureau. After considerable discussion it was decided to drop
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the term "lignite" in all its forms as applied to the group of

coals next below the grade of bituminous, for the reason that

in no sense are these coals woody, as the name ''lignite" im-

plies, and also because the term ''lignite" or "lignitic" seems

to indicate a poorer quality than these coals actually posses.

Most of those taking part in the conference felt that semi-

bituminous is the term that should be applied to this group

of coals, for they are of approximately half the value of the

bituminous class, but the term, "semi-bituminous" has been

applied to the coals between the bituminous and anthracite

groups, and this usage is too well fixed in the trade to be dis-

placed. Accordingly the term "sub-bituminous" was recom-

mended and formally adopted by the Survey for all official

publications.

Similarly, the term lignite was adopted for the lowest

grade, restricting its use to those coals which are either

actually woody in structure or closely approach wood in their

composition. No attempt was made to define these terms,

other than that stated above, and the delimitation of the

groups was deferred until further evidence could be obtained

upon which to base a classification.

The names of the groups of coal, as recognized by th'^

United States Geological Survey, are therefore as follows

:

1. Anthracite.

2. Semi-anthracite.

3. Semi-bituminous.

4. Bituminous.

5. Sub-bituminous.

6. Lignite.

Although groups 4, 5 and 6 of the above scheme are in

general sharp and distinct, they merge, and their actual sepa-

ration will alwavs remain a matter of doubt. In greneral,

however, they have certain characteristics which the Avri1

believes will serve for all practical purposes as a means of

their separation.
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In dealing with these low-grade coals it has been the prac-

tice of many mining engineers and geologists to class all

coals as lignite if they give a brown streak. This mode of

classification is very objectionable, since it brings together

all of groups 5 and 6, and includes many coals which the

writer believes should be considered as belonging to group

4, but since this involves the present criteria it will be more
fully discussed on another page.

The criterion upon which the writer proposes to sepa-

rate bituminous (4) from sub-bituminous (5) is solely that of

weathering, a criterion which one may readily apply both to

fresh and weathered coal, ana therefore at the command of

the most inexperienced when once he has understood how to

apply it.

The manner of vv^eathering of coal depends entirely upon

the degree of transformation of metamorphism that it has

undergone. The writer* believes that the progressive change

in vegetable matter from wood to lignite and then on through

the various grades of coal noted above, while due to chemical

changes induced by heat (ordinary temperatures), is con-

trolled almost wholly by the escape of the gases which are

the products of the chemical change. If the conditions ar^*

such that the escape of gases is unobstructed, the transforma-

tion will be rapid, but on the other hand if the gases escape

slowly, the change in the coal will be correspondingly re-

tarded. Gases escape through joint cracks and cleavage

planes, therefore highly devloped cleavage in a general way
indicates high-grade coal. This is well illustrated in the

structure of the Pocohontas coal, of West Virginia.

It is also characteristic of the Pittsburg coal, of Penn-

sylvania, and the Plartshorne coal, of Arkansas. The

*Hypothesis to account for the transformation of vege-

table matter into the different grades of coal : Economic

Geology, Vol. I, No. i, pp. 26-33.
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con verse of this is generally true, namely that the ab-

sence of cleavage is indicative of low-grade coal, either lignite

or sub-bituminous. An excellent example of this lack of struc-

ture is shown in the Texas field, where joint planes in the bed

of lignite are in many places 3 or 4 feet apart, and also in

some parts of North Dakota, where joints are either very rare

or absent altogether.

The development of cleavage is not, however, an infal-

lible guide tp the present character of the coal, for time is an

element that enters largely into the transformation and fre-

quently the same result may be accomplished by a powerful

force acting quickly that would take a weak force untold ages

for its accomplishment. Therefore, some coals, young geolog-

ically but subjected to very strong dynamic action, may have

cleavage as well developed as the very oldest Carboniferous

coals, but the time may not have been sufficient for them to

have been changed into bituminous coal. An excellent ex-

ample of this devlopment of cleavage without a correspond-

ing change in quality may be found in some of the sub-bitum-

inous coals on the west face of the Cascade Mountains, in tlie

State of Washington.

From the i'oregomg statement, it is apparent that cleav-

age alone cannot be used as a criterion for the separation of

bituminous from sub-bituminous coal, but it is of great assist-

ance when used with discretion.

Another dif¥erence, and perhaps the one upon which the

most dependence is to be placed, is the manner of fracture

on drying. Coal as it comes from the mine almost always

carries a variable amount of moisture, from which it will

part readily upon exposure to a dry atmosphere. In parting

with this moisture cracks are formed which vary greatly w^ith

the kind of coal involved. In bituminous coal the cracks

generally correspond with the cleavage, and the fragments

will remain prismatic in shape even though divided into par-

ticles scarcely visible to the eye. Exception is to be noted,

however, in the case of cannel coal, splint coal, and many
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forms of block coal, of which the Brazil block of Indiana may
be considered the type. Such coals always show cleavage

faces on large blocks, but the blocks do not split readily.

These coals, however, generally have other characteristics by

which they may be identified without recourse to their

weathering properties, therefore it is not necessary to com
sider them further.

In exceptional cases, as noted above, bituminous coal

may have cleavage well developed, but as a rule it is poor

and shows only on the larger blocks. When lump coal of

this character is exposed to dry air it checks irregularly, and

when the fragments separate they are irregular in outline.

What the writer believes is characteristic weathering of sub-

bituminous coals is shown in Figure 2, which is reproduced

from a photograph of a lump of coal from the poorer grades

of the Philippine Islands.

The weathering of the lump of coal shown in the figure

is in its incipient stages. If it were continued the pieces

would fall apart and in turn they would check and break

up until carried to its ultimate end the lump would be reduced

to a heap of fragments of irregular shapes and bounded by

rough faces instead of cleavage planes.

The final criterion upon which the writer depends is the

separation on weathering of the sub-bituminous coal into

plates parallel with the bedding. This criterion is particu

larly valuable when applied to a badly weathered outcrop,

for one can readily detect the little plates no matter how
small they may be. So far as the writer has observed, this

feature never shows in bituminous coal except in a very

small degree and where the laminae of the coal are separated

by films of earthly matter or of mineral charcoal. In apply-

ing these criteria some coals will be classed as bituminous

which have a brown streak, are young geologically, and gen-

erally have been r arded as lignites or lignitic coals, but

they resist the weather, stand shipment well, and have a high

calorific value, which makes them to all intents and purposes
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bituminous coal. A good example of this change of grade

may be seen in a coal which occurs in Stone Canyon, Mon-
terey County, California. By the general standards of the

Pacific Coast this coal has been classed as a lignite, but it ex-

hibits little or none of the weathering properties of sub-

bituminous coals as specified above. Its ability to withstand

weathering is shown m the following reproduction from a

photograph which shows lump coal that according to report

has stood in piles with vertical walls for about three years. Cer-

tainly a coal that can stand exposure to the weather like this

and shows a caloritic value of 1270Q B. T. U.s, should be

classed as bituminous coal. Caution should be used, how-

ever, since coals on the borderland between the groups will ex-

hibit the weathering properties of both, and the dominant fea-

tures must be used in determining the class. Of course, in

such cases, two independent observers may place the same
coal in different groups, but this is no argument against the

criteria upon which it is based, since it must be understood

that there are no sharp lines of division between the various

groups.

The criterion for the separation of lignite from sub-

bituminous coal is that of color only, and as might be ex-

pected, no hard and fast lines can be drawn. In general the

lignite of North Dakota is brown, lustreless and woody.

Toward the west it changes gradually, and as the color

changes the lignite loses more and more of its woody charac-

ter, but there is a corresponding increase in its fuel value in

this direction. Near Glendive, Montana, it is black but lustre-

less. At Miles City, its color is a little more pronounced, and

much of it is black and shiny; and at Sheridan, Wyoming, it

has practically lost all traces of its woody structure, and has

obtained a brilliant lustre throughout.

In attempting to separate coals from these various local-

ities great difficulty will be experienced, and it is probable

that no two observers will agree as to the place w^here the line

of division shall be drawn. This does not,- however, affect the
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validity of the two groups, but merely shows how closely they

are united.

In the lignite field of the Gulf no such difficulty is ex-

perienced, since these lignites are separate and apart from all

other fields and no coals are known to occupy the transitional

zones between them and the higher grade coals of the sub-

bituminous group. The Texas and Arkansas lignites, how-

ever, are very unlike those of North Dakota in that they are

not woody in texture, but instead are homogeneous and

earthy, in their texture and appearance. So far as their chem-

ical composition and fuel values are concerned, they belong in

identically the same class as the lignites of North Dakota.

The woody texture does not seem necessarily to be a cliai'-

acteristic of this group of coals, but rather to depend on the

character of the vegetation from which they were derived.

Resume.

The essential points of this paper may be briefly sum-

marized as follows

:

1. The recognition of two kinds of coal below the grade

of bituminous.

2. The restriction of the name lignite to the lowest

grade, and the application of the name sub-bituminous to tiic

highest grade, in conformity with the usage of the United

States Geological Survey.

3. The recognition of weathering as the criterion for

separating the sub-bituminous from the bituminous grade of

coal.

4. Manner of weathering divided into two classes : (a)

irregular breaking of sub-bituminous coal as opposed to cleav-

ing into prisms of bituminous coal, and (b) separation along

bedding planes into plates in sub-bituminous coal.

5. Separation of lignites from sub-bituminous coal on

the basis of color, the fr)rmcr benig brown and the latter

black.
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BY THE PRESIDENT—This paper as you know is by

one of the greatest authorities in geological lines probably in

the world, certainly in the United States. I am sorry the gen-

tleman is not here to take part in the discussion, but this paper

has been well read anyway.

On motion a vote of thanks is extended to Mr. Campbell

for the preparation of the paper and to Mr. Parker for the

reading of it, and further we ask Mr. Parker to convey to Mi.

Campbell the thanks of this Association for his courtesy in

preparing the paper.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Now, it is just about time for

us to close, and this is my last appearance as President. I

have a business engagement where I ought to be now, and

your new President is here and will take charge of the after-

noon session and of the session tomorrow.

I think if you all knew what was ahead on this programme
you would stay here tomorrow. You must be pretty w^ell con-

vinced that we have the best programme we have ever had.

We have had good papers before, but we have had none like

some of these papers, and I want to call your attention par-

ticularly to the next paper, "Some Observations on the Pres-

ent Statistical Situation in Coal," by Mr. Parker. Mr. Parker

will be called upon the first thing after lunch, and as he

wants to go away we do not want to ask him to devote any

more of his time than is necessary, because his time is not his

own, and we would like to have you meet here at i -.30

promptly, so that Mr. Parker can take the floor not later

than I 45.

Before we adjourn there are quite a number of names that

have been sent in of applicants for membership. Mr. Af-

felder will act as Secretary [)ro tem.

BY MR. AFFELDER—We have three Joneses and Mr.
E. T. Smith.

On motion these gentlemen were elected to membership.
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. At 12:15 p. m. the meeting- was adjourned to convene at

I 130 o'clock p. m.

Wednesday Afternoon Session.

The Wednesday afternoon session was called to order

by President Jones at i .-55 o'clock p. m.

BY MR. AFFELDER—There is one thing I forgot to

mention. At the last June meeting a motion was made that

a committee be appointed to draw up resolutions on the

death of Mr. Mollison. Mr. Roby and I were appointed on

that committee and in the absence of Mr. Roby I will submit

the resolutions that we have drawn up. They are as follows:

"Pittsburgh, Pa., December 10, 1907.

WHEREAS, It has pleased God in His infinite wisdom

to remove from our midst during the present year Mr. Wil

Ham F. Mollison, and

WHEREAS, We feel that in his death the Coal Mining

Institute of America has lost a faithful worker and an

esteemed friend, be it

RESOLVED, That in recognition of his merit as a min-

ing man and his high character and in order to record our

esteem, this resolution be entered upon the minutes of this

meeting.

(Signed) 1. G. ROBY,
W. L. AFFELDER,

Committee."

The resolutions presented by the committee were on mo-
tion adopted by an unanimous rising vote.

BY MR. AFFELDER—For the benefit of those who
do not know the way in which Mr. Mollison met his death,

I would say that he was formerly a State mining inspector.

For the last few years he has been a private inspector of the
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Frick Coke Company for all the plants at the northern end ol

their field. While operating the Marguerite mine, in some

way which no one has been able to explain satisfactorily, he

got out on the slope in front of a moving trip of loads and

was run over and died that night in the Greensburg hospi-

tal. So he distinctly met his death in the performance of his

duty.

One other matter of business we might bring up at this

time, which is the voting in of seven new members of which

I have a list.

On motion these gentlemen were unanimously elected

to membership.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Mr. Keighley having been

president of this Institute for six years,—and a splendid rec-

ord he has made here as president,—I think we owe him a

resolution of appreciation which should be spread on our

minutes.

On motion, a committee of three is appointed to draw up

a suitable minute.

BY TEIE PRESIDENT—I will appoint on that coni-

mitee Mr. Herron, Mr. Alexander Monteith and Mr. Hanson.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Yesterday we had some little

discussion here in regard to what is considered a menace to

our mining communities, the privileges which the brewers

and distillers under the laws of Pennsylvania now exercise in

the matter of delivering to the homes of our mining people

beer and whiskey wholesale. All of us who are acquainted

with this business in mining towns, in particular small towns

where there is no police protection or very little police pro-

tection, know^ what a serious matter this is. And if the Insti-

tute would like to express itself on that point I would be In

favor of sending a resolution to the next Legislature at Harris-

burg asking that legislation be passed to restrict and regulate
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brewers and distillers so that they can manufacture their stuff

and sell it to the licensed wholesalers and retailers, but they

must be forever and absolutely barred from delivering their

goods to the homes of our people. If that meets with the ap-

proval of the Institute—there is no politics in it at all—if

someone will make a motion, we will appoint a committee ta

express our sentiments.

BY MR. 1 would move that that be adopted

as the sentiment of the Institute.

BY MR. AFFELDER— I w^ould amend that the presi-

dent of the Intsitute be a member of a committee to draw vp
such resolutions. He is very strong in his views and he

would be a good member on that committee.

The motion as amended was duly put to vote and carried^

BY MR. HERRON—Is there any room for talking on
that matter? I think the system now prevailing in the coke

regions is a very crood one. I do not see why a man should

have to go to a saloon to get his beer if he can get it at home.

1 like a glass of beer at home myself, and a good many others

like it, too. If I want to send and have a case of beer brought

to my house and drink it, it is nobody's business; while, if I

go to a saloon it is everybody's business. The system in the

coke region is that the beer shall only come around twice a

week, Wednesdays and Saturdays, and I think that is a very

good one. Have that law lived up to and have the State police

see that it is lived up to.

BY THE PRESIDENT—The Court in Westmoreland

County, just as Fayette County, said to the brewers and dis-

tillers of Westmoreland County that they could deliver their

stufif twice a week and they obey that rule. But the brewers

of Allegheny County and of Cambria Cunty and all the other

counties around about do not pay any attention to that rule.
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I counted four beer wagons inside of thirty minutes one day

in my works. I hey are in there six days in the week. Th<*

Court that licensed these people under our present law has no

control in the other counties, and under a local option law,

even, there is' nothing to prevent the last situation being

worse than the first. Because one of our works is in a local

option community under the old Constitution and we get no

les than twelve car loads of beer a week, and whiskey without

number. If under our local option law now the brewers and

distillers can practically paralyze that law, they will do the

same thing to the local option law if it passes, in spite of you.

I took this up with our lawyers. I said it is absurd. Isn't

there anything that we can do to prevent the people from go-

ing into a local option territory? They said no, if a man
wants to order beer by the keg and whiskey by the jug, there

is nothing to stop him from doing it.

That is what I want to get at, this situation in our towns

around, both industrial and mill and mining towns. We ought

to express ourselves. We are not going into politics, it is

not Democrats or Republicans or Prohibitionists or anything

else. W^hat we want is that this thing shall be regulated. We
regulate a licensed man. He has got to pay a State license.

He has to close at lo or ii o'clock, or whatever the regulation

is. lie cannot give a man beer or whiskey if he is drunk, and

so forth and so on. But the brewer and distiller can fill this

man up on Monday morning and keep him drunk all week
and put the stuff right into his back door just as long as he

can sit up and drink it, and they are under no restraint or

regulation whatever. That is a mighty awkward situation. I

am not in favor of prohibition. I do not even believe in local

option, but I am in favor of a licensed saloon where a man
can go to get a drink if he wants it. But because a man wan+s

a drink I don't see why he should be obliged to take a jug

home and drink it and if he wants a drink of beer I don't see

why it is necessary for him to take a keg home with him.
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Of course, if there is any sentiment in the Institute

against that it would be unwise to offer tliat resolution. It is

only the influence of this Institute recommending your views

to the Legislature that you think that is a menace to th.e

industrial communities and that something ought to be done

in the way of putting it under restraint and regulation.

BY MR. BLICK— I am acquainted with the evil you

speak of, and it is an evil, there is no question about it. I

came in contact with a case similar to what you speak of and

personally I Avould be willing to help do anything to stop it

and to blot out that evil. While I am not a prohibitionist

and I am not. a drinkmg man, I haven't drunk beer for quite

a long time simply because I know it does not agree with my
constitution, and I leave it alone, but the beer question is a

very difficult question to deal with. There is a great deal of

unreasonable nonsense preached about it. Old Noah had

wine enough to get drunk when he was on earth, and when
he comes back he will probably still find enough to get drunk

on if he wishes to. 1 fully agree with our president that it

should be regulated. But I am not willing to dictate to our

president or to anyone else, Avhat he is going to eat or drink

as long as he does it in a proper, decent manner. If our

president or my neighbor or anybody else drinks to such an

extent that he makes a nuisance of himself to my injury, then

I have a right to interfere, but not otherwise. If anything can

be done to stop this immense traffic from the brewery wagons

of this rotgut—that is all you can call the most of it—that

they take around, I am quite willing to help do it. But still

at the same time, if that is done, some other provision ought

to be made so that it would not be taking a man's liberty

away from him. If he wants a drink of beer, I am liberal

enough to say that that is a matter for his own opinion and

not for me as long as he does not make a nuisance of himself.

I am quite willing to vote for a resolution of that kind.

Something should be done to abate the nuisance, but at the

same time not to take a man's liberty away from him.
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BY THE PRESIDENT— I would like to say further

that I do not think there has been anything new in regard to

the regulation of this business. I think the law has been as It

is for years. But there is a changed condition, not by law

but by the mining people and in the leaders and all labor in

the industrial centers. We have had the Scotch and Welsh
and Irish and English miner and he did not get beer in his

back door. He did not have whiskey delivered in his back

yard. He had too much respect for himself, he had too much
lespect for his wife and children. But now most of these

people come leaving their wives and children at home. They
are living under peculiar circumstances. And I do not for a

minute believe that these men were allowed to do these things

at home that they do here. The Austrian or the Italian gov-

ernment would not tolerate it for three minutes. We tol-

erate it. And it is a situation that we have got to meet.

These people are simply being exploited. They are not to

blame for it to a very large extent. These people bring it

around and put it under their noses, for they are making

money out of it. There are applications in our Courts every

year for new distilleries and for new breweries. There isn't

a town of any size in Westmoreland country that hasn't a

brewery and a distillery. There is nothing in the law that

would prevent a brewery from being established in a town
and running trade out from it on present lines so far as I can

see. Of course it is not a mining subject at all, but it is of

interest to the mining communities, and I Avas only asking

the Institute if they would care to express themselves on the

matter and draw the attention of the Legislature to it and

leave it to them after having presented it as our sentiments.

BY MR. HERRON—We have a certain mining com-

munity in Westmoreland County that before there was a

license there—and remember it was a mining community,

nothing else but mining, no factories nor anything—before

there was a licensed house in that town there was crime after
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crime right there, constable after constable coming and tak-

ing people away. Today we have a licensed house and a

policeman there and we don't hear of any crimes. You don't

hear of any trouble whatever. And that is in the little town of

Hecla in Westmoreland County.

I would be in favor that it should be that when the com-
munity IS large enough, put a saloon in it and make it pay a

license, and then put out these brewers' and distillers' agents.

Make them sell it over the bar and not have a man coming in

here and selling it to this man for a dollar and to another man
for seventy-five cents.

BY THE PRESIDENT—1 hat is my proposition ex-

actly. If there is no motion on that to express ourselves, we
Avill pass it by.

BY MR. BRITT—It is perfectly in order. It is not mak-

ing any unconstitutional or class legislation. The judge in

Franklin County has a rule that these beer men shall not de-

liver only on Wednesdays and Saturdays. That is only ii:

Franklin County, and I think your judge in the County of

Westmoreland has a like rule. That is only a rule of the

Court of that county. Allegheny County is entirely differenL

The duties in chis county being large, stand in a different

light. But from those papers that I get from Clearfield and

Jefferson Counties, I believe the judge in Jefferson County

has made a rule along that same line and forces all taverns

and hotels to shut up on certain holidays. I think the people

in Jefferson County asked the judge to make the same rul.*

and he objected. The judge in Jefferson County came out

with a lengthy article last summer after License Court and

went on to say that it was the Legislature that should regu-

late that and not the judges of the counties. There is a mine

five or six miles on the Panhandle beyond where I live that

belongs to a large coal company, not the company I work for.

But I am safe in saying that for Monday, Tuesday and
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Wednesday of every week after payday those three mines do

not get out as much coal as any one of them under ordinary

circumstances. And a man from there that I met on the train

last evening told me that they had not recovered from the

pay of last Saturday week until the latter part of the week,

^but they worked on Monday and they are working today.

Ihey are getting their beer dumped in at the back door, be-

cause there is no license in that part of Washington County.

So, Mr. President, the resolution is in order and it would be

all right to appoint a committee along that line to pass reso-

lutions as suggested by the president.

On motion, the president is directed to appoint such a

•committee to draw up such resolutions.

BY THE PRESIDENT—There has been sent up a mo-

tion in writing for the appointment of a committee on legis-

lation as follows: ''RESOLVED, That the president of this

Institute be hereby instructed to appoint a committee con-

sisting of seven persons with power to add to their number,

to be known as a committee on legislation affecting the min-

ing interests, said committee to meet at the call of the presi-

dent as occasion may require."

BY MR. BRITT—I would move that that resolution be

adopted as read, and that the chair appoint the committee.

The motion being put to vote was duly adopted.

BY THE PRESIDENT—We will now have the paper

of Mr. Parker, statistician of the United States Government,

as announced at the morning session.

BY MR. E. W. PARKER—Gentlemen of the Institute:

Before starting in on this paper I want to thank the Instituie

for the honor conferred upon me yesterday in making me one

of the vice presidents of the organization. I consider it an

honor and appreciate it most highly.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE PRESENT STATIS-

TICAL SITUATION IN COAL.

By E. W. Parker.

One of the subjects which seems to furnish an interest-

ing topic for discussion by editors, ndt only of the technical

press but also of the daily papers and magazines as well, is

that of the possible exhaustion of our coal supplies. Unfor-

tunately, through misquotations either accidental or other-

wise, of statements made by the officials of the Geological

Survey, stories of a somewhat sensational character concern-

ing the approaching exhaustion of our coal fields have been

given circulation. In order to correct the impression made by
these sensational articles, the Director of the Geological Sur-

vey issued, a few months ago, a carefully prepared statement

based upon the best estimates which it was possible to secure,

of the area and contents of the various fields, and the records

of what we have been doing during the last fifty years of coal

mining development. The statement issued by the Director

is substantially as- follows :

On account of the somewhat misleading statements which

have recently appeared in the columns of the press, in which

officials of the Geological Survey have been cited as apparent

authorities for sensational items predicting the early exhaus-

tion of our fuel supplies, the following authoritative state-

ment has been prepared in the hope that erroneous impres-

sions derived from these sensational articles may be cor-

rected. The difficulty has not been in connection with the

statements or articles as originally published, but has arisen

from incomplete quotations therefrom, which have omitted

the essential, qualifying statements contained in the original

matter. These quotations have been requoted until nearly all

semblance of the original has disappeared.
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It is well to emphasize the fact that the uncertainty iii

predicting for the future rests upon many unknown factors,

chief among which is the future rate of increase in consump

tion. During the last fifty years production has increased

enormously, the output for each decade being nearly doubl<^

that of the preceding one, and if this rate of increase were to

continue uninterruptedly we might look for an exhaustion cf

the bituminous coal supply early in the twenty-first century.

Against this, however, must be set a number of counteracting

influences. Improvements in mining methods are increasing

the amount of coal recovered, and improved methods of con-

sumption are increasing its efficiency as fuel. As the more
accessible coal becomes exhausted and the deeper and more

expensively mined beds have to be worked, the higher cost

will necessitate further increased economy in mining methods

and greater efficiency in utilization.

The facts are that an estimate of our bituminous coal

fields, prepared with much care by Mr. Campbell, shows that

the total quantity of coal stored in the ground was about

2,200,000,000,000 short tons. From this supply there have

been extracted, according to the Survey's figures, to the close

of 1906, about 4,625,000,000 short tons, and, estimating a re-

covery of 66 2-3 per cent, or, in other v^ords, assuming that

for every ton of coal mined there is a half-ton lost, this rep-

resents an exhaustion of nearly 7,000,000,000 tons, or only

about one-third of i per cpnt of the total supply. We produced
and consumed of bituminous coal in 1906 (in round num-
bers) 343,000,000 short tons, which represented, say, 500,000,-

000 tons of exhaustion, for our practice in this regard is im-

proving with each year, and less coal is lost per ton mined
than formerly. At this rate, if no increase were to be allowed
for, the bituminous coal supply would last about 4,000 years.

Taking into account, however, the probable rate, first, of in-

crease, and, later, of decrease in production, the opinion is

expressed that the bulk of the cheaply mined bituminous coal

will be exhausted within 200 years; but when the period of
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decreasing production sets in, the need for fuel will doubtless

be supplied in considerable degree by the utilization of other

forces of nature, thus extending the life of the bituminous coal

fields.

So far as the anthracite region of Pennsylvania is con-

cerned, predictions of exhaustion have been based mainly on

estimates made by the Pennsylvania Geological Survey, which

show that there were ori^^inally in the ground about 19,500,-

000,000 long tons of coal, and that for every ton of coal mined,

one and a half tons were lost. This would mean that onl}

7,800,000,000 tons of the original supply were recoverable.

To the close of 1906 the production has amounted to approxi-

mately 1,650,000,000 tons, which would leave 6,150,000,000

tons still available, and this, at the rate of production during

the last four years (about 65,000,000 tons a year) would last

about 90 years. Later estimates made by Mr. William Grif-

fith, of Scranton, Pa., placed the quantity of minable coals in

the ground at the close of 1895 at 5,073,786,750 long tons

Since then a little over 600,000,000 tons have been mined,

leaving, say, 4,470,000,000 tons available, which, at the rate

of 65,000,000 tons a year, would last about 70 years. But

against both Of these must be set the fact that production will

not be maintained at the present rate until the coal is gone.

The annual anthracite production has about reached its

maximum. When it does begin to decrease the rate will prob-

ably be slow. Moreover, with improved mining methods, and

increased prices of coal, beds are now being worked which

were not included in the available reserves when the esti-

mates were prepared. In addition to this, the present practice

is such that probably 60 per cent is now recovered, instead

of 40 per cent, under the old methods. This saving alone

would extend the life of the region one-half.

The utilization of small sizes of anthracite for steaming

purposes, which has increased rapidly within the last few

years, has not only reduced the waste in mining, but is mak-

ing possible the recovery of usable fuel from the great culm
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banks that have stood as unsightly monuments to the waste-

ful methods of former years.

To what degree these factors will extend the life of the

anthracite field it is not possible to say, but the conditions

now existing indicate no danger of exhaustion during the

present generation. A conservative statement is that the an-

nual production and consumption of anthracite will decrease

gradually, so that the supply will probably last for 150 or 200

years.

I have quoted the above statement practically in full, for,

as a friend of mine,—the publisher of one of the most, if not

the most successful technical journal in this country,—once

remarked : ''People not only have to be told—they have to

be reminded."

In a paper presented at the meeting of the American

Mining Congress at Joplin, Missouri, last month, I attempted

to show what may be expected to happen, if we keep up in

the future as we have in the past, the constantly increasing

drain upon what has been considered, the inexhaustible supply

of mineral fuel with which Nature has so bountifully blessed

us. These remarks were illustrated by some diagramatic

charts, copies of which I have here. Chart No. i shows the

annual production of anthracite and bituminous coal from

1856 to the close of 1906, a half-century of coal mining his-

tory. It will be observed that from 1856 to 1870 there was
comparatively little increase, and in these years the produc-

tion of anthracite coal exceeded that of bituminous. In 1870

the production of bituminous coal passed that of anthracite,

and the phenomenal increase since that time is shown by the

upper curve, whereas the production of anthracite has shown
a much smaller proportionate increase but an increase which
has been almost regular, if we eliminate the accidental dis-

turbances which have affected it from year to year. The in-

dustrial depression of 1893 and 1894 is exhibited in both

curves.
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The decrease in anthracite production in 1900, due to

labor disturbances which were settled through the influence

of the late Senator Hanna, is shown, as are also the decreases

in both anthracite and bituminous production in 1902, due to

the notable labor disturbances of that year. The suspension

of minnig (this was not a strike) in 1906, for a period of from

one to two and one-half months, afifected the anthracite in-

dustry, but does not show materially in the bituminous pro-

duction. If, now, we eliminate the accidental disturbances,

and consider the production according to lo-year averages,

we find that there has been a constantly increasing curve of

production and this increase has been going on at an enor-

mous rate.

Chart No. 2 illustrates better than I can tell you in fig-

ures, this phenomenally rapid growth of our coal mining in*

dustry. This chart shows the average production of coal in

the United States for each 10 years, to the close of 1905. In

this each decade shows an output approximately double that

of the preceding one, which means that the production each

10 years has been equal to the total production up to the

beginning of that decade. It is this showing in the past, and

the conjectures as to what the future will bring forth, which

have been of so much interest to the newspaper reporters

and the writers of magazine articles. When we attempt to

predict what the future holds in store, we are always treading

upon dangerous ground, and it is essential that conservatism

at least should be shown in making any such guesses.

In compliance with the request for an estimate as to

what might be expected if the history of the past were to

continue, I have prepared a chart in which the curve shown

in No. 2 is protracted for a period of 150 years. In order

that I might show this chart at all it was necessary to re-

duce the scale about one-eighth of chart No. 2. It is neces-

sary to call attention to the fact thai while the ital produc-

tion in each 10 years is approximately equal to that of the

entire production to the beginning of that decade, there is a
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decreasing ratio in the percentage of increase during each

decade. As, for instance, the total production of coal from

the earliest time to the close of 1S45, was nearly 28,000,000

tons. In the decade from 1846 to 1855, the production wa^

something over 83,000,000 tons, or practically three times- the

total production to the beginning of that year. In the 10

years ending in 1865 the total production was 174,000,000

tons, an increase of about 70 per cent over the total produc-

tion up to the beginning of that decade. This was the period

in which the Civil War was fought, and coal mining, like

other industries, suffered a relapse. Moreover, the records of

production at that time are incomplete and it is possible that

the actual tonnage was more than we have recorded. In the

10 years from 1866 to 1875 ^^^^ coal production amounted ic

nearly 420,000,000 tons, and it was in this decade that the

wonderful demands upon the coal mining industry actually

began. The production for these 10 years was two and one-

half times that of the preceding 10 years, and was 35,000,000

tons in excess of the total production up to the beginning of

the decade.

In the following decade, that ending in 1885, the produc-

tion was again somewhat more than double, but not in th':'

same proportion as in the preceding 10 years. The produc-

tion in the decade endmg in 1895 was 87 per cent larger than

that of the preceding one, and was over 30,000,000 tons in

excess of the total production to the close of 1885. I" the 10

years from 1896 to T905 this country produced 2,832,403,000

tons, an increase of 78.5 per cent over the preceding 10 years.

If we can assume that production will continue to in-

crease with this decreasing percentage ratio, the production

for the decade ending in 191 5 would be 60 per cent over that

of the decade ending in 1905, and the total production for the

10 years would be 4,530,000,000 tons, or an average of 453,-

000,000 tons per annum. This would be an increase of about

10 per cent only over the production last year, the first year

of the coming decade, when the output was 414,000,000 tons.
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In the 10 years from 1916 to 1925 there should be, if this

ratio continue, an increase of 54 per cent, and the average

production for each of the 10 years would be 660,000,000 tons.

If we continue to prolong the curve in this way for another

125 years, say until 2055, we find that the production would

by that time have become fairly constant, with an average

production of approximately 2,300,000,000 tons a year, or five

and one-half times what the records show for 1906.

As I have stated, Mr, Campbell has figured that the

supply of bituminous coal m the ground when mining fir^t

began was about 2,200,000,000,000 tons, from which there ha\^c

been extracted, to the close of 1906, about 4,625,000,000 tons,

and estimating that for every ton of coal mined, a half ton ha?;

been lost, this represents an exhaustion of nearly 7,000,000,-

000 tons, or .32 of i per cent of the supply. From this it ap-

pears that there is no serious danger of the early depletion of

our coal resources. There is enough coal in the ground for

our children and our children's children for many genera-

tions, and by the time the supply does approach exhaustion

1 feel confident that these same children's children will have

so far developed methods of subduing and utilizing other

forces of nature that the need of coal for the production of

heat, of light, and of power will, to a great extent, have been

eHminated, but what is of immediate necessity to us is that

part of the Director's statement which predicted that at the

present rate of drain upon them, our best and most cheaply

mined coals will have been largely depleted by the end of the

next century. We have, it is true, a plentiful supply of fuel,

but we have by no means an exhaustless store of high-grade

coals that can be cheaply mined and sold. Concrete examplCv^

of failure of supply which anticipated in a not distant future

are shown in the anthracite and Connellsville fields of Penn-

sylvania. If no annual increase were to occur in the produc

tion of Pennsylvania anthracite, and tlie rate of mining wcie
to continue at the average ol the last few years, some of the

children now living would see the exhaustion of that once
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"inexhaustible'' fuel, and they could tell their children and

grandchildren of the beautiful, hard, clean, ideal coal which

their mothers used. We know, of course, that anthracite pro-

duction will not keep up at the present rate for 70 or 75 years,

and then suddenly cease. It is possible that there may be

some increase in production, but 1 am inclined to doubt if it

will ever exceed 75,000,000 long tons in any one year, although

I have seen predictions that before the period of decline sets

in, a total annual production of 100,000,000 tons will have been

obtained. The highest figure reached so far was in 1905,

when the production amounted to 69,339,152 long tons. When
the period of decline does set in, the decrease in production will

be gradual and some anthracite will be used well into the

next century, but it is slowly but surely becoming more and

more of a luxury, and we m.ay look for gradually advancing

prices, as the workings become deeper and thinner beds are

drawn upon, thus increasing the cost of production, which

must be made up by Higher prices.

Estimates of the life of the Connellsville basin have been

made, which place the exhaustion pf that exceptionally rich

coking coal field at from 25 to 40 years.

Mr. Andrew Roy, of Glen Roy, Ohio, has stated in a re-

cent article that half a century from now the coal resources

of the State of Ohio will be practically exhausted. He call-^

attention to the facr that in the Mahoning Valley, once the

foremost mining district in the State, the coal is now nearly

gone, and the same may be said ol the Tuscarawas Valley,

while the Jackson Shaft coal of Jackson County is also ap-

proaching the end. The No. 2, or W ellston coal, a particu-

larly high-grade fuel, will last but a short time longer.

In other regions throughout the United States the very

best of our coal fields are being mined out at an enormous
rate. During the last few years of unprecedented prosperity

railroads have been projected and constructed for the pur-

pose of opening up more coal fields which offer special ad-

vantages in quality and cheapness, this, too, when the car
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supplies are not sufficient to accommodate the already devel-

oped mines. All of this means that we are robbing the

future for the benefit of the present. We are really taking the

cream and leaving the skuii-milk, and it really seems that in

coal mining the best coals are the most accessible, thus offer-

ing particular temptation to exploit and work our best de-

posits. And while we may not lor ourselves feel that there

is need for the practice of economy in the mining and utiliza-

tion of our fuels, we should be thinking of future generation's

and put a stop to the needless waste of which we have been

guilty, and of which I spoke in a paper presented before this

Institute at the meeting last summer.

If we are to mamtain our supremacy as a manufacturing

nation, we must conserve our supply of cheap fuel and not

recklessly waste it. The fact is, that what should give us

concern today is not so much the exhaustion of our coal sup-

ply, but that we must have cheap coal, not only for the pres-

ent but for the future.

In this connection it may be of interest to show what has

been a tendency in prices during the period of which we have

records. This covers a period of a quarter of a century, from

1880 to 1906.

It would appear from this chart that the prices of anthra

cite coal in 1880 were exceptionally low and bituminous prices

exceptionally high. No explanation is given for this showing.

The statistics of coal production were not collected by the

Geological Survey until 1882. The statistics of production

for 1880 were taken from the census report for that year, and

the indications are that the values placed upon the produc-

tion of coal in 1880 were largely estimates. The probabilities

are that the price of anthracite is given too low and the price

^ of bituminous too high. It will be observed that there is a

tendency for the prices of anthracite and bituminous coal lo

folkjw the same general trend. The 10 years from 1890 to

1900, and particularly during the middle and latter part of

this decade, weie characterized by abnormally low price*-%
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from 1893 to 1896 being the period of financial depression

which IS fresh in the memories of nearly all of us. Since 1898,

however, prices have shown a decidedly increasing tendency,

the very high point reached in 1903 being due to the coal

famine in that year, which had been produced by the great

strike in the anthracite region of Pennsylvania and in man>
bituminous-producing districts. Under the conditions which

have existed since the period of industrial prosperity set in, iii

1896, it is but natural that there should be an advance in

the price of coal. With regard to anthracite it must be re

membered that with the advances in sympathy with the gen-

eral tendency toward higher prices, there is the additional

fact that the bonanza beds have been practically exhausted,

and the mining of the deeped and thinner beds increases the

cost, which must be made up, as I have stated, by high<^r

prices. In the bituminous districts there have been advanc-

ing rates of wages, due largely to the scarcity of labor in the

coal mining regions. As far as I have observed, a large part

of this scarcity of labor has been due to the irregular and un-

certain character of the work and the small number of days

that the men were able to make during a week, for whicli

condition the scarcity of the car supply is responsible. It is

unnecessary for me to state before an audience of this kind

that coal mining is an exacting form of labor, and whereas

the rates of wages during the last few years have been

higher than formerly, the fact that in many cases the men
have not been able to work more than three or four days in

the week, the amount of money earned has not been such as

to make coal mining an inviting field of employment, par-

ticularly when there has been such an active demand and

steady employment for labor in other fields of work. Dur-

ing the last three years the average time made in the bitumin-

ous coal mines of the United States has been as follows

:

In 1904, 202 days; in 1905, 211 days; and in 1906, 213

days ; whereas in the five years prior to 1904 the average

working days were as follows

:
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In 1899, 234 days; in 1900, 234 days; 1901, 225 days;

1902, 230; T903, 225; and in the years preceding the period

of depression, which included from 1893 to 1906, inclusive^

the average days worked were

:

In 1890, 222 days; ni 1891, 223 days; and 1892, 219 days^

These figures relate to the days during which the mines
were operated. The time actually made by the men has iit

many instances been much less than this.

1 have been informed that in some of the most important

districts during the last three years the men have not aver-

aged more than three days in the week, so that it is plainly

apparent that the miners have not been materially benefited

by the improved prices of coal.

During the period of industrial depression, from 1893 to

1897, the average time made by the bituminous mine workers

ranged from 171 to 196 days, and it appears from this that

during the last three years the average time made by th*

coal mine Avorkers has been about midway between the ex-

tremely high and the extremely low records. It is interest-

ing to note, however, that in the average tonnage made by
each man for each day work, 1904, 1905 and 1906 were in

turn record-breaking years, the average production per day
per man being, respectively, in 1904, 3.15 tons; 1905, 3.24

tons, and in 1906, 3.36 tons. The highest record made pre-

vious to these years was in 1898, when the average daily

tonnage per man was 3.09 tons. Part of this increased effi-

ciency in productive capacity has been due to the increased

use of machines for undercutting coal, but part of it also

has probably been due to the desire of the men to make a

greater tonnage per day, when the number of days they

were permitted to work was reduced. The study of the

statistical conditions of coal production presents so many
interesting situations that one might prolong a talk of this

kind indefinitely, but however interesting a subject may b'*,

too much of it cloys the appetite.
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The advancing tendency in the price of coal during the

last few years has been dne to several causes. One, of

course, is the higher price of labor, but added to this has

been the development of nev^^ mining districts w^hich has reh-

dered necessary the spreading out, even more thinly, of the

already thin car supply, which has necessitated a reduction

in the output of a number of individual mines, although the

total output increased, and it is a self-evident proposition

that with decreased tonnage the expense of production in-

creases. The general feeling has been that owing to the

wonderfully prosperous condition of the country (recent

flurries in the financial centers notwithstanding), the prices

of coal could be advanced as long as the public would stand

it, but there is danger of exceeding the willingness of the

public to pay this increase in cost, and when the reaction

comes it is apt to be so severe that all the benefits which

may have accumulated during the years of prosperity will be

entirely lost.

BY THE PRESIDENT—It has been exceedingly kind

in Mr. Parker to come from Washington here and give us

this paper. Mr. Parker is an honored member of this Insti-

tute and we are glad to have him connected with us. I am
sorry we did not have as large an audience this afternoon as

we would like to have, but Mr. Parker realizes that in writ-

ing this paper he is not addresing this Institute as repre-

sented by the members here present only, but he is addressing

the mining world. And that is something that every paper

read at this Institute fulfills. It is published in the leading

mining and technical journals, and copies of our proceedings

carry it to all points of this and other mining communities.

So that this is a very small audience as compared with the

audience that this Institute really reaches.

T will ask the Institute in appreciation of Mr. Parker's

paper to rise to its feet.

The vote of thanks thus asked for was given by the

unanimous assent of all present.
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We will now have a talk by Mr. Stoek, editor of ''Mines

and Minerals."

Before that I desire to announce that I have just received

a "telegram from Mr. Logan thanking- this Institute for tlie

honor conferred on him in presenting his name for president

of the Institute and he advises that he is not able to be here

on account of having typhoid fever. And I am sure that

this Institute is very sorry to receive that kind of word from

Mr. Logan.

BY MR. H. H. STOEK—It is always customary to say

that you don't know anything about the question you are to

speak on and that you are speaking without any previous

preparation, and then pull a paper out of your pocket and

proceed to read it. I am not going to do that, but I may say

that I knew nothing whatever about having to speak to. the

Institute until the programme came to me. My name was
put m without my knowledge or authority at all. And so I

am not going to make any set speech, but there are one or

two things I would like to say. You remember the old

Scotch couplet

:

"O wad some power the giftie gie us

To see oursel's as ithers see us."

What is the common idea of people with regards to

coal minmg? Do they look . upon it as one of the highest

callings? Why is it that so many of the young men are

leaving the mines and going into other pursuits? You jmay

remember that until probably loo years a^o the life of a coal

miner was looked upon as really degrading. The coal miner'-?

of England were practically slaves. They had no privileges

for a great many years. As the old saying is, give a dog a

bad name and he will not get over it. That has come down
to us in literature and in various publications and there is a

certain thing that holds many perhaps in regard to that.

Are we to blame for that ourselves? The world does not

look upon a man with any better opinion than he has of him-

self.
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There are two sides to that. There is a little English

paper called "Mines and the Art of Mining." In the art of

mining we in this country have gone way, way ahead. There

is no question about that. In the amount of our output we
have passed all these countries and the countries of Europe

and left them far behind. But in the science of mining have

we really done anything in the United States, or when we
want information do we go to some of the foreign countries

to find out about it? If anyone can cite to me any real in-

vestigation of the scientific principles of coal mining carried

on in this country, I should like to know it. The foreign

governments have had their committees of investigation of

explosives, fire damp, and accidents of all kinds. We have

not had it in this country. Instead of improving conditions

for the death rate we have constantly gone on making them

worse and worse—not the conditions but the results have be-

come worse and worse in this country. That is a condition

and it is a fact which everybody must admit, and it is not

a simple theory. Now, why is that? For one thing we have

been so busy with the art of mining that the science has been

forgotten, and I doubt if we really realize how much science

there is underlying coal mining in this country. I suppose

another reason is that comparatively few years ago on ac-

count of the enormous amount of the coal and its widespread

distribution almost any man could have his coal mine in his

back yard. In this region a man could take his pick and

shovel and go into his back yard and mine his own coal for

his personal consumption. The mining conditions were so

simple, the coal was above the surface and it required no

science. It didn't require even a mule to get the coal out In

some cases. What has taken place in a comparatively few

years? What does every up-to-date mine today include? Al-

most every branch of engineering science into it, mechanical,

electrical, civil, everything. What have they done in the way
of investigation and these other things? Take the matter of

the utilization of coal, there are a dozen or two institutions
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in this country where they are carrying on investigations in

the burning of coal. A great many of them are carrying on

investigations about the treatment of metal, etc. But what
are they doing, if anything, in the way of investigating the

cause of explosions? I just throw that out as an instance of

the general lack of appreciation of what coal mining really

is. Is there any other branch that has more problems of in-

terest to be solved than our own coal mining has? What do

we know about the strength of coal, for instance? If you cal

culate anything on the size of a pillar, what can you get on

that except experience? If you want any theoretical infor-

mation on that subject, where can you get that information as

to the strength of the pillars? That is only one subject.

That simply leads up to a resolution that I should like

to see brought up here. As you know, the United States Gov-

ernment has been considering the establishment of a tech-

nical department, the subject of the investigations of which

shall be the various things connected especially with coal

mining, as Dr. Holmes told us yesterday. A movement ha.>:

been on foot, as you know, to establish that testing station

here in Pittsburgh. Certainly there is no place in the United

States better than right here. And it has been and is the

center of the coal business, so it is in our power to advance

the establishment of such an experimental station where

the scientific problems that affect the whole coal mining in-

stitutions can be investigated it ought to be done. So that

it seems to me that if we could do anything as an institute to

help on that work of investigation which the United States

is now trying to carry on, we ought to do something for it.

I simply throw that out as a suggestion, and as one of the

things we might discuss. If it is worth discussion, I should

like to hear it.

On the general subject as to whether or not we are doing

anything for scientific mining, there are something like forty-

five institutions in the United States at the present time where

they are teaching mining, and not one of them, as far as I
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know, where they are carrying on experimental work in re-

gard to coal mining. Every state throughout the west has

its ore testing laboratory where they are experimenting with

ore, and in many of the western states they are now being

able to mine ores that have only a very small percentage ot

value in them. I believe it is partly due to the fact that they

have had a large body of trained men to deal with these small

values and looking at the little things that they are being able

to work them up. I think there is a field for us in connection

with coal mining in the same way. We have gotten over the

cream period and for practical use we have gotten down into

the skim milk, and we have got to know how to utilize that

skim milk.

BY THE PRESIDENT— Gentlemen, you have heard

Mr. Stock. It v/as very kind of him to come here as he always

does in attendance upon our Institute.

BY MR. STOEK—I come here for my own benefit.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Well, we profit from it also.

We are very glad to have him associated also as our vice presi-

dent.

As a mark of our appreciation of his address, I will ask

you all to approve of the same by saking ''Aye."

The request was complied with by unanimous vote.

BY THE PRESIDENT—We have two papers here

neither of the authors of which are here. One is ''The Geolo-

gical Work in the Eastern, Interior and Appalachian coal

fields by Mr. George H. Ashley, of the United States Geological

Survey and the other on the "History and Prospective Utiliza •

tion of the Alaska Coal Fields'' by Mr. G. G. Martin, also of

the United States Geological Survey. Also we have not heard

from Mr. Halberstadt and we understand that he will not be

able to be here at all. We have been very kindly offered the
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use of the room in the Carnegie Technical Schools where the

sereoptican can be used to show the illustrations in connection

with Mr. Halberstadt's paper which is very kind of Director

Hammerschlag. But Mr. Ralberstadt is not here and if his

paper were read by title and published in the proceedings I

think possibly we could get through with our work this after-

noon. In order to do that, it would be necessary to pass a

motion that instead of having these papers read, that we have

them published in our proceedings and given to the technical

journals through the Secretary. If that is the wish of the

Institute, we can entertain a motion to that efifect and then

proceed to any business that concerns the Institute and join

in these discussions that are marked here and get through with

this meeting likely this afternoon.

BY MR. BLICK—I would move you that the papers

referred to be read by title and published in our journal. I

do not know that there is much use in taking up the time of

the Institute reading them. If the parties were here who
wrote them and could read them, it would be interesting be-

cause we could ask questions. But they are not here and it

might be unwise to take up the time of the Institute anvl

therefore I offer the motion before suggested. And I would

also couple with that a motion for a vote of thanks to the

parties who have so kindly prepared these papers.

The expression of appreciation to be conveyed to these

gentlemen by Mr. Parker, if he will be so kind.

The motion being duly seconded was carried unani-

mously.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Mr. Halberstadt being away
and not being able to get here, I think his paper would be

interesting to have at another time, so if there is no objection,

we will pass that.

We have these ' Ejects for discussion on the program

and we have the report of the committee on Constitution and

By-Laws.
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BY MR. BLICK—I would move that the adoption of

the Constitution and By-Laws be deferred to the next meet-

ing.

BY MR. AFFELDER—Director Hammerschlag just re-

ports that there was difficulty about getting a lantern and

that he offers us any of their lecture rooms and any of their

lanterns at any time. I would move you that a vote of thanlrs

be extended to Director Hammerschlag for his kind offer and

that Mr. Parker be requested to convey this action to Director

Flammerschlag as I understand he is going out to the Carne-

gie Institute at once.

The motion being put to vote was duly carried.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Is it the pleasure of this Insti-

tute to hold a summer meeting? If it is, I would propose to

have it at Greensburg. I am just suggesting that. The Insti-

tute has never been held in Greensburg and I think perhaps

the larger coal operators there would be glad to do some--

thing to entertain this Institute at Greensburg. I have not

seen them at all, but I feel confident that I can say they

would be glad to do that if it is your wish to meet there.

Also I want to say in this connection that if we do have

an Institute in the summer, I would like to receive from this

Institute suggestions and expressions of its opinion as to

what kind of a meeting we oug'ht to have. This administra-

tion is going to be governed by that very largely.

BY MR. In order to get at an expression

of the meeting I would move that those present in favor of

holding a summer meeting rise.

The suggestion of the member being acted upon disclosed

overwhelming majority in favor of holding the summer meet
ing.

BY THE PRESIDENT—It has been decided that w^e

have a summer meeting. Shall w^e hold this summer meeting
at Greensburg or in Pittsburgh or in some other place?
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BY MR. 1I would move you that the sum-

mer meeting be held in Greensburg.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Shall it be a two days or a three

days meeting?

The motion being put to vote was duly carried.

BY THE PRESIDENT—There will be notice given to

all of you in due time. As it is only going to be a short time

until we start to arrange a program for the summer meeting,

I think I can assure this meeting that there will be some very

interesting papers on very practical subjects by very practi-

cal men aside from the various learned and technical papers

which we have been so much favored with.

BY MR. BLICK—I would suggest that we have been

having a superfluity of papers. I have noticed a little of it in

this meeting. We have had good papers but no discussion of

them. The information contained in the papers is good as far

as it goes, but we lose a great deal of it from lack of dis-

cussion among ourselves. Personally I would like to hear a

paper read, either good or bad, and when the paper is read,

before we do anything else I would like to hear the paper dis-

cussed and have that discussion appear in proper order In the

journal, and then we get all the information out of the paper

that is in it. There has been a number of good papers read

here and there has not been a word of discussion on them.

We have to take the statements of facts as presented without

any criticism. There was a paper this morning, for instance,

in regard to using steel in our mines instead of lumber. As
the gentleman who read the paper stated, that has been done

for a generation past in some places. It is even being done

today in the State of Pennsylvania to some extent. And hf^

BY MR. I think two days would be

enough.
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went into the matter of costs. First cost, durability, etc. And

he stated that notwithstanding the first cost is considerably

greater than the cost of timber, on account of its durability,

the steel is far cheaper. That is true, there can be no ques-

tion about that. Where the supports are stationary. Take

any stationary gangway, that has to be supported and used

for a long number of years, there can be no question about it.

But when we come up to the actual question of mining our

coal in general and comparing the cost of it there with the

cost of timber we get into a different problem altogether. Of

course, we may on first thought take from the statements of

the gentleman also that it is cheaper to use props of steel in-

stead of wood in the actual mining of coal which is being done

in some parts of the world and has been done for a genera-

tion past, the steel props have been used in the working places

where we use our wooden props and they have no doubt been

cheaper where they have been used than the wood props

would be. But they have not been used under our conditions.

Consequently, the statement would not be applicable to us

here to the same extent that it would at the places where they

are used. Now, we will take an average mine in our section

for instance. To have an average of three hundred working

places which is quite common. Each one of those working

places is driven, say 210 feet, when they get to their destina-

tion. Most of them are driven a little over that. If we were

using steel props instead of wooden props in all those places

to the same extent that vv^e use wooden props now, and con-

sidering on an average of the rooms being driven up two-

thirds of the distance and the average number of props that

would have to be standing in the mine, in order to operate a

mine of that kind it would require 30,000 steel props at leas* .

Those props would be standing there all the time. The outlay

would be enoruiuub. Many of those props, unless we would
vastly improve on our present system, would be -lost. They
never would be recovered, they w^ould be lost by creeps, etc.,

unless our system is vastly improved. Of course we could
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improve, but still we would lose many of them. On the other

hand where these props are used, I happen to know of one

place where they have been used for a generation, used suc-

cessfully and cheaply. When they are broken they are taken

out and taken into the mill which is operated by the same

company that operates the mine, and rolled over again and

either made into new props or new something else made out

of them. But in that case they do not work on our system.

It is all long wall work, everything is taken out in front oi

them. They do not have 150 props standing in a room at the

same time. But to work the same face, that is to say, the

same total breadth of face, on their long wall system, as we
would work with our room system, while it would take at

least 30,000 props to operate our mine, and even allowing

that they set theirs a little thicker than we set ours in pro-

portion, they would operate a mine with about 5,000 props and

have exactly the same face as we would have in our room and

pillar system. So that the conditions are altogether differ-

ent. Our conditions are prohibitive of the introduction of

steel props for general use at the present time. But as I

said, in passage ways, it is quite a different thing, where they

have to stand for a long number of years. But in those other

cases I mentioned where they could operate a mine equal to

what one of our mines would be with three hundred rooms

taking 30,000 props, where they could operate the same- face

by takmg 5,000 props, it is a different thing altogether. Our
props have to stand there months and months. Their props

do not have to stand there for any considerable length of

time. They are simply pulling them out and bringing them

forward all the time. While it takes us 150 props to drive a

room up, they would drive the same amount of face right up

the same distance with about twenty props.

We ought to have discussion of t^'' kind on papers to

bring out facts that the papers themselves do not seem I0 im-

press a person with.
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Then, in regard to the other matter Mr. Stoek spoke

about, that is, about the United States Geological Testing

Station, I have been thinking about that. It is my under-

standing that they would rather establish that in or near

Pittsburgh. I think it is very important in itself for the in-

formation we get from it and for the general advantage to

the mining industry, and I think the Institute and the people

interested in the mining business in the Pittsburgh region

ought to do something. They ought to do more than some-

thing, they ought to do everything possible to induce the

United States Government authorities to establish that sta-

tion here. And I think it would be well, and in fact, I will

make a motion to the effect that our President appoint a com-

mittee of some one near around here who can get together

and who have some influence, to get together and draw up some
kind of a petition to our Senators and Congressmen at Wash-
ington, asking them to use their influence to get the station

established here, and at the same time to try to interest our

people here in selecting a location. I think we could get a

location not far from Pittsburgh. Out the Panhandle Rail-

road towards Carnegie for instance, it would be an ideal loca-

tion, because it is directly in the western route to the western

coal fields and you could get there by train or street car at

any time in about thirty minutes. I would therefore make a

motion that the president take time to consider and appoint

a committee of three men who can meet together and take

this matter up in order to try to get this station established

here if we possibly can.

BY MR. HARDY—There is one feature connected with

this which seems to my mind to be getting a little beyond

where we ought to go. I do not see for the life of me why
we want, all these experts to demonstrate to practical mining-

men what ought to be done.- This suggestion of Mr. Blick

and others for the establishment of these observations and so

forth, that is to bring about what? It seems to my mind tha^
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in all these things that are being brought about during the

past week—that is, after the explosion at Bellevernon, that

the government expert is sent to look at these things, to look

into something over the heads of good sound practical men.

Can any man tell me that it is possible that geologist Hall

or any other man in the United States can demonstrate to this

government more fully than our mine inspectors v^ith their

head, Roderick. It seems to my mind that v^e are going en-

tirely too far.

BY THE PRESIDENT— I think if the government did

that it didn't do it on the initiative of this Institute.

BY MR. HARDY—But it is bearing on the particulars

of the conversation now taking place. I thought it was

through the government that it was done, and I for one think

that the government is going too far. That is, in a question

of that kind. If the government that is sending the men to

this mine or to any mine is doing it to inform these people

upon somethinig that they do not know, that would be ail

right. But we are not getting that. It is not possible that

Geologist El all or any other man that the government can

send could be in any way better than these men that are deal-

ing with these questions from day to day.

The question arises where does the difficulty come in?

It comes in with a non-compliance with the ventilation, law.

If those features were brought about, then the mine instruc-

tor would demonstrate to his mining men, its mine foreman,

superintendent and others, if they would carry out in prac-

tice what is advised to them from time to time, I think it

would be very liable to do away with a great deal of the

accidents that occur. And I do not think they will improve in

any particular by sending these men to make those inquiries.

I do not think it will improve in any particular. Then again

the trou])le arises about tlie niaiia^^ement of mines. I should

say that today we have—and that is one feature which
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needs an improvement, it should be brought before the Assem-

bly and so forth, relative to the great part of the superinten-

dents of mines today—I know that I can go into my imme-

diate district and Ibok over the reports of mine inspectors and

superintendents of different localities, and v^e have superin-

tendents today that w^ould not knov^ the difference today be-

tween an exhaust and a blowing fan. That is one of the diffi-

culties that pertains to these features, and I believe that we
are overrun, we are becoming overrun with too much theory

instead of a little practice. Now, I will agree with Mr. Stock

for a moment or two. They represent an institution which is

calculated to do a great amount of good, the Scranton School

of Mines. I haven't a word to say against it. I am in favor

of it in every particular. I would recommend that every

young man take its course. But this thing, this one thing I

want those young men to do in these things, and that is to

take his course and take it out into practical work and work it

out as they are intended to be worked out. Take time. Not
just take the course in the Scranton School and come out as

a mine foreman. How many men could be questioned upon

that today, that are in charge of the mines through these

United States, that have just got their training from the

Scranton School and left there There isn't enough practice,

it has not been demonstrated in practice. You are taught only

in theory and I fear that it is injuring very much the progres'^

or usefulness of our mines today.

BY MR. McKAY— I heartily endorse the announcement
made, by Mr. Blick that a committee of the Chairman be ap-

pointed to work and use such influence as we can on the

government to bring the testing station here if it is possible.

I think it has been abundantly demonstrated time and again

and enforced by the newspapers that we read that we ought
to ask the government to give more of its attention to tho

mining situation in this country, being an industry as impor-

tant as it is, that we should get more attention. And I think
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it is our duty as an Institute to ask that that testing station

be brought here which will give Mr. Hardy an idea, and me
and everyone else a practical idea of what these things are.

He says give us more practice, and that is the purpose of Mr.
Blick's motion, and I heartily endorse it and second the mo-
tion.

BY MR. 1 wish to amend the motion. I

can say that from a practical standpoint I came from the ol'i

country and I have had an experience of some forty-five year?,

with the mines, and Ave need something. Some say that black

damp is not explosive. Others- say that the severe explosions

we have just had, that there was no fire damp. And some
say that we cannot have an explosion without we have fire

(lamp. Novv, we want to know the character of that. We
wish to see the profession of mining advanced. We want to

know about those things. W e have been fighting along all

these years trying to pick up a little here and a little there, a

little piece here and a little patch there, and patch them to-

gether and we have failed so far, gentlemen, to get to any

point where we can provide against these things. Are we
going to allow it to go on, are we going to be displaced as one

of the greatest nations of the world today in our mining? I

think not. W^e want to get busy, fellow members of this In-

stitute, we want to rise in our manhood and say that this

thing ought to stop and shall stop in this land of the brave

and home of the free. Think of it, hundreds that have been

swept into eternity without a moment's notice. The men
conducting this business are doing their best, but there is

something lacking and how are we going to get at these lacks

unless we have a scientific arrangement to demonstrate to us

how we can provide adequate prevention in reference to these

explosions and the taking of life that we have today. And I

say we must have something, we cannot afiford to allow these

things to go Oil, we cannot permit this loss of life and destruc-

tion of property to continue. There is too much at stake and
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I heartily endorse the motion and I hope every member of the

Institute will use his power and influence to assist.

I am happy to say without any boasting that I have had

the handling of men since 1889 in mines and fortunately I

have had but two fatal accidents in all that time. There is

something, fellow members of this Institute.

Speaking of these various. inspectors that come along and

give us their advice, we have to lay some blame on ourselves

to a certain extent. We do not put the law in force as we
ought to do. We neglect our duties to a certain extent. I

know they are neglected in a great many cases. For instance,

he says you should do so and so. You must see your men
every alternate day. Flow many mine foremen comply with

the law? How many inspectors know whether those men,

w^hether those mine foremen are doing it or noti^ A mine

foreman cannot do his duty as he ought to do it and be on the

tipple two-thirds of the time, which some of them seem to be

doing. I say it and 1 can say it without fear of contradiction

and I could name various mine inspectors that I have had un-

der me. And if there was more put into practice we would no^

have so many accidents and our various mine inspectors have

to be called in this state.

The motion for the appointment of a committee to make
efforts towards the establishment of the United States test-

ing plant in this vicinity being put to vote was duly carried.

BY THE PRESIDENT—I will appoint on that com-

mittee, Mr. S. A. Taylor, Mr. James Blick and Mr. James Mc-
Kay.

If the Institute wants this committee enlarged we can do

it, but 1 believe the motion provides that they may add to

their number themselves, to such an extent as they deem nec-

essary.

I just for a moment want to introduce to the Institute

a representative of a paper, not to take up any of the Insti

tute's time, but Mr. Floyd W. Parsons, of the Engineering
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and Mining Journal of New York is here just on his Vv^ay back

from the scene of the great mine disaster. Mr. Parsons.

BY MR. FLOYD PARSONS—I know the time of the

meeting is limited and I do not want to take any of your time

at all. I had intended, while Mr. Hall and Mr. Parker were

here to try to take up fifteen or twenty minutes in a discussion

of the Monongah explosion, but it seems that Mr. Hall was in

quite a hurry and there was no special discussion or papers

at the time and it was neglected: I have spent some time

there. I was at the scene of the explosion since Saturday

and was in the mines and I want to say that it is a very in-

teresting although a very sad occurrence. There are at the

same time a great many problems connected with it that

probably have never occurred before, and the reason I wanted

to bring it up is to get the opinion of this large assemblage

of practical mining men and perhaps some of the questions

that remain in a way unansv/ered might have been discussed

by some one wdio had had experience on somewhat similar

lines. If I may be permitted, I would like to take a moment
of your time.

At the mines there, they were working on the panel sys-

tem, and I think they are probably the most ideal mines in

America. I believe I may say that these mines are the best of

all mines operated by the company in their 100 mines. I was
connected with the company at one time, and I have been in

all of them. In this case, there was a barrier pillar left pro-

tected by the panel all the way around, and no man in going

in these mines will find one single room back into the entry

nor is the pillar between any rooms encrouched upon at all. In

their works everything is mined to a certain point and in no

case is anything allowed to be taken excepting on direct cen-

ters indicated by the engineers. It is laid out like with a pen

and paper. They have large fans.

They made one mistake. It is not good to connect mines

on adjoining properties and I think the mining laws of this
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state and other states ought to take that thing up. The rea-

son they connected them was that in the case of the fan on

one property being out of commission, they could use the fan

on the other property to ventilate both mines. There is at

least one other case on the New River where two mines ex-

ploded and probably attention could be called to several in-

stances where two mines that have been connected through

some heading for some purpose have exploded, where they

have been connected through some heading for some purpose,

perhaps, ventilation, and the explosion in one mine has passed

through this heading and communicated with the other mine.

If this had been an entirely gas explosion in some one part

of the mine, if dust had not been really the important factor

in the explosion, it probably would have confined itself to one

locality in the mine, because the mine was laid out with that

purpose in view, of making each part entirely separate. That

is, it was that panel system so there was no real connection

between one panel and another excepting out in the headings.

Air. Paul found m there coke dust on all the props, and in

one or two places it seemed like you were walking on the dust

like snow on walking into the rooms, like snow that was cov-

ered and you sunk into the crust in one or two places it was
so coked that you got that sound. It was so soft and caked.

There is no question at all that it is a dust explosion. What
I want to call the attention of the convention to and one rea-

son I wanted Mr. Parker here is because there is an instance

that happened in Wyoming and from my short investigation

in a personal way—not officially at all— I believe the two oc-

currences were exactly identical. It was this. At the mouth
of No. 6 mine, I got this from an eye witness, a young man
who was an engineer for the mine and happened fortunately

to see the occurrence so I pin my faith on what he told me,

at the mouth of No. 6 mine it was a twelve degree or a fifteen

degree slope, possibly not that much. Hardly more than eight

degrees possibly, and a trip of cars was brought up by a rope

haulage and shortly after lo o'clock on Monday morning as
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the trip of cars was hoisted out of the slope and just as it

reached the knuckle the coupling broke and the cars dashed

back into the mine. The young man who saw that car dash

back into the mine thinks that it was probably forty-five sec-

onds, at least less than a minute after the car dashed into the

mine that the smoke came out of the mine. That is the rea-

son I recalled this occurrence and connected the one with the

other. The trip of cars broke away, dashed back, dashed back

down the slope and stirred up a lot of dust and hit the trolley

wire and broke it and I judge a flame shot out from the trol-

ley wire igniting the dust that the crash of the wreck had

stirred up. I believe this is an identical case for certain rea-

sons. One of them is this. At the mouth of No. 6 mine it is

about a thousand feet from where the cars rushed back into

the mine up the mouth of the mine, that is, from where the

car started back to where the car was wrecked is about a

thousand feet. Now, the mouth of No. 6 mine was not in-

jured at all comparatively. It is in good condition. But th =

explosion got started there and went in and went through and

it is a dust explosion and we all know that dust explosions

grow greatly in force as they travel. There was a series of

explosions in other words, so rapid in succession, that if a

person would hear them it would seem like one big report, but

it is in reality a series of explosions just like the waves of

sound rush out just like a series of waves. This traveled

on through the mine, over through No. 2 entry into No.. 8

mine increasing in force and expending the whole force of the

explosion out the mouth of No. 8 mine. If the explosion had

occurred in No. 6 or No. 8 mine—most pit mouths are intake

airways. Why, if it was a dust explosion would not it have

increased in force to come up to the mouth of both pits with

practically equal destruction? There is nothing in the way
of the dip of the coal or anything else that I can possibly find

that would prevent it from doing that. But if it started at the
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foot of the slope it didn't have time to form and come back up

and do any damage. It could not form in a thousand feet to

do much damage.

The explosion occurred after 10 o'clock about half past

ten o'clock in the morning and the fire boss told me that he

could take an oath that there was not much gas at that time,

hardly any gas in the mine at all. If it had been a feeder that

had been feeding in there all night that had occurred when the

men first went in in the morning,—there is a lot of other

things I would like to say on this line but I will not take your

time. If anybody has had a similar experience I Avould be in-

terested to hear it.

BY MR. BLICK— I would like to ask whether that slope

was an outlet for ventilation or an inlet, that slope at the bot-

tom of which he has the idea that the explosion occurred on

accoimt of the run-a-way trip.

BY MR. PARSONS—It is an intake. The slope is an in-

take and the trip of cars rushed to the bottom of the slope and

piled up there. The trolley wire was all torn out and there

is no reason in the world why that could not have had a sheet

of flame from the trolley wire. I have seen such an occurrence

with a trolley wire carrying 280 volts, and we know that there

was dust for I tramped through six or eight inches of dust in

some places in the entr}^ I think it was a short circuiting of

the wire. The whole electric system of the mines was in-

stantly disarranged.

BY MR. RIGBY—Is there anybody here that has ever

been in an explosion?

BY MR. PARSONS—Yes, sir, I have been in two.

BY MR. RIGBY—I have been in lots of them. I have

been digging coal when it used to be if there was a gaseous
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entry I was the man that got it. I am the very man that can

drive gas entries and I have been driving it sixty-four years

and I never had a man burned yet.

Now, let me tell you a thing about the Naomi mine. Two
years ago there was two men burned in the Naomi mine. I

went to that very entry the next day. The inspector had gone

away about fifteen minutes before 1 got there. I could not

get into the entry because it was gasy they said. That is

where I have always gone. So I says to the mine boss, "Le^

us go into the mine 'till I see this entry." "All right," he

says, *T will go in." We went inside. In place of showing me
a gasy entry, he showed me seven where the gas was coming

out along the roof that it would show in the lamp. They
were working with naked lights. There was trolley wires

along the entries. I expected the Naomi mine to blow up ever

since I was there. When I went in I saw a lot of things and

1 took a slip of paper and wrote down ten of them. The next

morning I went to the mine boss and read them over to him.

It touched his dignity. The first one was the fan was a back

action. It was not doing its duty. It is a little cold in the

slope he says. The gas coming ni along the roof in the en-

tries was dangerous I have forgotten the others, but there

are two of them right there. As soon as I heard of the Naomi
blowing up I was twenty miles away, and I says, "Gentlemen,

the fan was on the back action. It was cold. It twas the same

as it was when I visited it." I did not dare tell the men wh^n
I came out. There was four or five of them at the top of the

slope and they says, "What do you think of this mine?" I

says, "I haven't a thing to say." I told that mine boss that if

I had charge of that mine there would be a danger board on

the mouth of that pit. The inspector had left fifteen minutes

before I went into that mine. What kind of inspectors have

we? What kind of men arc they if they woudn't put a dan-

ger board on a mine like that? Boys, Uncle Sam is paying

too much. There are too many school teachers tliat ought to

be driving mules instead of being mine bosses and fire bosses.
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I am teaching them every day. I am the boy that is doing- it.

It is not them. Ihey are at me for knowledge every day. Jnsl,

today a fire boss was telling me of some gas in a fall and says

he, ''What kind of gas do you call that?" Says I, "1 call it

C. H. four," and says 1, "C. H. four will put out lights." Not

long ago I was at Monongahela City when Professor Shaw
was there and he was testing lamps. I got him to put this

under his glass globe. He was afraid of it exploding and

bursting his glass globe all to pieces. I says, ''It will put your

light out, Do not be alarmed," I says, "Go ahead and do it," and

he did it; and did it blow up his glass globe? Of course not.

I had done it many a time before. I can put any of your

safety lamps out with it. Your instructors and your mine

bosses ain't worth anything. I am the boy that is doing it.

BY MR. BLICK—1 am neither a mine inspector nor a

mine boss, but what I want to get is information about the

Monongah mine. After receiving the intimation, not officially,

of course, that the indications were that this explosion oc-

curred at the bottom of a slope and that a trip of runaway
cars which had broken away started down the slope about

the same time

—

BY MR. PARSONS~And were wrecked at the bottom

BY MR. BLICK—And he says that that particular slope

was an intake. The next question I would like to ask is

whether as a result of that inspection there was much evi-

dence of fire or what was the evidence of fire?

BY MR. PARSONS—There was charred coke in both

mines, both No. 6 and in No. 8.

BY MR. BLICK—Did this increase in the interior and to

ward the face?
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BY MR. PARSONS—Of course they have not reached

the face at either mine Avhen I left there yesterday. But as

far as they had gone they had found quite a good deal and
the farther in they went the more they found, that is, they

found quite a good deal.

BY MR. BUCK—That is an indication of fire.

BY MR. PARSONS—That is an indication of coke dust.

BY MR. BLICK—The reason I ask these questions is

for information.

BY MR. 1 really think this is out of place

and should be handled through the proper channel—the Cor-

oner's inquiry, etc., and I think that it would be better to defer

this.

BY THE PRESIDENT—It might be better to have it de-

ferred and have some one write it up for the next meeting.

The Chair would be glad to have suggestions as to who the

proper party is to do that for the next summer meeting.

BY MR. PARSONS— I would like to say that I do not

want it understood that this is a delicate question. The Fair-

mont Coal Company have been particularly open in every-

thing that they have done there. There is nothing hid and

they have freely allowed people to go in the mine. They
would not allow people to go in the mine who were not min-

ing men, but any mining man who went there, whether the

superintendent of some company or mine inspector, or what-

ever, was perfectly free to go in there and form his own per-

sonal opinion, and he probably could talk to the chief mine in-

spector and o ^ er inspectors and the superintendent and man-

agers of the company. And I do not want any action or any-

thing taken here, but what I am after is, as I say, here is this
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funny coincidence, this trip, at the very moment of the explo-

sion. I would not want the people to feel that we were pass-

ing upon this or that view here that would in any way embar-

rass the company.

BY MR. STOEK— I agree with the gentleman thorough-

ly. The idea is coming out that whatever it was it must have

been done by electricity. We are liable to have some hysterical

legislation in regard to electricity. Suppose this was done and

it did occur at the bottom of the slope, and suppose the wires

were broken—I do not know whether they were or not—but

a simple light there could have produced the same thing. Ten
years ago a miuing ivT^pr^rt.'/ir'c i-pprirf of <_o^o'''^do inlrl ni u

trip of cars runnmg down an outside plane to tlie tipple. They
ran into the tipple and an explosion occurred in that tippi'-

due to the dust and fianje went out some 30 or 40 feet in fronU

of the tipple, so that I do not think it is at all necessary to

bring up that matter of electricity. The only thing in thai

tipple was a little stove. So that if a miner's lamp happened

to be down there the effect would have been the same.

BY MR. BLICK—The velocity of the thing was sufficient.

BY MR. CONNER—In regard to the connection of

mines, the worst explosion we have had in the Hocking Val
ley, in Ohio, in the No. i and No. 3—it began in No. i and ran

over to No. 3. There was a connection so that it shows the

principal of connecting the two mines.

BY MR. PHILIPS—The gentleman told us that at the

mouth of No. 6 mine there was an obstruction. The trip ran

down No. 6. I would like to ask him whether there was anv
indication of flame from the point where the trip was wrecked
to the mouth of that slope showing that the flame had traveled

"in that direction?
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BY MR. PARSONS—There v/as no flame came out of

the mouth of the mine ; it was mostly smoke and there was
very little flame at the foot of the slope where the trip was

wrecked, very little flame.

BY MR. PHILIPS—Was there any coke?

BY MR. PARSONS—There was not very much indica-

tion of coke at that point. There was more indication further

in.

With regard to the question Mr. Blick asks about follow-

ing the air, it did follow it part of the way, it did follow the in-

take air. It fed on the fresh air as all dust explosions do, be-

cause there was two intakes at each mine, the main slope of

each mine. After it got in it followed the intake air clear on

through and came out of the other. It followed over prob-

ably two-thirds of the distance.

BY MR. PHILIPS—It seems to me that inasmuch as No.

6 was an intake when the dust was raised there it would be

carried over on the current in an opposite direction from the

mouth of No. (5 slope and in consequence the flame would

carry in the same direction.

BY MR. PARSONS—That is just what it did.

BY MR. PHILIPS—I think your position is all right.

BY MR. PARSONS—I would like to say that I have not

reached any conclusion, I am stating some of the few facts

that I noticed and there remain lots of other things discover-

able.

BY MR. CONNER—Which mine had the most volume*?

BY MR. PARSONS—No. 8.
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BY MR. AFFELDER—One item which obliterates Mr
Blick's objection is the fact that the explosion did not come

out of No. 6. The temperature of any flame, the flame is de-

pendent upon temperature, and the inrush of air, which would

naturally have accommpanied those cars may have been suffi-

cient to have cooled the flame on that side and prevented ii

from coming out. The rushing in of that air down No. 6 may
have been of such volume from that running down of the trip

that there was a sudden cooling of the air on that side of the

explosion and that may have afifected the flame. There are

instances of explosions going along and meeting the intake

air in which the current cutting in by a certain way will stop

the flame and start it back in the other direction. But inas-

much as we have decided not to go into the discussion of

that, I am satisfied to drop it. But there is one point I want
to mention, and that is, that mining men do not realize, or

have not in the past realized, the gravity of carbon monoxide

It is well known that a dust explosion is really a series of

quick explosions, so quick in succession that it feels like one

explosion. And the peculiarity of a dust explosion is that

carbon monoxide, the violent explosive element, instead of

stopping in an explosion doubles itself and continues to dou-

ble itself as long as it has oxygen and coal dust to feed on. I

just want to say that I think carbon monoxide is a far more
serious thing about a mine than CH. 4 though we have been

used to considering marsh gas as a dangerous gas about a

mine.

To tackle another phase of that question, there was an

instance in the hard coal region about six months ago in whicii

nine men lost their lives, two at a time, until the odd man was
the last man in, in a case where there was gas absolutely an-

ticipated. Two men at a time went down in an old opening

where there was gas and their lamps burned more brightly,

and the two did not come back; and then two others went in

after them, and so on. Why does a lamp burn more brightly

in the presence of carbon monoxide than it does in air? There
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is not a single text book that I ever saw that attempts to give

a reasonable explanation of that. They all say carbon mon-
oxide is combustible. It is not a supporter of combustion.

Why then . if it is a non-supporter of combustion will a lamp

burn more brightly in it.'' I was very much interested in that

because it was a question which I had to explain to my class,

and I didn't know how to explain it. Simply from the fact

that I have never seen in print a satisfactory explanation. I

wrote to Mr. J. T. Beer, of Scranton, and asked him for an ex'

planation, in his opinion, as to why a safety lamp would burn

more brigiiily in carbon monoxiae than m ordmary air. He
stated that he has found authorities on the question to be very

loath to express an opinion. But he advanced an opinion to

me wnicii seemed to be very reaGonaoic. iixdt is, tiiat some

of the CO some of the carbon monoxide burns inside the lamp

to carbon dioxide and as this carbon monoxide is developed

in the flame in burning, it develops a great heat and heats the

flame and makes the flame of the oil lamp burn more brightly.

I think that is a very plausable explanation.

BY MR. RIGBY—That question has not been answered

yet. I will bet you that No. 6 pit mouth is lower than No. S.

That would be the intake this kind of weather when it is below

62 degrees, it goes in the lower one and conies out the higher

one. This would make natural ventilation. That is the rea-

son why it did not come out of No. 6.

BY MR. BLICK—I don't believe we can come to any

conclusion on that until we have a thorough examination.

BY MR. BRITT—No. 6 mine was ventilated by a fan of

its own and No. 8 by a fan of its own, according to a sort

of diagram that was published in the papers on Saturday.

We read that the No. 8 fan was entirely demolished, while the

No. 6 fan in itself was not injured. I am satisfied that while

the two mines were connected, there was a door or somethings
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perhaps it was a good solid door or a couple of doors, those

doors were supposed to have been locked and perhaps the

force of that explosion knocked them out or destroyed them.

BY THE PRESIDENT—I have been requested to say

that there is an electric coal puncher on exhibition in the base-

ment of this building and catalogues which anybody can have

for the taking.

I think we had better set a time for adjournment and gel:

through with such business as we have, and when the time

arrives for adjournment we will close this meeting.

BY MR. PHILIPS—I would move that we close this

meeting at 4:45 o'clock p. m., that we close these sessions of

this winter meeting at 4 145 o'clock p. m.

The motion being put to vote was carried.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Are there any other matters

that ought to come up?

BY MR. BRITT—When Mr. Roby left last evening he

left in a hurry and the financial statement was only read by

himself yesterday; that is the only statement that was pre-

pared. He told me to say that after everything would be

turned over to his successor, he would send to the Auditors

a report so that everything can be audited and passed upon

by the summer meeting. Having been called away to this

Monongah mine, he did not have the necessary time to pre-

pare the proper financial report and hence he did not have it

ready for reading yesterday.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Will somebody take charge of

these reports and have them sent to Greensburg- in care of

Mr. Fay? --^^'^
"
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BY MR. STOEK—In connection with the suggestion of

the papers being too long and not having time to discuss them,

isn't it possible to get some of the papers into print before

we come to the meetings and have a chance to read them or

at least have them ready for distribution here. A paper like

we had this morning containing a large amount of informa-

tion, no man can sit here and digest the facts. If we coulcl^

have the papers before us, or a condensed statement we would

get a great deal more of good out of it.

BY THE PRESIDENT—I think there are a good many
of the papers that are hardly discussable, and some of the

papers were so thoroughly worked out in detail that we did

not have a chance to discuss them. Would it not be well to

have at the next meeting a time limit to the papers, so that

we can have time left for discussion?

BY MR. PHILIPS—I think we have had too many pap-

ers. I think the papers ought to be limited, so many for each

session, not more than two for any session ; and then devote

time to the discussion of each paper. That is where the

members of this Institute, have to get their information.

They get the ideas of the different members in that way and

they learn more than by reading these papers, and it seems to

me that we have come to a point where we need to have

papers bearing upon practical mining. We are having a good

many techtiical papers, papers that are beyond the reach of

the ordinary ;.-iner. I think it all right to have these papers,

they are a good thing, but they do not seem to suit all th^

members of this Institute. I have heard a good many mem-
bers speak Oj [h: ^, ind while it is all right to have those pap-

ers 1 think tlierc are members of the Institute, practical men,

comp'. ;- nt to Nvrite good practical papers, papers that can be

discussed, in which we can take up for instance the cause of

explosions and tlie results of them. We have come to a time

in mining wli ^re we need to know what is the cause. We knov/
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that there are explosions, that they occur, at the Monongah

for instance, we know there have been four or five hundred

lives lost there, but what we want to know is what has caus-

ed that explosion? Has it been coal dust or has there been

CH4 with it, or has electricity ignited it. These are things

that are important—we ought to know about them—and I do

not know any better way than for the Government to take it

up. 1 like the suggestion of Mr. Blick, I believe this Com-

mittee appointed to have this petition presented to our Con-

gressmen IS a good thing, but at the same time I am afraid

this petition will not reach far enough. We ought to make
this as impressive as we can. Let us reach out. This is the

Mining Institute of America. Let us go out to the different

States where there are members of this Institute, or whether

there are members of this Institute there or not, to sign this

petition. Have this petition sent all over and have it made
impressive when it goes to the Congressmen and then there

will be something doing.

BY THE PRESIDENT—It is understood that the Con-

mittee has that authority.

BY MR. PHILIPS—Yet I thought at the time that oar

President ought to be a member of that Committee.

BY THE PRESIDENT—We should have associated

with that Committee all the inspectors of the bituminous re-

gion. If you make the Committee too big it will not act.

Have the others associated, but not put on the Committee.
Of course, it is understood it will strengthen itself all it pos-

sibly can.

BY MR. AFFELDER—Mr. Hanson asked me to present

this resolution :

"RESOLVED—That in view of the fact that our esteem-
ed ex-President, Mr. F. C. Keighley, has occupied the position
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of President in this Institute for the last six years, with great

credit to himself and to the intellectual profit of the members
of this Institute, that the thanks of the Institute be extended
to him and that this resolution be spread on the minutes of

our Insitute at length.

WM. IlERRON,
ALEXANDER MONTEITH,
R. HANSON."

On motion the resolution is adopted as read.

BY MR. BLICK—Of course, the Committee has power

\o act, but there will not be time to send petitions out through

the United States and get them signed and sent to their

representatives, and- there is something beside petitions and

petitionmg authorities necessary to have that plan established

here. They may be willing to establish it here, but they need

:somelhing else; they need some place to establish it. The
thing this Committee is to deal with is to get a location, or

find out where it can be gotten, and where the money is com-

ing from to pay for it. Now, all the petition that is needed,

I believe, is for the Committee to write to the Congressmen

and Senators, expressing to them the Resolution that has

been passed by the Mming Institute of America, signed by the

Committee and sent by the Chairman or President of the In-

stitute to our representatives, asking them to use their influ-

-ence to have the United States coal testing plant established at

Pittsburg. They may possibly be willing to use their in-

fluence for that, but that is not sufficient. Something ought

to accompany it, that the people of Pittsburg are prepared

to provide a location for it in a suitable place. That is where

the whole difficulty comes in and that is what the committee

has' to meet. I wish I had money enough to buy a place,

but I haven't.

BY THE PRESIDENT—Mr. Taylor, Mr. Blick and Mr.

'McKay can talk this matter over and write to Mr. Schellen-
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berg and Mr. Phillips and all of us will do our best to assist

them.

BY MR. SCHELLENBERG—The Carnegie Institute of

Technology has in contemplation this very thing, if I under-

stand it right. They have received apparatus from St. Louis

and there have been some young men here looking at it.

What they have done more than to expect to do something I

do not know, but apparently that is the place intended to re-

ceive the continuance of the experiments at St. Louis.

BY THE PRESIDENT—There are a large number of

people in Pittsburg that would be of very valuable assistance

to this committe and you will need them.

I would like to suggest that the members criticise the

conduct of the meeting and indicate to the present admin-

istration how they wish them carried out.

BY MR. MORRIS—I think as the President says—we
could take, for instance, the paper of the retiring President

and talk .on it a week and we could get more information for

a practical man than we would from a dozen papers read and

then put away. Mr. Keighley's paper, if it could have been

talked on this week and next week, I don't know whether v/e

would have gotten out of it all that is in it. I think that

about one paper for each session would be a good thmg.

BY TPIE PRESIDENT—I think I understand what
the sentiment of the Institute is and I will try to get up a pro-

' gramme for the next meeting which will be very interesting.

And we will keep in mind the fact that the Institute may
want to go out sightseeing some. Maybe two or three papers

and not more than four for the whole session will be suffi-

cient. I spoke to a chemist of the Westmoreland Coke Co.

in connection with a paper. Pie has a lot of data that might

be called laboratory facts in connection with coal and I think
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we will have the chemist at the next meeting write a paper

for this Institute that he will perhaps call the "Laboratory

Facts About Coal." From the standpoint of a practical work-

ing chemist along lines that have been practically investi-

gated with the idea of having coal examined and tested as to

its features to suit the market in its use, and we will get

others that will give us discussions and we will also intimate

to those who write papers as to the time which they may
take. Perhaps forty-five minutes would be long enough for

any paper.

BY MR. McKAY—The idea has been suggested, and I

do not know but it is a good one, if we can get those papers

it is very nice to have them read and the writer can empha-

size the various points in his own paper. But if it is possible

to get those papers printed and sent out to the members of

the Institute before arrival, that would give each member an

opportunity to think a little before he comes to the discussio.a

of it and I think it would be the means of greatly increasing'

the benefits to be derived from any paper.

BY MR. PI-I ILLIPS—Yesterday there was a motion or

a suggestion that there be a donation made to the widows and

orphans of the Monongah mine disaster. I do not know
whether anything was done about that or not.

BY THE PRESIDENT—That motion was not put to

the Institute, as there was a feeling, as I gathered it, that

the contribution the members could make, there being so few

in attendance, would not be fairly representative of the Insti-

tute and would not do the Institute the proper credit and it

was left open for individual contribution. The motion was

not seconded and was not put before the Institute. That was

the way it was viewed and perhaps ihat is the way the Insti-

tute wishes to have it left.
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BY MR. PHILLIPS—The finances of the Institute

would hardly warrant making a donation as an Institute. But

it seems to me we ought to be able to do a little. I would

like to see the Institute make a donation, even if it is only a

small sum, say fifty dollars or a hundred dollars, to show that

we have some interest. I am sorry there are so many away.

BY THE PRESIDENT—It is a very small crowd to

get a fairly representative collection from.

BY MR. McKAY— I think the matter was spoken of yes-

terday and it was left open because of the poor attendance

that was here then, and the poor financial condition of the

Institute as an Institute, making it impossible to donate out

of the fund. And to make an individual collection the num-
ber was so small that it would scarcely be a representative

amount of money to go for the Institute. And the same con-

dition prevails at the present time to a worse extent than it

did then. I am sorry that question was not brought up early

this morning, because I believe every fellow wants to do what

he can. But at this time I am afraid the amount that would

be collected would be insignificant.

BY THE PRESIDENT—We all have the opportunity

to make donations yet.

Is there any further business to come before the Insti-

tute? If not, the meeting will adjourn to meet at Greensburg
on the notice which will be sent out during the summer.

There being no further business, the winter session of

the Coal Mining Institute of America was duly adjourned at

4:30 o'clock p. m. to meet at Greensburg on notice sent out.
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WHAT THE U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY IS DOING
IN THE EASTERN INTERIOR AND NORTH-

ERN APPALACHIAN COAL FIELDS.

By Geo. H. Ashley.

In Pennsylvania the State and Federal governments are

co-operating in both topographic and geologic work. The
cost of the work is equally divided between the two govern-

ments, the State funds being administered by a commission

composed of Mr. Geo. W. McNees, of Kittanning; Mr. R. R.

Hice, of Beaver, and Mr. A. C. McCreath, of Harrisburg. The
actual conduct of the field and office work has been carried

on by the forces of the Federal Survey. The topographic

mapping has now been extended over -from one-third to one-

half of the State, including the mapping done previous to the

co-operative arrangement. Geologic work has now covered

all or the major part of Greene, Fayette, Washington, Beaver.

Armstrong, and Indiana Counties, and portions of Lawrence,

Butler, Clarion, Jeflferson, Allegheny, Westmoreland, Clear-

field, Center and Warren Counties. So much for a brief sur-

vey of the general results. Your interest, however, will prob-

ably lie more in what is being accomplished qualitatively than

quantitatively, in view of the large amount of geologic work

previously done in this State.

You are doubtless most of you familiar already with the

topographic maps. They are in a sense a new feature and

do not call for a comparison with previous work. Suffice it

to say that year by year the endeavor is steadily being made
to improve the quality of these maps. Steadily the amount

of instrumental leveling has been increased until in some re-

cent instances practically every road, public or private, has

had fly levels run over it, and its traverse has been run instru-

men tally. Each year the sketchers try to set a pace a little

above the grade of the year previous. Of course there is a
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limit to that sort of thing. The money allotted to that work

is not large and the demands from all over the State are loud

and insistent. It is therefore necessary to spread the work

out, which always means quantity at the expense of quality.

That means that instead of a few high-priced men of large

experience and training, a large share of the details must be

worked out by a larger number of lower priced men of less

experience, working under supervision. It must, therefore, be

expected that slight errors will creep in, though it is hoped

year by year that these will become less in number and effect.

But of the geologic work, what can the present re-survey

accomplish not as well covered by the previous surveys? Jt

attempts to do several things. And in calling attention to

these dift'erences it is not intended, for a moment, to disparage

the old work. No one can have a higher appreciation of the

great value and results of the work of the First and Second

Pennsylvania Surveys, and of the men who did that work,

than the members of the present U. S. Geological Survey.

We have the structure reared by them as a basis on which to

build. But since their day diamond drillings, the drilling of

new oil and gas fields, the opening of great numbers of new
mines, the working of the roads, and general clearing up of

the country have rendered available often many times a?

much data as the members of the old surveys had to work
with, to say nothing of our advantage in working on excel-

lent topographic maps, and with a difference of thirty year?

in the evolution of field methods.

In the first place, the old surveys contented themselves

with indicating the structure or lay of the coals and other

beds by showing the approximate position of the axes of the

anticlines and synclines. These were usually more or less

nearly straight lines connecting points at which these axes

were observed, points often many miles apart. The present

Survey is attempting to work out the structure of the rocks

in such detail that it is possible to represent that structure

with contour lines run from lo to 15 feet apart. In the PittM
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burg coal field and the region immediately adjacent a con-

siderable area has been mapped, in which the position of the

Pittsburg coal has been represented by lo-foot contours. To

make that possible it has been necessary to obtain spirit-level

elevations on the coals and other rocks all over the area

mapped. The success of the work of course depends largely

on the fact that the intervals from the selected rock, say the

Pittsburg coal, to other rocks above or below, remain fairly

constant or change with some regularity. So that observa-

tions on coals, limestones, and standstones, whose distance

above or below the Pittsburg coal is known to within lo feet,

may be used to determine the elevation of the Pittsburg coai.

In working to the east and north of the Pittsburg coal field,

where the rocks outcropping belong to the Lower Conemaugh
or Allegheny formations (sometimes called the Lower Bar-

ren or Lower Productive Measures) the interval between the

coals and other rocks is so variable as to render the use of

such exact methods of no value and they have not ben used,

the structure there usually being represented by 50-foot con-

tours. The value of such a structure contour map is of course to

show at once at any point the exact or approximate eleva

tion above sea-level of the coal bed or other rock mapped, and

as the elevation of the surface at that point is given by the

topographic map, the difference is the distance of that bed

below the surface. The depth to any other coal bed may
be obtained in a similar way by adding or substracting its

distance below or above the mapped bed. In this work of

course use is made of the elevations obtained by the mine sur-

veys, the elevations obtained from the underground workings

of the coal mines being of the utmost service in preparing

these structure maps. The writer feels called upon to ex

press the obligations of himself and his associates for the un-

failing and universal courtesy with which mine owners and

managers, including many of you present, have responded to

our requests for such and much other similar data.
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In the second place, the present Survey is attempting

to show the structure of the oil and gas sands, which in many
cases differs quite markedly from the structure of the rocks

at the surface. This is due to the fact that in Western Penn-

sylvania one or more pronounced non-conformities exist be-

tween the oil sands and the rocks at the surface. Thus the

distance from the Pittsburg coal to a given oil sand may
change by several hundred feet in a comparatively few miles.

With the structure pronounced and the dip high this would

have little, if any, observable effect on the position of ths

anticlines and synclines, but where the dip is very low this

may shift the anticlines or synclines or structural benches a

considerable distance to one side of the position of the corre-

sponding features in the surface rocks.

In the third place, the opportunities for correctly work-

ing out the stratigraphy or the relative position and distance

apart of the different coals and other beds are vastly greater

than ever before. Thousands of core drillings have been put

down in recent 3^ears, and these with their detailed records

have frequently given information about large stretches of

country otherwise a terra incognita. They also are of the

greatest value in connecting up and checking up the de-

tached and, usually fragmentary, surface exposures obtained

in the neighboring territory. Again, the methods in use at

present call for not only the obtaining of vertical sections of

the rocks wherever such are well exposed, but for a complete,

graphic, and descriptive record of all the rocks observed along

every foot of road or stream traversed. This may often be

of the most fragmentary nature, yet all pieced together and

drawn graphically to the true vertical and horizontal scale in

the form of vertical cross sections, may reveal the gradual

change in the character of the rocks passed over from hill to

hill, and their rise or fall in a given direction. And when the

area of the map is covered with a network of such sections

not over one mile apart, all of which must fit together like

the pieces of a dissected map, the gaps in one hill slope are
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filled up by exposures from some neighboring hill until the

region that at first sight appeared to present a hopeless prob-

lem to the geologist, gradually yields up its" underground in-

formation. It may be stated in passing that this fuller knowl-.

edge of the stratigraphy has shown an unexpected persistency

in some of the minor rocks and an unsuspected lack of persist-

ency in some of the more important members. As instances of

this may be cited the increase in the number of Kittanning

coals from two, or very seldom three, along the Ohio line, to

five or six or more in central Pennsylvania ; the wide splitting

oi the Lower Lreeport and Lower Kittanning coals in certain

regions, and many other interesting features. Naturally, too,

this fuller knovv'lcdgc has led to many changes in the correla

Liuii oi uic cudis and other members.- In some cases the.se

changes are of considerable economic importance, as when
what has been considered as the Llomewood sandstone, which

underlies the Allegheny or Lower Productive Measures, is

found to be the Mahoning sandstone, which overlies those

measures. In this case the presence of the underlying Alle-

gheny coals adds very materially to the known coal deposits

of that region area.

In the fourth place, the outcrops of the coal beds are

more frequently shown on the maps accompanying the re-

ports and with greater accuracy. This is possible, first, be

cause of locating the position of the coals more frequently

through crossing their outcrops on roads or other lines of

traverse; second, because of the possession of the topographic

base map
;
third, because the structure as worked out from

all of the rocks indicates the position of any single bed,

whether that bed was seen at the point being mapped or not;

fourth, because the vertical position of the beds can be detef-

mined more accurately at a larger number of points, due to

the large amount of leveling and bench marks available;'

fifth, because of new mine and prospect openings, drillings,

and other new data that have become available since the

time of the Second Survey.
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In the fifth place, the problem of the occurrence of oil

and gas is being attacked from new directions. The influence

of water in the oil and gas sand has been found to be of as

great importance as the structure, and it is hoped that studies

now in progress may result in a much better understanding

of all the problems connected with the occurrence of these

two most valuable products.

These are among the more important advances made by

the recent work over the earlier work. As with the topo-

graphic work, each year has seen an attempt toward greater

accuracy, and more tiian that, more and more attention is be-

ing given each year to the economic side of the work, so that

it is hoped that from year to year the reports on this work

will more fully meet the needs of operators and those vitally

interested in the development of the State's resources. That

errors will creep into this work in the future as in the past is

to be expected. Many areas are almost lacking in outcrops,

and in others the variableness of the beds renders their inter-

pretation and correlation difficult. Further, the question of

cost makes it necessary that much of the local details be

worked out by men of moderate experience.

Flaving outlined in some detail the work we are trying

to do in Pennsylvania, it may suffice to run rapidly over the

other States where similar methods, and in some measure

similar conditions, are leading to similar results. In Ohio no

geologic work is being done by the Federal Survey, though

co-operative work in topography is being carried on. Simi-

larly co-operative work in topography is being carried on in

West Virginia, Kentucky and Illinois. Just at the present

there is a slacking of geologic work in the States outside of

Pennsylvania, due to the demands for information about the

coal of the public lands of the West having required many
of the funds that would otherwise have gone into those

States. It has been the purpose of the Federal Government
during recent years to do some geologic work each year In

West Virginia, Kentucky, or Virginia. Usually an area of
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i,ooo square miles has been mapped in detail. In addition a

similar amount of reconnaissance work has recently been car-

ried on. In Illinois co-operative geologic work is being car-

ried on, the arrangement being that part of the work shall be

done by the Federal geologists and part by the State geolo-

gists, the work in each case being under the supervision of

the writer for the Federal survey, and of Mr. Bain for the

State survey. There is then an interchange of results, each

government using these results as it sees fit. Plans are being

made for some co-operative work in the coal fields of Indiana

next year, and tentative plans have been prepared for a com-

prehensive paper on the Western Interior Coal Field to be

prepared following the season of 1909. In addition, Mr. Nor-

wood, State Geologist of Kentucky, is having some wok done

in both the eastern and western coal fields of that State.
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HISTORY AND PROSPECTIVE UTILIZATION OF
THE ALASKA COAL FIELDS *

By G. C. Martin.

Introduction.

The coal deposits of Alaska have attracted a large amount
of attention during recent years, and it appears most probable

that within a short time an important coal inliiii-ig industry

will be developed in at least one and probably in two Alaska

fields. The production of coal in Alaska will not only con-

tribute directly to the commercial importance v J tliat district

by adding another new industry, but will facilitate the mining

and smelting of gold and copper, and the building and oper-

ating of railroads, and will aid in the general devlopment and

settlement of the country. It is also believed that, since some

of the coal is of better quality than any now being mined on

the Pacific, the ultimate effect of the development of these

new fields will be felt not only by those producers who are

supplying the local Alaska demand and the Alaska steamship

lines, but in the general Pacific coast coal markets, espe-

cially in the case of the high grade coal which is now being

shipped into the Pacific for naval and smithing purposes.

Extent, Distribution, and Character of Alaska Coal.

The distribution of the coal fields of Alaska is indicated

on the accompanying map (PI. —), which shows (i) knov/n

areas of high grade coal (anthracite and semi-bituminous) of

workable thickness
; (2) known areas of lower grade coal

(bituminous and sub-bituminous) of workable thickness; (3)

^Published with the permission of the Director of the

U. S. Geological Survey.
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known areas of workable lignites, and (4) areas of coal-bear-

ing rocks. The last item includes those areas which are

known to contain some coal but in which beds thick enough

to be mmed have not yet been discovered ; areas in which

coal has been authentically reported but concerning which de-

tailed information is lacking, and areas in which the charac-

ter of the rocks is snnilar to that in neighboring coal fields

and where conesquently the occurrence of coal is to be ex-

pected. These statements apply also to the subjoined table

of areas. The areas mapped as ''coal-bearing rocks" are con-

sequently not well, defined and must be regarded as subject

to considerable changes by subsequent exploration. They
are intended to indicate the regions in which new discoveries

of coal seem, in the light of our present knowledge, to be

most probable. The extent of the various areas noted above,

as well as the area of each individual coal field, is shown in

the following table, which gives a total of at least 1,238

square miles, or 792,320 acres, of known workable coal and

12,644 square miles, or 8,092,160 acres, of ''coal-bearing rocks.''

*The differences between the areas given here and those

published elsewhere are due chiefly to the recognition of four

classes of coal instead of three, and the consequent division

of the Lisburne areas into semi-bituminous and bituminous

and of the Yukon areas into bituminous and lignite, and of

similar changes in other smaller areas.

ISee explanation on p. .

Areas of Alaska Coal Fields.*

Areas of

Known coal coal-bearing

areas. rocks.

t

Anthracite

:

Bering River . . .

Matanuska River

Sq. Miles. Sq. Miles.

26
.
4

4-2

30.6
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Semi-bituminous

:

Bering River 20.2 620

Matanuska River 20.3

Cape Lisburne 14.2

54.7 620

Bituminous

:

Matanuska River 22 900

Alaska Peninsula 69 657

Yukon Basin 167 2,490

Cape Lisburne 205 1*255

Anaktuvuk River . 9 68

472 5.37^^

Total anthracite and bituminous 557-3 5*99^'^

Lignite

:

Southeastern Alaska 10 50

Cook Inlet Region 304 2,565

Southwestern Alaska 16 300

Copper River 20

Yukon Basin 216 i>557

Bering Sea 52 426

Northern Alaska 83 i,73^

681. 6,654

Grand total 1,238 12,644

The geologic position of Alaska coals is distributed

through horizons in the Carboniferous, the Jurassic, the Cre-

taceous, and the Tertiary. The abundance of the coal and the

extent of the areas increase progressively from the older to

the younger hoizons, reaching their culmination not later

than the Miocene.

The Pacific coast coal fields are of moderate area but of

wide distribution. The}' include both Mesozoic and Tertiary
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coals, with the complete range in composition from a good

quality of anthracite, through high grade semi-bituminous

steam and coking coals and ordinary bituminous coal, to lig-

nites of various character. Many of the coal beds are of

great thickness, especially where the coal is of high carbon-

ization, but unfortunately the high grade of coal and the

great thickness of the beds are as a rule accompanied by an

irregularity of the geologic structure that is unfavorable to

mining conditions. The Pacific coast coals are in general

favorably situated for shipment, and in this respect, as in the

character of some of the coal, ofifer possibilities for a larger,

more regular, and wider market than any of the other Alaska

coals.

The interior region, which is here defined to include the

valleys of Copper and Yukon rivers and their tributaries, con-

tains Cretaceous bituminous coal on the lower Yukon and

Tertiary lignite and sub-bituminous coal on the upper Yukon
and in the Tanana, Koyukuk, and Copper river basins. None
of this coal is suitable for export, but it may be of consider-

able importance as local fuel.

The coal of the Bering Sea and Arctic slope region in

eludes great range in geologic age and great variety in char-

acter. Coal is present in the Carboniferous, Jurassic, Creta

ceous, and Tertiary. The Cape Lisburne coal includes Car-

boniferous semi-bituminous and Jurassic bituminous, and in

the Colville basin Cretaceous bituminous coal and Tertiary

lignite are present. The other coal, as far as is now known
(except the Wainwright Inlet coal, which is Jurassic), is all

lignite of Tertiary age.

It is not likely that any of this coal is of immediate value

for other than local use. The high grade coal at Cape Lis

burne may find an extensive market at Nome, but the ship-

ping problems are serious. The other coal is of such charac-

ter that its market must be restricted to local regions in

which the cost of better imported coal is high. It may be of
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extreme importance and of great value in local operations,

but it is not good enough to ship very far from the mines.

The character of the coal in the Alaska fields has been

stated in the previously published descriptions of the various

fields and has been referred to in preceding pages. The fol-

lowing table is a summary of all the analyses of Alaska coal

which have been made for the Geological Survey, and shows
approximately the character and value of the coal from the

known areas

:

Analyses of Alaska Coal.

District and Kind ot Coal
Mois

ture

Volatile

matter

Fixed

Carbon
Ash Sulphur

Fuel

ratio

ANTHRACITE.

1 Bering- River, average
of 7 analyses 7. 88 6

.

15 78

.

23 7 74 1 .301 12 86
2 Matanuska River, 1

2. 55 7 08 84 32 6 05 .57 11 90

SEMI-ANTHRACITE.

3 Bering- River, average
5. 80 8. 87 76 06 9 27 1 .08 8 77

SEMI-BITUMINOUS.

4 Bering River, coking.
average of 28 anal-
yses 4. IS 14 00 72 42 9 39 1 .73 5 28

5 Cape Lisburne, aver-
age of 3 analyses... 3. 66 17. 47 75. 95 2 92 .96 4 43

6 Matanuska River, cok-
ing, average of 16

2. 71 20. 23 65 39 11 60 .57 - 3 23

BITUMINOUS.

7 Lower Yukon, average
4. 68 31 . 14 56. 62 7 56 .48 1 90

SUB-BITUMINOUS.

8 Matanuska River, aver-
40age of 4 analyses... 6. 56 35. 43 49 44 8 57 .37 1

9 Koyukuk River, 1

40sample 4. 47 34 32 48 26 12 95 1

10 Nation River, 1 sample. 1 . 39 40. 02 55 55 3 04
'2 '.98 1 39

11 Alaska Peninsula, av-
erage of 5 analyses. 2. 34 38 68 49 75 9 22 1 .07 1 30

12 Cape Lisburne, aver-
1 24age of 11 analyses.. 9. 35 38. 01 47 19 45 .35

13 Anaktuvuk River, 1

20sample 6. 85 36 39 43 38 13 38 .54 1
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LIGNITE.

Port Graham, 1 sample.
Southeastern Alaska,
average of 5 samples

Wainwrlg-ht Inlet, 1

sample
Colville River, 1 sam-

ple
Upper Yukon, Cana-

dian, average of 13
analyses

Upper Yukon, Circle
province, average of
3 analyses

Upper Yukon, Rampart
province, average of
6 analyses

Seward Peninsula, 1

sample
Chitistone River. 1

sample
Kachemak Bay, aver-
age of 6 analyses. .

.

Cantwell River, 1

sample
Kodiak Island, 1 sam-

ple
Unga Island, average

of 2 analyses
Tyonek. average of 4

analyses
Chistochina River, 1

sample

16 87 37 48 39 12 6 53 39 1 04

1 97 37 84 35 18 24 23 57 1 02

10 65 42 99 42 94 3 42 62 1 00

11 50 30 33 30 27 27 90 50 1 00

13 08 39 88 39 28 7 72 1 26 99

10 45 41 81 40 49 7 27 1 30 97

11 42 41 15 36 95 10 48 33 91

24 92 38 15 33 58 3 35 68 88

1 65 51 50 40 75 6 10 79

19 85 40 48 30 99 8 68 35 77

13 02 48 81 32 40 5 77 16 66

12 31 51 48 33 80 2 41 17 66

10 92 53 36 28 25 7 47 1 36 62

8 35 54 20 30 92 6 53 38 58

15 91 60 35 19 46 4 28 32

9.

10.
11.

12.

13.

14.

15,

16,

17,

18
19
20,

21,

22
23
24,

25,

26
27

1 to
28

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 284, p. 74, analyses 1 to 7.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 284, p. 98, analysis 1.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 335, p. (in press).
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 335, p. (in press).
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 278, p. 47. analyses 13 to 15.
Bull. TT. S. Geol. Survey No. 284, p. 98. analyses 2 to 17.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 218, pp. 62, 63, analyses 26. 28 to 38.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 284, p. 98, analyses 18 to 21.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 218, p. 62, analysis 28.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 218. p. 62, analysis 17.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 284, p. 27.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 278, p. 47, analyses 1 to 7, 9 to 12.
Prof. Paper U. S. Geol. Survey No. 20. p. 114, analysis 607.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 259, p. 170.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 284. p. 27.
Prof. Paper IT. S. Geol. Survev No. 20, p. 114, analysis 653.
Prof. Paper U. S. Geol. Survey No. 20. p. 114. analysis 620.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 218, pp. 61. 62. analysis 3 to 15.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 218, p. 62, analyses 16. 18. 19.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 218. p. 62. analyses, 20 to 25.
Bull U. S. Geol. Survey No. 247. p. 67.
Prof. Paper U. S. Geol. Survey No. 41, p. 125.
Bull. IT. S. Geol. Survey No. 259. p. 170, analyses 3, 4, 7 to 10.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survev No. 218. p. 62.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 259. p. 170.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 259, p. 170.
Twentieth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, pt. 7, p. 23, analyses

4.

Prof. Paper U. S. Geol. Survey No. 41. p. 124. .
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HISTORY OF THE COAL INDUSTRY.

Former Attempts at Mining.—The earliest Alaska coal

mine, and probably the oldest on the Pacific coast, was opened

by the Russians more than 50 y-ears ago at Port Graham, on

the east shore of Cook Inlet, where the occurrence of coal was
described by Portlock (a) in 1786. The information concern-

ing this old mine is scanty. Petroff says of it (b) :

"The existence of coal in the southern portion of the

Kenai peninsula had been known for many years, and occa-

sionally a small quantity of the mineral had been extracted

for use in the Sitka ship-yard and on the tug-boats and small

steamers of the company. The discovery of gold in Cali-

fornia, however, gave a new impetus to this industry. Ex-

perienced miners and engineers were imported from Russia

and Germany, and a large force of men was employed in open-

ing the coal-veins at English Bay, or Graham's Harbor.

''The prosecution of this enterprise required a large

amount of capital, which the shareholders of the Russian-

American Company were unwilling or unable to furnish,

but by this tim.e the development of California had created

a demand for coal, and it was not difficult to find men willing

to engage in such a venture at San Francisco. A company
was formed, consisting of several American merchants of San

Francisco and the Russian-American Company, represented

by their resident agent in San Francisco, Mr. Kostrometinof.

Arrangements were made for the shipment of machinery,

pump and hoisting works, from the Eastern States, the Rus-

sian-American Company furnishing the necessary capital for

preliminary expenses."

(a) A voyage to the Northwest coast of North Amer-
ica, pp. 102-110. 40 London, 1789.

(b) Petroff, Ivan. Report on the population, industries

and resources of Alaska. Tenth Census United States, Vol.

8, 1884, p. 115.
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Ball's account (c) of the mine reads as follows

:

''About 1852 the Russian-American Company began to

make use of steamers, and their attention was called to the

coal described by Portlock and subsequently reported upon

by Doroshin and Wossnessenski. Doroshin was a mining en-

gineer detailed to examine the mineral resources of the col-

ony, and under his supervision a shipload of the coal was ob-

tained and taken to San Francisco to be tested. The Russian-

American Company hesitated to undertake mining operations

on its own account, and, having entered into relations with

certain Californian capitalists, in 1852 an establishment at

Kadiak was authorized by which the American Company was

permitted to put up ice for the California market. After vari-

ous tests had been made, the same company was empowered,

on raising the necessary capital, to open the coal mines at

Port Chatham.

"In April, 1855, the bark 'Cyane,' Captain Kinzie, left

San Francisco for Port Chatham, where miners and mining

machinery were landed. It is difficult at this date to obtain

information in regard to these mining operations, which con-

tinued some ten years and supplied the Russians with a cer-

tain amount of coal which was used on their steamers. iKc

better coal became available by the opening of mines in Brit-

ish Columbia, Oregon, and Puget Sound, the Port Chatham
coal became less necessary, and with the transfer of the terri-

tory to the United States the mine was finally abandoned."

Bancroft's account (d) reads as follows

:

"Machinery was erected and run by steam power ; a force

of laborers was obtained in Siberia; several experienced min-

ers were brought from Germany, and every available man in

(c) Dall, W. H. Report on coal and lignite of Alaska.

Seventeenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survev, pt. i, 1896, pp.

785, 786.

(d) Bancroft, Hubert Howe. History of Alaska, 1886,

pp. 693, 694.
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the Siberian line battalion, then stationed at Sitka, was sent

to aid in the work. The prospect of furnishing the company's

steamers with coal obtained in the colonies, and of selling th'^

surplus at high prices m San Francisco and elsewhere acted

as a powerful incentive. In 1857 shafts had been sunk and a

drift run into the vein for a distance of nearly 1,700 feet,

nearly all of which was in coal. During this and the three

following years over 2,700 tons were mined, the value of

which was estimated at nearly 46,000 roubles,* but the result

was a net loss. The thickness of the vein was found to vary

from nine to twelve feet, carrying 70 per cent of mineral, and

its extent was practically unlimited; but the coal was found

to be entirely unfit for the use of steamers, and a shipment of

500 tons forwarded to San Francisco realized only twelve and

a half roubles per ton, or considerably less than cost."

The writer visited the locality in 1904 (a) and saw the

mouths of two shafts and a drift, and the ruins of several mas-

sive log buildings, and of a wharf of log crib-work filled in

with stone. One of the ruined log buildings contained scat-

tered fire brick of American or English make, and pieces of

rusted machinery, and was evidently a power house. He was

shown rusty axes and picks of Russian pattern which had

been taken from the drift when opened the year before, and

was told that balls and chains were found with them, suggest-

ing the employment of convict labor. It was reported among
the Russian residents of the neighboring town of Seldovia

that (b) the shaft was 180 feet deep, and passed through five

beds of coal, and that the workings extended out beneath the .

waters of the harbor. The old drift was reopened and coal

was shipped therefrom to the towns of Seward and V'aldez in

1904-6.

(*i rouble—$0,734.)

(a) See R. W. Stone's account in Bull. U. S. Geol. Sur-

vey No. 259, 1905, p. 160.

(b) Stone, R. W. Loc. Cit.
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Coal has also been mined for local use at other points of

Cook Inlet, especially on Kachemak Bay and at Tyonek, to

supply the demand of small steamers. The methods wer<^

generally crude, in most cases no mine being opened, but the

coal being picked up from the base of the clififs or broken off

at the crop by natives who carried it in their hands to a scow.

The cheapness of this method has given Tyonek the interest-

ing distinction of being the cheapest coal port in the world.

Attempts were made to develop the Kachemak Bay coa!

on a commercial scale at various times from 1888 to 1902, th?='

most active operations being between 1899 and 1902, wIilmi

after building a wharf and seven miles of railroad, erecting

many buildings, and driving three tunnels and two slopes,

the enterprise was abandoned, the company being in financial

difficulties.

A similar failure followed the attempt to mine and ship

coal at Herendeen Bay, on the Alaska Peninsula.

Coal has been mined in a small way at Coal Harbor, Unga
Island, at various times during the past 20 years or more, but

without commercial success. A small mine at Chignik Bay,

on the Alaska Peninsula, has been in operation for several

years to supply a salmon cannery and cannery fleet.

Unsuccessful attempts have also been made to develop

small mines in southeastern Alaska.

The mining of coal on the Yukon River has been in pro-

gress for several years but never on a large scale. The mar-

ket has always been restricted to the demand of river steam-

ers, which has been reduced by the substitution of California

fuel oil.

The coal deposits near Cape Lisburne, on the Arctic

coast, have been used intermittently to supply revenue cut-

ters and the whaling fleet. A project to ship this coal to

Nome has been made, but has never materialized.

A small mine on Seward Peninsula has been worked for

several years to supply local placer camps. Although the

coal is of rather poor quality the venture has been a success,
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the market being exceptionally good because of the high price

($30 or $40 per ton) of imported coal.

Production of Coal in Alaska, 1897-1906.*

Quantity Quantity

Year. (short Value. Year. (short Value.

tons). tons).

1897 , . 2,000 $28,000 , . 2,212 $19,048

1898 14,000 1903 747 6,582

1899 1,200 16,800 1904 694 1,72^

16,800 1905 • 3,774 13,250

1901 ,. . 1,300 15,600 1906 5o4i 17,97^

RECENT STEPS TOWARD DEVELOPMENT.

New Discoveries.—The older mines on the Pacific coast,

referred to in the preceding pages, were all in beds of lignite

or sub-bituminous coal, in most cases of rather poor quality.

In later years it became known that coal of much higher

grade, including bituminous coking coal, semi-bituminous

and semi-anthracite steam coal, and anthracite, were present

in several regions. These discoveries put an end to all hope

of mining the lignites for other than local use, and at the

same time gave promise of the development of a very impor-

tant coal industry which should find its chief market _(a) at

more distant points on the shores of the Pacific Ocean. The

*The production for 1897 and 1898 is estimated. That

for the other years is according to returns from the opera-

tors as published in Mineral Resources of the United States.

These figures are known in some cases to be considerably be-

low the true production, several operators not having re-

ported at all.

(a) Martin, G. C, Markets for Alaska coal : Bull. Geol.

Survey No. 284, 1906, pp. 18-29.
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preliminary development of these newly discovered coal fieldt'

on Bering and Matannska rivers has gone on with much activ-

ity during the last few years and has offered one of the chief in-

centives to the railroads which are now building. No coal

has, however, been mined in either of these districts, sinco

before it can be mined it will be necessary to build about 150

miles of railroad (a) to reach the Matanuska coal, and from

25 to 100 miles (according to the harbor chosen) to reach the

Bering River coal. -It is believed that either of these projects

is legitimate, and that if favorable title can be obtained both

fields will be producing on a large scale within a few years.

Railroads are now under construction to both these fields.

Coal-Land Laws.—The development of the Alaska coal

was long retarded by the lack of legislative provision for the

entry of the lands. A law passed in 1900 ''extending the coal-

land laws of the United States to Alaska" was inoperative

through the lack of provision for land surveys, the coal lands

of the United States being open to entry only where surveyed

and sub-divided, and no township surveys having been made
in Alaska. Ihis was remedied in the law of 1904, which is

the latest on the subject, and which provides that "any per-

son who has opened or improved a coal mine" may locate the

lands in rectangular tracts not exceeding 160 acres for an
individual, or 320 to 640 acres for an association of individuals

or a corporation
;
surveys to be made at private expense by

deputy mineral surveyors and to be approved by the General

Land Office ; and land to be purchased from the Government
at $10 per acre. Many holders of coal lands have proceeded

under this law, but as far as the writer know^s, no patent ha=

as yet been granted.

Work of the Geological Survey.—The coal resources of

Alaska have been the subject of a large amount of investiga-

(a) Brooks, Alfred H., Railway routes: Bull. U. S.

Geol. Survey, No. 284, 1906, pp. 10-17.
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tion by the Geological Survey in recent years. Since 190:^

special coal investigations have been in progress each year

and have yielded a fairly accurate knowledge of the more im-

portant coal fields. In addition to this a large amount of in-

formation concerning coal has been gathered each year since

regular geologic v^ork was begun in Alaska, by Survey parties

that were working primarily on other problems.

Existing knowledge of the coal of Alaska was summar-
ized by Dall (a) in 1896, by Brooks (b) in 1902, and by Mar-

tin (c) in 1907.

Especial aLtenlion has been devoted in the last few years

to investigation of the high grade coal on or near the Pacific

coast (d), and to a series of comparative studies now in

progress by Dr. v¥. W. Atwood and to be extended into all

of the accessible coal fields of the District of Alaska. The
report on the Controller Bay and Bering River region, now
in press, is the most detailed, representing work which has

extended through parts of four field seasons, and being accom-

(a) Dall, VV. TI., Report on the coal and lignite of

Alaska ; Seventeenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, pt. I,

1896, pp. 769-908.

(b) Brooks, Alfred H., Coal Resources of Alaska:

Twenty-second Ann. Rept., U. S. Geol. Survey, pt. 3, 1902, pp.

515-571.

(c) Martin, G. C, The Alaska Coal Fields : Bull. U. S.

Geol. Survey No. 314, 1907, pp. 40-46.

(d) Martin, G. C, A reconnaissance of the Matanuska

coal field, Alaska, in 1905 : Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 289,

1906, 36 pp.

Paige, Sidney, and Knopf, Adolph., A reconnaissance in

the Matanuska and Talkcetna Basins, Bull, U. S. Geol. Sur-

vey No. —
, 1908. (In press.)

Martin, G. C, Geology and Mineral Resources of the Con-

troller Bay region : Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 335, 1908.

(In press.)
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panied by topographic and geologic maps on the scale of i to

62,500. It is the purpose of the Geological Survey to make
such detailed investigations wherever there is a legitimate de-

mand for them, if means permit.

Railway Surveys and Construction.— Several of the pro-

posed railroads from the coast of Alaska into the interior are

planned (a) to tap the best coal deposits. These roads include

one from Resurrection Bay, on the Kenai Peninsula, to the

Tanana Valley, reaching the Matanuska coal by a branch

;

one from Orca Bay, on Prince Vviiliam Sound, up Cooper

River, with a branch to the Bering River coal field, and two

from Katalla to the Bering River coal field and thence up

Copper River. All of these roads are under construction but

none of them have reached the coal. Any of them will give

access to high grade coals, including anthracite, ''smokeless"

steam coal, and coking coal, and make it possible to mine and

ship these coals, which cannot be now shipped because of lack

of transportation.

OUTLOOK FOR MINING.

Alaska contains coal of such quality that there should be

a good market for it not only 111 Alaska but in the general

Pacific Coast markets. Some of the best of this coal will

probably be placed on the market as soon as title can be com-
pleted ; and the railroads, now under construction, are ex-

tended into the coal fields.

It may be seen from the table of p. that the Bering
River and Matanuska anthracite has no equivalent among the

coals now being mined on the Pacific Coast, and that it com-
pares favorably with the Pennsylvania anthracite. It ought
to be put into the San Francisco and other Pacific Cost mar-

(a) Brooks, Alfred H., Railway routes: Bull. U. S.

Geol. Si?rvey, No. 284, 1906, pp. 10-17. Railway routes in

Alaska, Nat. Geographic Mag., 1907, pp. 165-190.
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kets at a cost far below that of Eastern coal, in which case

should have no difficulty in entirely supplanting the latter.

The Bering River semi-bituminous and part of the semi-

bituminous coal from Matanuska River is also better than

anything that is being mined in the West. These coals are

the equivalent of the Pocahontas, New River, and Georges

Creek coals of the East and are eminently adapted for use on
warships and for other purposes for which a high grade, pure,

''smokeless," steaming coal is required; and for these pur-

poses will command a considerably higher price than any

coal that is now being mined on the Pacific Coast, or if

offered at equal prices should readily drive the latter from the

market.

Part of these coals will produce an excellent quality of

coke, better, in fact (except possibly regarding content of

phosphorus, regarding which few data are available) than

coke which can be produced from an}' of the Washington anJ

Vancouver Island coals and equal to the coke from Crows
Nest Pass. If an important smelter industry grows up in

Alaska, as now seems possible, the Bering River and Mata-

nuska coking coal should have the advantage of quality and

of transportation rates, over any coking coal which is now
being used on the Pacific Coast.

The coals from known Alaska fields other than Mato

nuska and Bering Rivers are so situated or are of such quality

that they can find markets only where they have a very con-

siderable advantage in the matter of freight rates,—that is,

their markets must be local and probably small. These locaf

markets will depend chiefly on mining camps and will be

transient or permanent according to whether the mining

camps are placer or lode. Such coal fields of the interior as

may be on the line of railroads or near lode mines, especially

if the ores are smelting ores and the coal capable of coking,

will attain considerable inaportance, but these conditions are

contingent on future discoveries and developments which can-

not be foretold.










